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Abstract
Protocols of five architects, all undertaking a common drawing exercise, are
analyzed in order to unravel the drawing process. Participants are found to be
influenced by two distinct, yet inextricably interconnected patterns of reasoning.
First, participants make use of a productive drawing process, responding to, and
drawing in accordance with, the structural relationships of the site ("structural"
in the sense used by Gestalt Theory; not the construction industry). As opposed
to non-productive, formulaic procedures which fail to consider the uniqueness
of each situation, productive processes depend on the relationship between
drawing and understanding the structural relationships of this site. This activity
is fundamental to all participants. The understanding of structural relationships
represents a much higher order of understanding than only seeing the particu-
lars of the site.
In the second pattern of reasoning, participants engage the task from the per-
spective of their own design worlds. Here participants' active and past experi-
ences are seen to inform their thinking, setting the context in which they come to
understand the goal of the exercise, find meaning in what they have seen, and
derive implications for their understandings. Each participant's design world is
a lens which focuses the thinking that occurs as he or she works with the
structural relationships of the site.
The process which facilitates this activity can be described as one of "drawing-
understanding-drawing." A participant draws a feature of the site, reflects on
the drawing and the site, arriving at an understanding of what has been drawn
and seen, and then draws again in the light of this new understanding. It is an
iterative process which allows participants to arrive at ever increasing levels of
understanding and execution.
Abstract 2
In this study, sketching is seen as a design act. As with most design problems,
sketching involves a process of "making." At its outset the task is typically
unformed and uncertain, the final results of which cannot be predicted. There
are issues that arise for a person creating a sketch which must be resolved as they
arise, and the resolution of which have both intended and unintended conse-
quences for other decisions. Each person applies his or her own unique appre-
ciations and understandings in evaluating the consequences.
From this analysis, implications are drawn for drawing education and design
thinking.
Co-Thesis Supervisor: Donald A. Schbn
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Co-Thesis Supervisor: William L. Porter
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Introduction
Introduction
General Information
Not too long ago I was engaged in a conversation with friends about their
memories of architecture school. I was particularly struck by one person who
said, "I was led to believe that architects are born - not made. I saw myself as a
large block of stone. Each day that I went to class the professors would chip
away a little bit of the stone, and hopefully what remained at the end of the day
still had the potential to be an architect. My greatest fear was that one day the
chipping would reveal me to be something other than an architect."
These comments resonated with the experiences and feelings of numerous
other participants in the conversation. Indeed, I am amazed by how many times
others have related similar versions of this story to me as they recount their days
in architectural school. The metaphors may vary, but the underlying implica-
tions are the same: the function of architecture school is not to educate a student,
but rather to reveal those who have a magically innate ability. I suspect that
phrases such as "gifted," "talented," and "innate ability," to name only a few,
reveal this belief.
I believe experiences like the one related in the example above have contrib-
uted to the development of a culture of architecture, both in universities and the
profession. In a very real way becoming an architect or a successful student is
like joining a club with is own particular rites of initiation. To be a member of
this "club of architects," one must learn a particular way of lettering, drawing
trees, indicating materials, drawing design diagrams, and so forth. Rather than
engaging in productive thinking and reflectively carrying out tasks in a way that
reveals an understanding of this tree or this design diagram, students learn to
draw icons of trees and icons of design diagrams. They adopt the form, without
an understanding of its making.
In adopting these icons, students pass a rite of initiation on their way toward
becoming architects. Like the design diagrams they have learned to draw as
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icons, they risk becoming icons of architects. They letter like architects, draw
trees like architects, render sky like architects, and produce design diagrams like
architects. In so doing they sculpt themselves into the piece of stone they believe
they must be if they are to succeed in school and the profession. Deeper, more
productive, reflective thinking may actually impede the student's assimilation
into the culture.
But somehow we know this approach is not adequate. By solving problems
with a formula - a procedure external to the particular situation, one's solution
becomes generic, failing to consider the important and unique features of each
problem setting. No two problems are the same. Moreover, problems are rarely
as clear as they may first appear; they are most often sloppy and ill-defined. It is
a rare occasion when a set external procedure is appropriately applied at the
outset of a problem.
As an alternate to formulaic approaches to drawing based on external proce-
dures, this study proposes that sketching should be understood as a design act.
The study asks how we characterize this process; what are its attendant features?
What is the process by which sketches are made, and what are the implications of
this process for design, sketching, education, and numerous related fields of
inquiry?
For some, the idea of drawing as designing may seen unusual. However, as
will be discussed more fully in the next section, as with most design problems,
the entire sketching task is typically unformed and uncertain and the final results
cannot be predicted at the outset of the task. There are issues that arise for a
person creating a sketch which must be resolved as they arise, the resolution of
which have consequences for other decisions. One applies his or her own
appreciations and understandings in evaluating these consequences. Clearly
this is much different from a process dependent on an external procedure, where
one applies a known technique and drawing formula to the task without regard
for the specifics of this evolving situation.
As a basis for this study's data, I conducted an experiment where the activity
of five architects was observed as each produced a sketch of an actual environ-
ment. In each of these five I believe we also see the work of many others; perhaps
even ourselves. In so doing we may come to understand not only our own tacit
drawing and design knowledge, but also that of others. By recognizing other
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designer's worlds we facilitate our ability to communicate with other architects
and we gain new insights into how we might expand our own abilities.
The organization of this study is straightforward, containing eight sections.
The present section briefly introduces the reader to the topic. The second section
discusses the current state of literature on drawing in architecture. Not a review
of history, this section discusses three main approaches to drawing and the
teaching of drawing as outlined in contemporary publications. It provides the
standards against which consideration may be given to seeing drawing as a
design act. In the third section the exercise used to generate the data for this
study is presented along with photographs of the actual site. In the fourth
section my research method is discussed. I also include an example of how the
method was applied to the protocols. The fifth section provides a detailed
analysis of each participant's drawing protocol, revealing features of his or her
drawing and thought processes.
In the sixth section I bring the results of each participant's drawing exercise
together for contrast and comparison, discussing the process of making that
occurs in the creation of the sketches. I propose that participants' activity is
directed by two major factors; the relationship between drawing and under-
standing the site's structural relationships, and the contents of participants'
design worlds including their understandings of the exercise's goal. A frame-
work of drawing-understanding-drawing is also proposed as the process by
which sketching activity occurs. Finally, I close by discussing ways in which the
study's findings are relevant to drawing education.
Some readers may be tempted to skip the individual analysis sections and
read only the final section where the work of all participants is brought together
for cumulative analysis. I recommend against this. Section six is not simply a
recap of information in the individual analyses. Moreover, even when a point is
repeated, it is presented in much less detail. The individual analysis sections
contain far more information than can be brought to this later section of the
study. It is important to read the entire study, as the whole is far more than any
one of its parts.
The seventh section of the study contains the appendices. The first appendix
is a transcription of each participant's protocol along with progress photographs
of his or her sketching activity and annotations describing drawing activity.
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Although quoted material in the body of the study is placed in context, it may be
to the reader's advantage to consider the quotes within the broader spectrum
available in these transcriptions. The second appendix provides reduced versions
of each participant's final sketch for side-by-side comparison. The eighth section
contains the notes and bibliography for the study.
I have taken the collected data very seriously, analyzing it in great detail and
relying heavily on an inductive, bottom up, method of working. Although I try
to avoid letting the presentation of data overpower the study, I feel the inclusion
of participants' statements, and photographs of sketching progress to be essen-
tial. Typically these statements and photographs are integral to the text and not
merely illustrative examples of a point being developed. However, while I rely
on quotations from participants' protocols, I avoid extensive quotations from
outside sources. In a study of this type, there a great risk of presenting an
extended series of quotations whose purpose is to validate issues raised within
the text. While it is important to include references or information relevant to the
topic under consideration, their location in the text often breaks the flow of
discussion. Generally I therefore reserve quotes from outside sources for the
notes section of the study; they are present but not intrusive.
As with any study, there is always the danger of falling prey to a tyranny of
terminology. I am quite fond of Wertheimer's plea for readers to understand his
terms as "pointers"1 to particular concepts. In selecting specific terms I have
attempted to use words or phrases that approximate the actual procedure being
described. It is important to realize, however, that the terms are not static; like
the concepts they describe, they are best understood as "pointers" to particular
processes.
The same can be said with regard to categories or classes of information.
Although this study utilizes a particular set of categories, there is no implication
that these are the only or best categories. Further, it might be argued that they
could be usefully subdivided. Again, as with terminology, these categories
should be viewed as "pointers" which designate particular processes.
Introduction 12
State of Literature on
Drawing in Architecture
State of Literature on Drawing in Architecture
Introduction
As previously discussed in the Introduction, this study is an inquiry into the
nature of drawing. It is well known that drawing is an important aspect of
architects' work and that it is integral to their design procedures. What is meant
by "drawing," however, is often vague and ambiguous. In contrast to the verbal
richness of the Eskimos who reportedly have seven different words for various
types of snow,1 architects often use a single term to describe a wide variety of
drawing activities. For example, "drawing" can refer to; sketching integral to
design exploration, free-hand sketches of actual or imagined environments,
development documents, construction documents, analytical documents, dia-
grams, finished renderings, and so forth. Many writers tend to group the
numerous types of drawings into three headings; sketching, development draw-
ings, and presentation drawings (either rendered or technical).2
For the purposes of this study, I concentrate on free-hand drawing or sketch-
ing. More specifically, as opposed to design sketches,3 I consider the ways in
which architects sketch built environments. As noted in the Introduction, my
interest centers on the ways in which these sketches are created and how the
nature of their making relates to design, drawing education, and numerous
related fields of inquiry.
Given this focus, it is not necessary for me to examine each of the many types
of architectural drawing.4 Similarly, it is not critical that I provide a history of
architectural drawing.5 What is critical for my study of sketching is a focus on
the process by which sketches are made. As will be discussed in the section on
Research Method, the study of a final artifact without a knowledge of its making
is of little use for my inquiry.
Attitudes about the ways in which built environments are, or should be
sketched are revealed in the vast number of books that purport to teach drawing.
A survey of these books6 often reveals one of three approaches to the task. The
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first approach, which applies to the majority of titles I surveyed, encourages
readers to approach drawing tasks with a defined set of external procedures.
Emphasis is placed on the acquisition of skills that will allow the reader to draw
"like an architect." There are many limitations to such an approach. Of primary
concern is the way readers are encouraged to adopt a particular way of drawing
which fails to consider the specific content of what is being drawn. All drawing
situations are seen as being similar, capable of being solved with a set package of
drawing formulas. Also, rather than urging readers to see the uniqueness of each
situation, these books typically teach readers to draw generic icons, for what
they see.
The second approach, applicable to fewer titles than the first approach,
argues against set ways of drawing and the use of tricks or clich6s whose
primary purpose is to promote a generic architectural style of drawing. Rather,
this approach at least partially encourages readers to see each drawing situation
as unique. For example, the successful reader will draw a tree as it is seen, and
not as an icon of a tree. However, despite the intentions of the authors promoting
this approach, there is again a tendency to embrace a formulaic method of
drawing, albeit at a higher level. For example, readers are told that there are
certain compositional strategies which should be utilized when drawing. These
strategies, however, fail to consider the uniqueness of each drawing situation.
Although a particular recommendation may be appropriate, the reason for
following it is only an external procedure; a formula for producing a drawing.
The third approach, applicable to the fewest titles surveyed, encourages
readers to understand each drawing situation as unique. Unlike authors in the
second group, these authors generally achieve their goal, ultimately leading
readers toward the development of their own drawing skills that rely on the
materials of the particular situation rather than formulaic external procedures.
However, even these authors fail to fully explain and illustrate important aspects
of drawing. The large gap between their words and their drawings impedes
readers' abilities to have meaningful learning experiences. Readers are not
taught to think in a productive fashion. In the presence of persuasive drawings,
and the absence of appropriate explanatory text, there is a great risk that readers
will simply copy the illustrated drawing style, thereby capturing the author's
form, but without an understanding of how that form came into being.
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The results of this study suggest a fourth approach to drawing. In this
approach drawing is seen as a design act. For some the notion of "designing" a
sketch may seem unusual. To put this into proper perspective, we will first
consider the nature of design apart from issues related to sketching.
The Nature of Design
There are many ways to understand design, but in the most general sense it is a
process of "making" in which one shapes, reshapes and gives form to his or her
ideas, bringing an artifact which did not previously exist into existence. In this
process one moves from an initial problem state which is incoherent, ill-defined,
and chaotic, and which at once presents too much and too little information,
toward a final state which achieves at least some level of coherence and whose
final form could not have been predicted at the outset of the task.
The transition toward coherence requires incompleteness and partialness.
Given design problems' richness and density of information, designers are
necessarily unable to use all of the information which a problem setting presents.
Thus, they "select" certain aspects of the setting while neglecting others. Part of
a designer's skill is to select the information which is critical to his or her needs.
This process of selectivity is based on designers' evolving understandings of the
task, personal interests and intent, and interplay with the output of their activity.
It is noteworthy that this selection process does not occur all at once. Rather, it is
characteristic of the entire design process. When a design problem is first
engaged it is not possible to anticipate what will ultimately be selected or
neglected.
Unpredictability of results is an important characteristic of the design process.
In the process of solving a design problem there are various issues which arise
for the designer that could not be anticipated at the outset of the task, the
resolution of which have intended and unintended consequences for further
decisions. The designer applies his or her own unique appreciations and
understandings in evaluating both sets of consequences. The coherence each
designer achieves is a personal construction.
As a final design, however, this personal construction becomes an artifact in
its own right. Once completed it is understood and judged independent of the
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designer's original understandings and intentions. We all construct our own
understandings of the final design's meaning and significance.
Any design is necessarily only one of many possible constructions. We
expect multiple "correct" answers for each design problem. At the same time,
however, design solutions often bear a resemblance to one another. This is
because along with each design problem's "variable" aspects such as those just
discussed, which are constructed, reconstructed, and understood differently by
each designer, there is also a unique and inherent structure. This structure is
made up of many elements, each existing in a particular structural relationship to
the others. These "given" elements and relationships tend to constrain the range
of possible solutions for each design problem. The materialization of form - the
final design - is a result of the interplay between the variables and givens that at
once expand and constrain the range of design moves. A brief discussion of
Constructionist Philosophy and Gestalt Theory more fully explains these concepts.
Constructionist Philosophy makes sense of the construction and reconstruction
aspects of the design process discussed above, while Gestalt Theory accounts for
the ways in which the construction process is compatible with a designer's goal
of achieving a particular construction based on a given set of structural
relationships.
Constructionist Philosophy
Constructionists9 argue that our knowledge of reality is informed by, and depen-
dent on, the limitations of our minds, the variability of our perceptions, and the
subjectivity of our understandings. True knowledge of independent reality" is
therefore impossible. What a person sees in considering his or her surroundings
is necessarily both a partial subset of available information, and an embellish-
ment of those surroundings. As we consider our environment we filter un-
wanted or unnecessary information at the same time we create "phantoms;"
information that is not actually present in the environment. We construct and
reconstruct both self and world, developing unique frames of reference from
which we interpret and operate.
The ways in which people build and maintain a relationship with the world
have been studied by a number of researchers, and from a variety of perspec-
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tives. Notable among these researchers is Jean Piaget.1 In his studies of children,
Piaget proposes that when presented with unfamiliar situations people can do
one of two things: they can "assimilate" them into their existing structure or they
can "accommodate" them by modifying their existing structures. The former
process is one that establishes continuity and stability in our development as we
connect new features of the world into structures we presently hold. The latter
process is one of change where new information forces us to rearrange, release,
or build new, structures and thereby transcend our present understandings.
Neither process is superior to the other, as it is their blending and balance that
frames our construction and reconstruction of the world.
More recently Piaget's work has been continued by "neo-Piagetians" such as
Robert Kegan.12 Like Piaget, Kegan is interested in people's construction of self
verses their construction of the world. Unlike Piaget, however, Kegan's interest
is not limited to development in children. Instead he considers human develop-
ment over an entire lifetime. He describes the process of development and the
construction of personal reality as an emergence from "embeddedness." Over a
lifetime of development we come to have a relationship with the world instead of
being embedded in it. In so doing our experiences are organized by an ongoing
process of "renegotiated balances" between ourselves and the world. Kegan
proposes that this evolutionary activity of "defending, surrendering, and recon-
structing a center" is the basis for human personality.
Nelson Goodman describes this process of construction as one of
"worldmaking," where one expects there to be multiple actual "worlds," all of
which are remade from existing worlds. As Goodman points out, the notion of
multiple worlds does not mean that there is a single "actual" world with many
different alternatives. Rather there are numerous distinct actual worlds.13 He
argues that there are "many different world-versions...of independent interest
and importance, without any requirement or presumption of reducibility to a
single base." Berger and Luckmann make a similar claim for the social construc-
tion of reality when they say that, "knowledge about society is...a 'realization' in
the double sense of the word, in the sense of apprehending the objectivated
social reality, and in the sense of ongoingly producing this reality." 14
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Gestalt Theory and Productive Thinking
Gestalt Theory accounts for the way in which the range of potentially open-
ended constructions is constrained by the unique structural relationships of each
problem's features. In his book Productive Thinking, Max Wertheimer illustrates
the power of this process by discussing his experiences with students working to
find the area of a parallelogram.
Familiar Version Unfamiliar Version
Figure A
(Taken from Wertheimer)
Wertheimer begins by noting that students typically learned the formula
(base times height) for calculating the area rather quickly. However, when
confronted with versions of parallelograms that did not fit the basic gestalt of the
figure upon which their learning was based (Reference Figure A), students were
unable to find the area. Because they failed to grasp the inner structure of the
figure, when faced with the unfamiliar variation, they were unable to apply the
formula they had learned.
Wertheimer argues that in productive thinking the problem is solved as a
student reflects on the figure of the parallelogram and comes to see it as a
rectangle. There are numerous ways in which this may occur, one of which I will
illustrate.15 (Reference Figure B) In brief, the process by which this occurs
depends on the student noticing that auxiliary lines can be drawn (DE, BF, and
CF) to create two triangles. Next the students sees that triangle ADE can be
moved to the right, thereby filling in the gap left by triangle BFC. In so doing the
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initially unfamiliar parallelogram becomes a familiar rectangle whose area stu-
dents have previously learned to calculate.
d £
a e b f
Figure B
(Taken from Wertheimer)
Critical to this process is the way in which the three auxiliary lines and
triangles are developed and understood. It is important that the lines not be seen
as "this line drawn vertically from the left upper corner, a second from the right
upper corner, and the third prolonging the base to the right," possibly acquiring
some value or meaning at a later time. Rather, Wertheimer argues that the lines
should originate "from above out of the functional requirements, in their role as
parts." For example, auxiliary line DE should simultaneously be seen as the end
of a rectangle and the side of a triangle. Similarly, lines BF and CF are not just
any lines, but are seen as the closure for a rectangle. It is important to understand
that the lines themselves are not critical. Rather it is the figures for which the
lines serve as boundaries. With the recognition of these boundaries, triangle
ADE can be moved to the right, filling the boundary defined by triangle BFC.
Wertheimer summarizes this procedure nicely when he says;
If (students) have grasped the problem - and this is what grasping
means - then they see the lines in their structural role andfunction, in
their meaning within the sensible context. They see how these lines,
just these in this situation, bring about the solution in the inner
relatedness, the structural relation p of these operations to reaching
the goal. The operations are viewed "from above," from the
vantage point of the inner structure of the whole procedure, as
they function within the context and fit its requirements...
...Two things that are related are decisive here: the structural mean-
ing of the parts and the character of their inner relatedness with
reaching the goal...16
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Wertheimer asks readers to see each problem situation as unique. A line
drawn is not a mere geometric figure; it is this line. It has a structural role and
function within a greater whole and when seen from above, functions in accor-
dance with the particular context.
For Wertheimer there are few, if any, generic situations where the application
of set procedures and the blind use of formulae are appropriate. What one must
bring to each problem setting is a way of thinking; a willingness to see each
situation as unique and to discover the structural meanings of parts and their
inner relatedness to reaching the goal.
Drawing As Designing
The results of this study suggest that drawing be understood as a design act. To
illustrate this point I will provide several brief snippets from the drawing protocols,
each of which is developed much more fully within the body of the study.
Consider how these examples relate to the earlier discussion of design.
Sketching brings a level of coherence to what was initially an incoherent, ill-
defined, and chaotic problem setting. This transition toward coherence requires
sketchers to be selective about what they draw. The actual environment is far too
complex for a sketcher to capture all of its features in his or her sketch. For
example, consider the first level of coherence which Eero attempts to bring to his
sketch as he begins the exercise. His first action is to draw a single line across the
bottom of his sketch to represent the railroad tracks. He says that the tracks
"serve as an organizing element for the sketch," and continues his work by
lightly sketching the areas of the site which he feels relate to the tracks. The
selection of the tracks brings a first level of order to Eero's work and is but one of
the many features he will select to achieve ever greater understanding and
coherence. It is important to note that the line Eero draws is not simply a
geometric figure: it reveals the way he understands the scene before him.
Sketching moves, such as Eero's drawing the tracks, have both intended and
unintended consequences, both of which must be judged by the sketcher. Consider
again Eero's start on the drawing exercise. After selecting and drawing the
railroad tracks as the feature to bring the first level of coherence to his sketch,
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Eero must judge the consequences of his move. Apparently his initial
consideration is only for the move's intended consequences, which he affirms by
continuing to draw the features of the site which relate to the tracks. However, as
he continues he is forced to confront the move's unintended consequences.
Because his initial selection of the railroad tracks focused on the right-hand side
of the site, Eero failed to consider the unintended consequences of the move on
the site's left-hand side. After only a few more sketching moves, however, he is
also forced to confront the unintended results as he discovers that in focusing on
the site's right-hand side, he has failed to leave adequate room on his sketch for
the features on the left-hand side. After judging this unintended consequence,
he considers his work unsuccessful and restarts the sketch.
Eero's example points to the unpredictability of the sketching process. When
Eero begins the sketch, it is not possible for him to predict what the final drawing
will be like. As the example illustrates, unanticipated issues arise, the resolution
of which have consequences on further decisions. Eero's final sketch is a personal
construction.
A quick review of the participants' final sketches reveals each to be a unique
and personal construction. Moreover, these completed sketches can now be
understood beyond the original intent of their designers. For example, when I
analyzed each sketch I did so from my own personal construction. I can only see
what I see. At the same time, however, I increasingly came to see the site through
the other sketchers' eyes. Each design provided me with a new lens onto the site.
It is noteworthy, however, that despite the wide range of possibilities, all of the
final sketches and much of the thinking behind them have a great deal in
common.
Consider, for example, that most of the sketchers understood the site to have
a left and a right-hand side. Typically sketchers said the right-hand side was
organized around horizontality, perspective, and order, while the left-hand side
was organized around variety and disorder. Situations like this point to the
relationship between "given" elements which have particular structural
relationships with one another, and "variable" elements which are constructed
and reconstructed.
In the sketching process there is an interplay between the given and the
constructed. I propose that a person designing a sketch is influenced by these
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two distinct, yet inextricably interconnected factors. First, a sketcher makes use
of a "productive17 drawing" process, responding to, and drawing in accordance
with the given structural relationships of the site. As opposed to non-productive,
formulaic procedures which fail to consider the uniqueness of each situation,
productive processes depend on the relationship between drawing and
understanding the structural relationships of this site. I believe that a person's
ability to productively produce a sketch depends on his or her capacity to see
and draw what is really relevant in the scene; what is truly essential. For
example, this study's data suggest that the horizontality of features on the site's
right-hand side combined with the strong sense of perspective from the sketching
position, form a very significant aspect of the site. The recognition of this aspect
represents the culmination of coming to understand one of the site's structural
features. It illustrates a much higher order of understanding than seeing only the
particulars of the site - for example, a window.
With the second factor, a person creating a sketch engages the task from the
perspective of his or her own construction or "design world."" Here sketchers'
active and past experiences are seen to inform their thinking, setting the tone by
which they come to understand the goal of the exercise, find meaning in what
they have seen, and derive implications for their understandings. Each person's
design world is a lens which focuses the thinking that occurs as he or she works
with the structural relationships of the site. Rather than embracing external,
formulaic procedures or simply mimicking a seductive drawing style, a person
executing a sketch sees each drawing task as unique and constructs a sketch
appropriate for the particular situation.
For example, Eero believes that the goal of the exercise is to capture the actual
environment in as much and as true detail as the media will allow. Thus, when
he draws the windows of the red building's eastern fagade, he carefully counts
their exact number and meticulously positions them on his drawing. Corbin, on
the other hand, believes the goal of the exercise is to create a drawing which will
stimulate in a viewer the same feelings or emotions that he or she might experience
in the actual environment. In order to do this he is quite willing to sacrifice
fidelity of physical simulation. Thus, when he draws the same fagade, he is not
concerned with the precise number of openings, but rather with "feeling." Given
their distinctive understandings of the task, Eero and Corbin draw the red
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building differently from each other. However, because they are dealing with
the same set of structural relationships, each drawing also shares a great deal.
The vision of drawing as a design act is much different from the three
approaches to drawing which were briefly described above. I now want to
consider in greater detail how each of these approaches relates to a process
where drawing is seen as designing. What are their strengths and weaknesses?
To more fully illustrate each of these approaches I have selected a number of
representative books as examples. 19
Approach One
The first approach to sketching in architecture is revealed in those books which
encourage readers to approach drawing tasks with a predetermined set of
external procedures. In the popular Manual of Graphic Techniques series of books,
Porter and Goodman offer readers what they refer to as a "basic set of design
(drawing) tools" which can be used to give "graphic birth" to ideas. According
to the authors, the goal of the books;
Is to introduce the beginning design student to a deeper under-
standing of the basic range of graphic systems and their use...20
These books claim to provide readers with the "tools" necessary to produce
"professional" drawings. In example after example, readers are shown "tricks"
that will enable them to produce sketches similar to what architects produce in
their offices. From the perspective of these books, the successful reader will be
one who has learned the techniques presented and is able to apply them to a
variety of drawing situations. Any deeper understanding of the basis for these
techniques is not considered.
As one example of this approach, consider the way in which readers are
taught to draw trees. The authors begin by saying that trees are a "great
indication of scale, time, and place." After being told that trees can be drawn to
appear as "sympathetic" to the drawing technique and to the architecture they
compliment, readers are given "some ideas" for techniques. What follows is
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approximately twenty-one techniques for drawing trees, two of which are shown
below. (Reference Figure C)
CI.
Figure C
(Taken from Porter and Goodman)
Below these drawings is a footnote which reads;
If designing for an existing site where trees will play an important
role in the resulting act of architecture, it is a good idea to sketch
specimens directly on site, or to photograph them for later
reference. 21
Although the authors claim to dislike the use of stereotypes - what I am
calling icons - in drawing, this is exactly what they provide the reader. The
twenty-one techniques for drawing trees are shown in a variety of scales, obvi-
ously ready for copying. The footnote that follows the drawing is paradoxical;
readers are told that in an actual environment they should sketch the real trees on
the site. However, readers are not given information as to how this sketching
should take place. All they are given is the twenty-two tree icons. I believe that
while such methods indeed teach readers to draw "like architects," the emphasis
on learning a particular style or form of drawing without regard for the specific
nature and content of what is being drawn is an ultimately damaging experience
as it substitutes for deeper, more productive learning.
Finally, consider the method of drawing advanced by Eissen in Presenting
Architectural Designs: Three-dimensional visualization techniques. The author begins
with a laborious discussion of how to mechanically produce perspective draw-
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ings using the "radial projection method." Then, saying this just discussed
method is problematic, he discusses the "cubic method," saying;
The cubic method is an approximate method and its aim is to
represent a three-dimensional environment fast and efficiently.
The freehand drawing skills necessary to draw cubes in perspec-
tive from every possible angle, also serve as a basis for producing
accurate perspectives of the architectural environment. 22
As explained in the book, the cubic method relies on holding one's pencil in the
air against the backdrop of distant objects being drawn, thus making the pencil
into a measuring device of lengths and angles. The core of this method relies on
a knowledge and application of geometry. For example, consider the following
excerpt and illustration (Reference Figure D) from the book;
Now draw lines from B and D to the common vanishing points
with AD/EI and AB/EF respectively. The rearmost edge then lies
on the intersection point C. Rods FG and IF, which have been
drawn to the correct vanishing points, complete the cube.23
TC
AA
Figure D
(Taken from Eissen)
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As the book continues, the author provides explanations of how to draw increas-
ingly detailed features of a scene.
Throughout the book Eissen's language is technical, focusing on the geom-
etry as opposed to the relationships or meanings of elements being drawn.
Typically objects are treated in complete isolation. For example, in one illustra-
tion the author explains how to draw a church steeple which has been photo-
graphically reproduced in the book. He says that the steeple should be drawn as
a cone. He then launches into a discussion of how to draw cones in perspective.
The steeple, for all practical purposes, is forgotten. Also, any notion of how to
compose the scene of the larger church, of which the steeple is but one part, is not
considered.
Eissen embraces and promotes the use of external procedures, which, failing
to consider the unique qualities of each drawing situation, are simply geometric
formulae. Following his method, a reader is led to believe that most, if not all,
drawing tasks can be successfully completed through an application of geomet-
ric principles.
This technique of drawing promoted by Porter, Goodman, Eissen, and others
is not a recent approach to the subject. In 1803 while writing about the ways
students should be taught to draw, Delagardette said;
We set the student before a sheet of paper on which he is to do the
drawing. We lead his hand, as it were, by letting him draw the line
first with a pencil and then with ink; from that to an evenly applied
tone all the way to complex shadowgraphs. Eventually we guide
him, step by step, to the complete and perfect execution of his
drawing. In all these processes we draw his attention to every-
thing which may aid him in his efforts and lead him to attain the
highest perfection.24
For Delagardette, drawing is seen as a skill that is perfected when a particular
method, a set formula, is acquired through repetition and/or example.
Each of these examples share a major theme; the emphasis is on the acquisi-
tion of a defined set of external procedures which can then be applied to different
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drawing situations. Readers are taught to execute their sketches in a formulaic
fashion, drawing icons for the features they see. They are taught to draw "like
architects." This situation is summed up nicely by Oechslin when he says, "...not
every sketch bears the mark of genius, and some people take great trouble and
more time to create a likeness of a sketch." 25
This approach to drawing fails to capture the features of a process which
considers drawing to be a design task. First, no consideration is given to the
productive drawing process which focuses on the relationship between drawing
and the structural relationships of the site. Next, the uniqueness of each drawing
situation is not considered. Readers are given guidelines to apply to all situa-
tions. Finally, no consideration is given to the ways in which people construct
and reconstruct their understandings of the sketch, site, and drawing task. These
critical features are sacrificed in favor of a generic drawing program; the mere
fagade of a truly creative process.
Approach Two
A second type of book takes a very different approach to drawing. For example,
in Architectural Sketching and Rendering26 Kliment attempts to move beyond the
simple acquisition of external procedures and icons sets of the first approach. He
says;
By technique you should not produce a collection of cliches or
tricks for drawing certain objects. Too many people have devel-
oped their style of drawing in this manner; they have a set way of
doing a glass office tower or of rendering trees in the distance or
even of adding texture in the foreground. How uninspiring it is to
see a collection of such drawings. This is not true drawing, but a
means of making a pretty picture, which has no depth or feeling.
Unlike the earlier examples, this book does not promote a particular formula, or
the use of icons. It begins by presenting five chapters of basic drawing skills
regarding lines, tone, shading, and so forth, but without reference to creating a
pictorial drawing. Kliment appears to believe that readers will more facilely
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sketch after learning a few basic skills such as how to draw different types of
lines.
In Chapter Six where Kliment discusses how best to "Capture Buildings," he
says;
When drawing architecture, keep in mind several key pointers.
Compose each drawing with care, building it up from outline to
detail.
Even the most complex subjects can be reduced to simple terms...try
reducing...scenes to a few main construction lines...
This method of moving from general outlines to increased levels of detail is
emphasized throughout the chapter. Readers are asked to squint, thus enabling
them to see the significant outlines of what they are drawing.
Another point which is made repeatedly in the book is the necessity for
"balance" in a drawing. Kliment says;
Building a drawing is a matter of balance: One area of weight has
to be balanced by another.
He argues that a significant form which is included on one side of the drawing
must be balanced by the inclusion of another form on the opposite side of the
drawing. In examples he balances significant architectural forms on one side of
the drawing by adding foliage, handrails, and so forth to the other side of the
drawing.
Kliment's decision to begin the book by focusing on non-pictorial drawing
skills is sound. Regardless of one's approach to drawing, knowing such things as
how to control a pencil to obtain different qualities of lines will be beneficial
when the reader begins to sketch specific scenes. Kliment's advice to see each
drawing situation as unique and to avoid external procedures and the use of
icons is also sound. In a process where drawing is seen as designing, a person
executing a sketch realizes that each drawing situation is unique. Finally, raising
issues regarding balance and the use of main construction lines is commendable.
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As will be discussed more fully, all participants who engaged in the sketching
exercise also began with construction lines.
All of Kliment's strengths are weaknesses of the first approach. However,
despite these inclusions, in his examples Kliment fails to address numerous
significant issues, and often moves toward his own formulaic approach to
drawing, albeit of a higher order than that of the first approach.
For example, when discussing and illustrating the need to begin a sketch with
a scene's main construction lines, he typically does little more than draw the
outlines of the building forms and fenestration in the scene. (Reference Figure E)
Aside from his recommendation to squint, there is no discussion of how a reader
might identify these lines or how some lines might be more significant than
others. Kliment's formula might read something like, "Squint - focus on build-
ing outlines - draw outlines - squint -focus on fenestration - draw outlines." That
there might be a larger order which binds some features of the scene together,
thereby leading to the perception of primary lines, is not a consideration for
Kliment.
Step 2 (building up) Step 1 (construction lines)
Figure E
(Taken from Kliment)
In a productive drawing process there is no guarantee that the "main lines"
will define the outlines of the buildings. Instead, the main lines that a person sees
will vary according to his or her understanding of the particular structural
relationships of that site. In this process, some lines will become more significant
than others. It is noteworthy that this is not an argument against construction
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lines. Again, all of the participants who took the sketching exercise started with
such lines. The question is how one arrives at the lines.
Kliment's explanations and illustrations of how to achieve balance in a
composition are similarly formulaic. He argues that the presence of a significant
form on one side of the drawing, warrants the addition of another form on the
opposite side of the drawing to create balance. For example, in Figure F, Kliment
suggests that after drawing the buildings on the sketch's left-hand side, the
sketcher should always add a balancing form on the sketch's right-hand side. In
the upper illustration the added form is an ornamental metal handrail, while in
the lower illustration it is landscaping. That the added features have a structural
relationship to the other features of the drawing is not a consideration for
Kliment. Without this consideration and appropriate explanations, readers are
left with a formula for achieving balance.
Added Handrail
Added Landscaping
Figure F
(Taken from Kliment)
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Finally, Kliment seems to believe there is a single reality "out there" which
can be captured in a drawing. While he asserts that icons should not be used in
the manner advanced by the proponents of the first approach, he does not see the
inherent ambiguity of what is presented to the eye. He says;
You must realize as early as possible that you should draw what
you see, not what you think you see. This is all that true drawing
really is: training yourself to see accurately and then putting down
on paper, without any false representation, what you have seen.
Again, when Kliment says, "see accurately," he implies there is a single reality
for all individuals which can be seen with varying degrees of accuracy. Such an
idea is not consistent with a constructionist approach to drawing. In such an
approach, a person engaged in sketching constructs and reconstructs an under-
standing of the site based on current and past experiences. No two constructions
will be exactly the same, and no single construction will necessarily be more
accurate than another.27
Approach Three
A third approach to drawing addresses some of the problems encountered in the
second approach. For example, from the outset of his book Drawing: A Creative
Process,28 Ching proposes that different people will not all see the same thing
while looking at the same object. He says;
We all do not necessarily see the same thing. The picture in our
head is limited by our interests and what we know. There may
well be different ways of perceiving the same visual stimuli ac-
cording to the kind of information each of us brings to the act of
seeing. Our cultural environment and the visual experience of our
lifetime also modify our perceptions and teach us how to interpret
what we see.
Elsewhere Ching says;
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We do not simply draw what we see. We draw our perceptions of
what we have seen...
Ching believes that vision is selective, and he uses this belief in his discussions of
drawing techniques. He asks readers not to work with a formula, but to under-
stand that what they see is unique to them.
There are, however, problems with Ching's presentation. First, aspects of his
presentation and arguments are often inconsistent. For example, while Ching's
quotes above indicate a belief in multiple realities, the following quote provides
a contradiction. Ching says;
...The quality of drawing, therefore, has as much to do with the
accuracy of our visual precepts and memory as the skill of the hand
in transcribing an image onto a surface.
In this quote Ching joins Kliment in saying that there is one right version of
reality which can be seen with varying degrees of accuracy by all individuals.
Again, such a position is not consistent with a constructionist approach to
drawing.
Ching also suffers from a lack of depth in some of his proposals. While a
proposal may be appropriate, he often fails to consider the different levels at
which it works. Consider the former quote where he suggests that the picture a
viewer sees is informed by his or her interests and knowledge. To more fully
illustrate his point, Ching provides a drawing and an accompanying caption.
(Reference Figure G) In the drawing readers see a bouquet with a broken seed
pod on its left and a flower in three stages of blossom on its right. Under the
drawing is the caption which reads, "A botanist, a painter, and a florist will each
see a bouquet of flowers in a different light." The implication, when combined
with the drawing, is that when looking at a group of flowers a botanist will see a
seed pod, a painter a stem of flowers, and a florist a flower in various stages of
blossom. No doubt this proposition is possible. Perhaps a botanist looking at the
flowers may reflect on what he or she sees, and speculate on the seed that led to
the flowers. Similarly a florist might speculate on the flowers' various stages of
blossom. In sketching the scene, however, the inclusion of seeds and the stages
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of blossoming - features which are not a part of the scene - would occur sepa-
rately from the actual drawing of the bouquet proper. That there is selectivity in
the sketching of the bouquet itself is not a part of Ching's presentation. Selec-
tivity occurs far earlier in the sketching process than Ching leads readers to
believe.
Figure G
(Taken from Ching)
My study will show that when people engage in sketching, they develop
particular understandings of the structural relationships of the scene before
them. Based on their particular construction of the situation, they select certain
features of the scene as relevant, while neglecting others. This way of working
represents a far more subtle version of selectivity than Ching discusses. It is a
version, however, that is critical. Before a person engaged in sketching can make
associations outside of the scene, such as drawing a seed pod, he or she must first
understand the scene itself.
In the body of the book Ching references the laws of Gestalt Theory,29
providing numerous examples of the ways the laws apply to drawing. For
example, he says;
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Both positive and negative shapes are interdependent; they must
coexist and link together to form a unified image. We must see the
whole while simultaneously perceiving the parts, in proper rela-
tionship to each other, within the whole.
Ching argues that readers should learn to see patterns of relationships as op-
posed to individual shapes. Moreover, he says that when drawing, one should
expect to see not a single, but a series of figure-ground relationships. Ching
believes that "grouping" is an important aspect of sketching. He discusses and
illustrates a variety of ways in which seemingly disparate aspects of a scene can
come to be seen as a group. He proposes that grouping is enhanced by similarity,
proximity, continuity, and closure. After presenting these concepts, Ching says;
These perceptual tendencies (of grouping) lead us to see the rela-
tionships between the various elements of a composition. If these
relationships form a relatively regular shape-pattern, then they can
organize a complex composition into a perceptually simpler and
more comprehensible whole. The principle of grouping thus helps
promote the coexistence of unity, variety, and visual richness in a
drawing.
To illustrate this point, Ching provides only a handful of drawings. Moreover,
these drawings are not annotated in a way that helps to clarify the text. Thus,
regardless of how one feels about the veracity of Ching's statement, understand-
ing how it might effect and be utilized in the sketching process is at best left
vague. Ching says grouping can be useful, but does not really say how. As
argued above, he misses a significant level of detail in his descriptions of the
sketching process.
As a more specific example, consider the following excerpt from the book. In
his discussion of grouping, Ching presents the idea of "closure" as one of its
guiding principles. He includes the following text and illustration (Reference
Figure H) to make his point;
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The principle of closure activates viewer response, encourages the
economic use of lines, and provides opportunities for greater effi-
ciency in drawing.
Figure H
(Taken from Ching)
In looking at the drawing and reading the text below it, readers are left uncertain
as to how the principle of closure has been used. Similarly, it is not clear in what
way an economic use of lines has been utilized. This lack of development not
only impedes a reader's ability to learn from Ching, but may create misunder-
standing. Readers may think they have grasped an important point, when in fact
they have not.
Unlike the methods of drawing advanced by the other two approaches,
Ching begins to propose a process which considers drawing to be designing and
which is applicable both to general and detailed aspects of a sketch. While he
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also includes a lengthy presentation of mechanical ways of constructing draw-
ings, it is introduced only after his presentation of more productive approaches
to drawing. What Ching misses, however, are the details and explanations of the
process. The leap from his words to his drawings is too great, and leaves far too
much to a reader's imagination.
Also, while Ching's book contains useful information, it is very easily abused.
For example, for the person using the book there is a strong temptation to skip
the limited text and jump to imitating the wonderfully seductive drawings. In so
doing, the reader resorts to making an icon out of Ching's style instead of
arriving at an understanding of the approach being proposed. On one hand it
might be argued that this abuse is beyond Ching's control. In many instances I
am sure it is. Frequently, however, I believe the style of presentation inadvert-
ently encourages the abuse. Ching's book suffers from an abundance of sketches
and a relative paucity of text which explains why a reader should be interested in
the sketches. Ching does not teach the reader how to think in a productive
fashion. However valid Ching's ideas may or may not be, there is simply not
enough text to explain what is being done in a drawing and how a reader can
profit by a particular process or way of thinking. This again leads readers to
make an icon out of Ching's style.30
Comments
Each of these three approaches to drawing says something about the knowledge
that architects must have to produce sketches. However, none fully consider the
ways in which a person executing a sketch is influenced both by the structural
relationships of this site, and by the contents of his or her design world.
In the following pages I will argue that sketching should be seen as a design
act. Issues regarding structural relationships, design worlds, and a process of
drawing-understanding-drawing will be discussed, thereby providing a fresh
basis for approaching and thinking about both designing and drawing.
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The Exercise
Introduction
Each of the five participants who agreed to be subjects of study for this research
engaged in a variety of differently styled exercises. However, in an effort to limit
the scope of this inquiry, only the results from the drawing exercise have been
used. The drawing exercise was the first exercise given to the participants and
required each to go to the same site in Cambridge, Massachusetts and to produce
a sketch of that site.
Before the exercise began, each participant and I walked the length of the area
that would eventually be sketched. Few words were exchanged during this very
brief introduction to the site. Participants were told neither the specific task nor
the full extent of the site.
What follows is the actual text of the exercise which was read to the partici-
pants as they officially began the task. I have also included a series of photo-
graphs of the actual environment.
The Drawing Exercise
All participants sat in the same location during the production of their sketch.
After being made comfortable each was given a 9" x 12" white sketch pad, a
variety of pencils and pens, an eraser, and a pencil sharpener. Participants were
encouraged to take as little or as much time as they felt was required to do the
sketch and were read the following introduction;
You have recently been commissioned by a client to do prelimi-
nary design studies for this abandoned concrete building at One
Kendall Square. As you can see, the building is in a state of
disrepair, so many things will be possible. You will note that the
adjacent structure to the north is in good condition, currently
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housing the Bank of New England, while the adjacent structure to
the south is in a state of disrepair. The owners of One Kendall
Square have assured your client that the structure to the south will
be renovated. Your client would also like you to consider what
might be done with the southern structure to assure the achieve-
ment of a coherent design.
Your first mission, and the task of this particular exercise, is to
sketch these buildings...
None of the participants had previous exposure to the site. However, rather than
looking at the site and seeing only chaos, it will be shown that each one quickly
established a coherent way of organizing what he or she saw. Moreover,
participants' understandings of the implications of the organization frequently
influenced their drawing processes.
Site Photographs
On the following three pages are black and white photographs of the actual
environment sketched by each participant.
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Site Photographs
These photographs were taken directly across the street from where the partici-
pant sat while doing the sketching. Four individual photographs are shown, as
well as the overall panorama that can be constructed from them.
Notes have been added to clarify comments made by participants during the
drawing exercise.
Distant Shot - Far Left
Distant Shot - Right
Fire Escape/Conc. Bldg.- -I
Cylinder/Kiln - - - -I,
Distant Shot - Left
Distant Shot - Far Right
--The Green Tower
-"Our" - The Red Building
One Kendall- - L Brick Bldg.
Distant Shot - Overall
L-Bank of New England
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Distant View
Sketch Position View
These photographs were taken from the precise position where the participant
sat while doing the sketching. Two individual photographs are shown, as well
as the overall panorama that can be constructed from them.
Notes have been added to clarify comments made by the participant during the
drawing exercise.
Sketching Position - Left
The Fire Escape - - - - -
Brick Bldg. - - - - -
Sketching Position - Right
Cylinder/Kiln - -J The Green Tower
Sketching Position - Overall
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Site Photographs
These photographs were taken from the far right of where each participant sat
while doing the sketching. Three individual photographs are shown, as well as
the overall panorama that can be constructed from them.
Notes have been added to clarify comments made by participants during the
drawing exercise.
Far Right View - Left Far Right View - Middle
Far Right View - Right
"Our" - The Red Building - -i Bank of New England -
Far Right View - Overall
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Research Method
General Information
The validity of this study rests on the strength and depth of its data. Throughout
the study, my method of analysis will involve the development of hypothesis
and concepts from data; developing theory from cases.1 This process of starting
with raw data from which concepts can be developed requires the data to be
taken very seriously. The intent is to use the data "inductively;" developing
concepts from the bottom up. It is a method of working which is much different
from a "deductive" process where a hypothesis is developed first and then
tested.
Given this method of analysis and the importance of data, it is not surprising
that even the most minuscule aspects of participants' ways of working must be
captured and carefully considered. The small moments in the creation of the
sketch will be seen as evolutionary and of great importance. In saying "evolu-
tionary," however, I do not mean to imply that the process being observed is
smooth, occurring in small incremental steps. In fact evolution can include both
large and small steps and can often be catastrophic.
To capture the required level of detail, I made video and sound recordings of
participants as they engaged the drawing exercise. As participants worked on
the exercise they were asked to "think aloud,"2 saying what they were currently
thinking and doing. The recordings were then transcribed and annotated with
descriptions of drawing activity as revealed on the videotape. These annotations
are intentionally as non-analytic as possible. Progress photographs were also
shot and keyed to the text so that the sequence of sketching might be better
shown in the transcriptions.
This method of capturing a participant's process as it occurs is very important
for a variety of reasons. First, by only looking at a finished sketch I would be
forced to completely "reconstruct" the design process. While such a method3 is
no doubt valuable in many instances, and while I necessarily utilize it in parts of
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my analysis, I did not want to be completely reliant on it. Rather I wanted to see
the actual process unfold before me as much as possible.
I also wanted to avoid what Argyris and Sch6n 4 refer to as "espoused
theory," capturing instead participants' "in-use" theory. While all participants
have "in-use" theories, they are frequently unaware of them. Thus their after-
the-fact descriptions of their processes are frequently inaccurate. It is not uncom-
mon for a participant's own descriptions of his or her activity to be exactly
opposite what he or she actually did while working.5 This lack of correspon-
dence does not result from an intention to deceive, but because a participant's
knowledge has become "tacit." 6
Finally, the use of videotape was critical, providing types of data not easily
reproduced in text or captured in sound. For example, to see the speed with
which participants drew or to hear the agitation or tension in their voices as they
sketched a particular element was quite revealing. Similarly, video made it
possible to watch participants as they traced and retraced elements which they
had previously drawn. As will be discussed, I believe that in these moments
participants pause to reflect on their next moves, but continue drawing in order
to maintain an appearance of productivity. Without video, this critical discovery
might have gone unnoticed.
It is noteworthy that although this study has been conceived and executed
with an inductive framework, the goals of the exercise are based on extensive
research and understandings of the general topic. The theories and concepts I
have developed spring from a variety of traditions of inquiry, including con-
structionist philosophy, gestalt theory, art history, artificial intelligence and
cognitive science, architectural drawing, and architectural design research, to
name only a few.
Similarly, the data taken from the exercises are not a random, formless
collection of information. Rather I have carefully considered what happens in
the exercises and drawn together particular data that promise to explain and
reveal participants' actions.
Finally, this study is very much an exploration of design process. There are
many methods for exploring and understanding the design process. Each
method can be viewed as a particular type of tool which is potentially useful for
exploring and explaining the design process, but which may also reveal trivial or
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uninteresting information. A researcher may discover that he or she needs to use
a different method in order to reach his or her goals. Similarly, while a method
may reveal what appears to be meaningful information, it may also be doing a
disservice to the truth, presenting a grossly simplified or needlessly complicated
description of the design process.
It is also noteworthy that I, like each of the participants, have my own
understanding; my own construction, of the site. My analysis of each participant's
work necessarily began within my personal construction. In analyzing each
protocol, I could only see what I see. For example, when considering the site I see
a skyline, a ground line, several distinct buildings, vertical and horizontal ele-
ments, windows, and so forth. Just like each of my participants, however, my
understanding of the site has gone through a number of constructions and
reconstructions. With the analysis of each participant's protocol I increasingly
came to see the site through his or her eyes. Thus, although I work from my own
construction, it is a rapidly evolving, almost fluid construction, and therefore
only a minor limitation.
Of course any study of the design process is necessarily tentative. There is no
doubt much more to be said about the activities I have observed and the pro-
cesses I have described.
Example of Analysis
In my analysis of the protocols, I infer participants' intentions, understandings,
and strategies on the basis of what they say and do. This allows me to rigorously
study each participant and to also compare and contrast work across the group.
To more fully illustrate this method of analysis I will provide one brief example.
I begin by quoting the opening statements from Eero's protocol. As he
started the exercise, Eero said;
OK, I'm going to select a pencil to begin laying this out, and I'm
going to select something that's a little bit soft so I can do this very
loosely.
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I'm going to start with the train tracks as an organizing element for
the sketch...here in the low foreground. (He draws a double line
across the lower portion of his paper to represent the railroad
tracks.) So I'm going to loosely indicate where they are. And then
I'll start with our building, which is right before me. (He draws
"our" building as a box in perspective, drawing the south fagade
first.)
Um...just beginning to try to determine what the proportions of the
structure are. (Beginning with the line nearest grade, he draws
three lines to represent floor levels on the east - long fagade. He
then retraces the basic box of the building several times.) It seems
to have a...uh...its divided into four storeys and the lower storey is
somewhat taller than the other three storeys...but the upper three
are approximately equal, so I'll indicate that. As I'm going along
I'm modifying the proportions of this a little bit. Um...
(He very lightly draws in the Bank of New England, first drawing
its basic box and then its pyramid shaped roof.)
I'm...uh...beginning to think a little bit more about some of the
surrounding buildings...how they might be included on this draw-
ing as well. I might have left a little bit more room than I have,
but...uh...none the less I'll just continue.
In analyzing this episode from Eero's protocol I was immediately struck by
his statement that the train tracks would serve as the "organizing element for the
sketch." However, I was careful not to accept his statement as fact without
considering how his actions related to the words. In this instance he immedi-
ately drew a long line across the bottom of his paper to represent the tracks.
More significant, however, was the way he next shifted to the red ("our")
building. In drawing this building he added lines mimicking those of the train
track; they are long, horizontal, and directed toward a distant vanishing point on
the site's right-hand side. From this I inferred that while it was no doubt true that
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the train track was Eero's organizing element, the tracks actually embodied
something bigger; a larger idea.
He continued by drawing lines to represent the floor levels in the red building's
eastern fagade. These lines also mimic those of the train tracks. As I considered
this work, I came to believe that in serving as the organizing element for Eero's
sketch, the train tracks actually embodied a sense of perspective and horizontality.
Virtually all of the lines which Eero drew in this episode reflected or reinforced
the strong sense of perspective on the site.
As he continued he shifted to the site's left-hand side, where the strong sense
of perspective has little, if any impact. Here Eero worried that he had failed to
leave enough space for all the elements required on the sketch. From this I
inferred that the sense of horizontality and perspective was so strong for him,
that when he began the sketch he could see little else. Now he was actually
seeing the site's left-hand side for the first time. In this seeing his initial organiz-
ing element of the train tracks was of little guidance. Realizing that he had failed
to adequately consider the space required to draw the site's left-hand side, he
quickly stopped and restarted the sketch.
This led me to conclude that while drawing, Eero discovered the railroad
tracks to be inadequate as the central organizing element for his sketch. Thus
when he began a new sketch he started by drawing two large rectangles to
represent the two sides of the site. As I considered this action, I came to believe
that his first attempt at sketching the site had served as an experiment, which
although unsuccessful, provided him with a new way of organizing and under-
standing the site.
Again, this method of analysis relies on taking the data very seriously,
working from the bottom up. By considering participants' actions, words, voice
inflections, speed of drawing, and so forth, I am able to infer what I believe to be
their intentions, understandings, and strategies.
The Exercise
A primary goal in the construction of the sketching exercise was to create a
situation whereby participants would come to understand the site's architecture
by drawing it. I therefore elected to base the exercise around the idea that
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participants had been hired to renovate an existing facility and that as a first step
in their work they were to sketch the site. In an effort to avoid having partici-
pants becoming overly influenced by the building design aspect of the problem,
I did not describe what the actual design program would be.
My first step was to find a site in need of renovation which was both safe and
easily accessed. I also wanted a site where participants could sketch and talk
with relative privacy. I did not want participants to feel self-conscious because
they were being watched by strangers as they worked.
I narrowed the search to a number of sites in Cambridge. The site finally
selected was ideal. It was secluded, yet safe, near public transportation, and in
need of renovation. Moreover, surrounding parts of the site had already been
renovated, thus lending credibility to the notion that it too might be renovated.
Finally, the architecture on the selected site has a wide variety of shapes and
forms. Some buildings have a strong sense of perspective and horizontality,
some a sense of verticality, and some are generally square. There are also a wide
range of materials and textures at the site; brick, concrete, stucco, curtain wall,
and so forth. I felt that this diversity and richness would provide participants
with a multitude of ways in which to understand and organize the site as they
executed their sketches.
I believed the results of the sketching exercise would reveal the ways in
which participants understood and organized the scene before them. I would be
able to study individual participants as well as make comparisons across the
group.
It is important to note that this exercise deals both with "actual" and "simu-
lated" environments. The actual environment, in this case the selected site, is
that which we experience directly as we conduct our daily lives. A simulated
environment, in this case the participant's sketch, is one that recreates or portrays
either an actual environment capable of being directly experienced, or a develop-
ing environment that exists, but only in its creator's mind.
Simulated environments, which have been studied by a number of research-
ers7 and from a variety of perspectives, can be constructed with a variety of goals
in mind. The results of this study reveal three of these goals;
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1. The simulation can be completely objective, faithfully showing
the actual environment in as much and as true detail as the
media will allow,
2. The simulation can attempt to stimulate in a viewer the same
emotions and feelings that he or she might experience in the
actual environment,
3. The simulation can serve as the start of the architectural design
process.
As will be developed more fully, most participants who took the exercise
chose one of these three approaches and stuck with it throughout the task. One
participant, however, combined two of the approaches. In order to capture the
distinctions between each of these approaches, during the analysis part of this
study great care was taken to distinguish between issues related to fidelity of the
physical simulation, and fidelity of the emotional or psychological simulation.8
The Participants
As already noted, I look at the data in great detail, concentrating on even the
minuscule features of participants' protocols. Given this, it was not important
for me to have a large number of participants. Rather, I needed a small group of
participants, each of whom would provide a great deal of information. After
some deliberation and discussion, I elected to have five participants, all doing the
same exercise.
With this group, I make no claim of having the widest possible sample of
subjects. In so much as practical, however, I attempted to assemble a variety of
people. A criticism I have of many design process studies is the overly homoge-
neous nature of the sample group. Although this homogeneity does not neces-
sarily matter, I felt that diversity would be nice. At the same time I did not want
the sample group to be so diverse that cultural issues or levels of experience
might become the dominating factors for consideration.9
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The only requirement for a person to participate in this study was that he or
she have substantial experience in the field of architecture; this is not a study of
novices. Beyond that I looked for modest variety. The group consists of two
women and three men. Ages run from the late twenties to the early forties, with
Lora the youngest and John the oldest. Professional experience varies, but most
participants have worked on a variety of project types in a variety of roles. Carla
and John each have their own practices, Lora works for a small firm, Eero for a
large firm, and Corbin, at the time of his participation, was engaged in consulting
design work and the production of fine art. Geographically, Carla is from
Massachusetts, Eero from New York, Corbin from Johannesburg, Lora from
Florida, and John from the desert southwest. All have lived in the Boston area for
a number of years.
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Drawing Protocol Analysis
Introduction
I have organized my analysis of each participant's protocol in a variety of ways.
Principal among these is the general analysis which typically breaks the
participant's overall sketching process into a series of "stages" and "interludes."
I refer to a "stage" as an episode where participants work on a particular theme
or element in their drawing. Typically a move from one stage to the next
represents a shift in their focus.
"Interludes," on the other hand, are typically very short shifts of focus where
participants stop what they are working on and move to something else on the
sketch, but in a cursory manner. Although participants may add to the drawing's
content while they are in one of these interludes, it is very rare for these additions
to be of much significance. More often participants simply trace and retrace
previously drawn elements. I view these interludes as brief episodes where
participants organize their thoughts and decide what to do next in their drawing.
Interludes can also serve as a "rest" or a "play" time where participants relax
from their more intense episodes of drawing. However, even in these moments
the participant's thinking may be relevant to his or her continued drawing
activity.
Next I discuss the status that the act of drawing has for each participant.
Particular attention is given to the manner in which participants' work reveals
their understanding and construction of the exercise's goal. Finally I present a
summary of the major points discussed in the protocol analysis.
It is noteworthy that in some instances a participant's work warrants addi-
tional study and comment which goes beyond the three areas outlined above.
For example, the distinctiveness of Eero's starts and restarts, and the absence of
interludes in Lora's process merit special attention. Also, in some instances I
provide a detailed analysis of a participant's work, which although specific to
that particular participant, is generally applicable to all participants. For ex-
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ample, the way in which Carla makes use of different groups of elements as she
draws the concrete building is discussed.
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Eero's Drawing Protocol Analysis
Introduction
In addition to the General Analysis, discussion of the Status of Drawing, and
Summary of major points, my exploration of Eero's sketching protocol includes a
detailed analysis of the manner in which he stops and restarts the exercise
several times. Of all the participants to take the drawing exercise, Eero is the only
one who became so dissatisfied with his work that he felt compelled to begin
anew. I discuss the character of each of these starts and the manner in which they
relate to one another. I also consider the ways in which they reveal Eero's
shifting priorities and new understandings as he draws.
I have also included a brief discussion of the way in which Eero traces and
retraces elements of his drawing and how this action takes the place of the longer
interludes which are characteristic of other participants' protocols.
Starts and Restarts
As noted above, of all the participants to take the drawing exercise, Eero is the
only one who stopped and restarted the sketch with a fresh sheet of paper. Only
on the third try did he feel the drawing to be blocked-out in a fashion capable of
capturing the site's critical features as well as its nature. I will consider each of
these starts individually, paying close attention to the status that the act of
drawing has for him in each start.
Start One
Eero begins his drawing by sketching a double line across the lower portion of
his paper to represent the railroad tracks on the site. He says;
I'm going to start with the train tracks as an organizing element for
the sketch...here in the low foreground.
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Eero's first lines do not deal with buildings, but with the railroad tracks that
stretch before him across the entire site. When he says they are his "organizing
element" he indicates that they will be that aspect of the site around which all
other features will be referenced.
Next he moves to the red building which he draws as a basic box in perspec-
tive. He says;
And then I'll start with our building, which is right before me.
It is not clear if he draws this building next because he considers it more
important given the fact that it is "our" building, or if he draws it because it is
"right before" him. In either case, his drawing of the basic box fills one half of the
sheet of paper.
Saying that he is "Just beginning to try to determine what the proportions of
the structure are," Eero continues his work on the red building by drawing three
lines to represent the floor levels on its eastern fagade. He notes that the
proportions of the floors vary with elevation on the fagade, and modifies his line-
work to reflect his new understanding. (Reference Figure A)
Figure A (1A in Protocol)
He then moves to the Bank of New England which he draws as a basic box
with a pyramid shaped roof. As he does this drawing he says;
I'm...uh...beginning to think a little bit more about some of the
surrounding buildings...how they might be included on this draw-
ing as well. I might have left a little bit more room than I have,
but...uh...none the less I'll just continue.
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For the first time Eero feels discomfort with the amount of space he has allocated
in his sketch for the buildings on the site's right-hand side. At this point,
however, he elects to continue his work.
He next moves to the green tower which he draws as a basic box in perspec-
tive and the concrete building which he draws as a single-line box. He continues
by drawing a single-line box for the brick building. To this basic box he adds the
triangular shaped roof profile and the cylinder form.
While drawing a single-line to represent the One Kendall Square building he
says;
I feel like I'd almost like to start some of these over again. I don't
quite have the proportions right...
When told that he can start over if he wants, he says;
OK, what I'm thinking is I've...began the sketch at our site, but I
feel that some of the other portions of the buildings are important
to the frame and I've not left enough room for them, so...
(Reference Figure B)
Figure B (3A in Protocol)
A variety of important things have happened during this episode. First,
remember that Eero initially referred to the railroad tracks as the primary organi-
zational aspect of the sketch. These tracks, however, are essentially without
scale. When he draws the line across the bottom of his sketch, it does not provide
him with a reference against which buildings can be considered in terms of their
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size. Thus when he draws the red building as a basic box he has no gauge to let
him know if its size is appropriate. If anything I would guess that his drawing of
the railroad tracks encourages him to draw the red building too large.
It is possible that Eero, in selecting the railroad tracks as his primary means of
organization, is actually responding to the strong sense of perspective and
horizontality that exists on the site. Certainly the railroad tracks capture that
quality. If this were true he might be led to exaggerate the length of the red
building's horizontal lines and thereby draw a box that is so large it crowds the
remainder of the sketch.
Also if this were true it would make sense for Eero to draw the red building
immediately after drawing the tracks, regardless of whether it was in "front of
him" or was "our building." This is because the red building, like the railroad
tracks, has a strong sense of horizontality and perspective. Thus the move from
the railroad to the red building would occur because of this shared characteristic
as opposed to proximity or sense of importance.
It is also significant that when he draws the red building he does not simply
sketch its basic outline and then proceed to other buildings. Rather he continues
by drawing horizontal lines which express its structural floor lines, once again
revealing his tendency to be swayed by horizontal aspects of the scene and the
strong sense of perspective.
Eero continues his drawing by blocking out the basic outline of the Bank of
New England. This building also has fairly strong horizontal qualities. As he
draws it, however, he notes that he must crowd the composition if he hopes to
get the building onto the sketch. He expresses displeasure with this situation,
but never-the-less continues his work.
Next he moves to the area to the left of the red building. He draws basic
outlines to indicate the green tower, concrete building, brick building, and One
Kendall building. These buildings do not have the same sense of perspective and
horizontality as the previous buildings. He says;
The interesting set of buildings adjacent to our site...some interest-
ing forms...some unusual forms.
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By referring to these buildings as a set, Eero reveals that he understands them to
be a coherent group, presumably bound together by their unusual and interest-
ing forms.
I would guess that in starting this sketch, Eero was so driven by the strong
sense of horizontality and perspective, that he actually gave little consideration
to the buildings on the left until he was forced to draw them. When he did draw
them he discovered that he had not allowed enough space on his sketch to
accurately capture them. He therefore felt the need to begin anew.
In a very real way with his first effort at sketching Eero has engaged in a brief
experiment. In so doing he has tested his initial understanding of the site and
found it lacking with regard to its ability to guide his sketching. As the episode
ends he has apparently expanded his initial understanding of the site, which was
based on the strong sense of perspective and horizontality embodied by the
railroad tracks and the buildings to the right of the green tower, to include the set
of buildings with the "unusual" forms to the left of the red building.
It is also noteworthy that in this initial episode, Eero focused almost exclu-
sively on the production of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the actual
environment. His descriptions are generally of his sketch and the manner in
which he is composing the drawing. Only when discussing the "unusual forms"
of the buildings to the left of the green tower does he break the pattern.
Start Two
Eero begins the new sketch by drawing two large rectangles which divide the
sheet of paper in half. He says;
I'm thinking that if I'm going to fill...I'd like to fill the frame with
the north building and the edge of the south building and so...just
about where our building meets the south building is approxi-
mately the center of the...the center of my visual range here. I'm
dividing the paper in such a way that I can fill half of the paper
with the south building and the other half with our building and
the north building. Um...also...think about the perspective lines
again.
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When Eero begins the sketch it is with the knowledge gained from his first
"experiment." This time he does not start with the railroad, but with two large
rectangles which divide the sheet. Only when these are in place does he draw the
line of the railroad. Thus his beginning is driven by the way in which he
understands the site as being made up of at least two elements; the buildings
with the strong sense of perspective and the buildings with the unusual forms.
He continues by drawing the red building as a basic box in perspective,
starting with its southern faqade. However, when he draws this fagade, he does
so in such a way that the line between it and the eastern faqade falls on the line
which was originally meant to divide the sketch into two equal sections. Thus
the two sections of the sketch are no longer equal. Next he draws the outline of
the Bank of New England and finally a quick indication for the parking garage to
the far north. (Reference Figure C)
Figure C (1 B in Protocol)
Unlike his first attempt, Eero does not add detail to the basic outlines of the
buildings which he has drawn. The experience of the first experiment has taught
him that it is more important to first capture the overall scene. This is not to say,
however, that he has completely abandoned the understanding that drove his
first sketch. As has already been suggested, at this point in his process he clearly
understands the site to be composed of at least two distinct elements with the
line separating the green tower and the red building as its center. I would guess
that given this new understanding, he is still driven by the strong sense of
perspective and horizontality when he draws the right-hand side of the sketch
first. Also, the fact that he draws the red building's southern fagade in the area
originally set aside for the "unusual" buildings suggests that the horizontal
elements have priority for him.
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He next draws the green tower, which he refers to as a "key element." When
asked why it is key he says;
It is an important vertical member of this whole assembly of pieces
and it just seems to be a hinge almost for our building that's...the
way they intersect is almost hinge-like.
Two important aspects of Eero's understanding are revealed here. First there is
his designation of the tower as a "hinge." The tower is gaining importance in his
understanding of the site, and becomes the center of the composition. Second
there is his reference to the verticality of the tower. While he has been driven by
the horizontality of the buildings to the right of the tower, now he is aware of the
contrasting verticality of the tower itself. This also contributes to the tower's
status as a "key element."
He continues by drawing the concrete building's outline as a basic box. He
then adds three vertical lines to represent bays. In doing this he first draws a line
which divides the shape in half and then adds the others. He notes that the
building is divided into "approximately four bays."
In his first effort at the sketch, Eero drew horizontal lines to represent the
structural floor lines of the red building before he drew outlines for the other
buildings. In the second effort he has not done this, possibly because of his
feeling that the overall layout should come first in the process. Now, however,
the green tower has brought forward the vertical features of the site. I would
guess that Eero's awareness of verticality becomes so strong that it leads him to
abandon his initial goal of blocking-out all of the buildings before features are
added. Thus he draws the four bays of the concrete building as a series of
vertical lines. Each of these four bays becomes an individual vertical element in
the building's overall composition.
He continues by drawing a basic outline to represent the brick building
including its triangular roof profile and its cylinder. In drawing the cylinder he
first lightly draws a line through the center of the brick building, starting from
the peak of the triangular shape at the roof line. He uses this line as a guide for
the placement of the cylinder which he draws to the left. Finally he quickly adds
lines to represent the One Kendall Square building. (Reference Figure D)
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Figure D (3B in Protocol)
As he draws One Kendall he becomes aware that once again he has failed to
allocate sufficient space in his sketch for all of the site's features which he hopes
to draw. He says;
Again, I wish as though I'd left a little bit more room for this one
building. I don't know why I seem to have a problem fitting that
one in...um...I guess I feel as though its important in some way and
should be included. I almost feel as though my sitting position is...
I'd almost rather be further back for the sketching. It seems to be
influencing how much room I leave on the page. The...I don't
know...the focal area is wider than your ability to see it in just one
view...
Eero expresses frustration at his failure to adequately capture all of the aspects of
the site which he feels should be included in the sketch. In an effort to under-
stand why this problem exists, he says that it must be because of where he is
sitting and the "focal area."
While there may be some truth to his feeling about the focal area, there is also
the fact that earlier in the sketch he abandoned the guidelines which he had
initially drawn to organize his sketch and allow room to draw the elements on
the left-hand side of the site. As has been suggested, his abandonment of these
guidelines results from his understanding of the site and the power of the
horizontal composition.
As this "experiment" ends, Eero has once again gained new understandings
of the site. The green tower has become the center of the composition and the
unusual elements on the site's left-hand side have had their grouping strength-
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ened through a sense of verticality. Also of significance is the fact that Eero has
been able to "practice" his sketching two times. In so doing he has gained a
familiarity with the various site features.
It is noteworthy that unlike some participants who understood the left-hand
side only in terms of its "unusual character," Eero also understands it in terms of
verticality.
Throughout this episode of sketching, Eero carefully blends his interest in the
production of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the actual environment,
with less technical and more personal descriptions of the site. For example, he
says;
(The green tower is) an important vertical member of this whole
assembly of pieces and it just seems to be a hinge almost for our
building that's...the way they intersect is almost hinge-like.
This description is not one where Eero simply explains in technical or geometric
terms what he is drawing. Instead it reveals a personal understanding of the site
and the way it is organized. The term "hinge" is rich with meaning for Eero.
An example of his concern with the production of a sketch which captures the
site's objective reality comes when he says;
(I'm) trying again to think about the proportions of our building
and leaving enough room for our neighbor on the north. I didn't
do that the first time out. Its roughly a cube proportion on the
upper...on the upper floor.
Here Eero's description conveys the manner in which he is drawing and how he
is organizing his sketch. It only reveals the geometry of site features and fails to
describe any personal or emotional understandings that he might possess.
Start Three
As Eero begins his sketch for a third and final time he says that he is going to
draw at a smaller scale and "try to get a bigger picture" of the site. He starts on
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the far left-hand side of the sketch by drawing a basic box to represent the fagade
of the One Kendall building. He continues left to right, drawing a flat box for the
brick building, the concrete building, and the green tower. When he reaches the
red building he draws it as a basic box in perspective, starting with its southern
and then eastern fagade. He then draws the Bank of New England by sketching
basic boxes in perspective. (Reference Figure E)
Figure E (1C in Protocol)
In his first attempt at sketching, Eero organized his sketch around the rail-
road tracks and the strong sense of perspective and horizontality on the site's
right-hand side. In his second attempt he organized the sketch around his
understanding of the two halves of the site. I propose that these two experiments
have taught him about the proportions that will be necessary if he is to fit all of
the buildings that he feels are important onto the sketch. In this third attempt he
applies that knowledge of proportions and familiarity with the site features to
the overall sketch. As he blocks out the major features, he does not do so in
reference to either the sense of perspective or the two halves of the site. Rather,
he considers each fagade as a distinct element in the larger whole of the entire
site. Also, he only draws the basic boxes for the buildings. Perhaps he has
learned that in drawing more detail for the boxes, he has a tendency to abandon
his original intentions. I would guess that all of these experiences from previous
experiments when combined with his frustration at his lack of success, lead him
to methodically work through this initial layout. In saying "methodical" I mean
that he straightforwardly goes through the steps he understands as necessary for
the production of a sketch.
Eero's way of methodically working left to right is also indicative of his belief
that the task of the exercise is to create a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the
actual environment. His descriptions are very brief and relate to the way in
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which he is trying to leave enough room on his sketch for all of the site's
important features.
In this episode Eero also discusses why he has continually worked so dili-
gently to capture all of the site's features. He says;
...I think its important to include all of these buildings in. I think
the south buildings are important to whatever might happen to
this area. They seem to create a courtyard almost.
Although he failed to express this consideration in his earlier episodes, I would
guess that Eero has at least been tacitly aware of the design possibilities for a
courtyard for some time. This design awareness tells him that failure to draw all
of the features on the site's southern side may potentially constrain his future
design activity.
Comments
As has been shown, Eero's false starts on the exercise serve as experiments where
he tests his understanding of the site, amending or adjusting it as necessary.
What he learns in one episode carries over to the next, informing the way in
which he approaches the task.
As he completes his third start of the sketch he has come to understand the
site as composed of at least two parts. One part is organized around a strong
sense of perspective and horizontality, while the second part is organized around
both verticality and distinctive shapes. He has also selected a center for the
composition which he refers to as a "hinge." Finally, because he has drawn each
building fagade three times, he has come to consider them as individual parts of
a greater whole.
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General Analysis
Stage One
Stage One is generally discussed above as Start Three. In this stage Eero has
drawn the basic outline of all the major building fagades. He has constructed a
level of understanding of the site capable of providing a framework for his
continued sketching. This stage ends as Eero says;
The proportions are not quite right, but I think the amount of area
that I'm giving attention to is a little...a little bit more appropriate
this time.
He then traces and retraces all of the outlines he has drawn. This action allows
him time to reflect on what he has done, making sure that it is adequate. It also
allows him time to consider his next move while maintaining an appearance of
productivity.
Stage Two
Stage Two is a very brief episode where Eero says that he is going to "flesh out"
the forms a little bit more. He first draws two lines to represent the railroad
tracks in the foreground, which he traces over several times. He says;
I still think the railroad tracks are important to the complex in
some way.
He continues by saying;
And again all these odd little volumes are important as well.
As he speaks of the "odd volumes" he draws the cylinder form as a basic, slightly
flared rectangle. He then adds the bridge between the cylinder and the One
Kendall building.
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In this brief episode Eero has added two of the features which were quite
prominent in his earlier attempts at starting the sketch. In this third start he drew
only the most basic outlines of the individual buildings. His methodical ap-
proach was one that worked to fit all of the buildings onto the sheet. The railroad
tracks and cylinder, while important, were not a part of this process of "fitting."
With that stage of the work completed, however, he quickly draws them during
Stage Two, thereby revealing their continuing importance to his understanding
of the site.
Stage Three
Stage Three is broken into a number of parts or "sub-stages." In each of these
sub-stages Eero considers a distinct element of the site, but in a similar manner to
the other elements also considered in this stage. For example, the level and type
of work that he does on the brick building is the same as that for the red
building's eastern facade.
While it might be argued that each of these sub-stages should be considered
as a stage in its own right, I feel that such a distinction fails to capture the manner
in which Eero works while sketching. Similar to his process in Stage One, he now
methodically works left to right on the sketch, considering each fagade in se-
quence. Each of these fagades is an individual element in the greater whole of the
overall site. Although he will treat each fagade as an individual element through-
out this stage, he will do so while maintaining an awareness of the way in which
it relates to the greater whole by bringing each element to more or less the same
state of completion. Thus Eero reveals that in his process it is important to
maintain a state of balance between all of the different elements.
As he works through this stage Eero apparently sees no hierarchy which
might make one element more significant than another. By working methodi-
cally and by maintaining balance, he treats the parts as equals.
Stage Three A
As Stage Three A begins, Eero draws the One Kendall building in perspective.
He continues, saying;
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It seems a little...slightly taller than a square - the south building. It
has its top member that's hollowed out at present; characterized by
slotted windows along its edges; and a sign - I don't know how
important that is. There's a square window on the top seems
relatively important.
As he refers to the square, Eero draws a large "X" through the faqade of the
building. As he refers to the top member he also draws a small box to represent
it.
Figure F (2C in Protocol)
Eero's actions and words both reveal that he considers the One Kendall
building to be made up of two elements; the square bottom and the small box on
top. This claim is supported by his continued action. When he draws windows
he does so by element. First he draws the windows in the square, then he draws
the window in the small box on top. (Reference Figure F)
Stage Three B
In Stage Three B Eero moves to the brick building and its cylinder. First he
darkens the cylinder and its bridge. Then he adds a door at its base. He then
adds the pyramid shaped peak to the brick building's roof line. Finally he draws
squares to represent windows in the fagade.
Both his current and his previous episodes of drawing show that Eero consid-
ers the brick building to consist of two parts; the building's major fagade with its
pyramid shaped roof line, and the cylinder form. If he considered these two
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parts to be a single element, I would expect him to execute similar tasks together.
For example, when darkening outlines, I would expect him to darken the form of
the cylinder and the fagade of the brick building at the same time. Then I would
expect him to draw windows and doors. That Eero darkens the cylinder, draws
its door, and then darkens the fagade of the brick building and draws its win-
dows indicates that he sees two distinct elements. (Reference Figure G)
Figure G (3C in Protocol)
Stage Three C
Stage Three C is a very brief episode where Eero draws the green tower, bringing
its basic box into a perspective format. Now in addition to noting its unique form
which results from its verticality, he notes that it has a unique color.
Stage Three D
Next Eero moves to the red building, first considering its southern and then its
eastern fagade. He says;
And our (the red) building again which seems to be part of this
courtyard here at this end...
As he says this he traces and retraces the edges that define the southern fagade of
the building. He then draws a tall rectangle on the fagade. The tracing and
retracing add little or nothing to the sketch, but once again allow Eero to reflect
on both the site and the sketch before he makes his next move. It is also
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noteworthy that he is again seeing the area to the south of the red building as a
courtyard.
Next he traces over the lines of the long fagade and adds three lines to
represent the floor levels, drawing the lower floor first, upper next, and middle
last. He then adds a double set of lines to each floor level, presumably to
represent the structural slab which forms the division between each series of
horizontal openings. (Reference Figure H)
Figure H (4C in Protocol)
Stage Three E
Now Eero retraces the lower square of the Bank of New England. He then adds
several vertical lines to its fagade. He says;
And back to the...building in the north, which is almost made up of
two cube-like pieces stacked on top of each other.
As he says this he retraces the middle square and adds the triangular shape to its
top. He then draws the pyramid shaped roof.
Eero's words and actions indicate that he understands the Bank of New
England's main structure to be composed of two distinct cubes. His drawing
process also reveals that he understands the roof to be a third element.
Stage Three F
Stage Three F is a very brief episode where Eero draws a small box on the far
right-hand side of the sketch to represent the distant parking garage. To this box
he adds several horizontal lines which define its floor levels.
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Comments on Stage Three
At the completion of Stage Three, Eero has added more or less the same amount
of definition to all but one of the buildings on the site. Each of the buildings has
all of its major components shown as well as indications for location of fenestra-
tion.
It is interesting that Eero has failed to draw the concrete building during this
stage. Although the reason for this is not clear, I would guess that it relates to the
manner in which he originally understood the left-hand side of the site: an
assembly of "unusual" forms. The concrete building does not fit this criteria. Of
all the buildings on the site's left-hand side, it is the most ordered and regular.
Thus he skips the concrete building when his sequence of drawing brings him to
it. (Reference Figure I)
Figure I (5C in Protocol)
Stage Four
In Stage Four, Eero returns to the concrete building to bring it up to the same
level of detail as the surrounding buildings. He says;
OK, I think I've got the masses in place. I think I want to spend a
little bit more time fleshing out them in proportion to one another
and within themselves.
With this statement Eero again reveals that he understands each fagade to be a
distinct element in the overall site. Moreover the elements must be "fleshed out"
relative to one another. Eero also reveals that he understands the individual
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elements to contain their own parts. The individual elements must also be
"fleshed out" within themselves. Thus he wants to maintain a balance between
the fagades on the site, and a balance between the parts within each faqade.
He begins by tracing and retracing the edges of the concrete building. This
tracing and retracing allows him time to think about his next move. He says;
There's a sub-piece to this south building that is slightly different
in color and its detached slightly from the rest of the structure,
although the roof continues beyond...
As he says this he draws a rectangle on the right-hand side of the concrete
building to represent the different area. He then traces over the roof several
times while he thinks. He continues by saying;
And then there are three other subdivisions to it; one with the fire
escape which works its way down and then the other four levels
(of floors).
As he says this he draws two vertical lines on the faeade to create the subdivi-
sions. He then draws the upper portion of the fire escape itself. Finally he draws
four horizontal lines across the entire faeade of the building to represent the four
floor levels.
This work is essentially a repeat of work done in his second attempt to lay out
the drawing. He clearly understands the concrete building to be made up of four
vertical subdivisions which cut across four floors.
Stage Five
In Stage Five Eero moves to the green tower and retraces its basic outline. As
previously noted, the green tower is the hinge element in Eero's organization
and is the site's major vertical element. Evidently his retracing of the tower leads
him to consider not only the way in which it rises above the general roof line of
the other buildings, but also the way in which other towers beyond punctuate
the skyline.
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The skyline becomes the figure around which he organizes his thinking as he
draws all of the towers beyond. This is one of the rare instances in his protocol
where his work is not organized around either an overall individual building
fagade or a distinct arrangement of elements within a particular fagade. In using
the skyline as his reference point for organization, however, he does not abandon
his awareness of individual building faeades. Rather, he relates the tower being
drawn to the fagade which is below it.
For example, Eero says;
There's some chimneys beyond that seem to almost line up with
the structural elements of the (concrete) building.
As he says this he draws two small rectangles on the top of the concrete building.
These rectangles are in line with the vertical lines previously drawn to indicate
the individual bays in the fagade. Although he is moving along the skyline
considering the various elements which project above the other buildings, he
does so with consideration for the fagades below.
As noted earlier, Eero considers the green tower to be both an element of
verticality, and a penetration above the roof line. As he reflects on the site while
tracing and retracing the outline of the green tower, he becomes "primed" to
notice similar things. The first area he comes to meets both of the conditions for
which he is primed. First, the towers beyond that he draws are in line with the
vertical lines of the concrete structure below, thereby providing a strong sense of
verticality. Second, the towers cleanly penetrate the general roof line of the
buildings. It is only natural that he notices and draws these towers.
Next he notices and draws a tower that extends above the triangular shaped
roof line of the brick building. He then draws the tower above the roof line of the
One Kendall building, noting that it too has a "little peak." By noting that this
tower also has a little peak, Eero reveals that he is currently looking at the skyline
as the site's organizing element. He considers the peak of the tower he is
drawing as it relates to the peak of the roof line on the brick building. (Reference
Figure J)
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Figure J (6C in Protocol)
Stage Six
In Stage Six Eero works on various aspects of the sketch as they relate to vertical
organization. As in Stage Five, his organizational framework is not an indi-
vidual building fagade or a collection of elements within a fagade; rather it is
vertical axes.
He begins by saying "there are some vertical elements." He draws a vertical
line to represent a vent on the red building's southern fagade. Next he draws a
series of squares to represent openings in the fagade. The openings, when
grouped together, form a vertical line on the fagade. Then he draws two
windows in the green tower. Although the windows themselves do not create a
strong sense of verticality, I would guess that drawing them at this point in his
process is appropriate for Eero as they are located in the element with the
strongest sense of verticality on the site.
When asked what it is about the tower that he finds attractive, Eero says that
it is the way in which its verticality contrasts the "mostly horizontal" character of
the other forms. As he says this he traces and retraces the lines of the railroad
track and the roof line of the red building's eastern fagade, thereby emphasizing
their horizontal nature and the ways in which they contrast the vertical elements.
Stage Seven
At the end of Stage Six Eero traces and retraces the roof line of the red building's
eastern fagade. This activity evidently leads him to continue working on this
fagade.
First he counts the number of bays and says;
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...so I'm thinking about how to divide my elevation up into the
proper number of bays so that each is represented.
As he says this he adds a number of vertical lines to the fagade. His first line
divides the faeade in half. He then draws a line to quarter the left half. Next he
fills in the quarters. He repeats the process on the right half as he draws the
quarter point line and fills the quarters. (Reference Figure K)
Figure K (7C in Protocol)
He concludes this stage by darkening the outline of a number of the openings,
drawing each as an inverted "L" shape.
In working during this stage, Eero does not appear to break the fagade into
smaller elements. Although he notes a difference in the number of openings at
the grade level, this does not appear to influence his activity.
Stage Eight
Like Stage Three, Stage Eight is broken into a number of parts or "sub-stages." In
each of these sub-stages Eero considers a distinct element of the site, but in a
similar manner to the other elements also considered during this stage. For
example, much of the work done in this stage revolves around Eero's efforts to
increase the definition of aspects of the drawing which he has already sketched.
He will do this by drawing with dark lines, thereby giving a sense of hierarchy to
the line-work on the sketch.
As in Stage Three, Eero works through this stage with no apparent hierarchy
which might make one of the elements more significant than another. In main-
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taining balance and bringing each element to more or less similar states of
completion, he treats the parts as equals. With this stage, Eero also returns to his
system of working left to right, considering each faeade in the sequence he comes
to it.
Stage Eight A
Eero reveals his goal for this stage of the exercise when he says;
Um...see if I can pick up some of the distinguishing lines on the
building.
As he says this he draws dark, thick lines over the roof line of the One Kendall
building. Next he draws lines to indicate brick work which is creating horizontal
lines on the fagade. He then darkens the opening on the top and adds shadow to
it, noting that he finds the shadows "interesting." He also notes the presence of
structure beyond, but says that it is not important to him. He then darkens the
windows of the main building. Next he notes that there is a fence in his field of
vision which obscures his view. He lightly draws a horizontal line across the
entire sketch to represent the top of the fence. He then draws the door at the base
of the building.
In this episode Eero does not seem to follow his earlier practice of breaking
the fagade into two elements. Although it is not completely clear why this is so,
I propose that it relates to the first line which he added to the sketch in this
episode. By drawing a heavy dark line along the skyline of the building, he
emphasizes its overall form instead of its individual parts, which in turn causes it
to be seen as a whole.
If this is so, it indicates that Eero's activity is at least partially directed by the
way in which he reads the sketch. I believe this is but one instance of Eero's
tendency to engage in conversations1 with his sketch. In this conversation he
achieves a new understanding of the composition of the One Kendall building's
fagade.
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Stage Eight B
Now Eero returns to the brick building and its skyline, darkening the outline of
cylinder shape's perimeter and door. (Reference Figure L)
Figure L (8C in Protocol)
He darkens the line of the bridge between the cylinder and the One Kendall
building and draws several horizontal lines onto the cylinder's fagade to repre-
sent different colored brick bands. Next he darkens the outline of a tower
beyond and adds its windows. As he does these things he says;
Seems like some of these shapes together make almost a little
village or a little city...
He continues by darkening the roof line of the brick building and the round
tower above and beyond the brick building.
When Eero says that he sees "a little village or a little city," he expresses a new
way of understanding some of the features around the brick building. What he is
seeing is the skyline profile created by the various vertical elements along the
brick building's roof line. This profile is a grouping which allows Eero to
consider those elements which penetrate the roof line of the brick building as
parts of a greater coherent whole.
This work on the skyline is framed by work on the cylinder. Immediately
after drawing the final element of his "village" he returns to the cylinder to
which he adds appropriate shade and shadow.
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Stage Eight C
His work on shadows for the bridge between the cylinder and One Kendall leads
him back to One Kendall where he adds shading to the window on the fagade's
lower left-hand. He says;
Starting to see some of the way shadows influence the building
through some of these punched openings hollowed out.
He then moves to the projection on top of the building and darkens the shadows
on its interior as well as the shading on its northern faeade.
This brief episode reveals a shift in the way Eero is working. In Stage Three
Eero worked on the sketch in a fairly methodical way, moving left to right,
considering fagades as their turns came. After that he had several brief episodes
where he worked on "fleshing out" various aspects of what he drew during
Stage Three. Now with Stage Eight he has started another one of his left to right
sweeps where he works to bring all of the sketch's features to more or less the
same state of completion. Unlike the process used in Stage Three, however, he is
now less methodical and allows the sketch and the site to influence the sequence
of his work. In Stage Eight A he worked on One Kendall. In Stage Eight B he
moved on the brick building. With Stage Eight C, however, he moves back to
One Kendall. His work on the shadows for the bridge between the cylinder and
One Kendall suggests to him that he return to draw the shadows for One
Kendall. Instead of methodically moving along in a left to right fashion, he
returns. He is no longer just going through the steps to produce a sketch.
Unfortunately this episode is cut short by a train which enters and stays in
Eero's field of vision for an extended period of time. He thus moves to draw the
few skyline elements which he can see.
Stage Eight D
The arrival of the train forces Eero to consider those elements which he can
actually see. He therefore darkens the roof line of the concrete building as well
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as the projections beyond that appear at its roof line. This leads him to the green
tower, whose outline he darkens as the train finally passes and allows him to
once again see the entire site. He then darkens the outline of the two windows in
its fagade. (Reference Figure M)
Figure M (9C in Protocol)
It is clear that the train interrupted Eero's pattern of working on the sketch, as he
quickly returns to the concrete building upon its passing.
Stage Eight E
As he returns to the concrete building he says;
Try to finally pin down some of what's happening on this...building.
Windows are more horizontal than vertical. They're rectangular in
shape, and there are four levels of windows before you reach
grade, which is fairly unadorned.
As he says this he lightly draws the outline for the pair of windows which are in
the center two bays of the four bay fagade. Moving top to bottom he adds all four
levels. He then draws vertical lines along the edges of these windows which he
uses to verify their alignment as he darkens the outlines. The vertical lines also
reinforce the unity of these columns of windows. Finally he darkens some of the
broken window panes.
Eero clearly considers the concrete building's fagade to be made up of several
distinct parts. One of those is this central block of windows. It is not clear at this
point if he understands the two columns to be a single, or two elements. He
continues by saying;
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Then there's this piece on the northern side of this building which
is a different color....breaks away a little bit from the rest of what's
happening.
As he says this he draws the outlines of the openings in the northern section of
the fagade. He then draws the triangular shaped element on the third opening
from the top.
With these words and actions Eero reveals the second grouping of elements
that he sees on the faeade. He sees its different color as one reason for its
"breaking away." His drawing activity indicates that the uniqueness of the
triangular shape is also a factor in the section being seen as a distinct element.
Stage Eight F
Eero now traces and retraces the concrete building's ground line. He then does
the same for the green tower. This action adds little or nothing to the sketch, but
allows him time to reflect on his work and consider his next move. He remains
silent for an extended period and must be asked to continue thinking aloud. He
says;
Uh...the foreground is something which I've not necessarily ne-
glected, but its...there's not much happening there and I guess up
to this point I haven't thought much about it until now.
This episode once again reveals a non-methodical aspect of Eero's current pro-
cess. Something on either the site or the sketch has made him notice the ground
line and he expresses an awareness of his neglect of the area.
He therefore quickly sketches some plant material, adds the outline of the
door to the concrete building, darkens the outline of a window in the brick
building, and adds the "door" in the brick building which he also shades.
Guided by the figure of the ground line, Eero is freed from only working on an
individual fagade. This allows him to move between two buildings, drawing
features of each that are either at, or closely related to, the ground line.
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Stage Eight G
His work on the ground line is very quick, and he returns to the concrete
building as if he had never left, saying;
And mustn't forget the fire escape which is an important element
of this particular fagade.
As he says this he draws and shades the doors at the landings of the fire escape as
well as the fire escape itself. The fire escape is the third grouping that Eero sees
on the concrete building's faeade, and he draws it as a distinct element. (Refer-
ence Figure N)
Figure N (10C in Protocol)
Stage Eight H
With Stage Eight H, Eero returns to the red building's southern fagade. Previ-
ously he had lightly drawn outlines of openings in the fagade. Now as he reflects
on the sketch he says that these outlines are "exaggerated" so he erases and
redraws them at a smaller scale.
Earlier in the exercise when Eero drew the outlines for these openings he
apparently saw no problem with their scale. This leads to the question of what
has caused him to now see a problem. As previously discussed, I propose that
while Eero understands the site to be composed of a variety of distinct elements,
he also maintains an awareness of the ways in which these elements relate to one
another. As he has progressed with his sketching he has been forced to study
and draw the site with increased detail. Most recently he has drawn all of the
openings into the concrete building's fagade. Thus, as he begins work on the red
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building he can easily compare the size of his initial outlines with the semi-
finished openings of the concrete building. In so doing he quickly sees that his
outlines are too large and must be redrawn.
He continues by adding a duct on the fagade and by darkening the outlines of
the redrawn openings. Finally he draws horizontal bands onto the fagade which
align with the bands on the eastern fagade, noting that the placement of the
openings is not "regular." In saying that the openings are not regular, he means
that they do not work together to create a coherent whole when compared to the
horizontal bands he has just drawn.
Stage Eight I
Next Eero says;
I'm going back to the primary fagade of our building - the train
track facing fagade...
Here he reveals that he considers each of the red building's fagades to be a
distinct element. They are, however, part of the larger whole that is the red
building and as such are closely related. The nature of this relationship is seen
when Eero refers to the eastern fagade as being "primary." This is an interesting
statement in that it says while there are distinct parts which combine to create the
greater whole, there is also a hierarchy among those parts.
He begins his work by drawing inverted "L" shapes to define the top three
bands of openings in the fagade. He then moves to the grade level openings
which he first draws as outlines and then shades. While working on these
openings he comments that the trees on the site obscure his vision and that it is
hard for him to "make out" some of the fagade. Of the trees he says;
I think I'm going to come back and put some of the trees in later
after I've gotten some of the building information in.
While saying this, his understanding of organization shifts from the red building's
eastern fagade to the ground line of the building. He completes his drawing of
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the openings at grade level on the eastern fagade, but then jumps to the southern
fagade where he draws a dark opening at grade level. Evidently the trees have
lead him to consider the ground line around the building. With this new method
of organizing his work, he is lead to the southern fagade where he draws the
openings. This shift, however, occurs very briefly as he quickly returns to the
eastern faqade whose long lines he traces and retraces. This action of tracing and
retracing allows him to return his focus to the southern fagade as he reflects on
his next move.
After darkening the sill of each of the previously drawn openings Eero
pauses and says;
And...the inside's...the interior structural frame of the building is
interesting, although I don't necessarily care to right now fill in all
of the openings. Its an interesting feature, however. It almost
makes me want to go through the drawing and fill them all in,
although I won't.
As he says this he draws the structure visible through the openings on the
fagade's left-hand side. He then begins to shade some of these openings.
This is the second time in this stage that Eero discusses the interior features of
the openings as well as his hesitancy to draw them. In this instance he says that
the feature is so interesting that it makes him want to draw it, although he says he
will not. Here we see the manner in which a feature that is of particular interest
to Eero drives his activity. He does not want to draw it, yet it is so powerful for
him that he cannot avoid doing so. As will be seen, later in the exercise he will
draw and shade all of the openings and their internal structure.
Stage Eight J
As Stage Eight J begins Eero traces and retraces the roof line of the red building's
eastern fagade. As he does this he says;
And I think I'd like to spend a little time on the (Bank of New
England) now.
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It is interesting that he speaks of the Bank of New England while drawing the red
building. I propose that this action relates to his original understanding of the
site which grouped the buildings on the right-hand side around a strong sense of
perspective and horizontality. Eero's action both highlights these features, and
allows him time to reflect on his next move.
He continues by darkening the outline of the triangular shape at the balcony
of the Bank of New England. He then darkens the pyramid shaped roof. Next he
darkens the middle square of the building. On this middle square he draws a
vertical line which divides the fagade in half. He also draws a series of horizontal
lines to define locations for openings which he proceeds to draw as inverted "L"
shapes.
Eero then pauses for a period while he once again traces and retraces the roof
line of the red building's eastern fagade. When asked to continue expressing his
thoughts aloud he says;
Ummm...thinking about how there are some interesting intersec-
tions between (the red) building and (the Bank of New England),
but I haven't quite represented it well in the sketch. There's a
balcony that I wish I'd have left more room on the sketch to show,
because it seems that you can see through the frame of (the red)
building and see the building beyond, and some of the features are
interesting like the railings that you can see through. It makes (the
red) building almost appear as a skeleton.
As he says this he draws lines to represent the handrail which is visible through
the upper right-hand openings in the red building's eastern fagade.
It seems that Eero is aware not only of the strong sense of perspective and
horizontality shared by the buildings on the site's right-hand side, but also of the
interrelated nature of the buildings that occurs because of one's transparency.
For Eero the buildings are connected both through their relation to the horizon
and by their overlapping.
As he continues he draws a series of vertical and horizontal lines that will be
used to define openings on the lower rectangle of the Bank of New England. He
then indicates the openings by drawing a series of inverted "L" shapes.
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Throughout this stage, Eero's activity has once again revealed the manner in
which he sees the Bank of New England: a form comprised by two distinct blocks
and a pyramid roof. His drawing in this stage always occurs within one of these
three areas. He does not, for example, draw the outline for both of the blocks and
then draw the openings for each at the same time. Such activity would indicate
that he saw the blocks as a single element. Instead he draws the outline and
openings for the blocks one at a time. Thus the way in which he understands the
composition drives the way he draws.
Stage Eight K
Stage Eight K is a very brief episode where Eero darkens the lines of the parking
garage. As he does this he says that it "flies out into space," and that he is not
going to spend a lot of time on it. He says that is "seems to become less a part of
our site."
Although it has a strong sense of perspective and horizontality, the garage's
distance from the other buildings evidently makes it less a part of the composi-
tion of buildings which Eero considers the whole of the site. He therefore gives it
only token descriptions, both verbally and in his drawing.
Comments on Stage Eight
At the completion of Stage Eight, Eero has added more or less the same amount
of definition to all of the buildings on the site. He has now added and darkened
most building features including fenestration. (Reference Figure 0)
Figure 0 (12C in Protocol)
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Stage Nine
In Stage Nine Eero globally looks at the sketch, giving particular attention to
openings that need darkening. He says;
I'm just looking at the overall appearance of the sketch and trying
to get a sense of whether I've been able to capture the feel of the
place. There are some shadowed areas that I'm going back, trying
to pick those up...
As he says this he darkens the openings in the concrete building which are
adjacent to the green tower. He then returns to the red building's eastern fagade
where he adds shadow to the left quarter of the openings. Then he shifts to the
southern fagade where he also darkens openings.
He says;
Just punching out some of the shadows which seem to be pretty
important in the scheme of things right now. The scheme of light
and dark.
I would guess that in globally considering the site Eero has organized his
thinking around these shadowed areas and that it is their strength which guides
his activity.
Eventually Eero returns to the railroad tracks and the line of the fence, both of
which he traces and retraces. He then adds a fill pattern to represent the material
of the fence. Of them he says;
They seem to set up this whole structure.. .orientation...clearly ad-
dresses the tracks.
As he says this, however, he is no longer drawing either the fence or the tracks.
Rather he has returned the red building's eastern fagade where he adds structure
and shading to the openings. As noted before, he is drawn to these openings and
despite his stated wish to not draw them, is unable to escape the power they have
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over him. When asked why he feels that he is unable to avoid drawing them he
says;
Its such a powerful part of the form. The existing frame of the
building just seems to...the contrast between the dark interior of
the building and the frame of the structure just seems to be what
this whole building is about architecturally. It just makes me want
to fill all these space in.
As previously discussed, the sense of perspective and horizontality on the site
has been very powerful for Eero from the exercise's outset. Also discussed is the
way in which he has been drawn to the pattern of light and dark which is
particularly evident in the eastern fagade of the red building. I would guess that
these two factors come together to form a presence which he cannot escape. To
be satisfied he must draw the structure and the pattern of light and dark.
As the exercise ends Eero returns to the line of the railroad track which he
traces and retraces. Appropriately, he has come full circle. His first line drawn is
also his last. (Reference Figure P)
Figure P (13C in Protocol)
The Status of Drawing
In the first section of this analysis I discussed Eero's three starts on this exercise.
At the same time I discussed the status that the act of drawing has for him in each
of these episodes. I noted that for Eero the task generally centers on the produc-
tion of a sketch which captures the site's "reality," faithfully showing the actual
environment in as much and as true detail as the media will allow. I also noted
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that with the final start his process became methodical, as he went through the
steps necessary to produce a sketch.
The influence of the third start follows Eero through the remainder of the
exercise as he continues to be primarily interested in the production of a sketch
with a high level of fidelity to the actual environment. This situation is revealed
through his language as typified by several examples. For instance, during Stage
Seven he says;
I'm trying to think of how many bays there are on our building,
and I guess I'll count them. Eighteen...eighteen bays, so I'm think-
ing about how to divide my elevation up into the proper number of
bays so that each is represented.
Here Eero's discussion is about the task of drawing and the manner in which he
is completing the sketch.
Another example occurs in Stage Eight E when he says;
Try to pin down some of what's happening on (the concrete)
building. Windows are more horizontal than vertical. They're
rectangular in shape, and there are four levels of windows before
you reach grade, which is fairly unadorned.
Again, Eero's description is of the site's objective reality. Rather than describe
the character of what he is seeing or the way it makes him feel, he describes its
geometry. His sketching activity supports his language as he carefully draws the
features.
This is not to say that Eero's language and actions always center on the
creation of a high fidelity sketch. There are several instances where he discusses
aspects of the site which he finds interesting. For example, in Stage Eight C he
says;
Seems like some of these shapes together make almost a little
village or a little city which is something that personally is an
interesting feature for me...
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Here Eero's description is highly personal. Taken from a technical or geometric
perspective it fails to describe the site. Yet I suspect when he describes the forms
on the skyline as "a little village or a little city," that this style of description has
more emotional meaning for him than one that is purely technical or geometry
based.
These instances, however, are much more infrequent than those where Eero
focuses on the site's objective reality. Moreover, as previously discussed, his
entire process frequently becomes methodical as he works from left to right,
sequentially considering each fagade. The careful production of a sketch with a
high level of fidelity to the actual environment remains his principle object of
focus.
Finally, I have also noted that on several occasions Eero says that it is
important to draw all of the site features around a "courtyard" which is in front
of the buildings on the site's left-hand side. Here the features of the site which
Eero feels it important to sketch are directed by his awareness of the design
possibilities presented by the "courtyard space." However, unlike some partici-
pants whose awareness of the design possibilities tells them that there is no need
to draw particular features of the site, Eero's awareness tells him that all of the
features must be drawn. Thus, while aware of design possibilities, he does not
design. Instead he attempts to capture a level of detail that will facilitate his
future design activity by providing critical information.
The Absence of Interludes
It has been noted that Eero's process of drawing includes no instances of "inter-
ludes." Interludes play an important role for many of the other participants who
have taken this exercise. Typically these are the times when a participant, while
maintaining the appearance of productivity, pauses to consider the direction of
his or her next move. Work done in the interlude generally adds little or nothing
to the overall sketch and frequently amounts to no more than the tracing and
retracing of previously drawn elements.
Although Eero has no interludes, he has many instances of tracing and
retracing. His instances, however, occur more or less in line with the area he is
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currently considering. While other participants might change the element under
consideration during an interlude, Eero continues in the area in which he is
already working. For example, while working on the red building's eastern
fagade he may trace and retrace its roof line. The activity will be very brief. Other
participants might, in contrast, move to the green tower for the tracing and
retracing. While at the green tower they might also add some token aspect of the
tower before returning to the red building.
Thus, although Eero has no interludes as such, he does engage in numerous
episodes of tracing and retracing. I believe that these episodes have the same
effect in his work as interludes do for other participants: they allow him time to
reflect on his work.
Summary of Eero's Protocol Analysis
Eero's drawing process depends on a type of evolving order, as he constructs
and reconstructs understandings of the site and his sketch. In achieving this
order he works through a number of distinct stages and sub-stages. At each of
these stages and sub-stages he engages in an episode of sketching where he
works on a particular theme or element of his drawing. However, work done in
this manner does not occur in isolation. Rather Eero attempts to achieve a
balance in the sketch by maintaining an awareness of the relative state of comple-
tion of other elements. Typically with the end of each stage a level of balance and
order has been brought to some aspect of the sketch. With this level of order,
however, a new level of disorder comes forward which demands his attention.
Of all the participants to take the drawing exercise, Eero was the only one to
stop and restart the sketch. His aborted efforts to begin the sketch function as
experiments where he gains an understanding of both the site and the sketch.
During these experiments he comes to understand the site as having two distinct
elements, each of which contains a variety of smaller elements. The first element
is on the site's right-hand side and is composed of features bound together by
their strong sense of perspective and horizontality. The second element is on the
site's left-hand side and is composed of features bound together by their "un-
usual" forms and sense of verticality. These two elements are separated by a
form which Eero refers to as a "hinge."
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The particular group of elements influencing Eero drives both the sequence
and content of what he sketches. For example, under the sway of those features
with the strong sense of perspective and horizontality, Eero twice incorrectly
draws the layout for the overall sketch. The features are so prominent in his
understanding that he draws them out of scale relative to the size of his paper.
As another example, under the influence of the "unusual" forms Eero fails to
draw the concrete building. I have proposed that this failure occurs because
while in the unusual part of the site he is attuned to disorder and fails to consider
the relatively ordered concrete building as important.
Like numerous other participants, Eero understands various elements of the
site as having several levels of grouping. For example, in looking at the concrete
building he sees four distinct vertical bays of elements. Similarly in the Bank of
New England he sees its composition to be composed of two cubes and a
pyramid roof. However, Eero's perception of the groups is influenced by the
style and amount of line work he adds to the sketch. For example, early in his
sketch of One Kendall he understands the building to be composed of two
elements. As the exercise progresses, however, he draws a heavy outline around
these elements and begins to understand them as a single element.
While Eero frequently organizes his understandings and activity around a
particular feature of the site such as the concrete building or one of the four
vertical bays in the concrete building, on occasion he organizes his understand-
ing and activity around more global features of the site such as the ground line,
skyline, or vertical elements. Again, the particular organization selected influ-
ences what he notices and draws.
Occasionally Eero finds an element or group of elements so compelling that
he is unable to avoid them. For example, he says on several occasions that he
does not want to draw the structure and shading in the openings on the red
building's eastern fagade. However, the power of this figure with its strong
sense of perspective and horizontality combining with a strong contrast between
light and dark areas is too much for him to resist, and he does draw the features.
Eero substitutes brief moments of tracing and retracing for the longer inter-
ludes which characterize some of the other participants' processes. These mo-
ments have the same function for him that the interludes have for the others; they
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allow him time to reflect on his drawing while maintaining an appearance of
productivity.
For Eero the goal of the exercise generally focuses on the production of a
sketch which captures the site's "objective reality." He often methodically works
on the sketch from left to right, going through the steps he knows are necessary
for the production of the sketch. I have also observed that on some occasions he
begins to think of the sketch in terms of its design possibilities. However,
whereas some participants' design thinking might lead them to not draw par-
ticular features of the site, Eero's design thinking functions in a way that compels
him to draw all of the site features.
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Carla's Drawing Protocol Analysis
Introduction
In addition to the General Analysis, discussion of the Status of Drawing, and
Summary of major points, my exploration of Carla's sketching protocol includes
a detailed analysis of the manner in which she groups elements of both the actual
environment, and her drawing. Particular consideration is given to her manner
of simplifying what she sees as well as her shifts in organizational strategies
which facilitate her noticing different aspects of a scene. As previously noted,
while this detailed analysis is directed toward Carla's protocol, I believe her way
of working is typical of numerous other participants.
General Analysis
Stage One
Carla first attempts to understand the site and the sketch by blocking-out all of
the major buildings. In so doing she selects a corner in the composition saying;
I'd like to concentrate more on drawing a partial perspective of this
corner here and then see what its context is - or its relationship
rather to this building and then part of this adjacent building over
here since I like that round brick structure, whatever that is. Looks
like a kiln - is that a kiln - a brick kiln?
The corner she is speaking of is where the green tower is located. This is an
important focus for her drawing as she will return to it over and over again in the
course of her sketching. At this stage in the sketching process the tower also
serves as the point from which the other elements of the sketch radiate. Moving
from top to bottom, all of the elements that she blocks-out will be drawn in the
order that she reaches them as she moves away from this center.
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In this small episode Carla has done several significant things that, although
perhaps obvious activities, are not at all given as requirements. First she has
selected a part of the composition to serve as an anchor in her drawing. When
she sketches the green tower and the "corner" of which it is a part she reveals the
first order of organization in her visual thinking. For Carla the scene she is
considering is no longer non-hierarchical. Quite the opposite, it is a composition
with order and parts which relate to one another in specific, if yet unspecified,
ways.
One of the characteristics of Carla's drawing which will become increasingly
apparent is her tendency to willfully stop work on the element currently being
drawn and to move to another element. This occurs early in the protocol when
she says;
...I'm starting to get carried away with that tower...before I get into
any detail on that I want to draw in the overall form of the building
that its attached to.
Already Carla believes that she is beginning to overwork a particular part of the
drawing. In making this statement Carla reveals her tendency to understand the
composition to be a whole consisting of numerous parts. One part, she believes,
is being taken too far, while the other parts remain at a lesser stage of completion.
This statement also reveals Carla's desire to keep the different parts of the
drawing at more or less the same stage of completion. This balance is important
to her.
As Carla makes the above statement she draws several very light lines which
define the outlines of the red, concrete, and brick buildings. In so doing she
reveals another way in which she has segmented the scene. First consider the red
building. From where she sits while sketching, the building shows two fagades.
Based on this she could have understood the building to be either a single whole,
or to be two elements, each itself a whole. The order of her sketching reveals, and
will continue to reveal, that she understands the composition of the red building
to consist of two distinct and separate elements.
Several strategies are also possible for the way in which one might see and
sketch the fagades to the left of the green tower. As these fagades are all in
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generally the same plane, one possibility would be to block-out the entire length
of the plane without regard for the individual fagades within the plane. Another
possibility, and the one Carla pursues, is to consider each of the buildings to be a
unique element, and to therefore lightly block-out each individual fagade.
Finally, Carla notes, and will continue to note, the presence of the brick kiln.
In her composition Carla blocks-out the scene so that the kiln is situated on the
left-hand edge of her sketch. As the exercise continues, the location of the kiln
will shift. From the outset of her sketching, however, Carla considers the kiln a
significant object.
At this point Carla has finished the first stage of her drawing. (Reference
Figure A)
Figure A (3 in Protocol)
Her entire drawing process will be built around a series of similar stages. At the
completion of each stage, she will generally have brought the area under consid-
eration to a state of balance. In this instance, Carla has lightly sketched outlines
of all the major fagades, each at more or less the same state of completion. This
reflects her desire to maintain overall balance between the elements of the site.
With this done she feels the need to change focus.
Stage Two
Carla now moves to the red building's eastern fagade where she lightly draws
lines which can be used to organize its openings. It is important to note that she
is no longer thinking globally about the overall drawing. Instead she is con-
cerned with the fagade under consideration. This is not to say, however, that she
is unaware of the manner in which her work impacts the overall sketch. In fact,
she will often measure her progress relative to the other parts' states of comple-
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tion. As noted above, she will generally try to maintain a condition of balance in
her drawing.
After drawing the lines to organize the fagade, she darkens the openings on
the left-hand side. She does this by working from right to left and top to bottom.
In fact, this manner of sequencing will apply to virtually all of Carla's remaining
drawing activity. The location of the ground line will be one of her continuing
problems, possibly because her sequence of drawing always reaches it last.
As Carla darkens the openings she makes a discovery, and says;
Well I just noticed that the end window is narrower on the top floor
than the windows that follow it and that seems to be true for most
of these...each one of these...
During her sketching, Carla has noticed a difference in the width of windows at
the different levels. Although this may seem like an obvious thing to notice, the
discovery is hardly guaranteed in the drawing exercise. This particular discov-
ery and the manner in which it is made will be discussed in much greater detail
below.
At this point Carla has lightly drawn lines that give order to the red building's
eastern fagade. (Reference Figure B)
Figure B (5 in Protocol)
Also she has started to draw the openings themselves. Soon, however, she
pauses and says;
I'm bored with drawing those windows right now so I'm going to
move on to something else.
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The notion of becoming "bored" with a particular aspect or area of a sketch
occurs frequently in Carla's process. It seems that there is often an urge to end a
particular stage for no other reason than lack of interest.
Stage Three
Carla begins stage three by shifting to the red building's southern fagade on
which she lightly draws lines to assist her with the organization of its features. It
is significant that this is the exact action taken while working in the previous
stage. Once again she has taken steps to bring order to the element under
consideration.
She continues by darkening some of the windows. She also adds lines to
represent a ground line; something she did not do for the previous fagade. As
she draws she says;
I was thinking about how I like this building - this side anyhow...the
left-hand side of the building.
I like the character of it I guess. Not really the building itself, but
the character of decay. I like that.
It is significant that she "likes" this southern fagade of the red building. When
she began the overall sketching process, she focused on a central area of the
sketch where the green tower is located. At the same time, she drew this fagade,
tracing and retracing its general outline. From the outset this "liked" southern
fagade was of a higher order than the "boring" eastern fagade. This may help to
explain why she considers the building's fagades to be individual elements in
lieu of a single larger unit.
As she continues she notices that a window she has drawn is incorrectly
located. This discovery occurs as she tries to add the dock door into the
composition. She finds that there is not enough space for the addition. She
therefore erases what she had previously drawn and redraws the window and
dock door in a less crowded manner, noting that the new configuration is "close
enough" to reality to be satisfying. It is noteworthy that Carla does not expect to
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duplicate reality. Instead she is creating a simulation which should be "close" to
reality.
Satisfied with her corrections Carla moves on. (Reference Figure C)
Figure C (8 in Protocol)
She feels that she has added the amount of information necessary for this
particular stage.
Interlude A
Carla now moves to the green tower where she adds a small amount of definition
to its upper set of vanishing lines. She then lightly draws rectangles to represent
the long slender panels that are on each side of the tower.
I refer to this part of her sketching as an "interlude." It is a very brief segment
which is sandwiched between longer and more productive stages of her drawing
process. The lines that she adds are presumably intended to increase the defini-
tion of the upper sets of vanishing lines. In reality, however, the lines add little to
the drawing that was not already present. Similarly the light rectangles that
presumably represent panels on the tower provide only the barest indication of
definition.
It is noteworthy that the green tower, like the red building on which she had
been working, and the concrete building on which she will work next, has
openings. If we were to interpret her work in this episode in the same manner as
the episodes which surround it, then we would expect her to at least add outlines
for the window openings.
Instead the interlude allows her to organize her thoughts while still being
semi-productive. It is as if she feels the need to be constantly drawing; constantly
productive.
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Stage Four
She begins the next stage of her drawing activity by tracing and retracing the roof
line and the top band line of the concrete building. With this action she has now
focused her attention on the concrete building.
The sketch in front of her shows the concrete building as the light outline
which she drew at the outset of the exercise. She continues by lightly marking
the centerline of this outline. She then lightly draws vertical lines on the
building's fagade to organize it into thirds. She counts the number of bays for
which she has drawn vertical lines and realizes that she has one too few. She
erases the edge between the concrete and the brick buildings which she drew at
the beginning of the exercise, and draws a new edge which allows the concrete
building's fourth bay to fit.
In this episode we see that the initial block-out which she drew when she
began her sketch was only a general guide. When confronted with more precise
drawing requirements she quickly revised the initial layout to allow the new
information to fit more comfortably. This episode as well as other episodes that
follow indicate Carla's willingness to revise work done in previous stages if the
needs of the current stage demand it.
After redrawing the edge location of the building, Carla slows down and
traces and retraces the roof line and the upper band line of the concrete building.
Again, this activity seems to occur through a desire to be, or at least appear to be,
productive. That she traces and retraces the same element over and over again
also seems significant. Perhaps these are areas or elements where she feels
comfortable. By tracing and retracing them perhaps she is able to stabilize her
thinking and move on.
Upon being asked to keep speaking about her thinking, she adds a new set of
vertical lines adjacent to the previously drawn lines. These lines will be used to
represent the columns or separation that exists between the window openings in
the concrete building. She then returns to the roof line which she traces and
retraces. She also traces and retraces the ground line which she had lightly
drawn during the initial block-out. She then begins to lightly draw horizontal
lines that will be used to define the openings on the fagade.
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She now darkens the outlines of the openings on the concrete building.
(Reference Figure D)
Figure D (12 in Protocol)
Working top to bottom and left to right she completes all of the openings in the
fagade.
Stage Five
Carla now shifts and begins to look at each of the windows as a significant
individual element. Her emphasis is no longer on how each window fits into the
whole, but on how the parts of each window fit into the whole of that particular
window. She moves to the window in the fagade's upper left section and draws
horizontal and vertical lines to represent its small panes of glass. As she draws
she says;
...I'm not in the least bit concerned with getting the proper amount
of window panes in there...doesn't bother me a bit.
...Because its not important to me - its not important to accurately
record that level of detail.
Again Carla indicates that it is not her goal to replicate the reality of the environ-
ment. At this level her goal is to reveal the environment's emotional qualities,
even if objective reality suffers.
As she continues, Carla adds small window panes to a number of the open-
ings. She then goes back and darkens the sill lines for some of the openings.
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Next she draws a small square in the lower center part of the fagade. When asked
what the square represents she says;
Oh, well its a crack in the stucco. Is that stucco on the face of this
maybe? I do want to have an opportunity to go back and put in
some of the character...some more of the character...of this that I'm
not getting right at the moment.
By adding the small panes of glass in the windows and by drawing this crack in
the "stucco," Carla has now added a greater level of detail to this building than
she did when drawing either of the red building's faeades.
Interlude B
Carla now retraces the ground line for both the concrete and the red buildings.
Her perception of the environment is no longer centered on an individual
building. Instead her perception is organized along the ground line. This shift
allows her to move back and forth between the red and concrete buildings,
adjusting and adding aspects of each as they relate to the ground line.
Interlude C
Carla now returns to the green tower. She darkens previously drawn lines,
starting with the box-like shape on its top and moving down. She says that her
reason for darkening is to make the lines stand out more. (Reference Figure E)
Figure E (15 in Protocol)
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Stage Six
Once again Carla returns to the concrete building and darkens the heads of the
windows on the upper row. This action indicates that the concrete building is
now her focus of attention. What she adds, however, does not significantly
contribute to the drawing already done. Rather, this action is a short episode
whereby she shifts her attention to the concrete building. After drawing these
lines she notes that she has missed a bay on the building's left-hand side and
lightly draws in a tall, slender rectangle to represent the bay. In so doing she is
once again forced to move the line between the concrete and brick buildings
further to the left. In entering this new stage of drawing Carla has started to see
the building's faqade in more detail, and with this seeing has discovered that the
building's edge is incorrectly located.
Next Carla draws the fire escape. As she does she discovers that she previ-
ously made a mistake counting the adjacent number of vertical openings. This
leads her to erase and relocate the previously redrawn ground line and door
opening. (Reference Figure F)
Figure F (17 in Protocol)
Interlude D
Carla now retraces the line separating the green tower from the concrete build-
ing. She then quickly darkens the head of the concrete building's upper right
opening and adds an extension to the top of the opening second from the top.
None of these additions, however, is of particular significance in of itself. Instead
they are simply more examples of Carla's need to draw something while she is
resting and considering her next move. The drawing in this interlude leads her
to see the next area on which she will work.
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Stage Seven
She says;
Now I'm looking back after laying out the windows I'm going back
to looking at the individual character of each one of these. There's
some neat things that are happening everywhere that are very
different...particularly on the right-hand side opening...
Carla announces that she will be looking at each window as an individual
element. Her interest has been drawn to the right-hand side because she has seen
something interesting. She draws the triangular shape at the top of one of the
openings and then draws the pattern of light and dark in the others. (Reference
Figure G)
Figure G (18 in Protocol)
She continues by adding shading to the openings on the bay second from the
right. She notes that a projecting metal bar has caught her eye and led her to
draw a bit more in this area before moving on.
Stage Eight
Carla briefly moves to the brick building, noting that she wants to block-out its
form. She says;
Before we get too far I want to just finish off this side. And I'm
unfortunately not going to be able to fit in this circular shape (kiln)
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that I really like, but I might put that someplace else on the draw-
ing just to indicate that it is there...a smaller version.
She quickly draws the major outline of the brick building followed by a rectangle
to represent a window. She then lightly draws lines on the left-hand side of the
sketch, presumably to represent the kiln which she likes.
Interlude E
She returns to the green tower where she traces over its upper box-like form.
This drawing, however, adds little if anything to the sketch. She then draws a
rectangle to represent the upper window of the green tower. She continues by
adding vertical and horizontal lines to represent the small panes of glass in the
window. After drawing these she says that she is, "Satisfied with that." She
retraces the outline of the two openings just drawn and moves on. (Reference
Figure H)
Figure H (19 in Protocol)
Stage Nine
Carla now returns to the red building where she darkens the outlines of the
openings in its southern fagade and says;
I got a little carried away with the other buildings, even though I
haven't finished this building yet - the adjacent building - I just feel
like I kind of got carried away with it, and now I want to bring this
up to a similar level of detail.
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Again we see that Carla feels a need for all parts of the drawing to be at more or
less the same state of completion. At odds with this, however, is her tendency to
consider each of the fagades to be an individual element.
Next Carla adds shading to the openings on the fagade, noting that in some
instances she can see through to the buildings beyond. She refers to this situation
as, "Pretty neat." Then she lightly draws additional vertical and horizontal lines
on the fagade. She will later use these lines to organize additional features. She
says that she has noticed the presence of the grid on the fagade as a result of the
building's structure.
Again, her method of sketching is one that brings order to an otherwise
disordered environment. Moreover, the method is employed at various levels,
with movement typically from the general to the specific.
As she continues she draws the "hood" on the southern fagade. When asked
if she is attempting to pick up details she says;
Yes. Some of the details that make it...that give it character - the
character that it has.
Again she speaks of character. Carla apparently has a point in her sketching
process at which it becomes appropriate to add "character" to the composition.
Both on this fagade and on the concrete building's fagade, the appropriate time to
add character came immediately after the openings had been darkened. This
character seems to relate to the overall fagade on which she is working, as her
additions are typically quick and scattered over the entire fagade.
As she continues with her drawing she notes that she can see part of a roof
form beyond the red building's roof line. She adds a triangular shape to her
sketch to represent this feature. (Reference Figure I)
Figure I (22 in Protocol)
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Interlude F
Carla darkens the line separating the red building's eastern and southern fagades.
The addition brings little, if anything new to the sketch. This action is another
interlude between the previous and the next stage of her sketching.
Stage Ten
Starting on the upper left of the red building's eastern fagade, Carla begins to
draw lines to indicate the building's interior structural elements which are
visible through the openings. When it is observed that her drawing process
seems to be one of layering she says;
I guess I notice more as I go along and so I like to draw the general
forms first and then get more and more specific, and I...I just seem
to...as I get more specific I guess my eye kind of jumps over that
which I've already seen and I can see more and more relationships
that I might have missed before - objects that I missed before.
I propose that Carla's ability to "see more" stems from the relative level of order
and the degree of balance which she has brought to her drawing at its various
stages of completion. In this instance, she is now able to draw the interior
structure because the openings on the fagade have already been added. Also, the
fact that she has brought much of the drawing to a level of completion that is
greater than the part now being addressed seems to push her to balance the
composition.
As she continues she begins to darken the lines for the interior structure
which she has just drawn. At the same time she adds shading between the
structural elements. When asked about the fact that she is now drawing the
structure whereas she had not before she says;
...I think the fact that you can see the structure of this is the most
interesting aspect of this side...that main long side of the building.
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Its kind of like its skeleton is revealed and...um...and to me that's
the most interesting aspect of this open side of the building. Its not
the skin...the outside that's painted red as much...which to me is
not that interesting...its what I can see inside that's a lot more
interesting.
Again, the notion that something is "interesting" plays a significant role in what
Carla draws. As she continues drawing, adding structure and shading into more
of the openings, she says that she is not trying to be accurate. When asked what
she is trying to be if not accurate, she says;
Just ...um...catching what I think is the...um...most important char-
acteristic of this elevation, and that is the fact that you can see this
exposed structure inside. It doesn't matter how big it is. It does
matter to me what it looks...what its shape is because it should
have - it could be steel for all I know and it would still be interest-
ing. But it is concrete and I can show that in my drawing.
Carla says the exact nature of the structure does not matter to her. Instead she
indicates that her goal is to show the character of the elevation. While it may be
true that her goal is to indicate the character of the environment, in fact she does
draw the structure with a fair amount of precision. It seems that even though she
does not feel the need to be completely accurate, the structure is so compelling to
her that she does draw it accurately. (Reference Figure J)
Figure J (23 in Protocol)
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Interlude G
After finishing the second opening on the eastern faeade, she moves to the
southern fagade and moving left to right and top to bottom, draws lines which
presumably define the concrete panels. When asked why she jumped to the
southern fagade, she says;
Well, I guess I get bored with looking at one...and I see some...if I'm
looking at something else out of the corner of my eye I'll see
something else on the other fagade that I just was working on, and
so I go back and put that in and then I jump back on the other...
Again the notion of "boredom" plays a role in the sequence of Carla's drawing.
It is particularly interesting that this is the second instance of Carla's expression
of boredom, and that the former instance also occurred while she was working
on the red building's eastern faeade. It is unclear why she is bored. In the first
instance she says she is bored with drawing the openings themselves. In this
instance she is bored with drawing the structure visible through the openings. It
is possible that the repetitive nature of the red building's eastern fagade is what
bores Carla. Perhaps she prefers variety.
After drawing the panels, she traces over the vertical line at the corner
separating the red building's southern and eastern faeades. This action adds
little or nothing to the drawing, but it does lead her back to the building's eastern
fagade.
Stage Eleven
On the red building's eastern fagade she retraces the openings of the third band
from the top, adding both structure and shading. While doing this she occasion-
ally jumps to the opening immediately above the one being drawn and traces
over its outline. This action is a continuation of the activity in which she was
engaged when she became bored in stage ten. When asked if she is carrying
through the action she had previously started she says;
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Yeah, I'd like to be able to make it (the structure) darker so that you
could actually read the difference...but I'll go back to do that.
Again we see Carla saying that what she is doing is only one step, and that at
some point in the future it will be more appropriate to come back and "make it
darker." Before she can do this, however, she is compelled to bring the entire
faeade up to a uniform state of completion.
As she continues Carla draws the openings that occur at grade level, as well
as a variety of quick scribbles, presumably indicating holes which have been
broken into the panels. She then says;
Some of this I actually can't see very well so I think I'm just going to
have to put in part of the fence...
...I said originally that I would want to show the railroad track,
which I can do, but I'd like the fence not to be there...that would be
better for me.
Next she draws a dark line along the roof line on the eastern fagade as well as a
dark line for the separation of the eastern and southern faqades. Neither of these
actions adds anything of significance to the drawing. Instead they once again
allow Carla to think while still drawing. After this brief episode she draws a
horizontal line across the lower third of her sketch, presumably to indicate the
fence.
This particularly revealing episode illustrates Carla's tendency to trace and
retrace elements of her drawing while she is thinking about something else. In
this instance, Carla expresses a problem which the fence is creating for her vision
of the scene. She says she would prefer the fence to not be there. Then, instead of
drawing the fence or some aspect of the scene relating to either the fence or the
obstructed part of the building, she traces and retraces lines which have nothing
to do with the area under consideration. Although this tracing does not contrib-
ute to the drawing itself, it allows her to think while still appearing productive.
She then draws a line for the fence.
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Next Carla returns to the openings at grade level which she continues to add
to the drawing. As she draws a rectangle to represent the third opening from the
left she pauses and says;
I just noticed that uh...that those...that the lower two floors...on the
lower two floors these ribs that are in between every window, kind
of steps out almost like a buttress that I hadn't - I hadn't noticed
that before.
While saying these things she traces over the buttresses/ribs, adding them to
parts of the drawing as necessary. Mixed with this action she also adds structure
and shading to the remaining openings in the fagade. (Reference Figure K)
Figure K (25 in Protocol)
Stage Twelve
With all of the openings drawn on the eastern fagade, Carla now starts to darken
the shading she has been adding. She jumps to the openings above those at
grade level and moving left to right and bottom to top adds the dark shading.
She says that this process of darkening is important because it will show the
depth inside the building. She continues by darkening other openings on the
fagade.
Interlude H
She quickly draws several lines above the red building, presumably to represent
sky. She then returns to the green tower and traces its perimeter. Next she
returns to the area in front of the red building's southern fagade and draws a few
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scribbles, presumably to indicate the ground plane. Finally she draws a "per-
son.,,
Stage Thirteen
Carla now says that she is going to put in some ground plane. She scribbles a few
lines and shapes in front of the green tower and then in front of the concrete
building as indications of the ground plane. She then darkens the door and
window on the concrete building's faeade and continues work on the ground
plane. Finally she adds a horizontal line along the bottom part of the sketch to
represent foreground.
This episode reveals one of the rare instances in Carla's drawing process
when she organizes her thinking around the overall composition as opposed to
individual fagades, groups of elements in a fagade, or an individual element in a
larger group of elements. By organizing her sketching activity around the figure
created by the ground plane, she is able to maintain coherence while moving
between several fagades, quickly adding a variety of elements to the drawing.
The ground plane is one of the only figures that allows Carla to work in this
global fashion. (Reference Figure L)
Figure L (27 in Protocol)
Stage Fourteen
After finishing work on the ground plane Carla says;
OK, now I'm going to go back to this adjacent (the concrete)
building. See what else I can find.
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After saying this she traces over various previously drawn elements of the
concrete building. She also occasionally darkens an opening.
When Carla says that she wants to see what else she can find, she indicates
that she is entering a searching and thinking process. By now it should be no
surprise that this is accompanied by episodes of tracing and retracing; a process
which adds little if anything to the sketch.
This episode, like similar instances in Carla's protocol, is brief. Soon she
erases the opening she had previously drawn adjacent to the lower level of the
fire escape. She then redraws the opening and horizontally divides it into thirds,
of which she darkens the upper and lower sections.
She then shifts her attention to the fire escape whose lines she darkens. At
this point the overall fire escape is the figure upon which she reasons while
drawing. However, she quickly breaks this figure into smaller parts by starting
to draw the hand and guard rails. She does this by first drawing the top and
bottom rails. These rails create a series of parallelograms. To each of these she
adds the intermediate vertical rails.
Carla then says that although she could draw the shadow created by the fire
escape, she does not think it necessary for the task. However, noting her
fondness for the shadow's pattern, she proceeds to draw it. I would guess that
for her the power of the pattern is so strong that she cannot resist drawing it,
even though she can think of no reason for doing so.
She then shifts her perception from the fire escape to the roof line of the
building where she draws rectangular and triangular shapes, presumably to
represent buildings beyond.
Stage Fifteen
Next Carla shifts her attention to the brick building whose windows she very
quickly and sketchily draws. She first draws the outline of each window and
then adds the interior definition and shading. (Reference Figure M) She then
adds ground indication at grade level and retraces the roof line. Finally she adds
light lines to indicate materials on the fagade.
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Figure M (30 in Protocol)
Carla's work on the brick building is very brief throughout the entire draw-
ing exercise. It is difficult to say why this is so. Although she will eventually
spend some time drawing the kiln, the building itself receives very little atten-
tion. Perhaps she simply does not find it as interesting as the other buildings.
Certainly its fagade has fewer elements. Similarly it has much less contrast
between light and dark thereby giving it a somewhat more homogeneous qual-
ity. It may also be that the brick building is removed from the center of interest
which she indicated when she began the sketch. Perhaps its remoteness contrib-
utes to its lesser importance.
Interlude I
Carla now returns to the concrete building where she traces and retraces miscel-
laneous lines on the drawing. None of these additions are significant in terms of
what they add to the drawing. Additionally she shades a few more individual
panes of glass in the large openings. She also darkens the lines that define the
openings as well as the building roof line.
Although some of the things added in this interlude do increase the amount
of information on the sketch, they are of marginal impact. I believe the activity in
this interlude indicates Carla's desire to avoid working on the brick building.
This belief is supported by the fact that she quickly returns to it.
Stage Sixteen
Upon returning to the brick building, Carla retraces the outline of the openings
which she had previously drawn, saying;
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Now I still have that - this brick thing (the kiln) on the side that I
want to show someplace. So I'm just going to pull it out to the side
and draw it at a smaller scale.
Once again, while thinking about what she plans to do next, Carla traces and
retraces elements which have already been drawn. In this instance she speaks of
the brick kiln while tracing the windows. She quickly stops, however, and draws
an outline for the kiln's cylinder as well as a ground line. She then draws a door.
Next she darkens the perimeter of the kiln starting with its top and then its sides.
When asked why she has elected to draw the kiln she says;
I don't know why. I like the shape. Its an unusual shape for
this...compared to the character of the other buildings - the other
shapes that are here.
Again, the idea of something being special guides what Carla draws. From the
very outset of the exercise she noted her interest in the kiln. Thus, even when it
would no longer fit onto her sketch, she still felt the urge to draw it.
She next adds the appendages to the kiln. First she draws the rectangular
extension to its right-hand side. She then adds a series of horizontal lines to its
left to represent a bridge-like extension. She then adds the door and darkens the
ground line. (Reference Figure N)
Figure N (32 in Protocol)
Moving top to bottom she draws a series of horizontal lines to represent the
kiln's brick coursing. Saying she wants to show it has bands of different colors,
she continues by adding bands of dark lines which she quickly shades to repre-
sent different colors of brick. Next she retraces the perimeter of the cylinder with
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dark lines. In so doing she extends the height of the cylinder about one quarter
inch, thereby creating a new band at the top.
Upon doing this she notices that she has not drawn all of the bands. Moving
top to bottom, she retraces the bands just drawn, and adds a new band across the
head of the kiln's door. She then redraws the base of the door, moving it slightly
lower. Next she draws a new and darker ground line. Finally she erases the
head of the door where it conflicts with the new brick band. Announcing that
"that's better," she quickly draws vertical lines between some of the horizontal
bands, presumably to further indicate the brick. She then draws an arrow from
the kiln to the location where it should be on the larger sketch and adds miscella-
neous scribbles to indicate the ground plane. (Reference Figure 0)
... ....... ...
Figure 0 (33 in Protocol)
Stage Seventeen
Carla now moves to consider the sketch overall, saying;
(I'm) Sort of critiquing, you know, what I've done and what's there
and what's missing that's important. I think a ground plane is
really important to us.
As previously discussed, when Carla globally looks at the sketch, she does so by
referencing the figure created by the ground plane.
She draws rapidly, moving from fagade to fagade, darkening or simply
retracing previously drawn elements. Next she adds shading to various parts of
the drawing. She also darkens a number of lines. Finally she returns to the green
tower where she lightly adds some shadow to its recessed areas, and says, "I'm
done." (Reference Figure P)
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Figure P (35 in Protocol)
Detailed Analysis
I want to take two examples from the above analysis of Carla's protocol and
consider each in greater detail. In each instance my goal is to reveal the manner
in which she groups elements of both the actual environment, and her drawing
as a way of both simplifying what she sees, and facilitating her ability to notice
different aspects of a scene. Where one grouping may fail to bring forth a
particular element or relationship, another grouping may succeed.
The first example considers the manner in which Carla groups elements of
the concrete building's faeade throughout the entire exercise and how these
groupings relate to drawing activity. The second example considers the manner
in which Carla shifts her perception of the red building's eastern faeade in such a
way that she discovers some of its previously unseen aspects.
Example One
In this example I consider the manner in which Carla draws the concrete building's
fagade, focusing on five different ways she groups elements of the scene. The
first way is global, whereby she sees only the outline of the fagade. The second
consists of four vertical bays in the building's fagade. The third is the manner in
which she breaks the vertical bays into a group of openings and spandrels in the
fagade. The fourth is the way in which she considers individual openings in the
fagade to be composed of smaller elements which create a whole. The fifth is the
way in which she understands the fire escape to be a whole. It should be
understood, however, that these five ways of seeing do not necessarily occur
sequentially. Work on the fire escape may force Carla to consider the manner in
which an entire block of openings relates to the overall outline of the fagade.
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Grouping One (Stages 1 - 3)
As noted earlier, Carla begins her sketching by blocking-out all major elements
of the scene she is considering. She does so by considering each individual
building fagade as a distinct element in the greater whole of the site. By doing
such things as using her pencil as a measuring device she works to make sure
that the individual fagades are properly proportioned in relation to one another.
At this stage she is not concerned with elements inside the fagade. Thus as Stage
Three ends, the concrete building has been drawn as a basic box (although the
base of the box is not actually drawn, it is implied by completion). (Reference
Figure S)
Grouping Two (Stage 4)
Next Carla begins to reflect on the box she has drawn in greater detail, consider-
ing it not as it relates to the other boxes, but how it is composed of distinct
elements. She begins by marking the centerline of the building and then adding
vertical lines to the building's fagade that break it into thirds. In doing this she
realizes she has drawn one too few bays. This realization leads her to erase the
line between the concrete and brick buildings and draw a new edge which will
allow a fourth bay to fit. (Reference Figure T) It is interesting that she is quick to
change the overall box outline for both the concrete and brick buildings which
she had carefully measured in the earlier stages of her drawing. However, her
present concern is no longer global. Instead she is focused on the concrete
building as she once again uses her pencil as a measuring device, carefully
verifying that each of the bays drawn is of equal size.
Using the vertical lines just drawn, Carla draws a series of new vertical lines
to represent the columns or separation that exists between the windows on the
fagade. She then pauses, tracing and retracing the roof and ground lines of the
concrete building. As noted earlier, this tracing and retracing allows her to
consider her next move while maintaining an appearance and feeling of produc-
tivity.
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Figure S (8 in Protocol)
Figure U (10 in Protocol)
Figure W (13 in Protocol)
Figure V (12 in Protocol)
Figure X (16 in Protocol)
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Figure T (9 in Protocol)
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Figure Y (17 in Protocol)
Figure AA (19 in Protocol)
Figure CC (28 in Protocol)
Figure BB (27 in Protocol)
Figure DD (30 in Protocol)
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Figure Z (18 in Protocol)
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Grouping Three (Stage Four)
Carla continues by drawing a series of horizontal lines that will be used to define
the openings on the faqade. (Reference Figure U) As she draws these lines from
top to bottom she says;
I notice that the windows and the spandrels in between them
appear to be equal and that there are nine different parts.
The nine different parts refer to the number of horizontal elements in the overall
composition of the block of openings: five windows and four spandrels. In this
instance Carla sees the block of openings in terms of its horizontal quality. In
other instances she will see it with an emphasis on its vertical quality.
It is interesting that Carla is globally looking at a specific part of the concrete
building's fagade. She is not concerned with the fire escape, the ground line, and
so forth. Instead she is only concerned with the overall block of windows. It is
noteworthy that at this point she is not interested in the specific nature of each of
these nine parts. Her only concern is the manner in which they relate to the
whole.
With her guidelines in place, Carla is now able to darken the rectangles that
define the windows. Although she quickly abandons her guidelines, she ends
up with a block of openings that is five units high by three units wide. (Reference
Figure V)
Grouping Four (Stage 5)
Carla now moves to the window on the upper left section of the faeade and
draws horizontal and vertical lines to represent its small panes of glass. She is no
longer concerned with the overall organization of the block of windows within
the fagade. Rather her concern is for the character of individual windows.
(Reference Figure W) It is noteworthy that in this episode she works only with
those windows which have individual panes of glass. She does not deal with
windows that are largely blacked out.
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Grouping One (Interlude B)
In the process of treating each window as an individual element, Carla discovers
that she has not drawn the building "high enough." Something in her seeing has
led her to notice that the building's overall outline is drawn incorrectly. Thus in
Interlude B she redefines the location of the building's ground line. In doing this
Carla shifts in her seeing, moving out to a global level. Here she is concerned
with the manner in which all the fagades relate to the ground line. Instead of
focusing on an individual faqade, she jumps back and forth between different
faeades, adjusting the ground line and drawing or redrawing elements of the
fagades at the ground line.
In this episode, among other things, she redraws the ground line of the
concrete building and adds a door and window at grade level.
Grouping Five (Stage 6)
As Stage Six begins Carla returns to the concrete building and notes that she has
missed a bay on the faeade, which she proceeds to draw as a tall slender
rectangle. However, in doing this drawing she is forced to move the line
separating the concrete and brick buildings further to the left. This is her third
time to locate this line.
Carla's seeing is no longer fixed on the concrete building's overall fagade.
Nor is it any longer concerned with the overall pattern of windows or individual
panes of glass within those windows. Now she is seeing the fire escape. In this
seeing, however, she does not see the fire escape's individual parts. Rather her
initial recognition is of a tall slender rectangle, which she draws.
Then moving top to bottom she begins to "layout the primary elements" of
the fire escape. (Reference Figure X) It is noteworthy that the element which she
draws in the greatest detail is the door at the top. She says;
...I like this...the doorway...the top doorway on the fire escape is...
the door is partially open. I like the mysterious quality to it.
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The door's mysterious quality has a strong appeal to Carla as evidenced by the
fact that she draws it with great detail.
After drawing the final leg of the fire escape she pauses to count the number
of vertical openings on the faqade. She then takes an eraser and erases the
bottom band of openings as well as the door and ground line for the building. In
drawing the fire escape she has been led to see a mistake in her drawing. Thus
she redraws the ground line for the third time in the exercise, returning it to more
or less the same location it was initially drawn.
This is an interesting shift. Previously Carla had referred to the faeade as
being made up of nine parts; five windows and four spandrel panels. Now,
however, she adjusts the faqade to seven parts; four windows and three spandrel
panels. She says;
...I noticed that when I was drawing the fire escape that I had too
many landings that I was drawing in... I drew the height of the
building fairly accurately in proportion, but didn't count up my
spaces properly when I got right down to it.
Previously Carla had seen the block of windows in a general manner. She was
well aware that the block consisted of numerous parts, but her concern was for
the whole. In shifting to the individual pieces of that whole, she was not
challenged to actually count the number of vertical openings. Instead she dealt
with each window as a whole composed of individual elements.
Upon drawing the fire escape, however, she is forced to compare the number
of landings being drawn with the overall block of windows. In so doing she
discovers a conflict between different elements within the overall faeade. (Refer-
ence Figure Y)
It is interesting that Carla only noticed the mistake in her sketch when she
drew the fire escape in greater detail. She did not notice the mistake when
dealing with the fire escape as a tall rectangular shape. Evidently this more
general form did not require her to see in such a manner as to notice the mistake.
With more detailed seeing, however, the mistake quickly became apparent.
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Grouping Four (Stage 7)
As Stage Seven begins Carla says;
Now I'm going to go back after laying out the windows I'm going
to go back to looking at the individual character of each one of
these.
Once again she understands the windows to be individual elements in the
fagade. However, unlike her previous work at this level of grouping, she is not
concerned with windows dominated by individual panes of glass. Rather she is
drawn to patterns of light and dark, carefully working on those windows that are
dominated by large, dark areas.
It is possible that the extreme contrast between light and dark areas may have
led her to recognize particular geometric configurations. For example, she
begins by darkening the openings on the fagade which are farthest to the right. It
seems likely that the pattern of dark openings has led her to perceive the
openings to be a column, or a tall slender rectangle. (Reference Figure Z) After
drawing the column of openings she says;
Now I'm going to...after I've laid this out...oh no...actually...I was
going to go back to stop working on this for a little while and go on
the red building, but I've decided that there's more stuff in here
that I want to get before I go on.
It is interesting that although she expresses a desire to move on after drawing the
column of dark openings, she elects not to. Instead she continues by darkening
several more openings which read as large dark areas. When asked why she has
elected to do so, she says that "something caught her eye." Asked what caught
her eye she refers to a small metal bar projecting from the fagade. I suggest,
however, that it is not the metal bar, but the large, dark areas that have caught
her eye.
Before continuing she erases one of the openings which she had drawn as a
large dark area and redraws it as a series of small panes, some darkened and
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some light. Although the opening does read as predominantly dark, it is actually
composed of individual panes. Carla has overcome the desire to see just patterns
of light and dark and corrects her initial impression. (Reference Figure AA)
Grouping One (Stage 13)
Carla now moves back to a global level and once again allows the ground plane
to guide her organization of the environment. Instead of focusing on an indi-
vidual faqade, she jumps back and forth between different faeades, adjusting the
ground line and drawing or redrawing elements of the fagades at the ground
line. (Reference Figure BB)
Grouping Three (Stage 14)
As Stage Fourteen begins Carla once again considers the overall block of win-
dows in the fagade. Noting that she is taking liberty with the reality of the
environment, she says that she is only working to capture general character. In
this episode Carla rapidly moves from opening to opening adding random
elements of dark and light. This activity is different from what might happen if
she were considering each opening to be an individual element. Were that the
case, I would expect her to dwell longer on individual openings. Instead she
moves quickly, working to show character while maintaining a balance between
the individual elements in the overall block. In a sense it might be said that she
works for stability as much as she does balance. (Reference Figure CC)
Grouping Five (Stage 15)
Carla once again shifts her attention to the fire escape, whose lines she darkens.
At this point the overall fire escape is the figure upon which she reasons while
drawing. However, she quickly breaks this figure into smaller parts by starting
to draw the hand and guard rails. She does this by first drawing the top and
bottom rails. These rails create a series of parallelograms. To each of these she
adds the intermediate vertical rails.
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Carla's process is to start with the large figure of the fire escape, which itself is
one of four vertical bays in the concrete building, and to break that figure into a
series of smaller parallelogram figures. These smaller figures are then broken
into even smaller figures with the addition of the vertical rails. It is important to
note that this is not a random process, but one that is guided by the perception of
a series of ever smaller figures. (Reference Figure DD)
Comments
As can be seen from the preceding discussion, Carla organizes her seeing in five
different ways. Each of these ways has strengths and weaknesses in what it
allows her to notice. Moreover, moving through the different levels allows her to
maintain a balance in her sketching. Instead of having one element substantially
more developed than another, she keeps the whole drawing at more or less the
same state of completion.
Example Two
In this example I consider the manner in which Carla shifts her perception of the
red building's fagade in such a way that she is able to discover some of its
previously unrecognized aspects.
In Stage Two of her protocol Carla is darkening openings on the building's
fagade when she makes a discovery. She says;
Well I just noticed that the end window is narrower on the top floor
than the windows that follow it and that seems to be true for most
of these...each one of these...or actually for all of the levels. I'm not
sure how it continues down at the side, but it appears that they're
actually...the corner window is actually wider than the subsequent
windows. Is that correct? No! Its the other way around. The
corner window is narrower than the subsequent...
When asked how she made this discovery she says;
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...I just noticed the width was greater - I could see more of the
interior.
In this episode Carla considers each of the windows to be an individual element
on the building's fagade. This is confirmed when she says that she noticed the
differences in width because she realized she had seen more of the interior in one
of the windows than in another.
That Carla's discovery is based on comparisons of two windows does not
negate the fact that she considers them to be individual elements. Instead her
method of drawing from top to bottom leads her from the narrow corner
opening to the wider subsequent opening. At no time, however, does she
actually consider these openings as part of a larger whole.
(Reference Figure Q)
Figure Q (5 in Protocol)
In Stage Eleven of her protocol Carla draws the fagade's grade level openings.
As she draws a rectangle to represent the third opening from the left she pauses
and says;
I just noticed that uh...that those...that the lower two floors...on the
lower two floors these ribs that are in between every window, kind
of steps out almost like a buttress that I hadn't - I hadn't noticed
that before.
When asked what had led her to make this discovery she says;
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...my eye followed all the way up from that - one of these loading
docks. I looked up and as I looked up from that opening I noticed
that the thickness of the buttress or that intermediate piece changed
as it went up and...and that's why.
Now if I had noticed that before I would have drawn that in before.
But I didn't.
Although this episode deals with the same issue as the first episode, its nature is
substantially different. In the first episode Carla had drawn only a few openings
and had considered each to be an individual element. Her discovery was based
on the recognition that the interior dimensions of two openings varied. In this
episode, however, she has drawn almost all of the openings and instead of
considering them to be individual elements, considers them to be columns of
openings which take the form of a tall, slender rectangle. With this shift in
organization she no longer considers the space inside the opening, but rather the
space between the rectangles. With this shift her eye follows "all the way up"
and she becomes aware of the buttress/rib condition. (Reference Figure R)
Figure R (25 in Protocol)
These two episodes reveal fundamentally different ways of seeing and orga-
nizing the scene, each with its own particular strengths and weaknesses. In one
instance Carla sees the space inside individual elements and in the other instance
she sees the space between groups of elements.
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The Status of Drawing
Carla has two ways of understanding and engaging the drawing exercise. When
working on larger, more global aspects of the sketch she focuses on the produc-
tion of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the actual environment. As she
moves into more detailed areas, however, she focuses more on the emotional
qualities of the site, attempting to capture character even at the expense of
reality.
Carla's drive to capture the site's objective reality can be seen in a variety of
places. For example, her use of the pencil as a measuring device reveals an
approach that is concerned with capturing proper dimensions and proportions
in her sketch. She uses the pencil in two ways. First, she holds the pencil in the
air against the backdrop of the site, using it as a way of judging angles and
distances which can be transferred to the sketch. She says this is a good way to
"correct her impressions." Next she treats the pencil like a ruler as she puts it on
her sketch and measures various features to make sure they are properly dimen-
sioned. For example, when drawing the line separating the brick and concrete
buildings she uses the pencil to make sure each fagade is proportionally correct
when compared to each other and the green tower.
Carla's desire to capture the site's objective reality is also revealed through
her actions and language. For example, while drawing the concrete building's
large windows she says;
I'm feeling a little bit frustrated at the fussiness of this - counting
up these pieces and trying to accurately record them, but for
design...for design work I think that its important.
Although she does not want to, she counts the number of openings in the
building's fagade. For Carla, at this level of drawing, reality is important.
When asked what aspects of reality she thinks it is important for the sketch to
show she says;
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Oh, I think the masses - the relationship between the masses...the
openings, and then the opaque verses the open parts, and then, just
the general feeling of the place. This is in a state of decay so to me
that's the character I want to convey, and that's something that I
can do with my pencil and...um...kind of almost like touch the
building with pencil...
This is a particularly interesting statement that reveals where Carla makes the
distinction between the importance of reality and character. Features that she
includes as important in terms of reality are massing, openings, and opaqueness
verses open areas. She moves away from reality when she discusses the site's
state of decay. In this instance she is much more concerned with the site's feeling
and character.
She builds on this point elsewhere when she says;
Some of these areas are...if I draw all this broken glass in accu-
rately, its going to look like a mottled - like a diseased fagade, so
I'm sort of taking some liberty with what I see. I'm just giving a
general character. Who cares where the actual windows are bro-
ken or not broken - right?
In this instance Carla is unconcerned with the site's objective reality. Rather she
is interested in capturing the site's character, which she feels can be done without
going into perfect detail. In fact, she suggests that the site's state of decay can be
shown better if she does not follow reality too closely. She says that were she to
be too realistic, her sketch would suffer and the building's fagade would appear
"diseased."
As discussed above, character is something that Carla feels should be added
to a drawing after other preliminary aspects of the sketch have been completed.
These preliminary aspects work toward capturing the site's objective reality,
while the later aspects work toward capturing its character, feeling, aura, and
spirit.
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Summary of Carla's Protocol Analysis
Carla's drawing process depends on a sense of evolving order as she constructs
and reconstructs her understandings of the site and the sketch. In this process
she works through a variety of distinct stages and interludes. At each stage she
engages in a sketching episode where she works on a particular theme or
element of her drawing. At interludes she is able to rest as she considers her next
major move while maintaining the feeling and appearance of being productive.
Interludes are often characterized by her tracing and retracing of previously
drawn elements. Typically this drawing activity adds little if anything to the
sketch.
In saying each stage is a distinct episode, I do not mean to imply that Carla
ignores other parts of her sketch. Rather the stages allow her to maintain a sense
of balance and stability in her work. While she concentrates on individual
elements or aspects of her drawing, she does so with an awareness of their state
of completion relative to a greater whole. This sense of awareness is made
apparent in numerous instances such as those where she refers to herself as
getting "carried away" with some part of the drawing. Her statement implies
that balance must be maintained between the drawing's various components.
The various stages and interludes in Carla's protocol also reveal a hierarchy
in her process. When Carla looks at the scene she is drawing, she does not see
complete chaos. Rather she sees a scene which is composed of parts relating to
one another and a larger whole in definite, if unspecified ways. For example,
from the outset she identifies fagades as an organizing element for the overall
sketch. Given this, she is able to work on the individual fagades without
forgetting how they relate to the greater whole. However, Carla has no problem
revising work done at a global level if she finds that it fails to meet the needs of
the more specific level under consideration. For example, three times in the
course of her drawing exercise she redefines the line which divides the concrete
and brick buildings. At each of these revisions she has progressed to a deeper
level in her drawing than the previous time she drew the line. The appreciations
she has at detailed levels of drawing overrule the earlier appreciations at the
global level.
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There is also hierarchy to what Carla considers appropriate at various stages
of her drawing. For instance, I have discussed the manner in which Carla speaks
of adding "character" to her sketch. Character, it seems, is best added after
window openings have been defined.
Whether she is conscious of it or not, Carla has an ability to shift the manner
in which she organizes the scene being drawn, and thereby facilitate her ability to
see and discover new things. For example, when drawing the concrete building
she uses various groupings, each of which has its own strengths and weaknesses.
Similarly, she occasionally shifts so that the ground line becomes the key figure
to organize the way in which she will work. When the ground line becomes her
guiding figure, all of the building fagades are treated equally as they relate to the
ground.
More typically, however, different groupings allow her to notice different
things. For example, at one point while drawing the red building's eastern
fagade Carla made discoveries based on her recognition of space inside indi-
vidual windows, while at another point she made discoveries based on her
recognition of space between groups of windows.
Finally, Carla has two ways in which she understands the goal of the drawing
exercise. While working on larger, more global aspects of the sketch she focuses
on the production of a drawing with a high level of fidelity to the actual
environment. However, as she moves into more detailed areas of the sketch, she
focuses more on the emotional aspects of the environment, attempting to capture
character even at the expense of reality.
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Corbin - Drawing Analysis
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Corbin's Drawing Protocol Analysis
General Analysis
Stage One
Saying that, "I think its important to remember that we're concentrating on the
red building," Corbin begins the drawing exercise by considering the area of the
site where the red building sits. As he observes the area he says;
Also what I notice strongly before I start drawing is that its very
strong perspective or a sense of a very strong perspective from this
position. Especially going away from us (to the north), and its
exaggerated further compositionally by the horizontals of that
parking garage and the ramp and its actually quite a moving
composition with strong horizontals. That's where I'm going to
start.
Also the horizontal of the railway track sweeping in front us...
After saying this he begins the drawing by lightly sketching the upper boundary
of a box that defines the perimeter of the red building in perspective. He then
draws a light line across the sheet to indicate the railroad tracks.
In this initial episode Corbin reveals several aspects of his understanding of
the site which will follow him throughout the exercise. First is his belief that the
red building is of greater significance than the other buildings on the site. This
belief will lead him to focus almost all of his early sketching activities on the red
building. Also revealed is his understanding of the site's right-hand side as
being organized around a sense of horizontality and perspective. Included in
this group is the parking garage, the Bank of New England, the railroad tracks,
and the red building. It is unclear at this point if the group includes both the
eastern and southern faeades of the red building.
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Corbin quickly adds that;
Also, what I think is in order to get a sense of scale on the page, I'm
going to block-out a lot of the buildings first before I start to get
involved in the detail, just so that I feel I have a sense of the scale.
So I'm dealing...with it as an urban composition from here. I feel
that more than a study in detail of uh...one building. Its a study in
the context.
Here Corbin indicates that in order to do future design work on the red building
he will also need to understand the area around it.
He continues by lightly drawing the Bank of New England, first extending
the horizontals from the red building and adding a vertical line to define its edge
and give it height. Then he adds a pyramid shape for its roof as well as a box
supporting that roof. (Reference Figure A)
Figure A (1 in Protocol)
It is important to note that in drawing the outline for the Bank of New
England, Corbin has extended the red building's lines and used them as guides.
The power of the red building and the strong sense of horizontality and perspec-
tive influence the way he understands the relationship of the two buildings.
Although he may consider them to be separate elements, they are very closely
linked in his work.
He continues by further extending the red building's horizontal lines so that
they guide him as he draws the parking garage. Again, the power of horizontality
and perspective drives his work and tends to unify his approach to drawing the
site's right-hand side.
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Corbin continues by saying;
I really like the towers and the vertical pieces. I think that they
become very strong in this composition. And I think that they
might be important to the development of the site. I would encour-
age the developer of One Kendall Square to make something very
strong of the verticals, because otherwise everything has a very
horizontal feeling.
As he says this he adds definition to his basic outline of the Bank of New England
and then shifts to the green tower whose basic outline he also draws. He
continues by drawing a basic outline for the brick cylinder and the One Kendall
Square building. He completes the layout of the major elements by shifting to
the red building's southern fagade where he draws a number of vertical lines.
While drawing features on the site's left-hand side he says;
...I think it would be a pity to lose some of the busyness and the
quality of the variety of things. A lot of the buildings behind and
on the sides all have a sameness with the green glass and the clean
paint, and the...even the color schemes seem to be the same if you
look back ...whereas here there's a lot of variety and I think the
busyness of that is really nice.
Although it is unclear how far Corbin's concept of "busyness" extends, I would
guess that he is referring to the entire immediate site when he speaks of color.
However, I would also guess that the variety he sees primarily occurs on the
site's left-hand side. This guess is based on the fact that he is drawing in this area
when he makes the comment. Moreover, he has clearly indicated that the site's
right-hand side is organized around a sense of horizontality and perspective.
It seems likely, therefore, that Corbin understands the site by making refer-
ence to at least two distinct organizational strategies. One strategy revolves
around perspective and horizontality while the other revolves around "busy-
ness" and variety.
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Stage Two
With his initial block out complete, Corbin returns to the red building's eastern
fagade. Saying that he is, "taken with the strong horizontal bands," he draws
several long horizontal lines across the fagade. He then draws a single opening
at ground level and adds vertical lines across the entire fagade. With these
guidelines drawn he is in a position to add the actual openings.
With reference to the number of guidelines drawn he says;
I feel that in a project at this stage...in a sketch exercise, I'm not
going to bother about counting actual bays and doing a very
careful study...I think its a feeling that one wants to capture.
Here Corbin indicates that it is not his intent to produce a sketch with a high level
of fidelity to the objective reality of the actual environment. Rather, the sketch
should serve as a reminder of the "feeling" at the site. Thus when he draws the
series of openings in the red building's eastern fagade he does not worry about
the specific number of openings, but with the feeling of horizontality and repeti-
tion. (Reference Figure B)
.............................
Figure B (4 in Protocol)
Stage Three
As Stage Three begins, Corbin changes to a soft lead pencil and draws the
ground and second level openings on the red building's eastern fagade. (Refer-
ence Figure C)
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Figure C (6 in Protocol)
He then draws one opening on the third level's left-hand end. He pauses to
reflect on the site and says;
Its interesting that the end bay, I notice, is a narrow bay, and the
ones from there on - especially on the second and third floors
appear to be square openings and windows, which is also a nice
touch.
It is not clear what led Corbin to make this discovery. It is clear, however, that he
is using his drawing activity as a way of exploring and learning about the site. In
hearing him say that it is not important to show the precise number of bays, but
rather to capture a feeling, it would be easy to assume he is not paying close
attention to the site's details. Yet his activity belies this assumption. I would
guess that although he feels no need to produce a completely realistic drawing,
he does feel the need to carefully explore all of the site's conditions even if they
will not be precisely drawn. This is one of many instances where Corbin's pencil
serves as a pointer. Its function is to indicate the area he is studying; not to
replicate it. (Reference Figure D)
Figure D (7 in Protocol)
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He resumes his drawing by continuing to sketch outlines for the openings on the
third and then the upper levels. While on the upper level he notes that the
building has no roof and that;
It just ends too abruptly with the big, big windows up top...in
context somehow...it looks unfinished as it is.
His work on the upper band of windows has led Corbin to observe the building's
roof line. In so doing he concludes that the building feels unfinished because it
has no roof. Although this discussion does not appear to influence the manner or
content of his drawing, I would guess that he is comparing the red building with
models of buildings he holds in his appreciative system.1 Corbin evidently has a
rule which says that given a certain configuration of windows, some type of roof
is desirable.
Stage Four
Corbin now moves another level deeper in his drawing of the red building's
eastern fagade as he begins to darken the interior of the openings on the upper
level. (Reference Figure E)
Figure E (8 in Protocol)
He continues by darkening the interiors of several openings at the third level. In
doing this he pauses and says;
Another thing I notice in looking through the openings here is the
sense of the structure - the concrete structure inside.
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As he says this he moves to the second level of openings and draws a quick
indication for the structure visible on the interior. (Reference Figure F)
Figure F (9 in Protocol)
He continues, however, by saying;
...but what strikes me most is the darkness of the openings as
against the light of the surface.
As he says this he darkens more structure and returns to darkening the openings
on the third, second, and ground levels.
Here we see that while Corbin is interested in the structure he sees inside of
the openings and wishes to draw it, he is driven by the pattern of light and dark
on the surface. The structure becomes a small part of the fagade while the play of
light and dark becomes dominate, determining those aspects of the drawing that
receive the most attention.
Stage Five
With the completion of Stage Four Corbin has darkened all of the openings in the
red building's eastern fagade. While completing the ground level he says;
Um...I'm not sure how we would deal with...on the ground floor...
the big openings. It was once a loading dock...its right on the
railway...um...but I guess that they could be filled-in pretty much
similarly to the Bank of New England like a storefront...almost.
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As he says this he begins to draw a series of vertical lines on the fagade of the
Bank of New England, presumably to represent columns.
In this episode Corbin considers the site's design implications on the red
building. This leads him to make an association with the Bank of New England,
which he begins to draw. When asked about this he says that he shifted to the
Bank while looking for "contextual clues" about what might be done with the
red building's grade level elements.
I would guess that "contextual clues" are one factor which lead him to draw
the Bank of New England as the next element in his sketch. Another more
powerful factor, however, is the fact that the Bank of New England maintains the
strong sense of horizontality and perspective around which he organizes his
understanding of the site's right-hand side. Corbin partially acknowledges this
when he says that the Bank's "horizontals are also quite strong."
As discussed earlier, Corbin has already shown a tendency to understand the
Bank to be an extension of the red building. In this episode he continues this way
of understanding. He returns to his sketch by drawing and darkening square
windows on the Bank of New England's fagade. These windows are more or less
in line with those on the red building. Corbin says;
I still see the square of the windows quite strongly, which is
something that stands out in (the red) building too.
Here Corbin reveals that along with the strong sense of horizontality and the
contextual clues which unite the two buildings, there is also a pattern of light and
dark created by the square windows. With the two buildings sharing so many
ways of being understood, it is all the less surprising that Corbin considers the
Bank of New England to be a virtual extension of the red building. (Reference
Figure G)
Figure G (13 in Protocol)
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He completes his work on the Bank of New England by darkening its tower and
adding its flag.
Stage Six
In Stage Six Corbin moves to the red building's southern fagade. As he reflects
on it he notes that it actually has very few elements. Still he refers to the fagade
as, "very sculptural," and "a very artistic composition." While discussing the
fagade he draws a series of horizontal lines which represent floor levels. He also
adds a variety of miscellaneous openings and features to the sketch. (Reference
Figure H)
Figure H (16 in Protocol)
When asked about his use of the word "artistic," he says that he intends for it to
mean "abstract rather than rational and structured." Thus, while he considers
the red building's eastern faeade to be highly structured, he considers the south-
ern fagade to be abstract. Although he does not explicitly say, it appears that he
does not consider the red building's two fagades to be part of the greater whole of
the building itself. While there is little doubt that he is aware they are fagades in
the same building, such awareness is of little value to him. Of more significance
is the fact that one fagade is included in the part of the site which is organized
around horizontality and perspective, while the other fagade is included in the
part organized around "busyness" and variety.
As he continues he says;
...I think it might be nice just to keep (the southern) fagade as a
different kind of composition so that the building really appears to
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have a front, and I think that we're looking at the front here and
that definitely appears to be a side, but its important side, because
it makes a side to this big courtyard.
Here Corbin reveals that he understands the site to have a courtyard. Although
he voices his awareness of the possibilities for the courtyard, they do not appear
to influence what or where he draws. The courtyard, however, is one more
element which serves to bind the "busy" side of the site, as all of the "busy"
buildings front onto it. The presence of the courtyard also reinforces Corbin's
tendency to consider the red building's southern fagade a distinctly different
element from its eastern fagade.
Interlude A
Corbin now moves to the green tower whose basic outline he darkens. When
asked what he is thinking about he says;
I want to...um...see if I can find the rhythms which are less clear...
the rhythms of the openings and the rhythms of the structure...
for...I guess for a couple of reasons. First the...in order to...to begin
to draw - to know how to draw it and to begin to analyze what I'm
looking at, I want to...pick up where the verticals are and what the
bays are like.
As he says this he first retraces the green tower's corners and then draws several
light lines to organize the vertical elements on the concrete building. He then
notes that he did not give himself enough room in his initial block-out of the
buildings to draw properly proportioned faeades. This leads him to erase his
initial block-out for the brick cylinder.
I refer to the work done in this episode as an Interlude because it is actually a
period where he reflects on both his sketch and the site. In the case of the site, he
looks for "rhythms" that might help him to understand what he is seeing, while
in the case of the sketch he discovers he has not left enough room to draw
everything in scale and must therefore erase his previous work. As the Interlude
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ends his reflection has provided him with a framework for continued activity.
(Reference Figure I)
Figure I (19 in Protocol)
Stage Seven
During Stage Seven Corbin largely works on the concrete building. During this
process, however, he allows himself to briefly consider other areas on the site
which are suggested by his work. Thus, although he shifts from area to area, his
movements are not random.
During his reflection in Interlude A, Corbin arrived at an understanding of
the concrete building's organization of vertical elements. Saying that he has a
sense of "the windows and the openings," he draws a number of vertical lines to
represent windows on the fagade. He quickly says;
...there's a bay (the bay immediately adjacent to the green tower)
which...seems to be treated quite differently (from the other bays
on the fagade).
Here Corbin reveals that he considers the concrete building to contain a number
of bays which he understands as distinct, individual elements. He also indicates
that one of these bays is of a different order. This recognition leads him to work
exclusively on the "different" bay.
While working on this bay he notes that it has a painted pediment which he
finds "amusing." He comments that the use of color is not unusual on this site
and proceeds to point to the green tower and draw its top square. In this very
brief episode it can be seen that Corbin is not working mechanically; as if he had
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some predetermined sequence or method for completing the sketch. Rather he
allows his exploration of the site to take him where it seems appropriate.
He then returns to the concrete building and while discussing its "old indus-
trial windows," draws and darkens a number of its openings. He draws the
center two bays of windows two at a time, moving top to bottom. This action
indicates that he considers them a single element. Were this not so I would
expect him to draw them as single columns.
As he continues drawing windows he notes that it would be better to replace
them with "small sectioned windows," instead of larger sections as on the Bank
of New England. As he says this he moves to the Bank where he darkens a
number of openings. Again, his process of exploration allows him to consider
aspects of the site which seem appropriate. When his thoughts about windows
with small panes leads to think about large panes, he smoothly moves to the
Bank's large windows.
Note that these quick moves to parts of the site away from the concrete
building are not capricious; they relate to Corbin's current inquiry into the nature
of the site.
Finally he returns to the concrete building where he draws and darkens a
number of additional openings. (Reference Figure J)
Figure J (22 in Protocol)
Interlude B
As Stage Seven ends Corbin draws a dark, thick line between the concrete and
brick buildings. When asked what he is thinking he says;
How the buildings are just butted up against each other. Whilst
they're very different buildings, the only break you see is in the
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skyline - the cornice line and material difference, but otherwise the
surface at least in some places has a continuity which is quite nice.
I think at the ground level there's a sense of continuity from one
building to the next, but up above you can see that they become
different buildings.
Corbin is torn between whether to understand the buildings on the site's left-
hand side as a single or multiple elements. He makes it clear that the way he sees
them depends on the area he considers. He notes that the ground line seems to
bring them together while the skyline pulls them apart.
I propose that his tendency to perceive the buildings as a whole while looking
at the ground line relates to the way he understands the area around the ground
line. As discussed earlier, Corbin believes that the area around the base of the
buildings will be a courtyard when the project is redeveloped. It is likely that
when he says he is looking at the ground line, that it is his idea of a courtyard
which binds the different fagades into one element. At the skyline, however, the
courtyard is replaced by a variety of distinctive elements which lend themselves
to being understood as individual aspects of the fagade below them. Thus
Corbin's method of organizing what he sees influences the way in which he
understands the different aspects of the site.
Stage Eight
As Stage Eight begins Corbin shifts to the brick building whose openings he
immediately draws and darkens. He says that the openings are "fairly random -
not related," and can therefore be easily drawn because "you can choose a
position." He then draws a series of light horizontal lines and stippling to
represent the texture of brick on the fagade and says;
Also its uh...the brick lends itself to a sense of the texture whereas
the other buildings which are plastered or concrete don't...they
also, because they have more openings, the openings become the
important features of these faeades whereas with the brick build-
ing the surface becomes the more important...
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Here Corbin reveals two additional ways in which to group the different ele-
ments on the site. One way is by texture. He notes that the brick building, and
presumably the One Kendall Building, have a texture that is different from the
plaster or concrete on the other buildings and that this difference is the basis for
distinct groupings. A second way is by comparing a fagade's amount of surface
area with its number of openings. For example, unlike the red building whose
eastern fagade is largely comprised of openings, the brick building's fagade is
largely a solid surface. Thus these two buildings fall into distinct and different
groups.
Although it is unclear if Corbin carries the influence of these groupings into
his work, it is clear they help him to understand the brick building as one of the
site's unique elements.
As he continues he adds the tower which is above and beyond the brick
building's roof line. As noted in Interlude B, this action indicates that he
understands the tower to be an aspect of the brick building's composition. It is
noteworthy that this way of grouping is different from some participants who
saw all of the towers on the skyline beyond as comprising their own group.
Stage Nine
In Stage Nine Corbin globally considers the site, shifting to a variety of elements
he feels to need additional attention. He begins by tracing and retracing the line
of the railroad track. He then draws a curve in the lower right-hand corner of the
sketch to represent a road. (Reference Figure K)
Figure K (26 in Protocol)
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He says;
...I want to get a feeling of the railway line and of the road that
curves by us because I think its part of the context, and whilst I
know its not something I'm looking at, I want to remember the
relationship of the road.
In this episode Corbin again reveals that it is not the site's objective reality, but its
feeling and character that he is attempting to capture in his sketch. While he
admits that the curve he draws is for a road which is clearly behind where he is
seated, he maintains that the road is so important to the feeling of the site that it
must be included.
Saying that he wants to "capture the strength of the horizontals of (the)
parking garage a little bit more," Corbin darkens the floors and ramps of the
garage. He then grows quiet and must be encouraged to continue thinking
aloud. He says that his way of drawing the parking garage has given it a very
different feeling from the red building and the Bank of New England. Without
saying whether or not this difference is good he goes on to say;
...I drew...the Bank of New England and the red building, and its
very difficult in my drawing to see the edge between them, but
there's ...its very clear that there's a demarcation between the two
buildings, so I want to try to show and remember that they're very
clearly different buildings...
As previously noted, from the outset of the exercise Corbin has tended to group
the red building and the Bank of New England. His work on the Bank has
typically been generated by the red building. Now, however, he sees a problem.
The question arises as to what has led him to notice the problem.
I propose that his discovery stems from a shift in his understanding of the
task. Although I will discuss Corbin's attitude toward the status of drawing
below, it is important to note here that throughout the exercise his goal has been
the production of a sketch capable of stimulating a viewer's emotions and
feelings similar to what he or she might experience in the actual environment. In
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this episode, however, Corbin sees that in doing this he has violated an aspect of
the site's objective reality: an aspect which he evidently feels cannot be violated.
He therefore shifts his attitude toward the task, considering ways in which he
might better capture the actual relationship of the buildings. Seeing that he has
treated the Bank of New England as an extension of the red building, he revises
the Bank's ground line in an effort to bring its vanishing points closer to the site's
reality and thereby emphasize the edge between the two buildings. (Reference
Figure L)
Figure L (28 in Protocol)
He then returns to the parking garage and darkens the vertical edge separat-
ing it from the Bank of New England and adds a quick indication of trees in front
of the garage. He notes that the absence of scale figures makes the composition
of the sketch quite "abstract."
Next he moves to the Bank where he darkens its tower and adds detail. In so
doing he is led to consider the skyline of the Bank and the site in general. Saying
that the skyline is "quite powerful especially as it changes as a silhouette," he
darkens the entire skyline from the Bank to the brick building.
From the skyline he shifts to the red building's ground line where he draws a
broad band of shadow. He then darkens the edge line between the building's
eastern and southern fagades saying that, "It really is a very sharp corner..."
Stage Ten
In Stage Ten Corbin shifts his attention to the area surrounding the site; the
"courtyard" and the railroad tracks. Saying that he is almost finished with the
sketch, he traces and retraces the line of the railroad tracks. Like most episodes of
tracing and retracing this action allows him time to reflect on the site and the
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sketch while maintaining an appearance and feeling of productivity. He then
draws a series of vertical lines to represent the fence along the tracks.
Next he draws a small, shaded square on the "floor" of the courtyard as well
as a number of miscellaneous features of the fagades surrounding the courtyard.
He says;
I'm thinking of colors and textures. I'm trying to capture a little bit
of the quality of the space which isn't dictated by its form, but is
dictated by the materials that are here at the moment. I want to get
a sense of this courtyard - its fairly barren...
He continues by discussing some of the implications that the existing fabric
might have on his future design activity. During this discussion he occasionally
traces and retraces the line of the railroad tracks. This activity, however, adds
little or nothing to the sketch.
Corbin concludes the exercise by saying;
Also I want to try and...in looking at the drawing that I've made as
a composition I just want to try and unify it a little bit. It seems to
have elements, but maybe its part of the exercise and the way I'm
thinking in capturing pieces of it and...in a way making an analysis
of what I'm looking at rather than an artistic rendering. I would
feel that this drawing was more analytical than artistic.
(Reference Figure K)
Figure K (34 in Protocol)
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The Status of Drawing
For Corbin, the goal of the drawing exercise generally centers on the production
of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to his emotional responses to, and feelings
about, the site. To achieve this he is quite willing to sacrifice fidelity of the site's
objective reality. This situation is revealed in his language and actions as typified
by a number of examples. For instance, while drawing, Corbin says that it is not
important to count the number of bays on a building. Instead he says it is
important to capture "feeling." Thus, when he draws the building, he fails to
include the correct number of bays. His understanding of the task does not
require him to do so.
The language of some participants who took this exercise was concrete and
filled with expressions from the realm of geometry. They described, in a very
practical way, the part of the site they were drawing. Rarely did they describe
the site in abstract or personal terms. This is not the case with Corbin. For
example, in Stage One he says;
Uh...the brick cylinder also is very beautiful here. Its a different
brick. Its proportions are very nice. It really stands out.
Corbin makes a highly personal judgment about what he sees. From a technical
or geometric perspective, terms such as "beautiful" and "nice proportions" fail
to describe what is being drawn. For Corbin, however, they are a rich and
personal description of the cylinder. They relate how he feels, and it is this
feeling he attempts to capture in his sketch.
Another example of the way in which he understands the task can be seen in
Stage Six when he says;
The south wall (of the red building) is bathed in light, but its very...
just a simple row of openings down the middle. Its almost as
though its a blank fagade, but it has a lot of texture still. I like the
vertical pipes and I like the bits and pieces sticking out of it. At a
gut feeling they're very sculptural and I personally feel quite a lot
for them.
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Again, Corbin's description is abstract and highly personal, failing, from a
geometric perspective, to describe the site. He does not attempt to draw the red
building's southern faeade in a way that shows it "bathed in light." Neither does
his drawing specifically show how the elements of the fagade are "sculptural."
Rather he describes his "gut feeling" for the site and the fagade, which he feels
"quite a lot for." It is as if his pencil is a pointer which allows him to reach out
and touch the site.
As a final example I will illustrate the manner in which Corbin is forced to
shift his concern from fidelity of emotional simulation to fidelity of physical
simulation. This shift occurs because he is asked a question. In Stage Two while
discussing the red building's eastern fagade he says;
I think with our building I'm particularly taken with the strong
horizontal bands and how it starts off very solid at the base and
becomes lighter and lighter as it goes up. I think its fairly classical
in that respect that it can be built light and is built lighter as its
higher.
Again, Corbin's descriptions of the faeade fail to provide a geometric description
of what he is actually drawing: they are abstract. When asked, however, what he
means by "solid base," he says;
Well, that the proportion of openings to...uh...paneled wall is quite
different to what it is up top. Down below there are only a few
openings... every second bay, but up top its every bay, and also the
ones up top are much higher.
In this passage Corbin's descriptions become much more concrete and less
abstract and personal. He is not describing a feeling of "lightness" in the
structure, but rather the geometric relationships of its elements.
As discussed earlier, much of Corbin's protocol in Stage Nine reveals a shift
in concern toward capturing the site's objective reality. As noted, however, this
only occurs when he is completing the task and has decided it is time to review
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the sketch to see if he has adequately captured the nature of the site. Very little
actual drawing takes place during this stage, and I would consider it a minor
aspect of his drawing process.
Finally it is noteworthy that on several occasions Corbin discusses the site in
terms of its design potential. As indicated, however, this discussion does not
appear to influence what or when he draws. While he is aware of design
potential, he does not let it impact his activity.
Summary of Corbin's Protocol Analysis
Corbin's drawing process is one where he explores the site, letting his pencil
point to the areas that he is considering. In doing this exploration he moves
through ten stages and two interludes. At each stage he engages in an episode
where he considers a particular theme or element of his exploration. During
interludes he is able to rest and reflect on the site as he considers his next major
move. As noted, in interludes Corbin rarely adds anything of significance to his
sketch. The interlude, however, is of great importance as it allows him time for
reflection.
Corbin understands the site to consist of two basic components. He sees an
area with a strong sense of horizontality and perspective, and an area character-
ized by variety and "busyness." His understanding of these large areas influ-
ences the way he sees and understands smaller elements within them. For
example, when he draws the Bank of New England he does so in such a way that
it becomes an extension of the red building. This occurs because of the strong
sense of horizontality and perspective in that area of the site.
Corbin has a number of additional organizational strategies which allow him
to group elements and notice different aspects of the site. For example, in Stage
Eight he speaks of the ways in which different fasades can be grouped according
to the type of texture on their surfaces. Also in Stage Eight he indicates that
groupings can be based on the amount of surface area dedicated to openings as
opposed to solid faqade. With their different focuses, each of these groupings
allow a unique way of understanding and exploring the site.
In contrast to strategies which facilitate his ability to see ever smaller group-
ings of elements, Corbin also makes use of global strategies which allow him to
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retain coherence in his work while moving between various seemingly unrelated
aspects of the overall site. For example, he occasionally refers to a courtyard
space. When he organizes his thinking around this courtyard, he is able to work
on grade-level features of all the faeades surrounding the space.
Finally, for Corbin the task of this exercise was to produce a sketch capable of
stimulating in a viewer the same emotions and feelings that he or she might
experience in the actual environment. For example, Corbin says that it does not
matter how many windows he draws in the red building's eastern fagade; what
matters is capturing the faqade's "feeling." Thus, while some participants me-
ticulously worked to draw the correct number of windows, Corbin made no such
effort. Corbin's understanding of the task is also revealed through his language.
While some participants described the site in concrete, geometric terms, Corbin
described it in abstract terms of feeling and emotion.
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Lora
Lora's Drawing Protocol Analysis
Introduction
Unlike some of the other participants who have many ways in which they read
the site and thereby shift focus, Lora's stages are based on one of two readings.
She either organizes her reading around the relative order of the site's right-hand
side, or the disorder of its left-hand side. Also unlike some of the other partici-
pants, Lora's protocol contains no "interludes." As previously noted, interludes
are typically characterized by very short shifts of focus where the participant
stops what he or she is working on and moves to something else on the sketch,
but in a cursory manner. The absence of interludes, and the significance of their
absence, is discussed under the status of drawing.
General Analysis
Stage One
As she beings the drawing exercise, Lora immediately reveals one of the two
ways she organizes the site before her. She says;
Well, I guess probably the first thing that seems important to me is
the fact that (the red building is) set back away from the road so
that you would always be able to see the project from a perspec-
tive.
As she says this she draws the red building's basic outline, beginning with its
eastern and then its southern fagade. She then draws the Bank of New England
as a similarly basic outline. (Reference Figure A)
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Figure A (1 in Protocol)
Her first reading of the site is based on the strong sense of perspective that she
sees on the site's right-hand side. The horizontal nature of the buildings and the
ways in which they tend to support one another makes a very strong impression
on Lora.
As she continues she says;
I guess another thing that does sort of strike me is that there are...
this is a pretty regular warehouse type of concrete structure...
When Lora refers to the regularity of the building, she is indicating that along
with the strong sense of perspective and horizontality is a sense of order. This
order contributes to her tendency to consider the site's right-hand side a distinct
element.
She continues by drawing a rectangle on the far right-hand side of the sketch
to represent a pipe supply building. She says:
(And another thing that strikes me is) the fact that there's a railroad
here...this boundary happening here...
As she says this she draws a double line to represent the railroad. This action
reinforces the way in which the sense of perspective and horizontality serves to
organize the right-hand side of her sketch.
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Stage Two
Now Lora moves to the left-hand side of the sketch where she begins by drawing
the green tower. She says;
...I was thinking about these tall elements here...there's sort of these
industrial silos and elevator...stair towers here that kind of break
up the monotony of these long forms...
The long forms of which Lora speaks are those she has just drawn on the right-
hand side of the sketch. Her statement implies that their extreme horizontality
and order is monotonous. More significantly, she reveals that the forms cur-
rently being drawn are of a different order. While a sense of perspective and
horizontality has organized the right-hand side of the sketch, verticality and
variety organize the left-hand side.
She continues by drawing the brick building as well as the cylinder shape. It
is noteworthy that in doing this she completely fails to draw the concrete
building. Instead she draws the brick building as if it sits immediately to the left
of the green tower. It is unclear why she works in this way. I propose, however,
that her action has to do with the way in which she has organized the scene
before her. For Lora, the part of the scene to her right is organized around
horizontality and regularity while the part to her left is organized around verti-
cality and irregularity. Therefore the things that she notices in each section relate
to the particular scheme of organization.
More specifically, the concrete building is the most regular feature on the
site's left-hand side. It has a flat roof line, a regular grid of windows, and lacks
distinctive shapes. It also has a stronger sense of horizontality than any of the
other shapes on the left-hand side. Given the way Lora understands this side of
the site, the concrete building seems almost generic. It is those features that give
the site's left-hand side its character which Lora notices; not the generic features
of the concrete building. The green tower punches above the skyline and its
narrow profile exaggerates its verticality. The brick building is characterized by
a triangular shape on its roof line, the brick cylinder, and several large windows
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that have no apparent relation to one another. The One Kendall building is
irregular in both its skyline and its fenestration. Finally, the buildings beyond
appear as a variety of differently shaped towers. Amidst this variety and
disorder the more regular, generic concrete building simply vanishes into obscu-
rity.
Stage Three
As stage three begins Lora returns to the right-hand side of the sketch. She again
addresses the red building's "linear quality" when she draws a series of horizon-
tal lines on its eastern fagade, presumably to represent floor lines vanishing to the
horizon. She then draws a number of rectangles to represent openings in the
fagade. (Reference Figure B)
............ 
Figure B (3 in Protocol)
Next she draws a thin vertical rectangle on the building's southern fagade,
saying it represents a "tall bay-like element." Then she moves back to the eastern
fagade where she draws a square on the left most side between the upper and
lower openings.
Stage Four
Stage Four is a very brief episode where Lora's work is organized around the
horizontal elements of the site. First she draws lines to represent the ties of the
railroad track. She then adds very quick indications for grass and trees in the
foreground. (Reference Figure C)
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Figure C (4 in Protocol)
Stage Five
In Stage Five Lora rapidly moves from one part of her sketch to the next, without
regard for whether she is on the left or right-hand side. First she draws addi-
tional rectangular shaped openings onto the red building's eastern fagade. Then
she jumps to the brick building where she adds a number of openings adjacent to
the cylinder. Next she traces over her outline of the One Kendall Square building
and the line of the railroad tracks. Finally she moves to the areas along the
skyline which are beyond the primary buildings, drawing several tower-like
projections. (Reference Figure D)
Figure D (5 in Protocol)
Stage Six
In Stage Six Lora briefly describes the nature of the composition on the site's
right-hand side. She says;
...there's this very regular form on this (the red) building that
somewhat addresses the street, although actually more accurately
addresses the railroad tracks.
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...(and the red building) here, and the Bank of New England relates
to that somewhat. And there's this little thin structure here (the
parking garage).
As she describes the "thin structure" she quickly draws a series of horizontal
lines to represent it.
Everything which Lora has described is on the site's right-hand side. More-
over, all of these elements are of a regular, ordered nature with a strong sense of
horizontality and a close relation to the railroad tracks. Clearly these features of
the scene have provided her with an organizational framework. It is even clearer
upon consideration of Stage Seven.
Stage Seven
As Stage Seven begins Lora has just finished her description of the "thin struc-
ture." She immediately says;
But then these elements back here (on the left-hand side of the
sketch) ...this building (One Kendall) looks like its sort of been
broken apart in some way and so there are, you know, all these
forms that are rather irregular and clustered together in strange
ways...like this strange bridge here (at the cylinder form). This
thing (the brick building). The windows are not very formal. And
plus you have these stair towers back in the back. We have...a
street happening (on the left side of the site) that's not at right
angles to any of these things that are sort of happening on a city
block past the scope of this. So you can see things happening
behind ...like this tower, this thing here. Everybody has a different
agenda.
When compared with the description in Stage Six, it is quite clear that for Lora
the site's left-hand side is of a different order than its right-hand side. It is
significant that at the level of engagement she has achieved, her break down of
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the site goes no further than this. If an element is on the site's right-hand side it is
one thing; if it is on the left-hand side it is another. Within each side there is no
further significant break-down of elements. (Reference Figure E)
Figure E (7 in Protocol)
Status of the Act of Drawing
There are many ways in which a participant might have understood this exercise
of sketching a built environment. For example, some of the participants who
took the exercise attempted to be completely objective, capturing as many as-
pects of the actual environment as the media would allow. Other participants
sketched as a way of exploring and learning about the site, often focusing on its
emotional aspects to the detriment of its "objective reality." Still others focused
on architectural design aspects of the task.
Lora does not seem to embrace the task in one of these, or in any other way.
Her process is generally one of "going through the steps." She knows what must
be done to complete a sketch, and she does so without particular conviction or
passion.
First consider her low level of engagement with the task. It is striking that
there are no Interludes in her protocol. Furthermore, episodes of tracing and
retracing are quite rare. For most participants Interludes or periods of tracing
and retracing are times for reflection on the site and the sketch. These episodes
are important in that they allow the participant to consider his or her next move
while maintaining an air of productivity. They are the sign of one who is
engaged in, and thinking about, the task. That the drawing done during these
episodes adds little if anything to the sketch is unimportant.
I believe that Lora's failure to either engage in episodes of tracing and
retracing, or work through Interludes, suggests that she is neither giving much
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thought to what she is doing, nor reflecting on what she has done. Although
there are undoubtedly many ways participants might reveal they are thinking
about the task and reflecting on their work, Lora's protocol provides no such
evidence.
I have noted that some participants understand the goal of this exercise to be
the production of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the actual environment.
These participants typically use very concrete language, providing geometric
descriptions of both site and sketch. Also, these participants typically focus their
discussion on the production of the sketch, explaining how and what they are
doing as they draw. Had Lora similarly engaged the task I would expect
comparable language and activity to be evident in her protocol. Such evidence,
however, is virtually non-existent.
Some other participants understand the goal of the exercise to be the produc-
tion of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the emotional stimulation they feel
at the site. Language of these participants is typically abstract, and often includes
highly personal judgments about particular aspects of the site. On only two
occasions does Lora make statements of this type. While working on Stage Five
she says;
I like the colors. I like the fact that as you walk in from One Kendall
Square there are a lot of different colors for the (red) building.
She immediately follows this statement by saying;
Sort of this nice hodgepodge of openings.
These are the only two instances in her protocol where Lora says anything of a
personal, abstract nature about the site. Moreover, these statements are not
made until the protocol is virtually three quarters complete. It is therefore
unlikely that her goal has been the creation of a sketch steeped in issues of
feeling, emotion, and character.
I believe that Lora did not meaningfully engage the task. It is unclear to me
why she remained distant. In additional exercises which I conducted, but did
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not use in this particular study, Lora revealed great drawing skill and a high
level of commitment to other design tasks.
Summary of Lora's Protocol Analysis
In the process of completing the drawing exercise, Lora moves through seven
distinct stages. At each stage she engages in a sketching episode where she
works on a particular theme or element of her drawing. Unlike some partici-
pants who have a large number of ways in which they read the site, Lora's stages
are centered around only one of two readings. With one reading she is driven by
the sense of order and strong horizontal perspective on the site's right-hand side.
With the second reading she is driven by the verticality and disorder on the site's
left-hand side. Unlike some other participants, she fails to break either of these
readings into progressively more discrete elements, each of which becomes part
of a greater whole. For Lora, although each side of the site contains parts, there is
no organizing scheme or hierarchy for the parts. Further, she does not subdivide
the non-hierarchical parts she sees.
The way in which Lora understands the two parts of the site influences what
she notices when drawing. For example, I have proposed that she fails to notice
and draw the concrete building because it is the most ordered and horizontal
element on the site's left-hand side; the side which she organizes around a sense
of verticality and disorder.
Lora has a low level of commitment to the production of the sketch. In her
protocol there is a conspicuous absence of Interludes and episodes of tracing and
retracing. These moments are typically indicative of a participant's moments of
reflection, where the current status of the task is assessed and new moves are
considered. I have proposed that the absence of these episodes indicates Lora is
simply "going through the motions" of producing a sketch, without particular
interest or passion. I believe that given her low level of commitment, Lora does
not become concerned with the production of a sketch with a high level of
fidelity to either the site's objective reality, or its emotional qualities.
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John's Drawing Protocol Analysis
General Analysis
Stage One
John begins his drawing exercise by drawing a light line to represent the plan
profile created by the One Kendall, Brick, and Concrete buildings as well as the
Green Tower. He then draws a line presumably to represent the red building's
footprint. As he does this he says;
Well the interesting thing to me...it seems to be...of course at first...
the building in plan...I haven't any idea what the plan of the
background buildings are, but this seems to be an object that's sort
of surrounded by them, and they create this outdoor space of some
sort.
He continues by saying;
There's a big building...what the client owns is really this regular
object. There's such a structural system to it...
And then there's this cacophony of stuff behind it that has all sorts
of different scales and materials and starts to become some really
humane sort of jumble stuff.
(Reference Figure A)
Figure A (1 in Protocol)
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These statements reveal that from the very outset of the exercise John has
organized the site into a coherent whole which is composed of three parts. First
there are the "background" buildings which he refers to as a "cacophony of
stuff." John considers all of these buildings to be a single disordered element.
Second there is the "outdoor space" which is surrounded by the buildings.
Finally there is the "regular object" that is the client's building. For John this
building, with its dominating structural system, is the element of order on the
site.
John's sketch in Figure A also reveals these three elements. He starts by
drawing the line for the plan profile of the buildings beyond. Next he draws a
rectangle to represent the red building. However, when he draws this rectangle
he does so without giving consideration to the manner in which it relates to the
plan profile. Thus, even though from where he is seated it is clear that the green
tower is adjacent to the red building, he draws it behind the red building. I
believe he does this because he understands them to be separate elements and
has not yet considered their relationship to one another. Rather he is concerned
with the area to the left of the rectangle representing the red building and in front
of the line representing the plan profile. It is this area which is meant to represent
the outdoor space or courtyard.
Stage Two
With his basic organization of the site now on the sketch, John begins to draw the
"background" buildings. He says;
There's a real end to the building here, there's this opening...then
there's two windows. There are some pretty nice brick details on
this last building. Couple of windows and some stuff at the bottom
of them, and then there's this little bridge and cylinder.
As he says this John draws a very light rectangle to represent the One Kendall
building's fagade, as well as several rectangles to represent grade level windows
and openings. He continues by drawing the cylinder as a volume.
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This drawing that he does partially occurs on top of the line which he
originally drew as a plan profile. After drawing the cylinder he returns to this
line and adds a new circular shape to represent the cylinder in plan. He does not
erase his original indication for the cylinder, which is now under part of the
drawing for One Kendall. Immediately after drawing this new circular shape
representing the cylinder in plan, he draws a triangular shape on top of the circle
which is intended to represent the roof line of the brick building.
With the addition of this triangle, John's understanding of the line has
changed. Rather than considering it a plan profile, he now considers it a skyline.
Although it is unclear why this shift occurs, I believe that John is simply
"listening"' to what his drawing is telling him. By adding the fagades of the One
Kendall building and the cylinder form, the plan profile line has been overpow-
ered. (Reference Figure B) John, perhaps tacitly, acknowledges this power by
shifting his understanding.
As he continues drawing, John quickly adds an indication for the fire escape
which is on the fagade of the concrete building. His drawing action has been
continuous from the line of the One Kendall building through the addition of the
fire escape. In no way has he grouped his drawing around smaller parts of a
greater whole. For example, he does not break the background buildings into
individual building fagades which he can deliberately consider one at a time.
Rather he simply works left to right.
This process of drawing further supports the claim that he considers the site
to be composed of three elements. At this juncture in the exercise he is satisfied
with the work done on the background buildings, so he moves on.
Stage Three
The shift to Stage Three is fairly subtle. John says;
The fire escape is so nice when it sort of shadows things going
down there but this building (the red building) that we get to...
gosh, its even longer than I thought.
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As he says this he projects lines down from the previously drawn rectangle, thus
creating an axonometric view of the red building. He then extends the rectangle
to the right, thereby lengthening the building.
Several interesting things have occurred here. First there is the way in which
the move not only creates the axonometric view of the red building, but also
starts to emphasize the courtyard space outside of the buildings. Next there is
the shift from the background buildings to the red building, signified not only by
John's drawing activity, but also by his statement "but this building..." Clearly
John understands the red building differently from the area in which he had
been working. Before he can say what it is, however, he discovers that the red
building is longer than he had originally thought.
This discovery again reveals John's tendency to listen to the drawing. When
he extends lines to create an axonometric view, the extensions are made relative
to the height of the fagades drawn for the background buildings. Had these
buildings been drawn shorter, then his original rectangle for the red building
might have been fine. As drawn, however, the height of the background build-
ings demands that John also draw the red building a particular height if he wants
to maintain the proper proportion among the site's different elements. Given
this height, he must extend the previously drawn rectangle.
This discovery also reveals that while John is working on a particular area of
the drawing, he compares its status with other areas. For John the different areas
of the drawing, while distinct, do not exist in isolation: they are part of a larger
whole. The discovery also reveals John's desire to maintain a sense of balance
among the different parts of his sketch. (Reference Figure B)
Figure B (3 in Protocol)
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John continues by drawing vertical lines along the length of the red building's
eastern fagade. Speaking of this building he says;
Such an object and its so regular. I think...um...it looks like the
important stuff on this building is the structure itself. In fact that's
all there is.
He continues by saying;
I think that its sort of so pure - this building is - that it needs to in its
renovation retain that purity along this wall.
With these statements John again reveals the manner in which he sees the red
building; it is a building that is dominated by a regular and orderly structure.
The question arises as to whether he considers its two visible fagades to be a
single element. Although it is unclear at this point in his exercise, it seems likely
that he considers each of the fagades to be an individual element. After his initial
extension of lines to create the axonometric view, John never discusses or draws
any aspect of the southern fagade. Instead all of his interest and energy is
directed toward the eastern fagade. His tendency to understand the fagades to be
individual elements will be more evident as the exercise continues.
As John makes the above statements he draws and shades rectangles which
represent openings in the red building's eastern fagade. As he does this he
discusses the lower level pilasters, noting the way in which they turn into
columns at the upper levels. He refers to the building as a "classic piece of
functional architecture..." (Reference Figure C)
Figure C (5 in Protocol)
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Interlude A
John begins this Interlude by saying;
Its really - I'm not drawing what happens at the other end, (the
area to the north of the red building) but I don't think I have to
either...its really a part of the composition. Whoever the architects
were that dealt with the parking garage at the very end of the Bank
of New England Building saw this building and made a composi-
tion of it so that the Bank of New England is the center and this is
one wing and their parking garage is another.
John does no drawing during this discussion. He reveals, however, that al-
though he has not drawn it, he considers the red building to be one element in a
larger composition which extends off the right-hand side of his sketch. Later in
the exercise he will contradict this reading of the site.
During this interlude John also says that he likes the color of the red building.
As he says this he traces and retraces the edge of the building's southern fagade.
This drawing is typical of Interludes where the participant draws as a way of
appearing productive while actually reflecting on the site and sketch during
consideration of his or her next move. For John this reflection leads to the red
building's southern fagade.
Stage Four
As Stage Four begins John says;
Another thing that I'm not drawing much of is - and I'm not so
worried about it either - is what happens at this end (the southern
fagade) of the building. This end is really going to be an important
end for access.
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As he says this he draws a "U" shape to show a parking lot in the courtyard area
as well as an arrow pointing toward the southern fagade. (Reference Figure C)
He then traces and retraces the outline of the southern faeade.
This is a particularly important episode as it relates to the manner in which
John understands the status of drawing in this exercise. This aspect of his work is
discussed below. Of additional significance is the manner in which John treats
the red building's southern and eastern fagades as individual elements. Previ-
ously, after completing his initial layout John had worked exclusively on the
eastern fagade while sketching the red building. Now he makes a distinct shift to
the southern fagade thereby indicating that he considers the two fagades to be
individual elements. In this episode John also reveals the importance that he
places on the relationship between the courtyard and the fagades facing onto it.
It seems that the courtyard begins to take on an increasingly important role in
John's understanding of the site as it allows him to consider the manner in which
activity in the space will effect the building fagades around it.
Stage Five
Considerations for the courtyard lead John to give more attention to aspects of
the background buildings, particularly as they relate to grade. He draws over
the cylinder shape and brings it into an axonometric format. He then adds an
entry door to its base and darkens the bridge that links it to the One Kendall
building. (Reference Figure D)
Figure D (6 in Protocol)
John is then quiet for an extended period. After being asked to continue
speaking he says;
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Well, I'm thinking there's more space in here (he gestures to the
area from the start of the One Kendall building to the edge of the
red building) than I've shown...
I would guess that during this quiet time John compared his drawing of the
courtyard and background buildings with the actual site. In so doing he discov-
ered he had failed to draw virtually the entire concrete building. I believe this
omission results from the way in which he originally understood the site to be
composed of three individual elements. For John the "background buildings"
are a "jumble" - a "cacophony of stuff," the red building is a regular, ordered,
"pure" structure, and the courtyard is a neutral space beside them. It is notewor-
thy that these characterizations are more than just John's descriptions of each
element; they are the manner in which he understands each element. They are
what he likes about each element. It is possible that when a relatively ordered
element like the concrete building occurs in the zone of the background build-
ings that it will be overshadowed by their "cacophony." In fact it is only when
the courtyard begins to have an increased importance to John that the discovery
of the omission is made. It is the relationship of the background buildings as one
element in a greater whole, with the courtyard as another element in the greater
whole, which leads to the discovery.
Interlude B
Interlude B occurs as a result of a question to John. As the question is asked,
however, John switches to a heavy ink pen and begins to trace aspects of the
drawing. These include the parking area, the skyline/plan profile, the One
Kendall building's left edge, the ground line of the red building's southern
fagade, and a few openings in the red building's eastern faqade. He says he is
doing this because;
I thought...um...that I could clarify an edge that was important to
me by ink and it would give the drawing a little more hierarchy so
that I could sort of tell some more things that were important.
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Figure E (8 in Protocol)
John's drawing and words reveal that he is considering the drawing globally. I
would guess that the drawing had become too flat for him, and that he was not
satisfied with what he was "hearing" when he reflected on it. Perhaps his
experience in architecture has taught him that under such circumstances adding
definition to a drawing may help remove a "block" and allow the drawing to
once again speak to him. (Reference Figure E)
Also during this interlude John discusses the manner in which he under-
stands the site. He says;
...clearly what's forming in my mind is that the building we have to
work with - the big one here - is a real object and its a three
dimensional thing that is against the background elevation of the
building next to it and to the south, plus there's this outdoor space
that happens.
Again, this statement indicates that John understands the whole of the site as
drawn on his sketch to consist of three distinct elements.
Stage Six
In Stage Six, John's previous work on the courtyard leads him to draw the
railroad tracks that run across the entire site. This addition tends to extend the
notion of usable open space to the red building's eastern fagade. At the same
time, the addition confines the courtyard to a distinct area on the sheet.
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John reflects this situation in his sketching when he adds stippling to the area
between the red building and railroad tracks. In conversation his primary
concern is for the manner in which activities inside the red building along its
eastern faeade will relate to the surrounding site. (Reference Figure F)
Figure F (9 in Protocol)
Interlude C
Interlude C is characterized by the drawing which John does with a non-photo
blue pencil. While lines and shading done with this pencil do contribute to the
overall sketch, they do so in a less distinct way than lines drawn with graphite or
ink. Although John claims that work done with this pencil is intended to capture
the site's character, I believe that his action is less about capturing character than
it is about emphasizing previously drawn aspects of the sketch. The different
color, however light, definitely tends to make the area where it is added stand
out from those around it.
I also believe that John uses the non-photo blue pencil as another way of
communicating with his sketch. When he draws with this pencil it is a way for
him to point to particular areas or aspects of the drawing without overworking
them or making them become murky and muddy due to excess line work. In
essence, it substitutes for the episodes of tracing and retracing that characterize
both his and other participants' work.
He begins by shading the area of the courtyard while describing the activity
that he envisions occurring in the space. Next he traces over the railroad tracks
while he discusses the procession of people who will be walking or driving by
the site. In both instances the added pencil work highlights his words by
pointing to the area under consideration.
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As he continues he says;
I don't think we have to be too fussy with what's happening on
(the red building's eastern fagade), and in fact don't have to be too
fussy with what's going on on (the southern fagade) either because
there's so much break down of scale and materials and fenestration
of the building next door.
In this statement he compares the relative order of the red building's two fagades
with the "break down" or disorder of the background buildings, again showing
his tendency to understand the site as having two distinct segments of buildings.
As John makes the above statement, he shades a few of the openings on the
red building's eastern fagade. He then shades the entire southern fagade. These
additions directly relate to the aspects of the drawing which John is currently
discussing. The line work and shading serve as pointers to the area of interest,
highlighting what John finds significant.
This is not to say that the added line work is of no significance to the sketch.
Concerning the drawing done with the non-photo blue pencil, John says;
...I just wanted to...richness isn't exactly the term to describe this,
but I wanted to get more variety into the sketch to kind of remind
myself. It isn't that I'm showing anything that's quite realistic by
the color, but it reminds me that there's a multitude of stuff going
on here and its a little disjointed perhaps.
As he says this he adds some shading to the brick on the One Kendall building.
He does not use this shading to emphasize aspects of what he is saying. Neither
does the shading highlight features of the fagade the way it did when added to
the windows on the red building's eastern fagade. It is therefore possible that, at
least in this instance, capturing the "disjointed" nature of the site is his goal. On
the other hand, it is also possible that this action is another substitute for episodes
of tracing and retracing and that John is simply taking time to relax and reflect.
(Reference Figure G)
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Figure G (11 in Protocol)
Interlude D
As Interlude D begins, John switches back to a graphite pencil and retraces the
line of the parking area. He then adds a quick indication for a tree. Finally he
once again shades the area of the courtyard.
None of this activity contributes anything of significance to the sketch. In-
stead it allows him to discuss options for how the space might be designed. In
fact his entire discussion centers on design related issues.
Stage Seven
As Stage Seven begins John says (I have included the descriptions of his drawing
activity along with his words to increase the clarity of the statement.);
...this really is a wonderful little precinct in here (he draws a large
ellipse around his entire sketch) that is bookended by glassy rede-
velopment here (he draws a heavy, dark edge on the left side of the
drawing) and some really clean sort of antiseptic development on
this side as well. (He quickly sketches in an indication for the Bank
of New England.)
The addition of the ellipse to the sketch is one of the most significant moves that
John makes in the drawing exercise. Not only is it significant as an indicator of
what he is already thinking, but it is also important in the way that it graphically
changes the drawing. As has already been discussed, John tends to be influenced
by the nature of the drawing itself. On numerous occasions the drawing has
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"spoken" to him in such a way as to direct his understandings and his drawing
activity. As John reflects on the information presented by the drawing, the
ellipse only serves to reinforce his understanding of the whole, which he now
refers to as a "precinct."
Figure H (13 in Protocol)
The addition of the "bookend" buildings is similarly important. While it is
clear that from the outset of the exercise John has considered the site to be made
up of three distinct elements which form a greater whole, the sketch now
inescapably reinforces this reading because of the bookends and ellipse. The rest
of his work on the exercise will be driven by the strength of this figure. (Refer-
ence Figure H)
For example, when asked about the bookend quality he has described he
says;
Well, I want to not...I think it...that one thing kind of ends in terms
of materials here, another thing kind of ends here, and this can be
quite a special little place (the area of the ellipse between the
"bookends") in terms of its use of materials that are richer and have
more texture than the things on either side of it. This object
building that we have to redevelop clearly relates in mass and scale
and fenestration to what's going on (to its right) but because it
relates in those ways so closely I think that we can disregard color
and material in a sense and have more fun and make this a richer
sort of experience than what's going on over there.
John's descriptions are now of the "whole" which his drawing indicates. He
does not refer to a courtyard, "jumble," or "ordered building" as in the past.
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*He also makes a shift in his understanding of the red building's place in the
greater composition of the entire site. Earlier he spoke of the red building as "one
wing" of a composition that includes a distant parking garage as a second wing
and the Bank of New England as a center. While he continues to be aware of this
relationship, he is now willing to reconstruct its implications in a way that
releases the red building from the composition. I believe that the power of the
sketch before him drives him to this action.
Interlude I
John ends his drawing exercise with an Interlude. While he makes a few
additions to the sketch during the interlude, they are minor, essentially serving
to reinforce or point to areas under discussion. As in some earlier episodes, this
discussion centers on possible designs for the project. (Reference Figure I)
Figure 1 (15 in Protocol)
The Status of Drawing
For John one goal of the drawing exercise generally centers on the production of
a sketch with a high level of fidelity to his emotional responses to, and feelings
about, the site. In executing this work he engages the sketch in a "conversation."
Most significant, however, is the way in which architectural design issues guide
his sketching activity.2
John's interest in fidelity of emotional simulation is revealed in numerous
places throughout the protocol. For example, in Stage One he says;
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And then there's this cacophony of stuff behind it that has all sorts
of different scales and materials and starts to become some really
humane sort of jumble stuff. I like it.
In this example John makes a highly personal judgment about what he sees.
From a technical or geometric perspective, terms such as "cacophony of stuff"
and "humane sort of jumble" do not describe the features he sees and draws. For
John, however, they are a rich and personal description of the features, which he
says he likes.
Another example occurs in Stage Seven when he says;
...this really is a wonderful little precinct in here that is bookended
by glassy redevelopment here and some really clean sort of anti-
septic development on this side as well.
Again, John's description is highly personal and from a technical perspective
fails to describe the site. Yet I suspect his description of the adjacent develop-
ment as "antiseptic" is of more use to him than one that is purely geometric or
functional. The same can be said for his use of the term "glassy redevelopment."
John also reveals his tendency to make judgments about the site when he refers
to the precinct as "wonderful."
Frequently John interacts with the sketch as it becomes his "partner" in
inquiry. As previously noted on numerous occasions, John often pauses to
reflect on what he has drawn. In these moments he "listens" to the sketch to see
what it suggests to him for a next move. For example, in my analysis of Stage
Two I discussed the manner in which his reflection on his drawing of the One
Kendall building caused him to change his understanding of the plan profile line
and to consider it a skyline profile. Similarly, in my analysis of Stage Three I
discussed the manner in which he recognized the need to extend the length of the
red building based on his reflections on the sketch. He saw that additions which
he had made to the sketch when drawing the "background buildings" suggested
that he also modify the red building. John virtually says that this is the way in
which he works when, during Interlude B, he says;
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I thought...um...that I could clarify an edge that was important to
me by ink and it would give the drawing a little more hierarchy so
that I could sort of tell some more things that were important.
Although he says he made the additions to the drawing "so that I could tell," he
might as well have said "so the sketch could tell me."
Most revealing in John's protocol, however, is his tendency to understand the
goal of the exercise to be the exploration of the site, and creation of a sketch that
can guide him when he begins his design work. Items which he chooses to draw
are often selected because of their actual or potential impact on his future design
work. For example, in Stage Four he says;
Another thing that I'm not drawing much of - and I'm not so
worried about it either - is what happens at (the south fagade) of
the (red) building. This end is really going to be an important end
for access. There's this parking lot down here...and...um what's
happening at that end right now doesn't matter at all. Whatever
that is, its going to be changed totally so I'm not too worried about
what it looks like currently. That isn't going to give me any clues
about what its going to look like I don't think.
Here we see that John's judgement about design tells him that he does not need
to draw the red building's southern fagade, as it will be "changed totally."
Moreover, the fagade does not provide him with any "clues" for his design work
and is therefore unimportant.
Another example occurs in Stage Five when John discovers that he failed to
draw all of the "background buildings." As above he says that it doesn't really
matter "in this kind of sketch." He goes on to say;
Sketches are more...even though I'm right here sketching right
now, like memory. It doesn't have to be real because what's going
to happen eventually isn't going to be...well I don't know - exactly
what's there now, and there are some dues that I have now about
this.
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As he says this John darkens the skyline/profile of the background buildings to
illustrate what he means. His drawing activity and his words indicate that for
him the sketching process should reveal things that will be important to his
design work; it should provide him with clues about what to do.
This point is made elsewhere in his protocol when he says;
The jagged skyline is an important element that allows...or would
allow me in the development of this building to keep this pure and
clean and crisp. I don't have to do this sort of stuff because its
already there behind it.
Recording the skyline in his drawing is important because it will remind him of
an existing condition that does not need to be repeated in his own design work.
Throughout John's protocol there are similar instances where design intent and
understanding drive his sketching and seeing.
Summary of John's Protocol Analysis
John's drawing process is one of inquiry as he works to understand the design
possibilities of the site under consideration. In achieving this understanding he
moves through seven stages and several interludes. At each stage he engages in
a sketching episode where he works on a particular theme or element of his
drawing. At interludes he is able to rest and reflect on his drawing as he
considers his next major move. Interludes are often characterized either by
John's tracing and retracing of previously drawn elements of the sketch, or by his
use of a non-photo blue pencil to highlight previously drawn aspects of his
sketch. This drawing activity adds little if anything to the sketch but allows him
to maintain an appearance and feeling of productivity while he reflects on his
work.
From the outset of the exercise, John understands the environment he is
drawing to consist of three distinct parts, each of which fits into a larger whole.
One part consists of the "cacophony" and "humane jumble" of the "back-
ground" buildings. In this instance John is struck by the variety of shapes and
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elements which he sees. Another part is the "regular object" of the red building.
In this instance he sees order and purity. The third part is the courtyard/outdoor
space which fronts the background buildings and the red building's southern
fagade. John understands these three parts as combining to create a "wonderful
little precinct" that is "bookended" by adjacent development. I believe that his
characterization of each part is more than a simple description; it is the manner in
which he understands the part.
John breaks the "pure" part of the site which includes the red building into
two elements; the red building's eastern and southern fagades. Although these
two fagades are part of the same building, John treats each as a distinct element.
Conversely, he does not break the "background" buildings into smaller ele-
ments.
John's sketching is influenced by his understanding of each part of the site.
For example, while working on the disordered part of the site he does not notice
the concrete building. I believe that his failure occurs because while in this part
of the site he is attuned to disorder, and therefore fails to give adequate attention
to the relatively ordered concrete building. However, when John works on one
part of the sketch, typically it is not done in isolation. He maintains an awareness
of the site's other major parts and works to preserve a balance between all three
in his drawing.
For John one understanding of this exercise was to produce a sketch capable
of stimulating in himself the same emotions and feelings that he experienced in
the actual environment. A more important understanding, however, centered
on his belief that the sketch should assist him in his future design work. His
judgments about future design strategies informed his decisions about what to
include in the sketch.
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Introduction
In this study I have attempted to understand each participant's sketch and the
nature of its making. In this section I continue this process of unraveling
sketching development by bringing together the work of all five participants. In
so doing I am led to believe that participants are influenced by two principle
factors: the structural relationships of the site, and individual or shared "design
worlds1" including the status that each participant gives to the act of drawing.
Moreover, I propose that the framework which allows sketching to occur can be
understood as one of "drawing-understanding-drawing." A recognition of the
relationship between a participant's drawing and his or her comprehension of
the site's structural relationships is critical to an awareness of a productive
drawing process.
All participants seek to discover and understand the structural relationships
of the site. This fundamental activity permeates virtually all of their sketching
endeavors. However, this does not mean the participants are consciously aware
of the process. On the contrary, the data suggest that participants are largely
unaware of the process. It is also noteworthy that I am referring to a common2
way of thinking which leads to a particular style of engagement. I am not
discussing a common drawing activity. While it may be true that similar
thinking often leads to similar actions, such considerations are not the focus of
this study.
While all participants develop an understanding of the status of drawing in
relationship to the exercise's goal, these understandings are often quite different
from one another. These variable ways in which participants come to under-
stand the goal of the exercise influence the development and outcome of the
sketch. However, variable understandings do not mean that final sketches will
be radically different from one another.
I believe that each participant's understanding of the exercise's goal serves as
a lens which focuses the thinking that occurs as he or she works with the
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structural relationships of the site. The ways in which a participant's under-
standings of structural relationships manifests, or the depth to which structural
relationships are explored, is at least partially influenced by the way in which he
or she understands the goal of the exercise.
The process which allows all of this activity to occur can be described as one
of "drawing-understanding-drawing." A participant draws a feature of the site,
reflects on the drawing and the site, arriving at an understanding of what has
been drawn and seen, and then draws again in the light of this new understand-
ing. It is an iterative process which allows participants to arrive at ever increas-
ing levels of understanding and execution.
In the first part of this section I discuss the tasks which are fundamental to
each participant's drawing process. Following this discussion I consider the
variables in each participant's sketching process. Next I explore the relationship
of drawing and understanding the site's structural relationships. I conclude by
discussing some of this study's implications for drawing instruction and design.
Structural Relationships of the Site
In saying that there are fundamental tasks which each participant follows in the
creation of the sketch, I am not saying that drawing activity occurs in a formulaic
fashion. Rather, I mean that there are particular processes which are common to
each participant. However, while each participant's process may be similar to
that of other participants, the action that follows from it may be different.
Earlier in this study I reviewed Wertheimer's 3 discussion of the difference
between "sensible" and "blind" problem solving. In the first instance a person
solves a problem by understanding the subject matter, while in the second
instance the problem is solved by external procedure. By drawing on Wertheimer's
idea of sensible problem solving, a basis is provided for understanding the
sketching activity of the participants who engaged the drawing exercise. By
understanding the structural relationships of the site, each participant sought to
bring the site's apparent chaos into an ordered, clear sketch; to make the transi-
tion from poor to good gestalt.4
In making this transition each participant solves the problem of sketching the
site. Remember, however, that these discussions are of a participant's thinking
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and the ways in which it contributes to the creation of a sketch. However similar
two participants' thinking might be, there are many ways for it to manifest.
Similar thoughts do not necessarily lead to similar sketches, just as similar
sketches are no assurance of similar thoughts.
To make these points clearer I provide two sets of illustrations from the
drawing exercise. In the first set I describe Eero's evolving understanding of the
site's structural relationships. In the second set I describe the steps that are
involved in the sketching process. In so doing I take small, representative
snippets from several participants' protocols which I then analyze in light of the
site's structural relationships. While the snippets themselves are very brief, I
believe they are generally indicative of the reasoning that occurs throughout
each protocol.
Overview of Process - Eero's Evolving Intentions and Understandings
Of all the participants to take the drawing exercise, Eero is the only one to stop
and restart the sketch with a fresh sheet of paper. Only on the third try does he
feel that the drawing is blocked-out in a fashion capable of capturing the nature
of the site and its important aspects. My intent in this discussion is not to probe
why he stops and restarts the sketch; that is included in my analysis of his
drawing protocol. Rather my intent is to describe Eero's evolving understanding
of the site's structural relationships and how this evolution guides the way he
draws.
In his first start Eero begins by drawing a double line across the lower portion
of his paper to represent the railroad tracks on the site. He says;
I'm going to start with the train tracks as an organizing element for
the sketch...
Eero's first lines drawn do not deal with buildings, but with the railroad tracks
that stretch before him across the entire site. He indicates that these tracks will be
the aspect of the site around which all other features will be referenced.
What Eero draws is not just a line; it is this line. Far from a haphazard start, he
begins the sketch by drawing what is currently the most personally significant
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thing he sees. The line is not simply a geometric figure; it reflects his understand-
ing of the site. It is an essential characteristic of the site; a fundamental structural
feature that will exert influence on his sketching throughout much of the exer-
cise. It is noteworthy that the line is not something that Eero imposes on the site.
Rather it is characteristic of the scene he considers.
Next Eero moves to the red building which he draws as a basic box in
perspective. He says;
And then I'll start with our (the red) building, which is right before
me.
With this drawing Eero continues the process he started when he drew the line of
the railroad tracks. Like the railroad tracks, the red building has a strong sense of
perspective and horizontality. He continues by drawing the building's struc-
tural floor lines; a move which only serves to reinforce the strong feeling of
perspective and horizontality. Finally he draws an outline to represent the Bank
of New England.
Eero then shifts to the site's left-hand side where he draws basic outlines to
indicate the green tower, concrete building, brick building, and One Kendall
building. He says;
The interesting set of building adjacent to our site...some interest-
ing forms, some unusual forms.
With this drawing Eero's focus has moved from the site's right-hand side with its
strong sense of perspective and horizontality, to its left-hand side. Here he
draws basic outlines for buildings which he characterizes as having "unusual
forms." He also refers to the buildings as a "set," indicating that he considers
them to be a single element. Again, in sketching these outlines he is not simply
drawing an array of lines; he is revealing his understanding of the scene before
him. Increasingly Eero understands the site as having two major sections; a
section of unusual forms, and a section with a strong sense of perspective and
horizontality. This new understanding, however, challenges his initial reading
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of the site, which was based solely on perspective and horizontality. When he
sees the inadequacies of this reading, he stops and begins again.
As Eero restarts the sketch with a fresh sheet of paper, he begins by drawing
two large rectangles which divide the sheet in half. He says;
I'm thinking that if I'm going to fill...I'd like to fill the frame with
the north building and the edge of the south building and so...just
about where our building meets the south building is approxi-
mately the center of the...the center of my visual range here. I'm
dividing the paper in such a way that I can fill half of the paper
with the south building and the other half with our building and
the north building. Um...also...think about the perspective lines
again.
With this second start, Eero's intentions have evolved, as has his understanding
of the site. Rather than seeing a site dominated by a strong sense of perspective
and horizontality, he understands the site to be composed of two major sections,
which he draws as large rectangles dividing the sheet in half. Only when these
rectangles are in place does he draw the line of the railroad tracks. Again, Eero's
drawing is not just of lines in space; it reflects the way in which he understands
the scene before him. In this second start he considers the site to have at least two
elements; the buildings with the strong sense of perspective, and the buildings
with the unusual forms.
Eero continues by blocking-out the major building fagades within the two
large blocks he previously drew. While doing this he expands his understanding
of the site's left-hand side. Formerly he had described it as a set of buildings
bound together by their unusual forms. While he no doubt continues this way of
seeing, he now begins to concentrate on the vertical elements in the composition.
In so doing he also names the green tower a "hinge" which separates the site's
two sides. With this naming and drawing he shows that the green tower is
becoming increasingly important to him. As he continues, however, he discov-
ers that he has once more failed to leave adequate space on his drawing for all of
the buildings.
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I believe that as Eero worked through this second attempt at the sketch, his
initial reading based on the perspective and horizontality of the site slowly
returned to exert a strong influence on his activity and lead him to once again
take too much space in his drawing of the site's right-hand side. As my past
research indicates, once a figure is perceived, its influence is difficult to escape,
even when a person willfully attempts to do so. Eero's initial reading of the
railroad tracks and the strong sense of perspective and horizontality is so influ-
ential that even when he knows it has led him to make mistakes in his first sketch
attempt and that he must therefore move beyond it, it returns to spoil his second
attempt. He is thus forced to restart the sketch again.
As Eero begins his sketch for a third and final time he says that he is going to
draw at a smaller scale and "try to get a bigger picture" of the site. He starts on
the far left-hand side of the sketch by drawing a basic box to represent the
perimeter outline of the One Kendall building's fagade. He continues left to
right, drawing outlines of the brick building, the concrete building, and the green
tower. When he reaches the red building he draws its outline as a basic box in
perspective, starting with its southern and then eastern fagade. He then draws
the Bank of New England by sketching basic boxes in perspective.
In this third attempt to sketch the site Eero applies the knowledge gained
during his earlier sketching episodes. As he blocks-out what he considers the
site's major features, he does not do so in reference to either the sense of
perspective or the two halves of the site. Rather, he considers each faeade as a
distinct element in the larger whole of the entire site. Also, unlike his previous
efforts where he drew features contained in individual fagades, he now draws
only the basic outlines for the buildings. With this third attempt, Eero has
controlled the influence of the railroad track figure long enough to adequately
lay out the sketch, though even in this attempt the influence of the figure
eventually returns.
Eero's ability to produce a sketch productively depends on his capacity to
arrive at a construction of what is really relevant in the scene; what he believes to
be truly essential. This process represents the culmination of coming to under-
stand the site's structural relationships. It represents a much higher order of
understanding than the particulars of the site - for example, seeing a window. It
also represents a process of construction as opposed to one based on formulaic
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procedures. Using Wertheimer's terminology, we would say that Eero makes
use of a "sensible," as opposed to a "blind," process5 of executing the sketch.
It is important to recognize that in his various starts, Eero has not employed a
blind trial and error methodology. Rather he has displayed an evolving under-
standing of the site's structural relationships and the requirements of the prob-
lem. Neither has Eero worked in a mechanical fashion. While it may be true that
he works methodically as he blocks-out the individual fagades, it is does not
follow that his process becomes mechanical. While it may also be true that he
increasingly "goes through the steps" necessary for the production of a sketch, it
does not follow that he is working through a formulaic list of required operations
in a step-like fashion. Rather he shows the growth of a single line of reasoning
which is informed by his prior efforts to achieve a complete and good gestalt.
That he makes, recognizes, and corrects his mistakes indicates his desire to
improve his understanding and portrayal of the site's structural relationships.
Steps in the Sketching/Problem Solving Process
In a review of the participants' protocols I have identified four steps which they
typically follow in executing their sketch. Below I describe each step with
appropriate support from the protocols. In listing these steps, however, I do not
mean to imply that they occur with hard, fast edges. In fact they frequently
overlap one another.
Step One;
Participants walk to, and around the area of the site, but without having
their attention directed to the specific task at hand.
Before the exercise began, each participant and I walked the length of the area
that would eventually be sketched. This introduction to the site typically lasted
only a few minutes, during which few significant words were exchanged. Par-
ticipants were told neither the specific task nor the full extent of the site. This
state is not unlike the normal state which most people experience as they walk
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down a street; they are aware of the surrounding environment, but only in a
generic or very general fashion.
Step Two;
Participants officially begin the exercise by quietly considering their
surroundings and confronting the site as a whole. They come to realize
that this is not just any site: it is this site. It has elements which they
believe are special. However, at this point the relationship of the elements
is not fully explored.
In step two participants were seated in the sketching position and read the
specific problem, thereby directing their attention to a particular part of the
environment. Most participants sat quietly for a few moments as they consid-
ered the stated problem and the scene before them. In these brief moments they
reflected on the site as seen from their sketching position. Comments from this
phase of the process are typified by Carla, who says;
OK. I am thinking about my composition. How I'm going to
compose these objects on the paper. And how I'm going to begin...
As they reflect on the site during this step, most participants quickly come to see
things which they consider important or special. In Carla's case, though she does
not say what they are, she considers how to best compose "these objects."
The site is no longer only a part of her ambient environment - a generic part of
the city, but is a special and unique place. Carla quickly specifies the objects she
is seeing when she says;
...I'd like to concentrate more on drawing a partial perspective of
this corner here (where the green tower is located) and then see
what its context is - or its relationship rather to this building (the
red building) and then part of this adjacent building over here (the
brick building) since I like that round brick structure, (the kiln)
whatever that is.
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Here Carla identifies the elements of the site which she plans to include in her
sketch. It is noteworthy, however that in doing this she does not identify the
ways in which they might relate to one another. Rather she simply notes their
presence and her interest in them.
Step Three;
Given their awareness of many of the site's "special" elements, partici-
pants next consider relationships of those elements which might serve to
bind them into a coherent whole. Participants reflect on ways of organiz-
ing this scene that will lead to a clear structural view of the whole.
Participants come to believe that the site has unique elements with their own
special structural relationships. This is a particularly important step in the
drawing process, for it is here that participants avoid the "blind" drawing that
would attempt to solve the problem by using external procedures. In this phase
of the exercise, it is the uniqueness of this particular sketch of this particular site
that becomes important.
Participants' activity during this phase of the exercise is typified by Corbin,
who says;
Also what I notice strongly before I start drawing is that its very
strong perspective or a sense of a very strong perspective from this
position. Especially going away from us (to the north), and its
exaggerated further compositionally by the horizontals of that
parking garage and the ramp and its actually quite a moving
composition with strong horizontals. That's where I'm going to
start.
Also the horizontal of the railway track sweeping in front us...
After saying this he begins the drawing by lightly sketching the upper boundary
of a box that defines the perimeter of the red building in perspective. He then
draws a light line across the sheet to indicate the railroad tracks.
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In this episode Corbin reveals that he understands the site's right-hand side
to be organized around a sense of horizontality and perspective. Included in this
group is the parking garage, the Bank of New England, the railroad tracks, and
the red building.
As Corbin continues with the exercise he moves to the buildings on the site's
left-hand side. He says;
...I think it would be a pity to lose some of the busyness and the
quality of the variety of things. A lot of the buildings behind and
on the sides all have a sameness with the green glass and the clean
paint, and the...even the color schemes seem to be the same if you
look back...whereas here there's a lot of variety and I think the
busyness of that is really nice.
Although it is not completely clear how far on the site Corbin's concept of
"busyness" extends, I would guess that he is referring to the entire immediate
site when he speaks of color. However, I would also guess that the variety he
sees primarily occurs on the site's left-hand side. This guess is based on the fact
that he is drawing in this area when he makes the comment. Moreover, he has
previously indicated that the site's right-hand side is organized around a sense of
horizontality and perspective.
In this brief episode from Corbin's protocol, he explains the ways in which he
sees different areas of the site as bound together. His understanding of the whole
site is enhanced by his deeper understanding of the ways in which elements in
the whole relate both to one another and to the whole itself. It is also noteworthy
that Corbin treats this site as unique. No other site has the same parts and
relationships as this site.
The way of thinking that guides Corbin's actions is not unique to him. In fact
similar thought processes are a fundamental aspect of the ways in which the
other participants work as well. For example, the similarity is revealed in Lora's
work when she says;
Well, I guess probably the first thing that seems important to me is
the fact that (the red building is) set back away from the road so
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that you would always be able to see the project from a perspec-
tive.
As she says this she draws basic outlines for the red building and the Bank of
New England. She continues by saying;
I guess another thing that does sort of strike me is that there are...
this is a pretty regular warehouse type of concrete structure (for
the red building)...
When Lora refers to the building's regularity, she indicates that along with the
strong sense of perspective and horizontality is a sense of order. This order
contributes to her tendency to see the site's right-hand side as a distinct element.
She continues by drawing a rectangle on the far right-hand side of the sketch
to represent a pipe supply building. She says:
(And another thing that strikes me is) the fact that there's a railroad
here...this boundary happening here...
As she says this she draws a double line to represent the railroad tracks. This
action and these words reinforce my belief that a sense of perspective and
horizontality serves to organize the right-hand side of her sketch.
Lora's understanding of the site's right-hand side is similar to that of Corbin.
As she continues in her exercise it becomes clear that she also shares his under-
standing of the site's left-hand side. For example, in Stage Seven she says;
But then these elements back here (on the left-hand side of the
sketch) ...this building (One Kendall) looks like its sort of been
broken apart in some way and so there are, you know, all these
forms that are rather irregular and clustered together in strange
ways...like this strange bridge here (at the cylinder form). This
thing (the brick building). The windows are not very formal. And
plus you have these stair towers back in the back. We have...a
street happening (on the left side of the site) that's not at right
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angles to any of these things that are sort of happening on a city
block past the scope of this. So you can see things happening
behind ...like this tower, this thing here. Everybody has a different
agenda.
While Corbin uses the term "unusual," Lora says that "everybody has a different
agenda." Although the words are different, the meaning is the same.
As a final example, John also follows the same pattern of reasoning in his
work. He begins his sketch by lightly drawing a line to represent the plan profile
created by the One Kendall, brick, and concrete buildings as well as the green
tower. He then draws a line presumably to represent the footprint of the red
building. As he does this he says;
Well the interesting thing to me...it seems to be...of course at first...
the building in plan...I haven't any idea what the plan of the
background buildings are, but this seems to be an object that's sort
of surrounded by them, and they create this outdoor space of some
sort.
He continues by saying;
There's a big building...what the client owns is really this regular
object. There's such a structural system to it...
And then there's this cacophony of stuff behind it that has all sorts
of different scales and materials and starts to become some really
humane sort of jumble stuff.
These statements reveal that from the very outset of the exercise John has
organized the site into a coherent whole which is composed of three parts. First,
on the site's left-hand side there are the "background" buildings which he refers
to as a "cacophony of stuff." John considers all of these buildings to be a single
disordered element. Second, there is the "outdoor space" which is surrounded
by the buildings. Finally, on the site's right-hand side there is the "regular
object" that is the red building with its dominating structural system.
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John's description of the site's left-hand side as cacophonous is similar to
Corbin's "unusual," and Lora's "everybody has a different agenda." His de-
scription of the red building as a regular object is also very similar to Lora's
description of its "regularity." Also, from the outset of the exercise John per-
ceives a courtyard as a third major organizational element for his sketch.
Clearly Corbin, Lora, and John bind the different elements of the site into
structurally related groups. It is also noteworthy that although each person's
thought process is similar, John selects three as opposed to two groups of
elements. At this early stage of the exercise, none of the other participants has
perceived a courtyard as a basis for a group.
Step Four;
Participants ask themselves if there are any parts in the whole they see
which can be usefully subdivided, thereby providing a fuller understand-
ing of the site.
In step four participants come to see the larger groupings perceived in step three
to contain subgroups, which also have a structural relationship to both one
another and the larger group. I believe this tendency to divide and subdivide
indicates participants' continuing efforts to make the transition from poor to
good gestalt.
Although the process of creating subgroups is particularly evident in the
work of Eero,6 Corbin,7 and Carla,8 I want to illustrate the process more fully by
presenting a condensed version of a section from Carla's Drawing Protocol
Analysis. In this snippet I show how she engages and draws the concrete
building.
Carla begins her drawing process by sketching outlines of each building
fagade which she plans to include in her sketch. She does this by first drawing
the green tower. She then adds the other fagades in the order she reaches them as
she moves away from this center. Each fagade serves as an individual element in
the composition of the overall site area she is drawing. As she draws these
faqade outlines she is not concerned with aspects in the fagade itself. Rather she
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concentrates on making sure the individual faeades are properly proportioned in
relation to one another.
Next Carla considers the outline of the concrete building in greater detail, not
as it relates to the other fagade outlines, but how it is composed of its own distinct
elements. She begins by marking the centerline of the building and then adding
vertical lines to the fagade which break it into thirds. She realizes that instead of
three bays, she needs four, so she erases the left-hand side of the previously
drawn outline and draws the fagade larger, thereby allowing a fourth bay to fit.
What Carla now sees is not just the outline of the building's fagade; it is a group
of four equally sized bays which are contained in the outline of the building's
fagade
As she continues Carla draws a series of horizontal lines that will be used to
define the openings on the fagade. As she does this she says;
I notice that the windows and the spandrels in between them
appear to be equal and that there are nine different parts.
The nine different parts which she sees are the number of horizontal elements in
the overall composition of the block of openings: five windows and four span-
drels.
At his point Carla is considering the large block of windows as it relates to the
overall outline of the faeade. She is not concerned with the specific nature of each
of the nine parts. She ends this phase of her work by darkening the rectangles
that define the individual windows.
Next Carla moves to the window in the upper left section of the fagade and
draws horizontal and vertical lines to represent its small panes of glass. With this
move she is no longer concerned with the overall organization of the nine
different parts as they relate to the fagade. Rather her concern is for the indi-
vidual windows. She continues by drawing individual panes of glass into the
appropriate individual windows.
As noted in her Drawing Protocol Analysis, while working on the concrete
building's fagade, Carla moves back and forth between the different levels of
groups and subgroups she has created. She also works on aspects of the fagade
which I have not described in this brief snippet. For the present purpose, it is
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important to understand that Carla has created five primary levels of groupings,
four of which are discussed in the excerpt from her protocol. Briefly, these levels
are;
1. The outlines of the individual building faqades (one of which
represents the concrete building).
2. The outlines of four vertical bays in the concrete building's
fagade.
3. A group of nine elements consisting of four spandrels and five
openings.
4. Areas with individual panes of glass within the larger opening.
5. A group of elements which make up the fire escape. (Not
discussed here.)
These increasingly smaller groups allow her to concentrate on the fagade's more
detailed elements.
The dividing and subdividing that Carla does is not haphazard. Rather she
works toward good gestalt by considering the structural qualities and relation-
ships of each element. In so doing she breaks this whole into this group, which
itself becomes a new whole capable of being broken into another subgroup. For
example, when Carla sees four vertical bays in the concrete building's fagade, I
believe she groups the bays because of the similarity and proximity of similar
elements and figures.9 The groups Carla sees enable the complex scene to appear
simpler and be more clearly understood, thereby bringing order and clarity to
her understanding of the site. I propose that this transition from poor to good
gestalt is a fundamental and critical feature of the way in which all participants
interact with and understand the environment. 10
More specifically, Carla understands the concrete building's faeade to be
composed of a variety of groups, each with its own particular form. In turn, each
of these groups is composed of subgroups, each again with its own particular
form. As she divides and subdivides the scene before her, Carla considers the
structural properties of each group with regard to its characteristic form. She
does not see just any generic, geometric figure, but rather she sees this figure with
its own unique characteristics.
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This process does not occur in isolation. Each of these groups and subgroups
is seen in relation to one another and the larger whole of which it is a part. For
example, I comment in her Drawing Protocol Analysis that Carla has a strong
desire to maintain balance among the various parts of her drawing. I also argue
that with each new subgroup, Carla achieves a new level of understanding. She
is in a continual process of reorganizing and improving her understanding of the
site. Moves made in a subgroup may force her to rethink and redraw work done
on the whole containing that subgroup. For example, she erases the line between
the brick and concrete building when work done in the subgroup consisting of
four vertical bays reveals a lack of space. In making this adjustment to the
drawing she moves out to the more global level where outlines of fagades form
the major groups. As she does this, however, she maintains an awareness of how
the adjustment effects the subgroup. Carla comes to see that the parts fit together
to create the whole not in just any way, but in this way.
Although Carla makes and corrects mistakes similar to the one just described,
in no way does she engage in a blind trial and error process as she works. Rather
her method flows from the inner requirements of the situation and subject she is
considering. She does not search for just anything to bind seemingly disparate
aspects of the site together. Rather she searches for the intrinsic structural
qualities of each that serves to bind them. Even her search is not random,
following instead a single line of reasoning.
It is just this process of achieving sensible groupings that allows participants
to arrive at increasingly detailed understandings of the site and the sketch. I
believe that the deeper one goes in his or her groupings, the deeper his or her
understanding of the site will be. Although Carla has been used as the example,
the same things can be said of the other participants as they divide and subdivide
elements of their sketches.
Finally, although this discussion has focused on groupings and the ways in
which they guide participants toward ever increasing and detailed understand-
ings of the site, participants also make use of larger scaled groups which allow
them to globally consider the site. Notable among these grouping strategies is
the use of the ground line, the roof line, and/or a perceived courtyard. For
example, when Eero organizes his thinking around the ground line, he is able to
rapidly move from fagade to fagade considering how each contacts the ground.
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Comments
By this time it should be clear that a productive drawing process is not a mere
reproduction of a site. Rather it is a process that carefully considers this site and
the structural relationships of its elements. The ability of participants to produc-
tively produce a sketch depends on their capacity to see what is really relevant in
the scene; what is truly essential. In so doing a participant sketches not by the use
of external procedures, but by arriving at an understanding of the site's struc-
tural relationships. Each part of the site comes to have a structural meaning.
I believe it is participants' reactions to the structural relationships of the site
which limit the range of ways in which they organize their sketches. There are
innumerable ways in which participants might have organized the scene before
them. For example, the buildings to the left of the red building might have been
organized; as a single, monolithic piece, as a variety of individual buildings, as a
brick piece and a concrete piece, as vertical and horizontal elements, as patterns
of light and dark, and so forth. There are also innumerable ways to organize the
buildings to the right of the green tower. Despite this myriad of possibilities,
participants often organized the scene in remarkably similar ways. This is at
least partially because they came to understand the inner requirements and
structural relationships of the site's different features.
A person who hopes to productively produce a sketch must go through the
steps outlined above. However, simply following the steps does not mean that a
participant's sketch will be equally "good" with all other sketches. Neither does
it mean that the sketches will all look the same. A review of the final sketches
(reference Appendix for presentation of all final sketches) executed for this study
confirms this claim. I believe that the ways in which a participant's understand-
ings of the structural relationships manifest, or the depth to which structural
relationships are explored, is at least partially informed by the contents of his or
her "design world."
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Design Worlds
Earlier in the discussion of Constructionist philosophy it was proposed that there
is no single correct version of reality which may be captured to a greater or lessor
degree by a person executing a sketch. Sketching is not an objective task:
drawings must be constructed. Similar issues will be handled differently by the
various people executing a sketch. Thus the diversity of the final sketches
produced for this exercise is expected.
Drawing on Goodman's work, I believe when each participant begins the
drawing exercise, he or she enters a "Design World," which may either be
unique or shared." Each participant's design world serves as a lens which
focuses his or her understanding of the specific task at hand. The particular
structural relationships which a participant notices and considers relevant to the
task are influenced by his or her construction of reality. In design worlds
subjective knowledge and understandings function in an objective fashion, al-
lowing participants to behave as if, and perhaps believe that, they are seeing and
sketching the "one right" version of reality.
Findings from this study suggest that participants construct and reconstruct
their design worlds on the basis of both active and past experience. Active
experience describes how design worlds are constructed and reconstructed dur-
ing the design process, while past experience describes the contents of design
worlds that participants bring to the task. A participant's active experience
modifies and becomes a part of his or her past experience.
Active Experiences
Active experience describes the events that occur while a participant is engaged
in the exercise, the evolving result of inputs from this problem at this site. These
actions include;
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- Arriving at an Understanding of the Task. As participants
work on the exercise they are guided by the way in which they
understand the goal of the task.
- Grouping and Subgrouping. As participants work on the draw-
ing exercise they create groups and subgroups of features, the
composition and meaning of which varies by participant.
- Naming. As participants create groups and subgroups they
engage in naming, revealing the unique ways they understand
what they see.
- Determining the Extent of the Sketch. Although participants
had a very wide field of vision, most chose to draw only a small
portion of what they could actually see. Carla, for example,
decided to draw only a limited area concentrated around the
green tower. Eero, on the other hand, elected to draw the bulk
of the panorama before him.
This world-building occurs on an ongoing basis as participants construct and
reconstruct their design world based on their new and evolving understandings.
With all this world-building, it should be ever clearer that the sketching process
is actually a design process. Again, I propose that rather than saying a partici-
pant "sketches" an actual environment, it is more appropriate to say a partici-
pant "designs a sketch" of an actual environment. In the following pages I
discuss each of these features of design worlds, using examples from the proto-
cols to illustrate relevant points.
Participants' Understandings of the Task - The Status of Drawing
The first example of the way in which active experience contributes to a
participant's design world is seen in his or her understanding of the task. There
are a variety of ways in which a participant might have understood this exercise
of sketching a built environment. Of particular interest is the status that the act of
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drawing has for a participant; how does a participant understand and construct
the task?
There are many factors which contribute to the way in which each participant's
construction occurs. The nature and constraints of the exercise used to generate
data for this study necessarily provide a particular set of factors. However, given
different factors, the participants taking the exercise might have had other
constructions and understandings of the task. For example, in executing their
sketches, each participant worked with a particular set of drawing tools; the
paper had a certain texture, the drawing pad was a certain size, drawing imple-
ments typically produced only black lines, and so forth. These tools constrained
the range of options open to participants and promoted the production of a
particular type of sketch.
Participants also came to the task with more or less shared cultural back-
grounds. Among other things, each possessed an understanding of a similar set
of notational conventions. For example, for all of the participants, drawing a
rectangle in a particular way and in a particular location typically indicated the
presence of a door. A person with different notational conventions might have
approached and understood the task much differently.
Given the constraints of the problem setting, materials, and similarities in
cultural backgrounds, the participants who took this exercise generally under-
stood and approached it in one of three ways. First were the participants who
attempted to be completely objective, faithfully showing the actual environment
in as much and as true detail as the media would allow. Next were the partici-
pants who attempted to capture the site's emotional aspects; its "feeling," "aura,"
and "presence," even to the detriment of its "objective reality." Finally came the
approach where a participant considered the goal of the exercise to be the
creation of a sketch capable of guiding, if not beginning, the actual design of the
project.
Each of these approaches is illustrated in the following discussion. It is
noteworthy that as with other aspects of drawing, the line between these ap-
proaches is not hard and fast. On occasion a participant embraces more than a
single approach.
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The Cases
For Eero the goal of the exercise is the production of a sketch with a high level of
fidelity to the actual environment. To accomplish this goal he often methodically
works on the sketch moving from left to right. This situation is revealed through
his language and actions on numerous occasions. For instance, during Stage
Seven he says;
I'm trying to think of how many bays there are on our building,
and I guess I'll count them. Eighteen...eighteen bays, so I'm think-
ing about how to divide my elevation up into the proper number of
bays so that each is represented.
Here Eero's discussion is about the task of drawing and the manner in which he
is completing the sketch.
Another example occurs in Stage Eight E when he says;
Try to pin down some of what's happening on (the concrete)
building. Windows are more horizontal than vertical. They're
rectangular in shape, and there are four levels of windows before
you reach grade, which is fairly unadorned.
Again, Eero's description is of the site's objective reality. Rather than describing
the character of what he sees or the way it makes him feel, he describes its
geometry.
Corbin understands the goal of the exercise much differently than Eero. For
him the task is to produce a sketch with a high level of fidelity to his feelings
about the site. To achieve this he is quite willing to sacrifice fidelity of physical
simulation.
There are many instances where Corbin's understanding of the task is re-
vealed through his words and actions. For instance, while drawing, he says it is
not important to count the number of bays on a building. Instead he says it is
important to capture "feeling." Thus, when he draws the red building's eastern
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fagade, he fails to include the correct number of bays. His understanding of the
task does not require him to do so.
Another example of the way in which he understands the task occurs in Stage
Six when he says;
The south wall (of the red building) is bathed in light, but its very...
just a simple row of openings down the middle. Its almost as
though its a blank fagade, but it has a lot of texture still. I like the
vertical pipes and I like the bits and pieces sticking out of it. At a
gut feeling they're very sculptural and I personally feel quite a lot
for them.
Again, Corbin's description is abstract and highly personal, failing, from a
geometric perspective, to describe the site. He does not attempt to draw the red
building's southern fagade in a way that shows it "bathed in light." Neither does
his drawing easily reveal in what way the elements of the fagade are "sculp-
tural." His descriptions are of his "gut feeling" for the site and the fagade, which
he "feels quite a lot for." It is as if his pencil is a pointer which allows him to reach
out and touch the site.
For Carla both ways of understanding and engaging the task are important.
When working on larger, more global aspects of the drawing, she focuses on the
production of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to the actual environment. As
she moves into more detailed areas, however, she focuses more on the feeling of
the site, attempting to capture character even at the expense of reality.
The way in which Carla attempts to capture both aspects of the site is
revealed when she is asked which aspects of reality she thinks it is important for
the sketch to show. She says;
Oh, I think the masses - the relationship between the masses...the
openings, and then the opaque verses the open parts, and then, just
the general feeling of the place. This is in a state of decay so to me
that's the character I want to convey, and that's something that I
can do with my pencil and...um...kind of almost like touch the
building with pencil...
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This is a particularly interesting statement that shows where Carla makes the
distinction between the importance of physical and emotional simulation. Fea-
tures that she includes as important in terms of reality are massing, openings,
and opaqueness verses open areas. She moves away from this reality when she
discusses the site's feeling and character. She says that it is the state of decay that
she wants her sketch to reveal.
She builds on this point elsewhere when she says;
Some of these areas are...if I draw all this broken glass in accu-
rately, its going to look like a mottled - like a diseased fagade, so
I'm sort of taking some liberty with what I see. I'm just giving a
general character. Who cares where the actual windows are bro-
ken or not broken - right?
In this instance Carla is unconcerned with the site's objective reality. Rather she
is interested in capturing the site's character, which she feels can be done without
going into "realistic" detail. In fact, she suggests that the site's state of decay can
be shown better if she does not follow reality too closely. She says that were she
to be too realistic, her drawing would suffer and the building's faeade would
appear "diseased."
For John one goal of the exercise is the production of a sketch capable of
stimulating in himself the same emotions and feelings he experienced in the
actual environment. In this regard he approaches the task much the same as
Corbin. In executing his sketch, however, John's work is modified by a second,
more important goal: the belief that the sketch should assist him in his impend-
ing design work. His judgments about future design strategies inform his
decisions about what to include in the sketch. For John, the sketch should
provide him with reminders of his feelings about, and design understandings of,
the site, thereby helping him when he designs.
John's interest in fidelity of emotional simulation is revealed in numerous
places throughout the protocol. For example, in Stage Seven he says;
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...this really is a wonderful little precinct in here that is bookended
by glassy redevelopment here and some really clean sort of anti-
septic development on this side as well.
John's description is highly personal and from a technical perspective fails to
describe the site. Yet I believe his description of the adjacent development as
"antiseptic" is more meaningful to him than one that is purely geometric, techni-
cal, or functional. The same can be said for his use of the term "glassy redevelop-
ment."
Most significant in John's protocol, however, is his tendency to understand
the task of the exercise to be the creation of a sketch that can guide him when he
begins his design work. The decision to include or exclude items during his
sketching is often based on his perception of their actual or potential impact on
his future design work. For example, in Stage Four he says;
Another thing that I'm not drawing much of - and I'm not so
worried about it either - is what happens at (the south fagade) of
the (red) building. This end is really going to be an important end
for access. There's this parking lot down here...and...um what's
happening at that end right now doesn't matter at all. Whatever
that is its going to be changed totally so I'm not too worried about
what it looks like currently. That isn't going to give me any clues
about what its going to look like I don't think.
Here we see that John's judgment about design tells him he does not need to
draw the red building's southern fagade, as it will be "changed totally." More-
over, the faqade does not provide him with any "clues" for his design work and
is therefore unimportant.
Lora does not seem to embrace the task in any meaningful way. Her process
is generally one of mechanically "going through the steps." She knows what
must be done to complete the sketch, which she does without particular convic-
tion or passion.
Above I note that for Eero the goal of the exercise is the production of a sketch
with a high level of fidelity to the actual environment. He speaks with very
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concrete language, using geometric descriptions of both the site and the sketch.
Additionally, his discussion typically focuses on the production of the sketch
itself, as he explains how and what he is drawing. There is no similar evidence of
such an approach in Lora's protocol.
For Corbin I noted that the goal of the exercise is the production a sketch with
a high level of fidelity to his feelings about the site. To achieve this he is quite
willing to sacrifice fidelity of physical simulation. His language is abstract, and
includes highly personal judgments about aspects of the site. On only two
occasions does Lora make similar statements. These statements, which do not
occur until the drawing exercise is approximately three quarters complete, are
not sufficient to indicate a guiding concern for issues of emotion, feeling, and
character.
Comments
Given the constraints of the problem setting, materials, participant backgrounds,
and so forth, this study reveals three distinct ways of engaging the drawing
exercise. First consider Eero whose goal is the production of a sketch with a high
level of fidelity to the actual environment. Next there is Corbin whose principal
interest is in the production of a sketch with a high level of fidelity to his
emotional responses to, and feelings about, the site. Finally there is John who,
although very interested in fidelity of emotional simulation, understands the
goal of the exercise to be the creation of a sketch that can guide him when he
begins his design work. Of the other participants, Lora fails to meaningfully
engage the task while Carla blends the approaches used by Eero and Corbin.
In making these distinctions I do not mean to imply that one understanding
of the task is better than another. Nor do I mean to imply that these are the only
ways of understanding the task. As noted above, different factors might lead to
different understandings and constructions. What is critically important about
these particular ways of engaging the process is the way each guides what the
participant chooses to draw. Each way of understanding the task becomes a type
of filter 12which mediates between the site and the sketch.
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Figure B - Corbin
Figure C - John
For example, consider how each of these three approaches serves as a filter
which leads to a different drawing of the red building. Eero, while drawing the
building, carefully counts the number of openings and then meticulously breaks
the eastern fagade into quarters which enable him to accurately draw all of its
openings. (Reference Figure A) Corbin, on the other hand, does not bother to
count the actual number of openings on the fagade, saying that it is the fagade's
feeling that is important. He therefore draws the fagade in a schematic fashion.
(Reference Figure B) Finally, John indicates that he is not even going to schemati-
cally draw certain aspects of the fagade because they will not be important to his
future design work. (Reference Figure C) Clearly each of these filters leads to a
unique portrayal of the building on the sketches. Presumably each provides the
participant with the quantity and quality of information that he desires.
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Figure A - Eero
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I believe that each filter is both enabling and disabling; it leads to the produc-
tion of a sketch which contains particular clues and information that will guide
future readings of the sketch, both by the participants and by others viewing it.
Given his understanding of the task, John filters the scene before him more than
either Eero or Corbin. If he believes something is unimportant to his design
work, he does not draw it. This enables him to concentrate on those features
which will be most important for his design. It also allows him to begin
designing the project even as he sketches. At the same time it limits his ability to
change his reading of the site, and his impending design thinking. For example,
in the future when he continues to design, he cannot be informed by elements of
the fagade which he initially felt to be unimportant, and therefore did not include
in his sketch.
Although Corbin's filtering is similar, it allows more features of the site to
pass through to the sketch. If John feels something is irrelevant to the design of
the project, he simply leaves it off the sketch. Corbin does not so easily leave off
site features. For him it is important to capture the site's feeling. This typically
requires him to provide at least some indication of what he sees. He therefore
tries to include most of the site's features, even if only schematically. In the
above example this situation is revealed when he draws an indication for the
bays in the red building's eastern fagade, even though he is unconcerned with
their exact number.
Corbin's sketch is less filtered than John's sketch. When he begins designing
the project he will therefore be able to make decisions based on sketched evi-
dence that John does not have. On the other hand, John's design process is well
underway even as he sketches.
The effect of filtering is even more evident with Eero, who filters the site less
than any of the other participants. When he begins to design the project he may
find it necessary to know the correct number of bays on the red building. If so,
his sketch provides the information. The same cannot be said of either Corbin's
or John's sketch. For them there is no turning back. At the same time, however,
Eero's sketch fails to provide him with a personal synthesis of the site. Eero will
need to filter his sketch to move to the levels where Corbin and particularly John
already reside.
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There are many other examples of how these different understandings of the
task influence the outcome of each participant's sketch. For example, although
Eero and Corbin speak of the design possibilities for a courtyard on the site,
neither allows this possibility to influence what they draw. John's understand-
ing of design possibilities for the courtyard, however, strongly influences what
he draws. If some aspect of the site will not be important to the design of the area
around the perceived courtyard, John will not draw it.
Again, none of the preceding discussion is meant to imply that one way of
understanding is better than another. Rather it is to say that each is a significant
aspect of each participant's design world, influencing the manner in which the
participant works and the understandings that he or she takes from the experi-
ence. It is possible that Eero's style of geometric, functional description is more
useful to him than one that is abstract and judgmental. Certainly the relatively
low level of filtering inherent to his process will allow him to make future design
decisions in a less constrained fashion than the other participants. By initially
filtering less, he is left with more material for future filtering.
At first glance one might think that Eero and Corbin have produced very
similar sketches. Corbin's sketch, however, is admittedly inaccurate in places, as
he has worked to capture feeling, even at the expense of objective reality. Thus
he has filtered out a level of physical reality with the sketch. This filtering may
cause him problems that Eero will not face. On the other hand, it is also possible
that Corbin's sketch, in serving as a reminder of his feelings, provides him with
the type of information that will be important to his future design work on the
project. Although he may have taken liberties with physical reality, he has not
taken liberties with those features that stir his feelings and emotions. John has
done the greatest amount of filtering in his work as he explores the site's design
possibilities. While this constrains his future reading of the sketch, it also allows
him to actively engage the design process and to cut through to the site features
he feels to be most important.
Grouping and Subgrouping - Meanings and Implications
Earlier while discussing the relationship between drawing and the structural
relationships of the site, I reviewed the way in which participants create groups
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and subgroups. I argued that these various levels of groupings are driven by the
structural relationships of the site, and can be understood through the lens of
gestalt theory. In this section I want to discuss the way in which the meanings
and implications of these groups varies by participant, and is an important
aspect of his or her design world.
I have stressed that participants' groupings of site features do not occur
haphazardly. I have also argued that while the thought processes that lead to
groupings are similar for all of the participants, the groups themselves as well as
the ways in which they manifest in the sketch may be quite different. I believe
this partially results from the way different groupings lead participants to notice
different things.
For example, I have noted that Eero restarts the sketch three times. On his
second start he initially divides the sketch into two groups, with the left side for
unusual forms and the right side for horizontal forms. He then draws the red
building as a basic box in perspective, starting with its southern fagade. How-
ever, when he draws this fagade, he does so in such a way that the line between it
and the eastern fagade falls on the line originally meant to divide the sketch into
two equal groups. Thus the two sections of the sketch are no longer equal.
Although he tried to give both sides of the sketch the same amount of space, I
would guess that he is so influenced by the group on the right-hand side, with its
strong sense of perspective and horizontality, that he is led to draw the red
building too large.
Corbin's understandings of the two groups also influence his work. For
example, in drawing the outline for the Bank of New England, Corbin extends
the red building's horizontal lines and uses them as guides. The power of the red
building and the strong sense of horizontality and perspective influence the way
he understands the relationship of the two buildings. Although he may see them
as separate elements, they are very closely linked in his work. So closely, in fact,
that as the exercise continues he realizes he has drawn them almost as a single
element.
Participants' understandings of subgroups also influence the manner in which
they draw. For example, as Carla works through the exercise she groups
elements on the red building's eastern fagade in two different ways, each of
which facilitates her discovery of previously unseen aspects of the same scene.
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More specifically, in Stage Two of her protocol Carla is darkening openings
on the building's fagade when she makes a discovery. She says;
Well I just noticed that the end window is narrower on the top floor
than the windows that follow it and that seems to be true for most
of these...each one of these...or actually for all of the levels. I'm not
sure how it continues down at the side, but it appears that they're
actually...the corner window is actually wider than the subsequent
windows. Is that correct? No! Its the other way around. The
corner window is narrower than the subsequent...
When asked how she made this discovery she says;
...I just noticed the width was greater - I could see more of the
interior.
In this episode Carla considers each of the windows to be an individual element
on the building's fagade. This is confirmed when she says that she noticed the
differences in width because she realized she had seen more of the building's
interior in one of the windows than in another.
The fact that Carla's discovery is based on comparisons of two windows does
not negate the fact that she understands them to be individual elements. Instead
her method of drawing from the top to the bottom leads her from the narrow
corner opening to the wider subsequent opening. At no time, however, does she
actually consider these openings as part of a larger group other than the fagade
itself.
Later, in Stage Eleven of her protocol, Carla draws the openings in the fagade
which occur at grade level. As she draws a rectangle to represent the third
opening from the left she pauses and says;
I just noticed that uh.. .that those...that the lower two floors...on the
lower two floors these ribs that are in between every window, kind
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of steps out almost like a buttress that I hadn't - I hadn't noticed
that before.
When asked what led her to make this discovery she says;
...my eye followed all the way up from that - one of these loading
docks. I looked up and as I looked up from that opening I noticed
that the thickness of the buttress or that intermediate piece changed
as it went up and...and that's why.
Now if I had noticed that before I would have drawn that in before.
But I didn't.
Although this episode deals with the same issue as the first episode in Stage Two,
its nature is substantially different.
In the first episode Carla drew only a few openings, and considered each to
be an individual element. The discovery of the narrower opening was based on
her recognition that the interior dimensions of two openings varied. In this
second episode, however, she draws almost all of the openings and instead of
considering them to be individual elements, understands them to be columns of
openings which take the form of tall slender rectangles. With this shift in
grouping she no longer considers the space inside individual openings, but
rather the space between the columns of openings. Thus her eye follows "all the
way up" and she becomes aware of the buttress/rib condition.
Another example comes in a review of the ways in which participants ad-
dress the concrete building. Because Carla draws such a small area of the site, the
concrete building becomes a dominate element of her drawing; she cannot avoid
drawing it. Corbin also draws the concrete building and it serves as a strong part
of his understanding and composition throughout his protocol. However, Lora,
John, and to a lesser extent Eero have understandings that lead them to ignore, if
not completely fail to notice, the concrete building. Neither Lora nor John even
draws the building. I propose that this has to do with the way in which they have
organized and understood groupings on the site.
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For John the group of buildings on the site's left-hand side are a "jumble" - a
"cacophony of stuff," while the group of buildings on the right are regular,
ordered, and "pure." It is noteworthy that these characterizations are more than
just John's descriptions of each group; they are the manner in which he under-
stands the group and what he likes about it. It is possible that when a relatively
ordered element like the concrete building occurs in the zone of the background
buildings, it will be overshadowed by the group's "cacophony."
Lora's case is very similar. For her the part of the scene to her right is grouped
around horizontality and regularity while the part to her left is grouped around
verticality and irregularity. Therefore the things that she notices in each area
relate to the group's particular scheme of organization.
More specifically, with the exception of the concrete building, all of the
features on the site's left-hand side can be seen as irregular. The green tower
punches above the skyline and its narrow profile exaggerates its verticality. The
brick building is characterized by a triangular shape on its roof line, the brick
cylinder, and several large windows that have no apparent relation to one
another. The One Kendall building is also irregular in both its skyline and its
fenestration. Finally, the buildings beyond appear as a variety of differently
shaped towers. The concrete building is much different from this. It has a flat
roof line, a regular grid of windows, and relatively few distinctive shapes. It also
has a stronger sense of horizontal orientation than any of the other shapes on the
site's left-hand side. Amidst the group's variety and disorder the more regular
concrete building simply vanishes into obscurity.
Although Eero eventually draws the concrete building, he conspicuously
skips it during one of his first sequences of drawing. As with John and Lora, I
would guess this failure occurs because while under the influence of the "un-
usual" forms, he is attuned 13 to disorder, and therefore fails to appropriately
consider the relatively ordered concrete building.
It is it is worth noting that past research 14 indicates it is possible for two
people to perceive the same figure while having different understandings of the
figure's implications. This is certainly the case with Carla and Eero as they
attempt to draw the windows in the red building's eastern faqade. Carla finds
the figure so uninteresting that she can barely force herself to draw it. On
numerous occasions she allows herself to stop drawing the windows and to
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move to other areas which she finds more exciting. Eero, on the other hand, can
barely tear himself away from the windows. Even when he tries to work in other
areas, the power of the figure and his understanding of its significance draws
him back.
Naming
As participants create the groups and the subgroups on the site they engage in
"naming," revealing the unique ways they understand what they see. Charac-
teristic of this process is the use of terms such as "village of pieces," "hinge,"
"human sort of jumble," "cacophony of stuff," and others. More specifically, I
would guess that when Eero refers to the green tower as a "hinge," he means that
it is a point of rotation and division between the site's left and right-hand sides.
The naming serves as a personal shorthand for an intricate and sophisticated site
condition. Also, naming brings things to the problem setting that were not
present before.
Past Experiences
Design worlds are also influenced by past experience. When participants began
the drawing exercise, they did not start "from scratch." They brought with them
years of experience which provided a particular mental "set" with regard to the
problem. During the exercise this past experience is modified by active experi-
ence. While past experience is not an active agent, it definitely sets the tone by
which much activity will occur.
Given its importance, the question arises as to what past experience partici-
pants use, and the manner by which it accessed. The data from this study
suggest that participants are unaware of the ways in which past experience
guides their work. On no occasion during the drawing exercise does any
participant mention or otherwise allude to similar experiences they have had in
other drawing or designing activities.
Geoffrey Vickers describes the importance of past experience when he dis-
cusses "readinesses" and "appreciative systems."15 Vickers argues that over a
lifetime one comes to distinguish, classify, and value some aspects and not others
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of a particular situation. In so doing one gains a set of readinesses which lead
him or her to value and respond to the world in ways consistent with the learned
pattern. These readinesses are contained in one's appreciative system. Thus
participants come to appreciate certain aspects of the environment as being
relevant to a particular situation. At the same time the appreciative system is
reconstructed by ongoing exchanges with the environment. While appreciative
systems help participants to focus on aspects of the environment which they
personally find significant, and allow objective judgments to be made based on
subjective understandings, they also inhibit the ability to appreciate new things.
Although appreciative systems are constructed and reconstructed, change may
be slow and incremental.16
For example, consider Eero's actions while drawing the red building's east-
ern fagade. After darkening the sill of each window opening which previously
had been lightly sketched, he pauses and says;
And...the inside's...the interior structural frame of the building is
interesting, although I don't necessarily care to right now fill in all
of the openings. Its an interesting feature, however. It almost
makes me want to go through the drawing and fill them all in,
although I won't.
As he says this he draws the structure visible through the openings on the
fagades left-hand side. He then begins to shade some of these openings.
This episode represents the second time in his drawing protocol that Eero
discusses the interior features of the openings as well as his hesitancy to draw
them. However, even as he says he will not draw them, he begins to do just that.
As the exercise continues he will draw and shade all of the openings and their
internal structure.
I would guess that in this example Eero's past experience provides a "readi-
ness" to value these openings; features which he believes to be significant to the
site and the sketch. This readiness sets a "tone," against which Eero's drawing
activity occurs. So compelling is this tone that Eero, seemingly against his own
wishes, draws and fills-in all of the openings.
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I would also guess that Carla's past experience provides her with a readiness
which sets a tone exactly the opposite of Eero. While working on this long fagade
with all of its openings, she frequently says that she is "bored with drawing all
those windows," and that she is therefore going to draw a different part of the
site. While Eero is compelled to draw and fill in the openings, Carla can barely
force herself to consider them.
Of course, this study's data are not adequate to reveal the contents of the
participants' appreciative systems and the past experience which they bring to
the task. While it is certain that past experience provides a background for
current activity, the exact nature of that past experience is not completely known.
What is known is that even as Eero tries to work on other parts of the drawing, he
finds himself pulled back to the openings. Conversely, Carla, even as she tries to
draw the openings, finds herself pulled to other areas of the drawing.
Drawing-Understanding-Drawing
In this study I have discussed the ways in which participants seek to discover
and understand the structural relationships of the site. I have proposed that the
ways in which a participant's understandings of structural relationships mani-
fest, or the depth to which structural relationships are explored, is at least
partially influenced by his or her design world and the way in which he or she
understands the goal of the exercise. In this section I want to explore the
relationship between drawing and understanding the site's structural relation-
ships.
In my past research, both alone and with others, I have studied a process of
experimentation and discovery named "seeing-moving-seeing."1 7 I believe that
the productive sketching process revealed in this study can also be understood
as a procedure of seeing-moving-seeing, or more appropriately as "drawing-
understanding-drawing." In fact the drawing-understanding-drawing process
serves as a framework which facilitates participants' abilities to see ever increas-
ing levels of the site's structural relationships.
A productive drawing process depends on the relationship between drawing
and understanding the structural relationships of the site. Noticing structural
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relationships leads participants to and from episodes of drawing-understand-
ing-drawing.
As an example of this process I focus on Eero and his first start and restart of
the exercise. The following is an excerpt from Eero's protocol. I have included
annotations of his activity to supplement the text, thereby providing a more
complete description of his activity.
I'm going to start with the train tracks as an organizing element for
the sketch...here in the low foreground. (He draws a double line
across the lower portion of his paper to represent the railroad
tracks.) So I'm going to loosely indicate where they are. And then
I'll start with our building, which is right before me. (He draws
"our" building as a box in perspective, drawing the southern
fagade first.)
Um...Just beginning to try to determine what the proportions of the
structure are. (Beginning with the line nearest grade, he draws
three lines to represent floor levels on the eastern - long fagade. He
then retraces the basic box of the building several times.) It seems
to have a...uh...its divided into four storeys and the lower storey is
somewhat taller than the other three storeys...but the upper three
are approximately equal, so I'll...indicate that. As I'm going along
I'm modifying the proportions of this a little bit. Um...
(He very lightly draws in the Bank of New England, first drawing
its basic box and then its pyramid shaped roof.)
I'm...uh...beginning to think a little bit more about some of the
surrounding buildings...how they might be included on this draw-
ing as well. I might have left a little bit more room than I have,
but ...uh...none the less I'll just continue.
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(He returns to the southern faqade of "our" building and revises its
vanishing point. He then begins to draw the adjacent set of build-
ings, drawing roof and ground lines first.)
Um...I'm working my way around a little bit to try and layout
some of the adjacent structures...the south building with its tower,
(He draws the basic form of the tower in perspective.) which rises
slightly above the neighboring building and then a fire escape
building... (He completes a square on the faeade to represent the
concrete building.)
The interesting set of buildings adjacent to our site...some interest-
ing forms...some unusual forms. (He draws the "brick building"
by first adding the triangular shape to its roof line and then adding
the cylinder form.) I feel like I'd almost like to start some of these
over again. I don't quite have the proportions right, but...uh... (He
draws the edge of the One Kendall Square building as a single
vertical line.)
OK, what I'm thinking is I've...I began the sketch at our site, but I
feel that some of the other portions of the buildings are important
to the frame (He gestures to the buildings south of "our" building.)
and I've not left enough room for them, so. ..I think I'd like to...try
that again.
(He begins again on a fresh sheet of paper.)
Earlier in this section I discussed the ways in which Eero comes to under-
stand the structural relationships of the site during this episode. I argued that the
lines he draws are not simply geometric figures; they reveal his understanding of
the site. Moreover, the lines he draws are not imposed on the scene. Rather they
are characteristics of the scene. Productive sketching revolves around the struc-
tural relationships of the site.
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Eero is in a constant dialog with both the sketch and the site. I propose that
the framework for this dialog should be understood as a process of "drawing-
understanding-drawing." It is a procedure which allows experimentation, dis-
covery, and an awareness of ever increasing levels of the site's structural rela-
tionships.
Eero begins the exercise by reflecting on the scene before him. He becomes
aware of the structural relationship between the railroad tracks and the entire
right-hand side of the site. With this recognition he draws a line across the bottom
of his sheet to represent the tracks. Again, this line is more than a simple
geometric figure: it is a reflection of his understanding.
With this line drawn Eero is able to reflect on both the site and the sketch. In
so doing he comes to understand what he has drawn in relation to the sketch itself
and the scene before him. Using this understanding he draws the outline of the
red building.
Now he is able to reflect on a sketch which shows the tracks and the red
building. Once again he understands what he has drawn. Saying that he is trying
to determine proportions, he draws three lines to represent floor levels in the red
building's eastern fagade. He is then able to reflect on the site and these additions
to the sketch. In so doing he discovers that the building's lower floor is taller
than its other floors; he understands that he has made a mistake, and responds by
quickly correcting the sketch. He continues by drawing the Bank of New En-
gland.
With the sketch's right-hand side now roughly laid out, Eero reaches a
significant time of reflection. As he considers the sketch and the site he comes to
understand that he has not left enough space for the "surrounding buildings."
However, electing to continue, he draws basic outlines for the other buildings.
He does this by moving right to left, away from the red building. In the process
of doing this drawing he notes that the buildings have "interesting" forms. I
believe that he comes to a deeper understanding of the site. He sees that his initial
decision to organize the sketch around the railroad tracks is inadequate for the
completion of the sketch. Saying that it is "important" to capture the buildings
on the site's left-hand side, he restarts the sketch. When he starts this new sketch
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he draws two large rectangles to represent the site's two sides: he begins the new
sketch with the understanding and knowledge gained from the first sketch.
In the preceding discussion note the alternating episodes of drawing-under-
standing-drawing. Eero draws a feature of the site, reflects on the drawing,
arriving at an understanding of what he has drawn and seen, and then draws
again in the light of this new understanding. It is a process which he repeats time
and again, allowing him to develop a deeper and more complete understanding
of the site's structural relationships. Without this process his knowledge would
be severely limited.18
In the drawing-understanding-drawing process we also see another type of
filtering and selectivity which extends beyond one's past experience and under-
standing of the exercise's goal; a type of filtering that is bound up in the act of
sketching itself. When Eero initially looks at the site, says that the railroad tracks
will be his organizing feature, and draws a double line to represent the tracks, he
engages in selection. This drawing, and the understanding that comes from it,
contribute to his continued drawing. The development of selective attention is
necessarily included in the act of drawing. Moreover, drawing leads him to
either focus on things not formerly seen which once seen lead him to select new
things, or it leads him to reinforce what he has already seen, leading him away
from noticing new things. In this example from Eero's protocol, he begins by
failing to notice new things. While drawing the right-hand side of the site, he
selects features that reinforce his initial reading of perspective and horizontality.
However, when forced to shift to the site's left-hand side, he notices previously
unseen things. Noticing one new feature leads him to notice another new
feature. It does not take long for him to see that he must restart the sketch.
This process is not limited to Eero. Similar analysis can be applied to virtually
any episode of any participant's protocol. For example, in earlier analysis I
discussed the way in which Carla moves through ever deeper levels of grouping
in her drawing, and how these groups provide her with increased knowledge of
the site. The process by which she comes to see these deeper levels of structural
relationships is the same as that used by Eero: she draws, understands what she
has drawn, and then draws again based on that understanding.
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Implications for Drawing Instruction
Through an analysis of the drawing activity of five architects, all undertaking a
common task, the preceding pages of this study have revealed the intricacies and
subtleties involved in the sketching of an actual environment. The implications
of this study's findings are of relevance to numerous areas of inquiry, notably
design and drawing.
It has never been my intent to present a primer suitable for use in the
instruction of advanced drawing: that task awaits me. At the same time the
study's results reveal much of what the contents of such a primer should include.
It is appropriate, therefore, to conclude this study by discussing a number of
these issues.
Earlier I discussed the manner in which attitudes about the ways built
environments should be sketched are revealed in the vast number of books that
purport to teach drawing. In a survey of these books I found three approaches to
the task. Briefly, the first approach encourages readers to approach all drawing
situations with a defined set of external procedures. Readers are provided with
formulae to assist them with their drawing, as well as vast icon sets that can be
applied to any drawing problem. The second approach argues against this use of
drawing tricks and cliches whose primary purpose is to promote a generic
architectural style of drawing. The use of icons is avoided. However, the use of
formulae, albeit at a higher level than the first approach, is still evident. For
example, readers are given "rules" to use for drawing composition which ignore
the unique qualities of each drawing problem. The third approach, unlike the
first two, encourages readers to see each drawing situation as unique. However,
while these authors avoid the pitfalls of the first two approaches, they often do so
by omission. The text they provide, while perhaps appropriate, is so sparse that
readers are often left without direction. Readers are not taught to think in a
productive fashion. In the presence of persuasive drawings and the absence of
appropriate explanatory text, I believe many readers resort to copying the draw-
ing style, thereby resorting once again to the use of icons.
I have argued, and the results of this study show, that sketching should be
seen as a design act which makes use of a productive drawing process. Mine is a
much different vision of drawing than those proposed by the other three ap-
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proaches. Rather than embracing external formulaic procedures, the use of icons
sets, or simply mimicking a seductive drawing style, I believe that a person
executing a sketch should reflect upon, and understand each drawing problem
as unique, constructing a sketch appropriate for this particular situation.
The results of this study indicate that a person executing a sketch is influ-
enced by two principle factors: the structural relationships of the site, and the
contents of his or her design world, including the status given to the act of
drawing. The study's results also indicate that the framework which facilitates
sketching activity can be understood as one of drawing-understanding-drawing.
As previously discussed, this procedure of sketching allows experimentation,
discovery, and an awareness of ever increasing levels of the site's structural
relationships.
It is tempting at this point to plunge into a long list of procedures which I
believe to be necessary in sketching a built environment. However, this study is
as much about the type of thinking which accompanies drawing as it is about the
actual activity of drawing. Indeed, I believe that the failure to teach people to
think productively is the greatest omission in most approaches to architectural
drawing education. I therefore want to begin by proposing a number of "aware-
ness;" aspects of thinking and attitude with which one should approach and
engage the drawing process. These awarenesses should be understood as "prin-
ciples" as opposed to "rules." They are basic qualities of thinking which should
be brought to the task.
Awarenesses
e Be aware that there is no one "right" version of reality.
" Be aware that no representation - in this case a sketch - can
capture everything. Any representation is necessarily a partial
subset of the available information. It is the result of one's
drawing strategies which are filtration devices.
" Be aware that all sketching situations are unique and recognize
the distinctive character of all elements being sketched or con-
sidered.
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" Be aware that you come to the task from the perspective of a
particular design world, the result of your present and past
experiences. Understanding that there are many other valid
design worlds not only facilitates communication between in-
dividuals, but is also an important step in moving beyond your
current knowledge.
* Be aware of your active intent (a strategy) as you begin your
sketch, and recognize the existence of multiple possible intents
(strategies). Understand that each strategy is both enabling and
disabling.
" Be aware that you come to the task with a particular set of
readinesses and appreciations which lead you to value and
respond to the world in ways consistent with learned patterns.
* Be aware that sketching is a design act, and that in sketching you
will make unexpected discoveries and have unexpected issues
arise, the resolution of which will have consequences for further
decisions. Allow the sketch to evolve and avoid projecting final
results at the outset of the problem.
* Be aware and exploit the benefits of the drawing-understand-
ing-drawing process. Also be aware that the development of
selective attention is necessarily associated with the act of draw-
ing and is one of many strategies you utilize which serve as
filtration devices.
* Be aware that understanding the structural relationships of the
site represents a much higher order of understanding than the
particulars of the site - for example, seeing a window.
* Be aware that the media you select to use in drawing presents
particular opportunities and limitations. The media serves as
another type of filter.
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Procedural Recommendations
With the above awarenesses in mind, I now tentatively provide a set of proce-
dural recommendations which this study's results show to be essential in the
sketching of an actual environment. I do this tentatively not because I doubt the
validity of the set, but because I know in doing so I risk providing yet another
formula for drawing; another dogma. I believe, however, that when combined
with the awarenesses just described, these recommendations are just that; far
from being rules, they are guidelines for thinking and drawing.
I now make a final important note: in a very real way this study has shown
the drawing process to be "circular;" a person executing a sketch typically moves
between different levels of concern, from macro to micro and back to macro.
Work done on a detail often affects the larger drawing of which it is part. Thus,
although there is a sequence to these guidelines, I am not attempting to artifi-
cially impose a set structure. The four guidelines are;
1. Move from your everyday state of awareness in which you are
only generically aware of your surroundings into a state that
focuses on the unique environment to be sketched.
2. Determine what on the site is relevant to your goal and utilize
it. Knowledgeably release features which you find irrelevant.
3. Reflect upon the objects which you have personally found
relevant, considering their relationship with one another and
other features of the environment. Consider features of the
objects and the overall site that bind the elements into coherent
wholes.
4. Reflect upon the individual objects you have selected, consider-
ing ways they might be subdivided. You may find it useful to
consciously utilize the Gestalt laws, considering ways in which
they might help you to discover new, or better understand the
nature of already perceived, subgroups. In exploring these
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subgroups always maintain an awareness of the part to the
whole. Also, reflect on the meaning and implications which
these groupings hold for you, recognizing that many alternate
understandings are possible.
In opposition to a blind trial and error process, these recommendations,
when employed in the drawing-understanding-drawing framework will lead to
the development of a thoughtful line of inquiry. Remember, however, that when
complete, the sketch is as revealing for what has not been drawn as for what has
been drawn. With each level of new detail there is also a new level that is
unfinished.
Instances
Thus far I have kept my discussions of Awarenesses and Procedural Recommen-
dations somewhat general, wary of tying them to specifics and thereby robbing
them of their generative power. However, specific examples abound in the
study. As a way of grounding my recommendations in experience, I therefore
conclude with a discussion and presentation of some of these instances.
I believe that each of these instances can be understood as a "strategy," or
plan of action for solving the sketching problem, and that various strategies
occur throughout the stages of the process. Moreover, these strategies serve as
filters for focusing attention and/or delimiting the task. Any given strategy is
necessarily enabling and limiting.
It is noteworthy that in referring to an activity or set of activities as a
"strategy," I do not mean to imply that participants are consciously aware of
these plans of action. I believe that in many instances particular strategies have
become a part of the participants' tacit knowledge.
The principal strategies I will discuss include;
I. Understanding the Task
II. Divisions/Groupings of Elements
A. Achieving Major Divisions of the Site
1. Single Element
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2. Two Elements
3. Three Elements
B. Subdividing Major Elements
C. Organizing Fagades Into Discrete Elements
III. Global Movement
A. Use of Skyline
B. Use of Ground Line
C. Use of Drawing Devices
D. Use of Figure Ground
IV. Figure Ground Relationships
V. Miscellaneous
A. Tracks as Containment
B. Texture for Groupings
C. Openings verses Solid Areas
D. Rhythms of Elements
E. Balance of Elements
F. Complex, Highly Textural Features As Groups
Strategies for Understanding Task
The first type of strategy, used by all participants and previously discussed in
such detail that I will only highlight it here, focuses on each participant's under-
standing of the task. You will recall that Eero attempts to be completely objec-
tive, showing the actual environment in as much and as true detail as the media
will allow. Next comes Corbin who attempts to capture the feeling of the site,
even to the detriment of its objective reality. Finally there is John who sees the
goal of the exercise to be the creation of a sketch capable of guiding, if not
beginning, the actual design of the project. Carla blends the first and second
approaches, while Lora does not meaningfully engage the task in any way.
As discussed, each of these approaches influences the way a participant
works and the things he or she notices during the exercise. The particular
approach taken becomes a filter which mediates between the site and the sketch.
Frequently a participant's other strategies will be influenced by the power of this
early strategy.
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Divisions/Groupings of Elements
In this section I discuss participants' strategies for dividing the site into various
groups and subgroups of elements. As previously noted in great detail, this
fundamental activity is based on each participant's understanding of the struc-
tural relationships of the site.
Strategies for Achieving Major Divisions of Site
When participants are read the problem and told the limits of the site, they
quickly notice features which they consider important. Moreover, these features
are seen as having particular relationships which lead to groupings of features
and/or create a hierarchy of features. More specifically, participants who took
the drawing exercise considered the site to be composed of; one large part with a
hierarchy among its major elements, two large parts, or three large parts.
A Single Element
From the outset of the exercise, Carla understands the site to be composed of a
single element which radiates from a central feature. As she begins the exercise
she says;
I'd like to concentrate more on drawing a partial perspective of this
corner here and then see what its context is - or its relationship
rather to this building and then part of this adjacent building over
here...
The corner of which she speaks is the place where the green tower is located.
This is an important place for her and she will return to it time and again as the
exercise continues. Thus, although she considers the site to be a single element, it
is an element with hierarchy among at least some of the individual parts which
she personally finds relevant.
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Two Elements
Several other participants understood the site to be composed of two parts - a left
and right side. As previously noted, Eero organizes the site's right-hand side
around a sense of perspective and horizontality, while he organizes the left-hand
side around variety and a sense of verticality. It is noteworthy that the element
which divides these two parts is the green tower; the same element which Carla
makes the central organizing feature of the site. Referring to the tower as a "key
element," Eero says;
(The green tower) just seems to be a hinge almost for our (the red)
building that's...the way they intersects is almost hinge-like.
Corbin's designation is almost identical to Eero's. He organizes the site
around a right-hand side based on horizontality, and a left-hand side based on
"busyness and...variety of things." Lora's designation is also similar. She sees
the right-hand side organized around perspective and horizontality, while the
left-hand side is based on verticality and variety.
Three Elements
Like the previous three participants, John considers the site to have a right and
left-hand side. However, though the parts are the same, the basis for them varies
somewhat. John says;
There's a big building (on the right-hand side)...what the client
owns is really this regular object. There's such a structural system
to it...
And then there's this cacophony of stuff behind it that has all sorts
of different scales and materials and starts to become some really
humane sort of jumble stuff.
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Unlike the previous participants who understood the site's right-hand side to be
organized around a sense of perspective and horizontality, John organizes it
around the regularity of the red building. Like the other participants, he under-
stands the site's left-hand side as being organized around the variety of its
elements.
John's most significant break with the others, however, comes when he
describes and organizes much of his thinking around a third element. He says;
I haven't any idea what the plan of the background buildings are,
but this seems to be an object that's sort of surrounded by them,
and they create this outdoor space of some sort.
He goes on to describe the object as a courtyard, and it will be a critical figure
upon which he reasons throughout the exercise. While it is true that some other
participants recognize and mention this "courtyard," they do not make use of it
in their work.
Strategies for Subdividing Major Elements
The next strategy utilized by most participants was to break the just discussed
large elements into a number of smaller parts. The most common way of doing
this was to draw the basic outline of individual fagades, or in some instances,
groups of fagades. The sequence for doing this varied by participant; some drew
all of the perimeter outlines first before filling in elements within the fagade,
while others drew one or more outlines and then filled in elements.
On his third attempt at starting the sketch, Eero says that he is going to "try to
get a bigger picture" of the site by drawing at a smaller scale. He then, moving
left to right, draws the perimeter outline of each individual fagade. Only when
all the outlines are complete does he begins to fill in the elements within the
fagade. Carla also draws the individual fagades. Unlike Eero, however, she does
not work left to right. Rather she moves away from the green tower; the central
figure which organizes her drawing and understanding of the site. Lora also
draws individual fagades. In her case, she starts with those fagades on the side of
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the site organized around perspective and horizontality, and continues with
those on the side of the site organized around verticality and variety. Only John
fails to break up the larger elements he sees by drawing individual fagades.
In most cases these individual outlines consist of nothing more than a light
outline of a fagade's overall form. In some instances, however, there are ques-
tions about what constitutes that "overall form." For example, is the red build-
ing, which clearly has two fagades visible from the sketching position, a single or
two elements? The results of this exercise reveal no consistent answer among the
participants. Some break the building into two separate elements, while others
consider it to be a single element which can be subdivided into two smaller
elements.
The ways in which the Bank of New England is drawn provide another
telling example. As previously discussed, Corbin essentially draws the building
as an extension of the red building. He extends the red building's ground and
floor lines, and adds vertical lines to define its edges. When finished, the red
building's eastern faeade and the Bank of New England are almost treated as a
single element. Eero, however, takes a much different approach. Not only does
he consider the red building's fagade to be an element distinct from the Bank of
New England, but he also considers the Bank to be composed of a series of small,
individual squares which combine to create the overall fagade. More specifi-
cally, he begins by drawing the base as a large square. Saying that the building is
"almost made up of two cube-like pieces stacked on top of each other," he draws
a second, smaller square on the first square. Finally he draws a triangular shape
to represent the roof's pyramid form. This strategy is much different from
Corbin's. Rather than starting with the overall perimeter outline and working
inward, Eero starts with individual components of the fagade and works out.
Strategies for Organizing Fagades Into Discrete Elements
Once these faeades have been drawn, either individually, or overall, the partici-
pants' next strategy is typically to organize them into discrete elements. For
example, when drawing elements of the concrete building's fagade, Eero begins
by lightly sketching vertical lines to represent four distinct vertical bays of
openings. He then draws four horizontal lines across the entire fagade to
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represent the four floor levels. Carla's action is much the same. She begins by
drawing a centerline for the outline of the fagade. She then lightly draws vertical
lines which organize the fagade into thirds. After counting the number of vertical
bays, she realizes she has one too few and solves the problem by erasing the line
between the concrete and brick buildings, and extending the concrete building
one bay to the left, thereby giving it four vertical bays. She continues by drawing
an additional vertical line adjacent to each original vertical line, presumably to
indicate the separation between openings in the building. Finally she draws a
series of light horizontal lines to represent floor lines. Corbin follows the same
process as Carla and Eero as he also breaks the concrete building into a series of
vertical bays.
Lora and John, like Eero, Carla, and Corbin, also break up an overall fagade
by drawing a series of light guidelines. While discussing the red building's
"linear quality," Lora draws a series of horizontal lines on its eastern fagade,
presumably to represent its floor lines. John's action is the same as he draws a
series of horizontal lines to serve as guidelines for window heads and sills. He
also draws a series of vertical lines to serve as pilasters between the windows.
Of course, once these light guidelines are in place, the next strategy is to begin
filling in the windows and openings. At this point participants have generally
produced a drawing which shows all of the site's general features which they
find worthy of inclusion in their sketch. Lora essentially elects to stop at this
point in the process, considering her sketch complete. Other participants con-
tinue with the exercise, employing a variety of strategies for understanding the
site and completing their sketches.
Strategies for Global Movement in Drawing
In describing the strategies which participants use in their efforts to see increased
levels of detail, I do not mean to imply that they work in a linear fashion, always
moving from large to small scale elements. In fact participants move in and out
of different strategies, thereby seeing various levels of detail and relationships.
Often in this process they utilize strategies which allow them to move "globally,"
considering the entire sketch without regard for the individual groups or sub-
groups which typically organize their activities. These global strategies provide
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a way of retaining coherence while moving between seemingly unrelated as-
pects of the overall sketch. In contrast to previously discussed strategies which
facilitated divisions and subdivisions of elements, these strategies make the
entire site and/or sketch available. Moreover, the episodes where sketching
occurs globally are particularly important, as they tend to tie the sketch together.
First consider the use of the near buildings' skyline, a strategy common to
Eero and Corbin. When using the skyline as the figure to organize their thinking,
participants no longer focus on the elements of a single faqade, but rather focus
on elements which penetrate the roof lines of all the faqades. Typically this
allows them to rapidly sketch towers and other elements that are in the distance.
Corbin refers to the strength of this strategy when he says the skyline is "quite
powerful especially as it changes as a silhouette."
Another global strategy involves the use of the ground line, an activity
common to Eero, Carla, and Corbin. Similar to the use of the skyline, the ground
line serves as a figure which allows participants to focus on elements occurring at
grade level throughout the site. When using this strategy, participants typically
add landscaping, doors, lower level openings, and so forth.
It is noteworthy that a participant's use of the skyline or ground line does not
necessarily mean he or she is working with a global strategy. For example, John's
first line drawn is a ground-level plan profile, which later becomes a skyline. In
no instance, however, does he use either of these understandings of the figure as
a way of globally moving about on the sketch.
I would guess that John's use of a courtyard substitutes for other participants'
use of the ground line. In several instances when John discusses the courtyard
while sketching, he is actually drawing aspects of the building faqades which
front onto the courtyard. Thus, as with the ground line, he is able to rapidly
move from one faqade to the next.
Another global strategy involves the use of drawing tools to highlight aspects
of the sketch in such a way that they become a coherent figure. This activity is
typified by John. For example, during Interlude B he begins to sketch with a
heavy ink pen, tracing previously drawn aspects of his sketch. He says he is
doing this because;
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I thought...um...that I could clarify an edge that was important to
me by ink and it would give the drawing a little more hierarchy so
that I could sort of tell some more things that were important.
I would guess that by adding the heavy lines, aspects of the drawing which
formerly were independent of one other are pulled together in John's perception,
giving him a global vision of his work.
John also makes use of a non-photo blue pencil during the sketching exercise.
Although this pencil, by its nature, adds little color to the sketch, I would again
guess that its application tends to unite aspects of the drawing which were
formerly independent of one another, and allow John to globally reflect upon his
work.
It is important to recognize that the last two strategies depend on drawing.
While the other strategies discussed to this point primarily depend on the
reading of the actual environment, these strategies depend on the reading of the
sketch. Except for Lora, all participants make use of this strategy, though less
explicitly than John. For example, Corbin, saying that he wants to "capture the
strength of the horizontals of (the) parking garage a bit more," darkens the floors
and ramps of the distant garage. He then pauses for an extended period,
reflecting on his sketch. He says that the way he has drawn the parking garage
has given it a very different feeling from the red building and the Bank of New
England. This leads him to discover that he has not adequately separated the
two buildings in his sketch.
A final strategy for global movement involves figure ground relations, and is
discussed below.
Strategies Using Figure Ground Relationships
Certain strategies used by participants facilitate their ability to look at the site in
different ways and thereby notice new things and new groups of elements. A
compelling examples of this can be seen in the way that three participants make
use of, or are influenced by, the relationship between figure and ground - light
and dark - in their sketching. For example, consider Eero, who during stage nine
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moves from one part of the sketch to another, darkening openings and saying
that he is;
Just punching out some of the shadows which seem to be pretty
important in the scheme of things right now. The scheme of light
and dark.
As he continues, he darkens the red building's openings, saying;
...the contrast between the dark interior of the building and the
frame of the structure just seems to be what this whole building is
about architecturally. It just makes me want to fill all these spaces
in.
The use of this difference between light and dark - figure and ground - does
several important things for Eero. First it provides him with a strategy for
moving about the drawing in a global fashion. Rather than working on a single
fagade, he is able to work on them all. Next it leads him to notice and draw
particular features of the red building's eastern fagade. He indicates that by
concentrating on the dark areas, he is drawn to the building's interior. Finally, it
becomes one of the significant ways he understands the red building and its
architecture.
Corbin's case is very similar. While darkening openings in the red building's
eastern fagade, he says;
...what strikes me most is the darkness of the openings as against
the light of the surface.
As he says this he moves from the red building to the Bank of New England,
where he also darkens openings. I have argued that he often understands these
two buildings to be a single element due to the strong sense of perspective and
horizontality which they share. I believe their union is reinforced by this figure
ground relationship. For Corbin, the pattern of light and dark on the red
building is essentially extended to the Bank of New England.
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The shift between figure and ground also serves as a strategy for Carla which
facilitates her ability to see different things and focus her attention in different
ways. Recall, for example, my earlier discussions of the way in which she
achieved different groupings for the openings in the red building's eastern
fagade, and how each of these groupings allowed her to notice different aspects
of the site.
It is noteworthy that the three participants who utilized figure ground rela-
tionships as a strategy, are the same three participants who were also attracted
to, and drew the red building's interior structure. Carla says;
...I think the fact that you can see the structure of this is the most
interesting aspect of this side...that main long side of the building.
Its kind of like its skeleton is revealed and...um...and to me that's
the most interesting aspect of this open side of the building.
Miscellaneous Strategies
Up to this point, the strategies discussed have been common to many of the
participants. I would now like to discuss strategies which are often unique to
individual participants. In saying these strategies are "unique," I do not mean to
imply that they are anomalies. I would guess that with a larger sample group we
would see them reoccur across numerous individuals.
Throughout this study I have noted that the railroad tracks are of great
significance to the participants, typically because of the way they support the
sense of perspective and horizontality on the site's right-hand side. For John,
however, the railroad tracks provide a different strategy for drawing: they serve
as a boundary between different aspects of his drawing. In stage six of his
protocol he adds the railroad tracks to his sketch. As soon as they are drawn, he
stipples the drawing in a manner which reveals the area between the line of the
tracks and red building's eastern fasade to be an extension of the courtyard he
has perceived since the outset of the exercise. At the same time they delimit the
area of the site he will consider. (Reference Figures D and E)
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Figure D Figure E
Before Tracks After Tracks and Stippling
Unlike some other participants, John will draw no feature between his sketching
position and the railroad tracks. The tracks provide a strategy of containment.
In stage eight of his protocol, Corbin reveals two additional strategies for
executing a drawing. While working on the brick building he says;
Also its uh...the brick building lends itself to a sense of the texture
whereas the other buildings which are plastered or concrete don't...
they also, because they have more openings, the openings become
the important features of these fagades whereas with the brick
building the surface becomes the important...
Here Corbin reveals his use of texture as a strategy for thinking about the
conditions in the actual environment and executing his drawing. He notes that
the brick building, and presumably the One Kendall Building, have a texture that
is different from the plaster or concrete on the other buildings and that this
difference is the basis for distinct groupings.
Corbin also reveals another strategy which involves making a comparison
between a faqade's amount of surface area and its number of openings. For
example, unlike the red building, whose eastern faeade is largely comprised of
openings, the brick building's fagade is largely a solid surface. Using this
strategy these two buildings fall into different groups.
Corbin reveals another strategy in Interlude A when he says;
I want to...um...see if I can find the rhythms which are less clear...
the rhythms of the structure...for...I guess for a couple of reasons.
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First the...in order to...to begin to draw - to know how to draw it
and to begin to analyze what I'm looking at, I want to...pick up
where the verticals are and what the bays are like.
In this episode Corbin is attempting to locate guidelines which he can use as he
develops the sketch. He continues by drawing a series of evenly spaced vertical
lines on the concrete building's fagade, eventually discovering that he has not
provided adequate space for the fagade.
I believe that Corbin's strategy of looking for, and finding "rhythms" can be
understood in terms of the gestalt laws. He is looking for an ordering of elements
which can be grouped according to their proximity, similarity, and so forth.
A strategy utilized by all participants, but in significantly different ways, is
the recognition of features in the actual environment which are personally
significant. This action typically occurs rather quickly. One of the more striking
examples of this can be seen as Carla works to keep the kiln - a site feature for
which she noted her fondness throughout the exercise - in her drawing. After
shifting other features of her drawing to the left a number of times, Carla
discovers that she no longer has room on her sketch to show the kiln. Rather than
omit the it she elects to draw it as an insert on the side of the sketch. When asked
why she is doing this she says;
I don't know why. I like the shape. Its an unusual shape for this...
compared to the character of the other buildings - the other shapes
that are here.
Again, the perception of features on the site that are of personal significance is a
strategy used by all participants for understanding the site, though the features
selected are not necessarily the same for each participant. It is noteworthy that
this process continues as participants move through different levels of detail in
their drawing. For example, while drawing the concrete building one partici-
pant is drawn to a triangular shape located over one of the openings. Similarly,
another participant is drawn to the open door at the top of the fire escape.
Another strategy used by all participants in their sketching, though in signifi-
cantly different ways, involves the use of "balance" when sketching. Typically
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participants avoided overworking one area of the sketch at the expense of other
underdeveloped areas. Thus, after working on a particular part of the sketch for
a while, each participant would generally stop him or herself and move to a
different area in order to maintain balance between the different areas' states of
completion. The use of this strategy is typified by Carla, who during Stage Nine
of her protocol begins to focus on small details within the site. It is noteworthy
that these small details are added only after the site's major features have all been
brought to more or less similar states of completion. Carla says that she is adding
those details which capture the site's character. Once again, in adding these
features she is careful not to overwork one area, moving instead between differ-
ent groups and thereby maintaining balance in the sketch.
A final strategy used by Carla and Eero was to see the fire escape as a distinct
object and group unto itself. I believe this is because the fire escape has a level of
complexity and structural texture that is much different from other aspects of the
site. While participants undoubtedly reveal a general tendency to move from the
general to the specific while creating their sketches, "pockets" of complexity like
the fire escape lend themselves to being seen as a group. This strategy makes the
drawing of complex elements more manageable.
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Eero D. Drawing Protocol
GW You have recently been commissioned by a
client to do preliminary design studies for this
abandoned concrete building at One Kendall
Square. As you can see, the building is in a state of
disrepair, so many things will be possible. You will
note that the adjacent structure to the north is in
good condition, currently housing the Bank of New
England, while the adjacent structure to the south
is in a state of disrepair. The owners of One
Kendall Square have assured your client that the
structure to the south will be renovated. Your
client would also like you to consider what might
be done with the southern structure to assure the
achievement of a coherent design.
Your first mission, and the task of this particular
exercise, is to sketch these buildings, producing a
single drawing. The sketch will be produced from
this position (in front of the south fagade of the
"brick" building) and can be drawn in any manner
you chose, and to a state of completion you deem
appropriate. I have a variety of pens and pencils as
well as a sketchbook here that you can use. Please
understand that this exercise is not about the qual-
ity of your drawing; do not feel inhibited about the
aesthetic merit of your drawings.
I only ask that as you draw you think aloud, telling
me what you are thinking about as you work.
Finally, be aware that I will be taking photographs
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Eero D. Drawing Protocol
at appropriate intervals in order to properly record
the progress of your work.
ED OK, I'm going to select a pencil to begin laying
this out, and I'm going to select something that's a
little bit soft so I can do this very loosely.
I'm going to start with the train tracks as an orga-
nizing element for the sketch...here in the low
foreground. (He draws a double line across the
lower portion of his paper to represent the railroad
tracks.) So I'm going to loosely indicate where they
are. And then I'll start with our building, which is
right before me. (He draws "our" building as a box
in perspective, drawing the south faeade first.)
Um...Just beginning to try to determine what the
proportions of the structure are. (Beginning with
the line nearest grade, he draws three lines to
represent floor levels on the east - long fagade. He
then retraces the basic box of the building several
times.) It seems to have a...uh...its divided into four
storeys and the lower storey is somewhat taller
than the other three storeys...but the upper three
are approximately equal, so I'll...indicate that. As
I'm going along I'm modifying the proportions of
this a little bit. Um...
Reference Figure 1A
(He very lightly draws in the Bank of New En-
gland, first drawing its basic box and then its
pyramid shaped roof.)
I'm...uh...beginning to think a little bit more about
some of the surrounding buildings...how they
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might be included on this drawing as well. I might
have left a little bit more room than I have,
but...uh...none the less I'll just continue.
(He returns to the south fagade of "our" building
and revises its vanishing point. He then begins to
draw the adjacent set of buildings, drawing roof
and ground lines first.)
Um...I'm working my way around a little bit to try
and layout some of the adjacent structures...the
south building with its tower, (He draws the basic
form of the tower in perspective.) which rises
slightly above the neighboring building and then a
fire escape building... (He completes a square on
the fagade to represent the "fire escape" building.)
Reference Figure 2A
The interesting set of buildings adjacent to our
site...some interesting forms...some unusual forms.
(He draws the "brick building" by first adding the
triangular shape to its roof line and then adding the
cylinder form.) I feel like I'd almost like to start
some of these over again. I don't quite have the
proportions right, but...uh... (He draws the edge of
the One Kendall Square building as a single vertical
line.)
Is it possible to think about starting some of these
over?
GW If you want to start over, you can start over.
ED OK, what I'm thinking is I've...I began the
sketch at our site, but I feel that some of the other
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portions of the buildings are important to the frame
(He gestures to the buildings south of "our" build-
ing.) and I've not left enough room for them, so...I
think I'd like to...try that again.
Reference Figure 3A
(He begins again on a fresh sheet of paper. He first
very lightly draws rectangles which divide the
sheet into halves. The left half designates the area
where buildings south of "our" building will be
drawn while the right half designates the area
where our building and the Bank of New England
will be drawn.)
GW What are you thinking about.
ED I'm thinking that if I'm going to fill...I'd like to
fill the frame with the north building and the edge
of the south building and so...just about where our
building meets the south building is approximately
the center of the...center of my visual range here.
I'm dividing the paper in such a way that I can fill
half of the paper with the south building and the
other half with our building and the north build-
ing. Um...(He draws lines to represent the railroad
tracks.) also...think about the perspective lines
again.
Trying again to think about the proportions of our
(He draws the red building as a basic box in per-
spective, starting with its south fagade.) building
and leaving enough room for our neighbor on the
north. (He draws the outline of the Bank of New
England, starting with the basic box at grade, the
middle box in the building's center, and finally its
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pyramid shaped roof.) I didn't do that the first
time out. Its roughly a cube proportion on the
upper...on the upper floor. And just a hint of the
garage beyond (He draws two horizontal and one
vertical line to represent the garage.)...I'll come
back to that. (He retraces the south faqade of our
building and adds a curved shape at its roof-line.)
Reference Figure 1B
I'm back at the tower again. Another key element I
believe.
(He draws the green tower by first drawing a
vertical line which establishes the tower's height,
and then filling in the basic box.)
GW Why is that?
ED Its an important vertical member of this whole
assembly of pieces and it just seems to be a hinge
almost for our building that's...the way they inter-
sect is almost hinge-like.
Then we have our continuation of our northern
structure which is divided up into approximately
(He draws the fire escape building's outline and
then adds three vertical lines to represent bays. In
drawing these vertical lines he first draws a line
which divides the shape in half and then adds the
others.) four bays and then an adjacent piece with a
peak (He draws the basic outline of the brick build-
ing and then draws the roof line, including the
triangular shape.) and this rather odd attachment
of this lower cylinder which is a...I believe...another
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interesting feature of this assembly of buildings,
with its little door at the base.
(He lightly draws a line through the center of the
brick building, starting from the peak of the trian-
gular shape at the roof line. He then draws the
cylinder to the left of center. In sketching the
cylinder he draws it as a flared rectangle and then
adds its door at the base. He then adds lines to
represent the One Kendall Square building.)
Reference Figure 2B
Again, I wish as though I'd left a little bit more
room for this one building. I don't know why I
seem to have a problem fitting that one in...um...I
guess I feel as though its important in some way
and should be included. (He draws a line to repre-
sent the bridge from the cylinder to One Kendall.) I
almost feel as though my sitting position is...I'd
almost rather be further back for the sketching. It
seems to be influencing how much room I leave on
the page. The...I don't know...the focal area is
wider than your ability to see it in just one view
so...uh...I think I'd like to just try this one more
time, if I might.
GW No problem.
Reference Figure 3B
ED I'm going to have to draw at a smaller scale.
(He begins again on a fresh sheet of paper.)
But let me try again and try to get a bigger picture
of this. Because I think its important to include all
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of these buildings in. I think the south buildings
are important to whatever might happen to this
area. They seem to create a courtyard almost. (He
starts the sketch by drawing a flat box to represent
the faqade of the One Kendall Square building. He
continues left to right, drawing a flat box for the
"brick" building, the "fire escape" building, and
the green tower. When he reaches "our" building
he draws it as a basic box in perspective, starting
with the south fagade. He then draws the Bank of
New England by using basic boxes in perspective.
He draws the lower box first followed by the
middle box and finally the pyramid shaped roof.)
Now I'm trying to rough out the mass of the whole
complex in such a way that leaves me enough room
that I don't exclude things later.
OK, I think I may have allowed enough room this
time.
Reference Figure 1C
The proportions are not quite right, but I think the
amount of area that I'm giving attention to is a
little...a little bit more appropriate this time. (He
retraces all of the outlines he has drawn, tracing
lightly over each line several times. He does this
moving right to left.)
So now I'm going to work on fleshing out the
forms...the forms a little bit more. (He draws two
lines to represent the railroad tracks. He traces
over these lines several times.) I still think the
railroad tracks are important to the complex in
some way. And again all these odd little volumes
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are important as well. (He draws the cylinder as a
basic, slightly flared rectangle. He then adds a line
to represent the bridge between the cylinder and
the One Kendall building.) Um...trying to think
about the relative scale of the pieces to one another.
(He draws the One Kendall Square building in
perspective by first tracing over its south edge and
then putting its north edge into perspective.)
It seems a little...slightly taller than a square (He
lightly draws an "X" through the fagade of the One
Kendall building.) - the south building. It has its
top member (He draws the top member by first
adding its faeade to the roof line and then adding
its vanishing side on the north.) that's hollowed out
at present; characterized by slotted windows (Mov-
ing left to right, he draws tall rectangles to repre-
sent the windows in One Kendall.) along its edges;
and a sign - I don't know how important that is.
There's a square window on the top (He adds
square to represent the window.) that seems rela-
tively important.
Reference Figure 2C
And we have this cylinder again, which is - has
slightly tapered (He darkens the lines of the cylin-
der, drawing the top first, sides next, the door, and
finally the base.) sides to it and an opening at its
base and an attachment (He darkens the line of the
bridge.) to the building furthest south. And there's
this interesting play of forms...peak roof (He adds
the pyramid shaped peak to the roof line of the
"brick" building.) and then the cylinder below.
There's a series of connections. There's lots of
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debris at the base. Its somewhat difficult to make
out some of the pieces. (He draws squares to
represent windows in the brick building.) Some
windows in the frame.
Reference Figure 3C
Back to the tower piece which (He draws over his
initial block-out of the tower, bringing it into a
perspective format.) is interesting because of its
color as well as its form. Its unique in color.
And our building again (He retraces the edges that
define the south fagade of our building.) which
seems to be part of this courtyard here at this end,
(He draws a tall, slender rectangle on the south
fagade of our building.) and then has a face that
gives a lot of attention back to the railroad tracks
and to the street. And the first floor is slightly taller
than the remaining three, (He traces over the lines
of the long fagade and then adds three lines to
represent the floor lines, drawing the lower floor
line first, upper next, and middle last. He then
adds a double set of lines to each floor line, moving
top to bottom.) although the upper floor has a little
bit more height than the two that are below.
Reference Figure 4C
(He retraces the lower square of the Bank of New
England. He then draws several vertical lines on
its faeade.)
And back to the...building in the north, which is
almost made up of two cube-like pieces stacked on
top of each other. (He retraces the middle square
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and adds the triangular shape to its top. He then
draws the pyramid shaped roof.) Several peaks on
the top...and some interesting hip roof shapes on
the side (He draws side roofs and the flag.)...and an
American flag flying back there...and then the
parking garage in the distance. (He draws a small
box on the right hand side of the sketch to repre-
sent the garage and adds numerous vertical lines to
represent its floors.)
Reference Figure 5C
OK, I think I've got the masses in place. I think I
want to spend a little bit more time fleshing out
them in proportion to one another and within
themselves.
(He retraces the edges of the fire escape building.)
There's a sub-piece to this south building that is
slightly different in color and its detached slightly
(He draws a rectangle on the right hand side of the
fire escape building to represent the different area.)
from the rest of the structure, although the roof
continues beyond, (He traces over the roof several
times.) but in some way that's a little bit different a
piece. And then there are three other subdivisions
to it; (He draws two vertical lines on the fagade to
create the subdivisions.) one with the fire escape
(He draws the upper portion of the fire escape
itself.) which works its way down and then the
other four levels. (He draws four horizontal lines
across the entire fagade of the fire escape building.
He then retraces the outline of the green tower.)
There's some chimneys beyond that seem to almost
line up with the structural elements (He draws two
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small rectangles on the top of the fire escape build-
ing which are in line with the previously drawn
vertical lines.) of the building.
There's a stack (He draws a small cylinder shape
above the triangular shape on the roof line of the
brick building.) that's lined up beyond the peak of
the neighboring building, and then there's a tower
(He draws the tower to the rear by first sketching
its base in perspective the then adding its pyramid
shaped roof.) that works its way in the background
behind the building that's furthest on the south.
And its got a little peak too.
Reference Figure 6C
There are some vertical elements. There's a
vertical...vent (He draws a vertical line on the south
fagade of our building, tracing over its several
times.) on our building and then there are some
openings (He draws squares to represent the
openings.)...slightly lower than the structure line on
the front face of the building.
Um...See more...there's a window (He draws a
rectangle to represent the upper window.) on this
tower piece - one of my favorite parts now of this
whole assembly of buildings - and a window (He
draws a square to represent the lower window.)
down below as well.
GW What is it about that that you like?
ED It just has a...there are very...it seems that the
forms are mostly horizontal (He traces over the
roof line of our building's long fagade.) in nature -
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particularly our building which has a very strong
structural order or rhythm and it seems to reinforce
this...the relationship to the railroad (He traces over
the railroad tracks.) tracks. And then there's this
piece that abruptly divides the south building from
our building in...you know, at this important loca-
tion - at this hinge location. It just seems to be a...at
a critical place in the geometry of things. In of itself
its not a very special piece, but as a vertical element
in this whole assembly of pieces it seems to be a
unique event almost.
(He traces over the roof line of our building's long
fagade.)
I'm trying to think of how many bays there are on
our building, and I guess I'll count them. (He
counts the bays.) Eighteen...eighteen bays, so I'm
thinking about how to divide my elevation up into
the proper number of bays so that each is repre-
sented. (He adds many vertical lines to the long
faqade. His first line divides the faeade in half. He
then draws a line to quarter the left half and fills in
the quarters. He repeats the process for the right
half.) Although being difficult to initially count the
number of bays, I don't...I'm not certain if the
number of bays is what's important to me or just
the fact that there are...is the repetition of bays
that's important. (Reference Figure 7C.)
Um...some of the openings...the first floor seems a
little bit more unique than the other floors because
there are fewer openings. The structural grid
continues down, but there are fewer penetrations to
grade level, (He darkens the outline of the opening
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at the upper right, drawing it as an inverted "L"
shape, presumably to emphasize its shadow line.)
so its somewhat easier to...comprehend. (He dark-
ens the outline of the openings on the upper level's
southernmost quarter. He then darkens the left
hand edge's row of openings, moving top to bot-
tom.)
I'm going to sharpen my pencil here a little bit
to...uh...I guess be a little bit finer with some of the
things I draw now.
Um...see if I can pick up some of the distinguishing
lines on the building. (Using dark and thick lines,
he draws over the roof line of the One Kendall
building.) There are some cornice lines that seem
somewhat important to me, and there's some
brickwork that's creating lines...(He lightly draws
two horizontal lines near the top of the building to
represent the brickwork.) horizontal lines that seem
important. Um...again, I'm trying to pick up this
opening on the top which (He darkens the open-
ings at the top and adds shadow.) is nearly square
and hollowed on the inside. Interesting shadows
happening on the inside. Um...some structure
beyond, but not particularly important for me. (He
darkens the windows of the One Kendall building,
drawing heads first, sides second, and sills last.)
Again, the windows along the fairly barren fagade.
This window on the right slightly...drops slightly
lower than the others - than the one on the left.
And then there's a fence (He lightly draws a hori-
zontal line across the entire sketch to represent the
top of the fence. He traces over this several times.)
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in the foreground which obscures the view of some
of the elements. There's a door down (He draws
the door and then the base of the One Kendall
building.) low that's obscured by the top of the
fence slightly, and I can't quite make out what's
happening from my point of view. Urn...
Back to this conical element (He darkens the out-
line of the cylinder, drawing its left side first fol-
lowed by its top, right side, and bottom. He then
darkens the outline of its door. Reference Figure
8C.) which has some interesting brick colors on it
that are faded now. Some interesting lintels as
well. The connections have some copper on
them...faded.
(He darkens the line of the bridge and then lightly
draws several horizontal lines onto its fagade to
represent differently colored brick bands.) Seems
like some of these shapes together make almost a
little village or a little city which is something that
personally is an interesting feature for me (He
darkens the outline of the tower beyond, drawing
its base first and roof second. He then adds its
windows.) in the back of this tower.
(He darkens the roof line of the brick building.
Next he darkens the cylinder form behind the brick
building.)
I'm working my way across the page, (He jumps
back to the cylinder on the brick building and adds
shadow under its bridge. He then darkens the
outline of its door and shades it in.) it seems from
left to right. Starting to see some of the way shad-
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ows (He returns to One Kendall and shades in the
window on the lower left hand side.) influence the
building through some of these punched openings
hollowed out. (He moves to the projection on the
top of the One Kendall building and darkens the
shadows on both its interior and its side -north
fagade.)
Looks like we're getting a train through the middle
of our sketch. I'm not going to draw the train, but
take my word for it - we do have a train coming
through here. Some debris in the foreground...I
can't quite make out what's happening at the
building. (A train goes by directly in front of the
buildings being sketched. He looks away to watch
the train.) Have some boxcars cutting through on
an area that I'm sketching on the south buildings,
so I'm going to wait for it to go by, although I'll
sketch a little bit of the top of the building while
I'm waiting. (He darkens the roof line of the fire
escape building as well as the projections beyond
that appear at its roof line. The train passes.)
(He darkens the outline of the green tower, starting
with its roof and then its sides.)
OK, I'm back to my tower again, which has very
little going on again except for some cornice work
and two windows on the faeade which I'll try to
indicate on my drawing. (He darkens the outline
of the windows.) The bottom one a little bit smaller
than the upper one. (He draws one small segment
of the roof line on our building's southern faeade.)
Reference Figure 9C
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Try to finally pin down some of what's happening
on this middle north building (the fire escape
building). Windows (He draws the outline of the
windows in pairs, moving top to bottom.) are more
horizontal than vertical. They're rectangular in
shape, and there are four levels of windows before
you reach grade, which is fairly unadorned. (He
lightly draws vertical lines along the edges of the
windows he has just drawn and uses these lines as
guides which allow him to go back and darken the
windows' edges.) Trying to line up my structure a
little better. And windows vary from being black-
ened (He darkens several of the just completed
windows.) out where they're hollow to some win-
dows which are not quite broken out yet. Then
there's this piece on the northern side of this build-
ing which is a different color (He draws the out-
lines of the openings in the northern section of the
fagade, moving top to bottom. He then draws the
triangular shape to the opening third from the
top.)...breaks away a little bit from the rest of
what's happening. (He lightly traces over the base
of the building. He then darkens the base of the
green tower.)
GW What are you thinking?
ED Uh...the foreground is something which I've
not necessarily neglected, but it...there's not much
happening there and I guess up to this point I
haven't thought much about it until now. There
are some little plants and some doors (He adds the
outline of the door to the fire escape building.)
which are not as significant that are there. Um...but
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there none the less. Got a door that I want to show
(He darkens the outline of the window in the brick
building.) further south (He draws and shades the
"door" to the brick building.)...have one that's a
little bit more obscure at grade.
And mustn't forget the fire escape which is an
important element (He draws and shades the doors
at the landings of the fire escape.) of this particular
fagade. Its not quite lined up with the structure. It
falls mid-structure ...mid-window, (He darkens the
fire escape itself.) so there is a...there is a slight
change in elevation from stair level to window
level obviously. And...last stair cuts across an
opening - a dark opening. (He darkens the lower
opening at the fire escape.)
And I can finesse this more, but I'm not sure that
any of this is any more important to me. There is a
separation (He darkens the vertical line that sepa-
rates the "fire escape" and "brick" buildings.)...a
color difference between these two buildings that
I've been working on. There's some fencing below
that isn't quite important right now, and I'm going
to think a little more about our building.
Reference Figure 10C
I...see how I've...exaggerated some window open-
ings a bit on our building. (He draws a new,
smaller outline for the openings in the south
fagade.) There's a piece of metal duct (He draws
the duct.) that projects from our building that I've
neglected previously, so I'm going to show that,
and show some of these openings a little bit more.
Figure 10C
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(He darkens the outlines of the new, smaller open-
ings. He then draws horizontal bands onto the
south fagade which align with the bands on the east
- long fagade.) It appears that the placement of the
openings is not as regular, as some of them have
been filled in over time I suppose.
(He darkens the outline of the entire south fagade
of our building. He then darkens the vertical
element on the fagade.)
I'm back to the primary fagade of our building - the
train track facing fagade and (Moving left to right
he draws inverted "L" shapes to the define band of
openings at the upper floor.) there's a rigorous
repetition of openings. I'm not sure how important
it is for me to fill all of the...all of the openings in,
and they are all dark, so somehow that building is a
massive frame - a massive open frame. (Moving
left to right he draws inverted "L" shapes to define
the band of openings which are second from the
top.)
Reminds me of several projects that Rossi has
worked on. When I see frames this regular (Mov-
ing left to right he draws inverted "L" shapes to
define the band of openings which are third from
the top.) and open it reminds me of (a) project that
Rossi did.
Reference Figure 11C
Back on the first floor there are again certain pen-
etrations which (Moving left to right he draws the
outline of the openings at grade and adds shade.)
Figure 11C
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seem more important than others. Some that are
obscured by trees. Seems to be every...just about
every other opening on the first floor...every other
column bay is open - the far end which I really
can't quite make out behind some of the trees that
are here. I think I'm going to come back (After
completing the openings at grade he returns to the
south fagade and draws a dark opening at grade.)
and put some of the trees in later after I've gotten
some of the building information in.
(Along the long - east faeade of our building he
lightly traces over the longs lines of the faeade that
define the bottom of the openings. He then dark-
ens the sill of each opening.)
And...the inside...interior structural frame of the
building is interesting, although I don't necessarily
care to right now (He draws an indication of struc-
ture into several of the openings on the left hand
side of the long fagade.) fill in all of the openings.
Its an interesting feature, however. It almost makes
me want (He begins to shade in some of the open-
ings on the left hand side of the long faeade.) to go
through the drawing and fill them all in, although I
won't.
And I think I'd like to spend a little time on the
north building now. (He retraces the roof line of
our building's long fagade.) There's an (He dark-
ens the outline of the triangular shape at the bal-
cony on the Bank of New England.) interesting
little balcony up on the top of it. (In response to a
group of minors who gathered briefly at the base of
the fire escape building to throw rocks at win-
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dows...) Some activity nearby. (He darkens the
pyramid shaped roof and the triangular detail on
the Bank of New England. He then darkens the
middle square of the building. Next he very lightly
draws a vertical line dividing the square in half.
Finally he adds a series of horizontal lines to define
openings.) Postmodernesqe type of building. (He
draws inverted "L" shapes to define the windows
in the middle section. In so doing he draws heads
of all windows first followed by their sides.) The
sketch is changing as we speak as windows are
being taken out of the building on the south. (By
the rock-throwing minors.)
(He retraces the roof line on the long fagade of our
building.)
GW What are you thinking about.
ED Umm...thinking about how there are some
interesting intersections between our building and
this building on the north, but I haven't quite
represented it well in the sketch. There's a balcony
that I wish I'd have left more room on the sketch to
show, because it seems that you can see through
the frame of our building and see the building
beyond, and some of those features are interesting
like the railings that you can see through. It makes
our building almost appear as a skeleton. (He
draws lines to represent the handrail which is
visible through the upper right hand openings of
our building.)
Interesting bands on the - there's some interesting
banding on the fagade of the neighboring building.
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I'm also thinking that this is not a very comfortable
way to sketch. The posture is not very comfortable
for me.
(He lightly draws a series of vertical and horizontal
lines on the lower rectangle of the Bank of New
England that will be used to define openings. He
then defines the openings with inverted "L"
shapes.)
There's a grid on the adjacent structure, but I'm not
going to spend a lot of time elaborating. Its fairly
flat. Its a grid, but only two dimensionally.
And...parking garage that's in the distance, (He
darkens the lines of the parking garage.) but it flies
out into space. Seems to become less a part of our
site.
Flag again flapping in the breeze. A little festive
American flag. Um...
Reference Figure 12C
I'm just looking at the overall appearance of the
sketch and trying to get a sense of whether I've
been able to capture the feel of the place. (He
darkens the openings in the fire escape building
which are adjacent to the green tower.) There are
some shadowed areas that I'm going back, trying to
pick those up, so... These areas might be important
for this particular sketch as they exist now but not
necessarily an important part of the building in the
future.
(He returns to our building and begins to add
shadow to the openings on the long fagade. He
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darkens the left hand quarter and then moves to
the south fagade where he also darkens the open-
ings.)
Just punching out some of the shadows which
seem to be pretty important in the scheme of things
right now. The scheme of light and dark. (He
darkens the grade level openings in the long
fagade.) And the sky is getting pretty dark right
now. (Referring to a dark band of clouds on the
western horizon.)
(He jumps to the brick building and darkens the
opening in the bridge. He then adds shade to the
door in the One Kendall building.
And...a hint of the (On the left hand side of the
sketch he adds several horizontal lines to represent
the buildings beyond.) buildings beyond...and...
I think the railroad (He traces over the lines of the
fence and railroad. He then adds a light fill pattern
to represent the face of the fence.) tracks and the
fences in the foreground are - they tend to obscure,
but the railroad tracks themselves are very impor-
tant in relation to our building. They seem to set
up (He returns to the long fagade of our building
and begins to shade more openings. He completes
the band which is third from the top and them
continues along the top band.) this whole
structure...orientation...clearly addresses the tracks.
Something makes me want to shade all of these
openings and as many times as I try to avoid it. I
guess...
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GW What do you think makes you want to do
that?
ED Its such a powerful part of the form. The
existing frame of the building just seems to...the
contrast between the dark interior (He finishes the
top band of openings and moves to the band which
is second from the top.) of the building and the
frame of the structure just seems to be what this
whole building is about architecturally. It just
makes me want to fill all these spaces in.
Reference Figure 13C
I think ...(He retraces the line of the railroad.) uh...I
think I'm going to call it a day.
GW Great. Thank you.
(In reference to an storm approaching on the hori-
zon.) Did the rain make you cut short a little?
ED It may have, but I think I've basically put down
the things that I thought were important. I think its
pretty accurate assessment of what I would have
done.
Figure 13C
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GW You have recently been commissioned by a
client to do preliminary design studies for this
abandoned concrete building at One Kendall
Square. As you can see, the building is in a state of
disrepair, so many things will be possible. You will
note that the adjacent structure to the north is in
good condition, currently housing the Bank of New
England, while the adjacent structure to the south
is in a state of disrepair. The owners of One
Kendall Square have assured your client that the
structure to the south will be renovated. Your
client would also like you to consider what might
be done with the southern structure to assure the
achievement of a coherent design.
Your first mission, and the task of this particular
exercise, is to sketch these buildings, producing a
single drawing. The sketch will be produced from
this position (in front of the south fagade of the
"brick" building) and can be drawn in any manner
you chose, and to a state of completion you deem
appropriate. I have a variety of pens and pencils as
well as a sketchbook here that you can use. Please
understand that this exercise is not about the qual-
ity of your drawing; do not feel inhibited about the
aesthetic merit of your drawings.
I only ask that as you draw you think aloud, telling
me what you are thinking about as you work.
Finally, be aware that I will be taking photographs
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at appropriate intervals in order to properly record
the progress of your work.
CG OK. I am thinking about my composition.
How I'm going to compose these objects on the
paper. And how I'm going to begin.
GW And what do those thoughts consist of?
CG Well, what I've determined is that - you had
said something about being able to take photo-
graphs and that the sketches would serve as
supplemental information for the photographs.
And so I don't feel its necessary for me to draw the
entire building on the right hand side - this con-
crete structure. And that instead I'd like to concen-
trate more on drawing a partial perspective of this
corner here and then see what its context is - or its
relationship rather to this building and then part of
this adjacent building over here since I like that
round brick structure, whatever that is. Looks like
a kiln - is that a kiln - a brick kiln?
OK. So that's what I'm going to do. First I have to
lay out the drawing.
(She draws several very light lines which define the
outlines of the red building, the concrete building,
and the brick building.
GW You use a real hard lead to lay the stuff out
when you start.
CG That wasn't intentional. I thought that was an
HB. I don't care.
GW What are you doing now?
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CG Now I'm drawing the overall form of the
building that the client has purchased. (She draws
several vertical lines to show the height of the
building.) Trying to organize the sheet. (She
lightly traces and retraces the lines of the red build-
ing.) And I'm probably drawing it too large right
now to actually fit on the sheet the way I want it to
- the composition. I'm going to reduce the size a
little bit. I also want to show some of the fore-
ground context just in (She draws the roof line of
the red building.) front of this building with the
railroad tracks passing by because we might want
to see the relationship between the openings and
the railroad track.
(She begins to block out the green tower.)
Now I'm just trying to determine the proportions
of the objects.
Reference Figure 1 Figure 1
GW What are you thinking about?
CG Now I'm thinking about the angle of the - of
the roof of that green tower structure, and I often
use my pencil just to kind of correct my impres-
sions of the angles.
(She draws the roof line of the concrete building
and then returns to the green tower.)
This is a little squatty looking.
GW What are you thinking about?
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CG My head is empty. (Reference Figure 2.) Now
before I go in to...I'm starting to get carried away
with that tower...before I get into any detail on that
I want to draw in the overall form of the building
that its attached to.
I just measured the fagade with my pencil and Figure 2
proportionally compared it to the tower. (Using
her pencil as a guide, she measures across the sheet
to establish the location for the line between the
concrete and brick buildings which she then draws.
She then traces and retraces the roof line and edge
line before drawing the ground line.) I'm running -
I'm a little bit out of space here. I like to draw
large.
GW Why is that?
CG Because then you can see more stuff - get more
detail on the picture. You never know what's
going to become important to you when you're
doing design work. That's the way I feel about it.
(She traces the concrete building's roof line.) I try
to record as much information as I can the first time
that I visit a site and then I'll know what I didn't
get and what (Using her pencil as a guide, she
draws the roof line of the brick building. She then
lightly sketches in what she refers to alternately as
the "kiln" or "cylinder.") I'm really interested in
and when I go back to do the design work...you
really have an opportunity to study that.
I don't know whether I'm going to get this where I
want it. I'm going to pretty much build this whole
format.
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This is not the same type of sketch that I would do
if I was just coming out on a Saturday afternoon to
do a drawing.
GW What's different?
CG Oh...it would be a lot loser. (Reference Figure
3.) I don't know. I wouldn't be so concerned about
capturing the details of this (She returns to the red
building and darkens its roof line.) ...I want to give
more of an impression of what's existing rather
than a detailed vision of what's exactly there.
And now I'm going to start getting into the details
once I block this out.
(She begins to lightly draws lines on the faeade of
the red building which she will use to organize its
openings.)
I'm looking at the proportions of the floor levels.
They differ as you go up the height of the fagade.
(She darkens the openings on the left hand side of
the red building's eastern faqade.)
Reference Figure 4
GW What are you thinking about?
CG Well I just noticed that the end window is
narrower on the top floor than the windows that
follow it and that seems to be true for most of
these...each one of these...or actually for all of the
levels. I'm not sure how it continues down at the
side, but it appears that they're actually...the corner
window is actually wider than the subsequent
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windows. (She darkens the series of openings
second from the left on the eastern fagade.) Is that
correct? No! Its the other way around. The corner
window is narrower than the subsequent...
GW What made you notice that?
CG Um...studying that first window on the top left
hand corner and looking at that window and then
having drawn that window and then looking to the
next window I just noticed the width was greater - I
could see more of the interior.
Reference Figure 5
CG I'm bored with drawing those windows right
now so I'm going to move on to something else.
(She lightly adds lines to the red building's south-
ern fagade which she will later use to organize the
fagade's features.)
GW Fair enough.
CG Now I'm thinking about the location of
the..um...openings on the side of this building and
that it...noticed that they're in the center - or cen-
tered. (She lightly darkens the openings on the
south faqade.) But yet they don't follow the same
head and sill locations of the windows on the
opposite side of the fagade - side of the building
rather.
Reference Figure 6
(She traces over the openings on the southern
fagade to darken them somewhat. She then traces
the ground line of the red building to darken it.)
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GW What are you thinking about?
CG I was thinking about how I like this building -
this side anyhow...the left hand side of the build-
ing.
GW What is it about it?
CG I like the character of it I guess. Not really the
building itself, but the character of decay. I like
that. The client probably wouldn't like to hear that
though if they want to renovate it.
(She draws lines to represent ground material
meeting the red building's southern fagade.)
OK.
GW You say "OK" as if you've finished some-
thing.
CG Yeah, yeah. Well, OK for the amount of infor-
mation that I have right now on the building in
question. (Reference Figure 7.) I would like to go
back and fill in some more information, I'm not...I
notice something about my window location that
isn't quite correct and I can sort of fudge it, (She
draws the grade level windows of the red
building's eastern fagade. She then blocks out the
dock door on the southern faeade.) but I'm not
going to have enough space between windows to
really fill in...the space between the loading dock
door there and the first window - I've kind of
squashed them in. If I had an eraser, I'd erase. I
made the windows too large is what I did.
GW (Gives her an eraser.)
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(She erases the lines in between the windows, but
not the windows themselves. She then erases the
dock door and redraws it.)
CG I bet that dock door in the way that it really...
I'm a little bit closer to reality. (She erases one of
the windows at grade, but replaces it with a new
window of virtually the same size.) Enough to
satisfy myself.
Reference Figure 8
(She returns to the green tower and adds definition
to the upper sets of vanishing lines.)
CG I don't think its really important to be one
hundred percent accurate to tell you the truth.
That's because...um...that's what the photography
can do for you. The camera can capture that. This
is more...to me this is more of a character study and
also sketching makes you really look at something
and understand what its about - (She draws a long
slender rectangle on each side of green tower.) you
know it better once you've sketched that - whatever
it is that's...
GW That's interesting that you talk about the
difference between a photograph and a sketch.
Why do you think it is that you choose to draw
certain things?
CG You mean for architectural design?
GW Yeah, you were saying that as opposed to a
photograph, this was a character sketch and that
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reality wasn't (She traces and retraces the roof line
and the top band line of the concrete building.)
necessarily critical. What are the aspects of reality
that you choose to show? Why do you choose to
show them?
CG Oh, I think the masses - the relationship be-
tween the masses.. .the openings, and then the
opaque verses the open parts, and then, just the
general feeling of the place. This is in a state of
decay so to me that's the character that I want to
convey, and that's (She marks the centerline of the
concrete building and then adds vertical lines to the
building's fagade that organize its openings into
thirds.) something that I can do with my pencil
and...um...kind of almost like touch the building
with pencil and - I don't know - understand all of
these aspects that make the building what it is and
its interesting stuff. (She counts the number of
bays for which she has drawn vertical lines, realiz-
ing that she has one too few. She then erases the
edge between the concrete and brick buildings
(which she had earlier "measured" with her pencil)
and draws a new edge which allows the fourth bay
to fit.)
Reference Figure 9
(She uses her pencil as a gauge to verify that all the
vertical lines on the fagade create equal bays. She
then traces and retraces the roof line and upper
band line of the concrete building.)
GW What are you thinking about?
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CG Um...I'm thinking about (Using the vertical
lines she drew earlier as guides, she draws addi-
tional vertical lines to represent the columns or
separation that exists between the windows on the
concrete building.) the proportions of the openings
and they're all equal on this building
and...um...that's about it - (She traces over the roof
line and the ground line of the concrete building
and then begins to draw horizontal lines that will
be used to define the openings on the faeade.) I
was just wondering how other people had gone
about looking at this building, although it doesn't
inform what I'm doing.
I notice that the windows and the spandrels in
between them appear to be equal and that there are
nine different parts.
Reference Figure 10
GW What are you thinking about?
(Moving top to bottom and left to right she darkens
the rectangles that define the windows.)
CG That I just made a mistake. I thought that was
a window head I was drawing, but its not.
I'm feeling a little bit frustrated at the fussiness of
this - counting up these pieces and trying to accu-
rately (She continues darkening the rectangles, but
abandons the guidelines she drew earlier.) record
them, but for (Reference Figure 11.) design...for
design work I think that its important...see, I'm not
going to do them all in...what I did wrong in the
layout.
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(She erases the sill of the upper row of openings
and then draws a new sill in virtually the same
location.)
GW So you're correcting the openings?
CG Yeah, it wasn't as bad as I thought it was when
I - my mistake was not bad.
(She retraces the previously drawn openings and
then continues by drawing in the bottom two rows
of openings.)
Reference Figure 12
(She moves to the window on the upper left section
of the fagade and draws horizontal and vertical
lines to represent the small panes of glass.)
GW What are you thinking about?
CG Thinking that they're - all of the windows
aren't glazed and I'm very happy that they're not
because it makes my task a little bit easier (Chuck-
les). And I'm not in the least bit concerned with
getting the proper amount of window panes in
there...doesn't bother me a bit.
GW Why not?
(She continues drawing the window panes for
some of the openings.)
CG Because its not important to me - its not impor-
tant to accurately record that level of detail. Its not
going to inform - it would not inform my design
work, let me put it that way.
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(She darkens the sill line of some of the openings.
She then draws a small square in the lower center
part of the fagade to represent a crack in the mate-
rial.)
Reference Figure 13
GW What is that that you just did?
CG Oh, well its a crack in the stucco. Is that stucco
on the face of this maybe? I do want to have an
opportunity to go back and put in some of the
character...some more of the character (She erases
the lines for the openings she drew earlier for the
right hand side's bottom two rows. She then re-
draws them in virtually the same location.) of this
that I'm not getting right at the moment.
(She retraces the ground line for the concrete and
then the red buildings.
GW What are you thinking about?
CG Thinking that I didn't make this building high
enough (She traces the vertical lines of the red
building's southern faeade.) so I'm changing the
adjacent building which is OK because I needed a
better base...to my...the building that is in question
here. Only I'm not going to be - I'm not really that
fussy about this. (Reference Figure 14.) But I
do...there is a door (She draws the door into the
concrete building. She then draws darker lines to
represent a new ground line for both the concrete
and red buildings.) on that...this building that's
adjacent. So I want to put that in.
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(She turns the door just drawn into a window and
adds a new door to its left. This door is lower than
the first, so she also draws a new, lower ground
line for the concrete building.)
GW What are you thinking about?
CG I'm thinking that boy, if I want to get all this
in, I didn't make this building high enough (the
concrete building, whose perimeter she retraces)
...this adjacent building here.
(She darkens the lines of the green tower, starting
with the box-like shape on its top and moving
down.)
GW And why ...you're going back over those lines
and darkening them up.
CG Oh, I want them to stand out more...
GW Why?
Reference Figure 15
CG Because they're the major outline of the build-
mg.
(She returns to the concrete building and darkens
the heads of windows on the upper row.)
Now I'm missing one bay here (She lightly draws
in a tall slender rectangle to represent the bay. In
so doing she moves the line between the concrete
and brick buildings further to the left.) on this
building that has the fire escape.
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I think that you could...um...look (She draws a door
for the upper level of the fire escape.) at any one of
these - any part of this adjacent building and just
draw that because there is so much character, that I
like this...the doorway...the top doorway on the fire
escape is...the door is partially open. I like the
mysterious quality to it. (She draws the first leg of
the fire escape and the next door at the landing.)
GW Are you just starting at the top and working
down now?
CG Yeah, just to lay out the primary elements of
this fire stair. (Reference Figure 16.) (She draws
the final leg of the fire escape and then pauses to
count the number of vertical openings on the
faeade. She then takes an eraser and erases the
bottom band of openings as well as the door and
the ground lines for the concrete building.)
I just noticed something that I should have noticed
before...and this is going to help me...because (She
draws a new ground line for the concrete building
which is very near the location of the original
ground line drawn when she began the exercise.
She then lightly draws new vertical lines to extend
the bays on the fagade.) I drew in too many win-
dow openings...just too many window openings. I
went crazy at the bottom.
GW How do you think that happened?
CG Talking! (chuckles)
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(She returns to continue drawing the lower section
of the fire escape, including the rectangular open-
ing behind it.)
And I noticed that when I was drawing the fire
escape that I had too many landings that I was
drawing in. Now...now it works out much, much
better! I did actually have the... (She redraws the
window and the door at the base of the concrete
building.) I drew the height of the building fairly
accurately in proportion, but didn't count up my
spaces properly when I got right down to it.
Reference Figure 17
(She darkens the line between the green tower and
the concrete building.)
GW What are you thinking about?
(She darkens the head of the upper right opening in
the concrete building. She then adds an extension
to the top of the opening second from the top.)
CG Now I'm looking back after laying out the
windows I'm going back to looking at the indi-
vidual character of each one of these. (She draws a
triangular peak on the opening third from the top.)
There's some neat things that are happening every-
where that are very different...particularly on the
right hand side opening... (She traces and retraces
the opening third from the top and darkens its
right half.)
GW Why do you thing you are noticing those
now?
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CG Um...well...I noticed them initially but I just
felt that it was more important to put in the
openings...general information first and then go to
the specific.
I'm exaggerating this little door here. (She traces
over the lines of the opening fourth from the top
and shades its left hand side. She then returns to
the opening third from the top and further darkens
the area she had just darkened. Finally she moves
to the top opening and completely darkens it.)
I'm not drawing this one hundred percent (She
divides the second opening from the top into thirds
and individually darkens each third, leaving the
middle third the lightest.) accurately because I can
actually see some of the structure - concrete beams
inside of the building, but I want to say that its very
dark inside here. Kind of give that forbidden
quality to it. (She traces over the triangular peak on
the third opening from the top.)
Reference Figure 18
(She lightly draws a series of vertical lines for the
area where the right hand bay meets grade and
then retraces the ground line.)
Now I'm going to...after I've laid this out...oh
no...actually...I was going to go back to stop work-
ing on this for a little while and go on to the next
building, but I decided that there's more stuff in
here that I want to get before I go on. (She adds a
few scribbles.)
GW And why did you decide to do that?
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CG I...something caught my eye...it just...
(On the bay of openings second from the right,
moving bottom to top, she begins to shade the dark
areas.)
GW What was that?
CG The...um...this little metal bar, I don't know
what it is. Its projecting into the window opening.
I think the most important aspect to these windows
is that some (She erases shading in the lower open-
ing and draws a series of horizontal and vertical
lines to represent individual panes of glass. She
then darkens a few of the panes.) are broken...some
aren't.
GW And why are you switching (pencils)?
CG My pencil is losing its sharpness.
GW I have a sharpener. (She sharpens her pencil.)
CG Alright, alright, I'm through fiddling around
with that for now. I don't know, I just might take
out the fence in front of this building...I might not
show that at all. (She lightly draws lines across the
sheet to represent a fence.)
GW Why is that?
CG Because its going to block...it will block what I
want to show, (She draws the roof line of the brick
building, including its triangular profile.) what I
want to portray - I think. Not that it isn't really
important. (She retraces the line between the brick
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and concrete buildings.) Before we get too far I
want to just finish off this side. (She quickly draws
a rectangle to represent a window in the brick
building.) And I'm unfortunately not going to be
able to fit in this circular shape (She very lightly
draws lines on the left hand side of the sketch,
presumably to represent the kiln.) that I really like,
but I might put that someplace else on the drawing
just to indicate that it is there...a smaller version.
(She retraces the line between the brick and con-
crete buildings.)
(She returns to the green tower and traces over its
upper box-like form.)
GW What are you thinking about?
CG Well I just really noticed that there's... (She
draws a rectangle to represent the upper window.)
there are a couple of windows on this tower, and
I'm wondering if there's a stair inside that tower.
Why would there be (She adds vertical and hori-
zontal lines to represent the small panes.) windows
- kind of questions that I'm asking myself. I'm now
just trying to lay out where they are. (She draws a
square to represent the lower window and adds
horizontal and vertical lines for its small panes.)
OK, I'm satisfied with that.
Reference Figure 19
(She retraces the outline of the two openings just
drawn.)
OK, now I'm going to go back to the original build-
ing.
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GW Why is that?
CG I got a little carried away with the other build-
ings, (She darkens the outlines of the openings in
the red building's southern fagade.) even though I
haven't finished this building yet - the adjacent
building - I just feel like I kind of got carried away
with it, and now I want to bring this up to a similar
level of detail.
I notice about - the wall is so thick that I can't see
very much inside this window (the third window
from the top on the southern fagade) - as much as I
had drawn. Just a thin sliver. (She adds shading to
the openings.) Now there's some really broad
shadows that are being projected onto...inside of
this building. (She draws shading in the opening
second from the top.)
So its - I can see through this building (She darkens
the upper half of the upper opening on the red
building's southern fagade.) - up in that corner (of
the top opening). Pretty neat.
Reference Figure 20
(She lightly draws several vertical lines on the
southern fagade which she will later use to orga-
nize the fagade's additional features.)
GW What are you thinking about?
(She lightly draws horizontal bands on the south-
ern fagade which she will later use to organize the
fagade's additional features.)
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CG I noticed that there's a grid from the structure
that's indicated on this fagade. You can see a kind
of this grid. (She darkens the lower pair of open-
ings.)
GW What are you thinking about?
CG Nothing...
(She draws the "hood" on the southern faeade.)
GW I looks like you are trying to just pick up small
details now...
CG Yes. Some of the details that make it...that give
it character (She draws and darkens the grade level
opening on the southern fagade.) - the character
that it has. (She traces over the roof line of the
southern fagade as well as the vertical line that
separates the green tower from the red building.)
I just want to show where roof is...that little edge
parapet is broken away.
Reference Figure 21
(She lightly draws a long vertical line down the
face of the southern fagade. She then darkens this
line.)
I just (She draws a triangular shape at the roof line
of the southern fagade to represent a building
beyond.) noticed that I can also see a little hint of a
roof that's above the main roof of the building. I'm
drawing that in. (She darkens the vertical line
more.)
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(She darkens the line separating the red building's
southern and eastern fagades.)
GW Your drawing seems to me to have a process
of layering...
(She begins to draws lines in the upper left opening
of the red building's southern fagade, presumably
to indicate the structure on the interior.)
CG Yes, that's right. Yeah, I guess I notice more as
I go along and so I like to draw the general forms
first and then get more (Reference Figure 22.) and
more specific, and I...I just seem to...as I get more
specific I guess my eyes kind of jumps over that
which I've already seen and I can see more and
more relationships that I might have missed before
- objects that I missed before. (She draws the struc-
ture visible in the other openings at the upper
level.) I think its just a matter of awareness...what
you're more aware of at different times.
(She begins to add shade in between the elements
of structure which she has just drawn. At the same
time she darkens the lines for the structure.)
GW I'm interested...before you chose not to show
structure.
CG Oh, and now I am?
GW Yes...
CG Well, for one thing this is a lot clearer than in
the other building and I think the fact that you can
see the structure of this is the most interesting
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aspect of this side...that main long side of the build-
ing. Its kind of like its skeleton is revealed
and...um...and to me that's the most interesting
aspect of this open side of the building. Its not the
skin...the outside that's painted red as
much...which to me is not that interesting...its what
I can see inside that's a lot more interesting.
So I'm not really trying to be accurate either be-
cause its not...this isn't the type of drawing that I
would use to check the actual location and sizes of
the structure. (She adds a partial fourth opening on
the top row as well as its structure and shading.)
GW When you say that you're not trying to be
accurate, if you are not trying to be accurate, then
what are you being?
CG Just...um...catching what I think is the (Refer-
ence Figure 23.) ...um...most important characteris-
tic of this elevation, and that is the fact that you can
see this exposed structure inside. (She moves to the
band of openings second from the top, drawing
structure and shading for the first two openings.)
It doesn't matter how big it is. It does matter to me
what it looks...what its shape is because it should
have - it could be steel for all I know and it would
still be interesting. But it is concrete and I can show
that in my drawing.
(After finishing the second opening she moves to
the southern fagade and, moving left to right and
top to bottom, draws lines which presumably
define the concrete panels.)
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GW Its interesting to me the way you go back and
forth from one fagade to the next. (She darkens the
lines of the panels just drawn.)
CG Well, I guess I get bored with looking at
one...and I see some...if I'm looking at something
else out of the corner of my eye I'll see something
else on the other fagade that I just was working on,
and so I go back and put that in and then I jump
back on the other...
(She returns to the eastern faeade and traces over
the vertical line at the corner of the southern and
eastern fagades. She then retraces the openings of
the third band from the top, adding both structure
and shading. She occasionally jumps to the open-
ing immediately above the one being drawn and
traces over its outline.)
GW I take it now you are carrying through the
idea that you started?
CG (Showing the structure?) Yeah, I'd like to be
able to make it darker so that (She draws a tall
rectangle to represent a concrete panel at grade on
the left hand side of the eastern fagade. She then
adds some quick scribbling, presumably to indicate
holes which have been broken into the panel.) you
could actually read the difference...but I'll go back
to do that.
(She draws a horizontal line to indicate the bottom
of openings which occur at grade. She traces over
this line several times, occasionally scribbling
around it, presumably to show marks on the fasade
as well as the ground plane.)
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Some of this I actually can't see very well so I think
I'm just going to have to put in part of the fence.
GW The fence is obstructing your view?
CG Yes, exactly. I said originally that I would
want to show the railroad track, which I can do, but
I'd like the fence not to be there...that would be
better for me. (She draws a dark line along the roof
line on the eastern fagade as well as a dark line for
the separation of the eastern and southern faqades.
She then lightly draws a horizontal line across the
lower third of the sketch, presumably to indicate
the fence.)
I may just decide that the base of this loading dock
area isn't something that I want to show. (She
returns to the openings at grade, drawing rect-
angles to represent additional openings and panels.
On the second opening from the left she adds
scribbling to indicate a hole in the concrete. As she
draws a rectangle to represent the third opening
from the left she pauses.)
Reference Figure 24
I just noticed that uh...that those...that the lower
two floors...on the lower two floors these ribs (She
traces over the ribs.) that are in between every
window, kind of steps out almost like a buttress
that I hadn't - I hadn't noticed that before.
My windows aren't lining up very well.
GW Why do you think you suddenly noticed it?
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CG Uh...I was...I followed...my eye followed all the
way up from that - one of these loading docks. I
looked up and as I looked up from that opening I
noticed that the thickness of the buttress or that
intermediate piece changed as it went up and...and
that's why. (She traces over additional buttresses/
ribs.)
Now if I had noticed that before I would have
drawn that in before. But I didn't.
(She adds buttress/rib to right hand series of verti-
cal openings.)
Reference Figure 25
(She adds structure and shading to remaining
openings. This activity is mixed with a frequent
retracing of buttresses/ribs.)
I'm not really looking at the building as I draw the
structure now, because I'm sort of guessing what
the angle would be for the structure. (She returns
to the second opening/panel from the left at grade
and adds shading. She then jumps to openings
above and moving left to right and bottom to top
substantially darkens the shading.)
But even...on some of these little details, even if I
can't see them very well, I know that I'm going to
remember them just because I had drawn them. I
mean if I can't see them very well in the drawing -
if I don't think that they're - they aren't drawn in a
detailed manner. Very crisply some of them. But
I'll remember that they're there.
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GW You are heavying up the drawing. Why do
you think that's important?
CG To show the depth inside the building. (She
retraces the jambs on the right hand side of the
openings.) A dark...cavernous quality to it.
Reference Figure 26
(She completes the structure and shading for the
openings on the right hand side of the sketch.)
I just noticed that every one...every other one of
these lower bays that look like loading docks is
open. (She darkens the opening at grade on the far
right.) And every other one is closed.
(She quickly draws several lines, presumably to
represent sky. She then returns to the green tower
and traces its perimeter. Next she returns to the
area in front of the red building's southern faeade
and draws a few scribbles, presumably to indicate
ground plane. Finally she draws a "person.")
GW What are you doing?
CG Sketching in the figure of a person I just saw
walking by.
(She returns to the southern fagade of the red
building and darkens the hood and adds its
shadow.)
This hood of some kind - sort...bit shadow.
(She traces over the vertical lines that define the
panels on the red building's southern fagade.)
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I'm going to put in some ground plane. (She
scribbles a few lines and shapes in front of the
green tower and then in front of the concrete build-
ing to indicate the ground plane.) I can't see it very
well so its undefined in my mind (She darkens the
door and window on the faqade of the concrete
building and continues with work on the ground
plane.) so I'm going to draw it sort of rough. It
looks like dirt and a few blades of glass and some
trash and rubble. I don't think this is absolutely
necessary to a design process, but it completes the
bottom of the picture. Give it a base. And it also
does say something about the character of the area.
Reference Figure 27
(She quickly draws a horizontal line along the
bottom part of the sketch to represent foreground.)
OK, now I'm going to go back to this adjacent
building. (She draws a long vertical line in front of
the concrete building, but immediately adjacent to
the green tower - presumably to indicate a pipe.)
See what else I can find.
(She traces over various elements of the concrete
building which have already been drawn. She also
darkens the occasional opening.)
GW So you're just going back and working this
over some more?
CG Right. Yeah.
Some of these areas are...if I draw all this (She
darkens a number of panes to indicate broken
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glass.) broken glass in accurately, its going to look
like a mottled - like a diseased faqade, so I'm sort of
taking some liberty with what I see. I'm just giving
a general character. Who cares where the actual
windows are broken or not broken - right? (She
erases the opening she had drawn adjacent to the
lower level of the fire escape. She then redraws the
opening, horizontally dividing it into thirds. Fi-
nally, she darkens the upper and lower thirds.)
Reference Figure 28
Just get this fire escape in better.
(She darkens the lines of the fire escape and adds
its railings.)
(She darkens half of the doorway at the upper
landing, presumably to indicate that the door is
half open.)
I feel like I'm getting sketchier and sketchier. (She
quickly adds lines to indicate handrails and guard-
rails on the fire escape. She draws all top and
bottom rails first and then adds intermediate rails.)
Less and less accurate as I go along.
If I wanted to I could draw that stair - that fire
escape because of the shadows on the building.
But its hard not to - its hard to keep your mind on
what you're trying to do this drawing for. Because
the shadows to me may not be that informative in
the design process - the shadows on the adjacent
building's fire escape -but I really like the patterns
that it makes. I mean, who knows. It might. I
don't know. It may be important.
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Reference Figure 29
(She draws rectangular and triangular shapes at the
roof line of the concrete building, presumably to
represent buildings beyond.)
Certainly are getting our fill of exhaust today.
(Referring to the smell from passing automobiles.)
(She adds another rectangle to the roof line of the
concrete building, presumably to represent another
building beyond. When she draws it, she does so
by first sketching a tall rectangle for a base and
then adding a small square atop the rectangle.)
(She moves to the brick building and very quickly
and sketchily draws in its windows. She draws the
outline of its two windows first and then adds
interior definition and shading.)
OK, I'm almost what I would consider almost
done.
GW Yes...
Reference Figure 30 (Note: Because of the wind
and its tendency to interfere with CG's sketching, I
placed a rubber band around the end of her sketch
which held the paper in place. This rubber band
reads as a dark line on further figures.)
(She adds a long shaded block at grade level and
then retraces the roof line.)
CG I'm just showing some indication of materials.
(She very lightly draws a series of horizontal lines
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on the right hand side of the brick building to
indicate brick.) This brick on this building here.
(She returns to the concrete building where she
traces over miscellaneous lines and shades a few
more openings.)
GW What are you thinking?
(She darkens the lines that define the openings in
the concrete building.)
CG I'm just...trying to create a hierarchy of line
weight. So I'm just trying to darken some of these
things up. (She darkens the roof line of the con-
crete building.)
Now I still have that - this brick (Reference Figure
31.) thing on the side that I want to show (the kiln)
someplace. (She retraces the openings in the brick
building.) So I'm just going to pull it out to the side
and draw it at a smaller scale.
(She quickly draws the outline of the cylinder
shape and gives it a sloped ground line. She then
draws its door. Next she darkens the perimeter of
the cylinder, starting with its top and then its
sides.)
GW And you consider it important?
CG Yes.
GW And why is that?
CG I don't know why. I like the shape. Its an
unusual shape for this...compared to the character
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of the other buildings (She draws a rectangular
extension to the right hand side of the cylinder.) -
the other shapes that are here. (She draws a series
of horizontal lines to the left of the cylinder to
represent its bridge-like extension. She then shades
the cylinder's door and darkens its ground line.)
Reference Figure 32
(Moving top to bottom, she draws a series of hori-
zontal lines to represent brick coursing.)
I also want to show that it has bands - different
brick band colors. (Moving bottom to top she adds
bands of dark lines to represent the different colors
of brick. She then shades the bands. Next she
retraces the perimeter of the cylinder with dark
lines. In so doing she extends the top of the cylin-
der around one quarter inch, thereby creating a
new band at the cylinder's top.) I'm not getting all
the bands in there - I can see that. (Moving top to
bottom, she retraces the bands just drawn, but adds
a new band across the head of the cylinder's door.
She redraws the base of the door, moving it slightly
lower. She then draws a new and darker ground
line. Finally she erases the head of the door where
it conflicts with the new brick band.)
Reference Figure 33
OK, that's better.
(She quickly draws vertical lines between some of
the horizontal bands, presumably to further indi-
cate the brick. She then draws an arrow from the
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cylinder to the location where it would be on the
larger sketch.)
(She adds miscellaneous scribbles to indicate the
ground plane.)
A base here. Give this some ground to sit on here.
Its a little flimsy right now.
GW So you're going back and looking at the
drawing overall now?
CG Right. Sort of critiquing, you know, what I've
done and what's there and what's missing that's
important. I think a ground plane is really impor-
tant to us.
(She rapidly moves from fagade to fasade, darken-
ing or simply retracing previously drawn ele-
ments.)
I think this is too strong - these lines are too strong
(She erases the lines of the upper two openings on
the right hand side of the red building's south
fagade. She then redraws them with lighter lines.)
...showing that structure. So I'm just softening
them a little bit. Actually this piece right here (She
gestures to the area between the long vertical pipe
on the south fagade and the line that separates the
southern and eastern fagades.) is broader than I've
drawn it. A little wider.
I'm shading (She very lightly adds shading to the
panels on the red building's southern faeade.) a
little just to show stain on the concrete. Quite dirty.
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Well, I could go on, but I think this is it. This is
enough.
GW OK.
CG Just the little things.
(She darkens the lines of various openings on the
concrete building. She then writes "brick kiln?"
adjacent to her sketch of the cylinder.)
Now I'm going to just go back and add in a few
shadows. (She adds a light shading pattern to the
area of the concrete building between its roof line
and the head of its upper row of windows.) Its not
terrifically important, but it might help the drawing
to read better. And then, I will be done.
Reference Figure 34
(She darkens the lines of the fire escape and lightly
adds some shadow. She then returns to the green
tower and lightly adds some shadow to its recessed
areas.)
OK. I'm done.
GW Done?
Reference Figure 35
CG Yes.
GW Thank you.
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GW You have recently been commissioned by a
client to do preliminary design studies for this
abandoned concrete building at One Kendall
Square. As you can see, the building is in a state of
disrepair, so many things will be possible. You will
note that the adjacent structure to the north is in
good condition, currently housing the Bank of New
England, while the adjacent structure to the south
is in a state of disrepair. The owners of One
Kendall Square have assured your client that the
structure to the south will be renovated. Your
client would also like you to consider what might
be done with the southern structure to assure the
achievement of a coherent design.
Your first mission, and the task of this particular
exercise, is to sketch these buildings, producing a
single drawing. The sketch will be produced from
this position (in front of the south faeade of the
"brick" building) and can be drawn in any manner
you chose, and to a state of completion you deem
appropriate. I have a variety of pens and pencils as
well as a sketchbook here that you can use. Please
understand that this exercise is not about the qual-
ity of your drawing; do not feel inhibited about the
aesthetic merit of your drawings.
I only ask that as you draw you think aloud, telling
me what you are thinking about as you work.
Finally, be aware that I will be taking photographs
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at appropriate intervals in order to properly record
the progress of your work.
You're off...
CM In looking to begin and concentrating on the
building that we're working with, I think I'm going
to somehow center my composition on the corner
that we face, whilst I'm facing One Kendall Square
to the south, more or less directly in elevation, I
think its important to remember that we're concen-
trating on the red building and I'm going to try to
keep it...
Also what I notice strongly before I start drawing is
that its very strong perspective or a sense of a very
strong perspective from this position. Especially
going away from us (to the north), and it is exag-
gerated further compositionally by the horizontals
of that parking garage and the ramp and its actu-
ally quite a moving composition with strong hori-
zontals. That's where I'm going to start.
Also the horizontal of the railway track sweeping
in front of us...these are just things that I'm noticing
before I start.
(He begins by lightly drawing the upper boundary
of a square that defines the perimeter of the red
building in perspective. He then draws a light line
across the sheet to indicate the location of the
railroad tracks.)
Somehow I feel that the page feels small because
we're faced with such a big site and it seems
that...but I think that I often feel that when I begin a
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drawing and its a start to...create a scale on your
page.
(He completes the light boundary of the red build-
ing.)
Also, what I think is in order to get a sense of scale
on the page, I'm going to block out a lot of the
buildings first before I start to get involved in the
detail, just so that I feel I have a sense of the scale.
So I'm dealing ...I think in my mind I'm dealing
with it as an urban composition from here. I feel
that more than a study in detail of uh...one build-
ing. Its a study in the context.
(He starts lightly drawing the Bank of New En-
gland by extending the horizontals from the red
building. He then adds one vertical line to show
the height of the tower and adds the pyramid roof.
Finally, he completes the outline of the box which
supports the pyramid roof.)
(Reference Figure 1)
(He begins to draw the parking garage by extend-
ing horizontal lines.)
I really like the towers and the vertical pieces. I
think that they become very strong in this composi-
tion. (He returns to work on the Bank of New
England.) And I think that they might be impor-
tant to the development of the site. I would en-
courage the developer of One Kendall Square to
make something very strong of the verticals, be-
cause otherwise everything has a very horizontal
feeling. (He draws the green tower by lightly
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sketching its vertical sides. He then extends the
ground line to include the area the brick building to
the left.) Uh...the brick cylinder also is very beauti-
ful here. Its a different brick. Its proportions are
very nice. It really stands out. (He lightly draws a
block for the outline of the left hand buildings.)
(Reference Figure 2)
(He draws cylinder form as a slightly rounded
block.)
Also I'm trying to imagine what this looks like with
the kind of urban detritus cleared away, and I think
it would be a pity to lose some of the busyness and
the quality of the variety of things. A lot of the
buildings behind and on the sides all have a
sameness with the green glass and the clean paint,
and the...even the color schemes seem to be the
same if you look back. The whites, the kind of off-
whites, the oranges...whereas here there's a lot of
variety and I think the busyness of that is really
nice.
(He returns to work on the end fagade of the red
building, drawing its vertical lines.)
I think with our building I'm particularly taken
with the strong horizontal bands and how it starts
off very solid at the base and becomes lighter and
lighter as it goes up. I think its fairly classical in
that respect that it can be built light and is built
lighter as its higher. And I think it would
be...uh...important to retain that feeling. (He begins
to draw horizontals on the long fagade.)
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GW When you say solid at the base, what do you
mean by that?
(Reference Figure 3)
CM Well, that the proportion of openings
to...uh...paneled wall is quite different to what it is
up top. (He draws a rectangle to represent one of
the opening at the ground level and then draws
verticals to organize the openings for the entire
fagade.) Down below there are only a few
openings...every second bay, but up top its every
bay, and also the ones up top are much higher.
(Reference Figure 4)
I feel that in a project at this stage...in a sketch
exercise, I'm not going to bother about counting
actual bays and doing a very careful study, because
in taking the project further, I would simply survey
the building very carefully and do measured draw-
ings of that. This stage...I think its a feeling that
one wants to capture.
GW Why did you switch pencils?
(He begins to draw the ground floor openings with
heavy lines.)
CM Um...I want to start getting in the feeling of
the dark in the openings, because they do seem be
receding...they seem to be holes in the surface at the
moment, and the pencil I had was too hard to get
me the blackness of line.
(Reference Figure 5)
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(He draws the band of openings at the second
level.)
(Reference Figure 6)
(He draws one opening at the left hand end of the
third level and pauses.)
Its also interesting that the end bay, I notice, is a
narrow bay, and the ones from there on - especially
on the second and third floors appear to be square
openings and windows, which is also a nice touch.
I think the building is quite elegant the more I look
at it. (He resumes drawing openings for the third
level.) And I think its things like picking up on that
in re-cladding it and putting in the new windows
that can make a fairly elegant building out of a very
utilitarian concrete structure.
(He starts drawing the openings on the upper
level.)
(Reference Figure 7)
GW What are you thinking about?
CM It really has no roof (the red building) and its a
very thin line that ends it, and I was seeing that the
Bank of New England building has made quite a
big deal out of its roof and One Kendall Square has
a fairly nice cornice line with some semi-
crenellation corbeling details...um...and this build-
ing seems to me like it would be good to build up a
little bit of a cornice line. It just ends too abruptly
with the big, big windows up top...in context
somehow...it looks unfinished as it is. It looks as
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though there was a roof which has been
removed...in my mind. It doesn't have a cornice
which sticks out.
(He begins to darken the openings on the upper
level.)
GW That roof that has been removed...what do
you think it might have been like?
(Reference Figure 8)
CM I think it was possibly a very simple steel shed
which ...mono-pitch which went from all the
way...but there's no hint of it anywhere. It may
well not have had a roof at all. Its just a feeling that
I have.
(He starts to darken the openings at the third level.)
Another thing that I noticed in looking through the
openings here is the sense of the structure - the
concrete structure inside. (He starts to draw the
structure visible through the openings on the
second level.) And I thought of trying to get a
sense of what goes on inside behind the openings,
but that its...at a drawing this scale its quite diffi-
cult.
(Reference Figure 9)
And also, I guess you do get to see it on all the
levels, but what strikes me most is the darkness of
the openings as against the light of the surface. (He
darkens the structure visible through the openings
on the upper level.)
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(Reference Figure 10)
(He returns to darkening the openings on the third
level. He then moves on to darken openings on the
second and ground levels.)
Um...I'm not sure how we would deal with...on the
ground floor...the big openings. It was once a
loading dock...its right on the railway...um...but I
guess that they could be filled in pretty much
similarly to the Bank of New England like
storefront...almost. (He begins to draw verticals for
the columns on the Bank of New England.)
(Reference Figure 11)
GW You've changed buildings now in your draw-
ing. What are you thinking about that?
CM Well, in looking...in thinking about what
might become of the ground floor of our building -
the red building, I was looking for contextual clues,
and that led me to look at the building that's been
repaired - the Bank of New England building and
so I looked at its ground floor and it
seems...without getting too close...and from here it
looks like that its done like a shop front and the
scale, whilst the cornice lines and the floors don't
tie exactly, there's a proportion which does seem to
tie across...higher ground floor and when I was
looking at it I thought I would try to pick up the
fact that whilst it doesn't meet exactly, its close, and
I wanted to get that feeling.
GW Is that what you mean by contextual clues?
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CM Yes, I think its...um...not only materials and
colors that I mentioned before, but a sense of scale
and what seems to be strong in the area, and I think
in the Bank of New England what I would learn
contextually from that is its horizontals are also
quite strong (Reference Figure 12) and done in a
different color to the vertical. And I...looking at it
visually I read it quite strongly. I still see the
square of the windows quite strongly, (he begins to
draw square windows on the Bank of New En-
gland. He darkens these windows as he goes. The
windows he draws are more or less in a horizontal
line with those of the red building) which is some-
thing that stands out in our building too. If I half
close my eyes so that the details blur, what I see is
the grid of dark square glass.
GW Do you close your eyes and squint much
when you work?
(Reference Figure 13)
CM When I want to step away a little bit from
what it is I'm doing and concentrating on details in
order to see more of...to change the picture
slightly...not to see the big picture, but to see a
different picture...to try and punch out the black
and the white as opposed to seeing the details and
all the shades of gray.
GW Do you think that's something that you're
doing because of the contrast that you've spoken of
on this building or is it something that you would
do regularly. For example, the buildings on the
left...is it appropriate for them also?
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CM No, its not. I think its a clue I'm taking from
the building that I'm concentrating on. I certainly
don't need, and wouldn't sweat looking at One
Kendall Square.
(He moves to the tower of the Bank of New En-
gland, darkening the roof first. He then draws the
flag.)
(Reference Figure 14)
I'm going to change pencils because this one's
getting too fat for me now, but I like the softness.
The south wall (of the red building) is bathed in
light, but its very...just has a simple row of open-
ings down the middle. Its almost as though its a
blank fagade, but it has a lot of texture still. I like
the vertical pipes and I like the bits and pieces
sticking out of it at a gut feeling they're very sculp-
tural and I personally feel quite a lot for them. (He
lightly draws horizontal floor lines for each floor on
the end fagade.) Whilst you don't see the floors
from the windows, you get a sense of the floors
from the way that the concrete has been poured.
(Reference Figure 15)
Also the openings are...you can see almost right
through the opening at the top which is quite
interesting, (he draws opening at top) its very
transparent. (He draws miscellaneous elements
onto the fagade.) And the bits and pieces...its really
quite an artistic composition and I think it might be
nice just to keep that fagade as a different kind of a
composition (Reference Figure 16) so that the
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building really appears to have a front, and I think
that we're looking at the front here and that defi-
nitely appears to be a side, but its important side,
because it makes a side to this big courtyard. (He
draws the ground line of the "courtyard" and then
adds a horizontal band to the cylinder.)
GW What do you mean by "artistic composition?"
CM Well, I think with the piece of metal that's
sticking out of it and the opening which is...on the
second floor...which has been closed and bits of
metal off it...I mean its...rather than having a regu-
lar rhythm, which is pre-designed according to a
structural requirement, its openings and openings
that were there but have been closed up are a lot
more random, and what we...what's there today
I'm sure is the result of several rational decisions,
but comes together to create a wall which is...uh...I
guess...I'm using "artistic" in a...to refer to abstract
rather than rational and structured. Also I guess
the shadows on the faqade and the stained surfaces
are very nice.
(Reference Figure 17)
And thinking of shadows just made me look back
at the painted red faqade but from this perspective
there are no shadows except inside the windows,
but there is modulation on the faqade. (He draws
straight lines from the top of the openings at the
ground level to the bottom of the openings on the
second level. He then moves to the green tower,
darkening its lines.)
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GW You are shifting to a new piece now, what are
you thinking about that?
CM I want to...um...see if I can find the rhythms
which are less clear...the rhythms of the openings
and the rhythms of the structure...for...I guess for a
couple of reasons. First the...in order to...to begin
to draw - to know how to draw it and to begin to
analyze what I'm looking at, I want to...I pick up
where the verticals are (he darkens the corners of
the green tower) and what the bays are like. (He
draws light lines to organize vertical elements on
the building to the left of the green tower - the
"concrete" building.)
GW When you say verticals, you appear to draw
corners and the columns. Is that right?
CM I draw...I use a single line to give me...call it
the centerline of the columns...yes.
(Reference Figure 18)
I realize that I...in my desire to include the round
little tower and some of that building I have com-
pressed everything, and it doesn't really fit, so
what I'm going to do is I'm going to ignore what
I've drawn here and just draw as I move along. I
might even just use my -erase that. (He erases his
original light line work for the cylinder.)
(Reference Figure 19)
After I've picked up the verticals I want to get a
sense of the windows and the openings. (He draws
verticals for windows on the concrete building.)
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Even though there's several buildings and there's a
bay which is this bay (the bay immediately adjacent
to the green tower)...seems to be treated quite
differently. Its boarded up (he draws a dark rect-
angle to represent the boarded up area and com-
pletes the other features in the vertical bay) down
below and it has different color. It has a painted
pediment which is kind of amusing.
(Reference Figure 20)
I think in Cambridge I've seen another building...if
you walk along the river that has a whole painted
fagade - a mural and maybe its something to pick
up on the blank wall and places that are closed off.
Using color and paint on the surface has been done
even here. This tower is green (he draws top
square on the green tower) and I think it could be
something to keep up and to think about.
Something I always like about looking at old build-
ings is when the old industrial windows have the
small square sections (he draws more windows,
darkening as he moves in a horizontal manner, top
to bottom) and they get a lot of fractured detail. I
think it has a nice feeling and you don't get it in the
new buildings and I think something to think about
would be to replace the windows with...when we
get to replacing them...with small sectioned win-
dows rather than the larger (he returns to darken
windows on the Bank of New England) sections as
on the Bank of New England Building.
(Reference Figure 21)
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(He returns to continue work on the openings in
the concrete building.)
GW What are you thinking about now?
(He draws the left hand edge of the building very
darkly.)
CM How the buildings are just butted up against
each other. Whilst they're very different buildings,
the only break you see is in the skyline - the cornice
line and the material difference, but otherwise the
surface at least in some places has a continuity
(Reference Figure 22) which is quite nice. I think at
the ground level there's a sense of continuity from
one building to the next, but up above you can see
that they become different buildings.
I want to try to capture some sense of this court-
yard in front (he darkens ground lines at the
"courtyard.") because I think it would be nice
to...whilst we're sitting on the edge of the road and
there's a park right here...that that would be a
really nice park and hopefully not become a park-
ing lot. (He moves to the brick building, drawing
and immediately darkening its openings.)
The brick building has openings which appear to
be fairly random - not related. You can't read its
structural layout or rationality because of its
fagade. Also the openings don't line up which each
other - they're kind of off centered. It becomes
easier to draw them because you can choose a
position. Also its uh...the brick lends itself to a
sense of the texture, (he draws a series of light
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horizontal lines to represent brick texture) whereas
(Reference Figure 23) the other buildings which are
plastered or concrete don't...they also, because they
have more openings, the openings become the
important features of these faeades whereas with
the brick building the surface (he adds dots for
additional textural effect) becomes the more impor-
tant - the variety in the bricks...I really like that.
(Reference Figure 24)
I think what I would like to is -whilst its not on this
drawing is make a note of that tower that's behind
which I just noticed now and hadn't noticed before
as I was looking at the skyline. (He draws the
tower by first drawing one of its vertical sides,
adding its pyramid shaped roof, and finally adding
the remaining sides which support the roof.) I
think it reinforces my idea of towers being strong
here. I don't think it matters...because its in the
distance, if I cheat on my perspective that its not
really in relationship to this building in this posi-
tion. I just want to capture the sense of the vertical-
ity.
(Reference Figure25)
Looking in the foreground a little bit for a sense of
the composition, (he draws over the line of the
railroad track several times) I want to get a feeling
of the railway line and of the road that curves by
us, (he draws a curve in the lower right hand
corner of his sketch) because I think its part of the
context, and whilst I know its not something I'm
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looking at, I want to remember the relationship of
the road.
(Reference Figure 26)
Also want to try and capture the strength of the
horizontals of that parking garage a little more.
(He begins to darken the horizontals of the parking
garage, moving top to bottom.)
GW What are you thinking?
CM Well...uh...I realize that partially in changing
the pencil that...um...when I drew the Bank of New
England (Reference Figure 27), now I was drawing
the parking garage and it gets a very different
feeling by drawing it this way, but I drew this and
this...the Bank of New England and the red build-
ing, and its difficult in my drawing to see the edge
between them, but there's...its very clear that
there's a demarcation (he darkens the edge line
between the red building and the Bank of New
England) between the two buildings, so I want to
try and show and remember that they're very
clearly different buildings and there's a...by includ-
ing that big panel down the side of the Bank of
New England, and exaggerating (he changes the
ground line for the Bank of New England) or
showing again the change in the perspective - that
its slightly shifted in a different grid -maybe (he
adds additional darkness to the windows in the
Band of New England) that will help.
(Reference Figure 28)
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(He returns to the parking garage and darkens the
vertical edge separating it from the Bank of New
England.)
I thought about that because in drawing the park-
ing garage I was getting a very different feeling in
the way I was capturing it in the drawing. Its nice
to see bits of trees in the distance, (he draws trees in
from of the parking garage) because there's none
really in front of us, and...also what I find interest-
ing (Reference Figure 29) is that there are no
people, so in a way the scale of what we're looking
at becomes quite abstract. It could an enormous
kind of industrial landscape, or it could be quite
human. Its difficult to tell without people.
(He returns to the Bank of New England where he
darkens the tower and adds detail.)
I'm...I just want to pick up that...I find the skyline is
quite powerful especially as it changes as a silhou-
ette. (He darkens the entire skyline from the Bank
of New England to the brick building.) And the
flag stands out quite a lot too.
(Reference Figure 30)
I'm going to get a softer pencil again because I find
this one a little bit hard.
I want to pick up a little more on how the red
building meets the ground. (He darkens the
ground line and draws a broad band of shadow.) It
has a base which looks like it used to be a loading
dock, and it has some shadow underneath
that...but it doesn't turn the corner very well. (He
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darkens the edge line between the fagades.) It
really is a very sharp corner between the fagades.
(Reference Figure 31)
Somehow I wish I had some color, because the
colors here change, and I think the red is very
strong, compared to the kind of the concrete color
and the light green. I think on...without adding
much more (he retraces the line for the railroad
tracks several times) to the railway lines, I would
call that drawing, as a record and a study nearly
done.
(He draws the vertical lines for the fence along the
railroad tracks.)
(Reference Figure 32)
I just want remember what's here.
(He draws a small, shaded square on the "floor" of
the courtyard.)
GW You're going back and hitting a few areas that
you've drawn there, what are you....
(He draws miscellaneous items around the various
courtyard fagades.)
(Reference Figure 33)
CM I'm thinking of colors and textures. I'm trying
to capture a little bit of the quality of the space
which isn't dictated by its form, but is dictated by
the materials that are here at the moment. I want to
get a sense of this courtyard - that its fairly barren,
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that it ...its quite windy here at the moment and
maybe its not a real human being place, and I'm
thinking about whether it would be realistic to try
to turn it into a place (he darkens the pattern on the
floor of the courtyard) for people or whether (he
traces over the line of the railroad tracks again) to
turn it into a hard urban space which is just for the
buildings rather than for people and so I was
picking up on how the buildings meet the ground
and whether its a protected space or whether its an
exposed space. My feeling is that because of the
amount of wall surface and the lack of openings
around here, that its fairly hard and I'm tending to
think that without major renovation to a lot of the
buildings, it would remain a hard surface - espe-
cially with the railway line here and the lack of
openings onto it.
Also I want to try and...in looking at the drawing
that I've made as a composition I just want to try
and unify it a little bit. It seems to have elements,
but maybe its part of the exercise and the way I'm
thinking in capturing pieces of it and...in a way
making an analysis of what I'm looking at rather
than an artistic rendering. I would feel that this
drawing was more analytical than artistic. (He
traces over line of railroad tracks again.)
OK, I think from this point of view I'm done.
(Reference Figure34)
GW Done. Thank you.
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GW You have recently been commissioned by a
client to do preliminary design studies for this
abandoned concrete building at One Kendall
Square. As you can see, the building is in a state of
disrepair, so many things will be possible. You will
note that the adjacent structure to the north is in
good condition, currently housing the Bank of New
England, while the adjacent structure to the south
is in a state of disrepair. The owners of One
Kendall Square have assured your client that the
structure to the south will be renovated. Your
client would also like you to consider what might
be done with the southern structure to assure the
achievement of a coherent design.
Your first mission, and the task of this particular
exercise, is to sketch these buildings, producing a
single drawing. The sketch will be produced from
this position (in front of the south fagade of the
'brick" building) and can be drawn in any manner
you chose, and to a state of completion you deem
appropriate. I have a variety of pens and pencils as
well as a sketchbook here that you can use. Please
understand that this exercise is not about the qual-
ity of your drawing; do not feel inhibited about the
aesthetic merit of your drawings.
I only ask that as you draw you think aloud, telling
me what you are thinking about as you work.
Finally, be aware that I will be taking photographs
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at appropriate intervals in order to properly record
the progress of your work.
LM I do have another question.
GW Yes.
LM This is all open space. Is this potentially a part
of this project?
GW No.
LM Only what happens on the other side of the
tracks?
GW That's all we care about.
LM Well, I guess probably the first thing that
seems important to me is the fact that its set back
away from the road so that you would always be
able to see the project from a perspective. You'll be
able to see it from many different ways. (She
draws the block of the red building in perspective,
starting with the long fagade.)
Um...It can always be...its not the kind of project
that you're going to have immediate
pedestrian...immediate pedestrian relationship
with. (She begins to draw the Bank of New En-
gland by starting with the pyramid roof. She then
draws the supporting structure, working from top
to bottom.) Um...you its one of these iconic little re-
habs house around.
(Reference Figure 1)
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(She draws the flag at the Bank of New England.)
And I guess another thing that does sort of strike
me is that there are...this is a pretty regular ware-
house type concrete structure and its near a lot of
inexpensive, lightweight structures like the parking
garage and this pipe thing (a pipe supply building
adjacent to the site) over here, whatever this is.
(She draws a rectangle at the far right to represent
the pipe supply building.) I don't know
whatever...what's happening.
And the fact that there's a railroad here (She draws
a double line to represent the railroad.)...this
boundary happening here, and ...lets see what else...
(Reference Figure 2)
(She begins to draw the green tower in perspective,
moving from top to bottom.)
GW What are you thinking about?
LM Oh, well, I was thinking about these tall ele-
ments here ...there's sort of these industrial silos
and elevator...stair towers here that kind of break
up the monotony of these long forms...um...
I've run out of paper (referring to the amount of
space she allotted for the sketch when she began
the process). (She draws the profile of the "brick"
building which has the triangular element on its
top.) I've run out of room here, but I can just...it
doesn't really matter I guess.
Got this round thing here (She draws the cylinder
element.) and these elevator towers.
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And I guess there's like, sort of a linear quality
about this thing (the red building). (She quickly
draws a series of horizontal lines on the fagade of
the red building to represent floor lines vanishing
to the horizon. She begins to draw rectangles to
represent the openings along the top of the build-
ing. (Reference Figure 3) Um...I guess there's like a
tall bay-like element here, (She draws a thin verti-
cal rectangle on the south fagade of the red build-
ing.) and lets see -we have a tall bay here, a tall bay
here. (She quickly draws rectangles to represent
the openings in the lower part of the red building.
She then squeezes the left-most openings between
the top and bottom floors onto the drawing.)
And, lets see, what else? Some tracks, (she draws
some lines for track ties) some grass here...there's
the opportunity for a great greenbelt...a tree out
here.
(She very quickly adds indications for grass and
trees.)
(Reference Figure 4)
And...lets see. I like the colors. I like the fact that
as you walk in from One Kendall Square there are a
lot of different colors for the (red) building. (She
draws more rectangular shaped openings onto the
long fagade of the red building.) Sort of this nice
hodgepodge of openings. (She draws square
shapes for openings immediately adjacent to the
cylinder in the brick building.) The back of this
building is missing. Perhaps... (She traces over her
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previous outline of the One Kendall Square build-
ing. She then re-traces the railroad tracks.)
Um...did I get the flag? Oh, and there's another
thing back behind there. (She draws the tower
beyond, starting with its pyramid shaped roof and
moving down.) All those little iconic little stair
tower elements.
(Reference Figure 5)
And back behind there, I sort of noticed that there's
a composition of elements that's not exactly formal
and planned, which is nice.
GW What are you...what are those elements? I
don't know what you are talking about.
LM Well there's this very regular form on this (the
red) building that somewhat addresses the street,
although actually more accurately addresses the
railroad tracks.
GW The (red building)...
LM The (red building) here, and the Bank of New
England relates to that somewhat. And there's this
little thin structure back here.
GW What is that?
LM Those...the parking garage structure. But then
these elements back here...this building looks like
its sort of been broken apart in some (She adds
definition to the One Kendall Square Building by
more carefully re-tracing it, emphasizing the break
between it and the brick building with the cylin-
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der.) way and so there are, you know, all these
forms that are rather irregular and clustered to-
gether in strange ways...like this strange bridge
here. (She draws the bridge that joins the cylinder
with the One Kendall Square building.) This thing.
(She draws windows in the brick building with the
cylinder.) (Reference Figure 6) The windows are
not very formal. And plus we have these stair
towers back in the back. We have...you can see out
just past the perimeter of this (She gestures to the
One Kendall Square building and the left side of
the sketch.)...um...a street happening that's not at
right angles to any of these things (She gestures to
the line of the railroad track.) that are sort of hap-
pening on a city block past the scope of this. So
you can see things happening behind...like this
tower, this thing here. Everybody has a different
agenda.
OK. This is enough. This is my sketch.
(Reference Figure 7)
GW That's it. Thank you.
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GW You have recently been commissioned by a
client to do preliminary design studies for this
abandoned concrete building at One Kendall
Square. As you can see, the building is in a state of
disrepair, so many things will be possible. You will
note that the adjacent structure to the north is in
good condition, currently housing the Bank of New
England, while the adjacent structure to the south
is in a state of disrepair. The owners of One
Kendall Square have assured your client that the
structure to the south will be renovated. Your
client would also like you to consider what might
be done with the southern structure to assure the
achievement of a coherent design.
Your first mission, and the task of this particular
exercise, is to sketch these buildings, producing a
single drawing. The sketch will be produced from
this position (in front of the south fagade of the
'brick" building) and can be drawn in any manner
you chose, and to a state of completion you deem
appropriate. I have a variety of pens and pencils as
well as a sketchbook here that you can use. Please
understand that this exercise is not about the qual-
ity of your drawing; do not feel inhibited about the
aesthetic merit of your drawings.
I only ask that as you draw you think aloud, telling
me what you are thinking about as you work.
Finally, be aware that I will be taking photographs
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at appropriate intervals in order to properly record
the progress of your work.
JS OK, gosh, this is interesting. Hmmm...I almost
never talk when I design. I never think aloud.
Maybe this will be a good way to start.
GW Thinking aloud starts off a little tricky, but it
gets easy...
JS Yeah, I'll bet it does...
GW Particularly as I prod you continually (chuck-
les).
JS Well the interesting thing to me...it seems to
be...of course at first...the buildings in plan...I
haven't any idea what the plan of the background
buildings are, but this seems to be an object that's
sort of surrounded by them, and they create this
outdoor space of some sort. (He lightly draws a
line to represent building edges. He then draws a
rectangle, presumably to represent the footprint of
the red building. This rectangle will later become
the roof of the red building.)
There's a big building...what the client owns is
really this regular object. There's such a structural
system to it...sort of a neorationalist kind of thing.
(He draws lines onto the roof of the red building.)
(Reference Figure 1)
And then there's this cacophony of stuff (He re-
traces the line of the building edges.) behind it that
has all sorts of different scales and materials and
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starts to become some really humane sort of jumble
stuff. I like this.
(He begins to draw the One Kendall Square build-
ing as a very light rectangle, part of which extends
over the building edge line which he previously
drew.) There's a real end to the building here,
there's this opening...then there's two windows.
(He lightly draws in rectangles to represent the
windows.) (Reference Figure 2) There are some
pretty nice brick details on this last building.
Couple of windows and some stuff at the bottom of
them, and then there's this little bridge and cylin-
der. (He draws the cylinder and then moves to the
line which represents the building edges. Here he
adds a circular form to represent the plan of the
cylinder. He then apparently shifts in his percep-
tion of the line which has been used to represent
building edges and begins to treat it as a skyline.
Now he adds the triangular shape which is on the
skyline of the brick building.) Something comes
back here. A little peak up there. So its sort of
nostalgic pieces that when these buildings are
finished are going to give a kind of remembering
imagery of the character that this neighborhood
used to have. I guess these are just the backs of
industrial buildings. The fire escape is so nice
when it sort of shadows things going down there
(he quickly draws in the fire escape) but this build-
ing (he now treats the rectangle of the red building
(which had been drawn as a footprint) as a roof by
projecting edge lines down, thereby creating an
axonometric view of the building) that we get
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to...gosh, its even longer than I thought. (He draws
additional length for the roof of the red building.)
We get to deal with the client. (He projects walls
down from the roof of the red building and com-
pletes the building as a box drawn as an axonomet-
ric. (Reference Figure 3) He then draws vertical
lines along the length of the east fagade.) Such an
object (the red building) and its so regular. I
think...um...it looks like the important stuff on this
building is the structure itself. In fact that's all
there is. This grid of structure and where there
aren't columns or beams to carry the floor and to
keep people from falling off...they're just big open-
ings, and that's the characteristic that for me is sort
of appealing for this. (He draws a rectangle to
represent the opening in the upper left portion of
the front fagade. He then quickly shades the open-
ing.) There is this regularity. (He draws the other
openings along the top.)
(Reference Figure 4)
And its a funny proportion too that there's this
base - we don't know what will happen down there
but then there are sort of square windows and
some windows that are little bit taller I think and
then the top one's really stretch. I want to do at the
top of that...but (he re-traces the top line of the red
building) something... presumably. (He quickly
adds openings for the left third of the front fagade,
moving top to bottom.) That's a classic piece of
functional architecture with a base (he draws the
openings along part of the base)...it has these little
pilasters at the first couple of floors (he draws a
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couple of pilasters) and then the columns go up
and there's this stretching of the top and almost no
cornice at all (he retraces the red building's cornice
line) at the top...I think that its sort of so pure - this
buildings is - that it needs to in its renovation retain
that purity along this wall.
Its really - I'm not drawing what happens at the
other end, (the north end of the red building) but I
don't think I have to either...its really a part of the
composition. Whoever the architects were that
dealt with the parking garage at the very end of the
Bank of New England Building saw this building
and made a composition of it so that the Bank of
New England is the center and this is one wing and
their parking garage is another. As far as I can tell,
so that this character of this - the building remains.
Something that's also appealing to me about this
building - and we don't see it in our black and
white sketch here is that it has this weird color to it.
Sort of a dark bluish-red. (He retraces the edge of
the red building's south fagade.)
Another thing that I'm not drawing much of is -
and I'm not so worried about it either - is what
happens at this end (the south fagade) of the build-
ing. This end is really going to be an important end
for access. There's this parking lot down here (he
draws a "U" shape to show parking lot and then
draws an arrow pointing to the south fagade of the
red building)...and um... (Reference Figure
5)...what's happening at the end right now doesn't
matter at all. Whatever that is its going to be
changed totally so I'm not too worried about what
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it looks like currently. (He retraces the outline of
the south fagade.) That isn't going to give me any
clues about what its going to look like I don't think.
(He draws over the cylinder, bringing it into an
axonometric format and adds its entry door at the
base. Then he darkens the "bridge" as well as the
area under it.)
(Reference Figure 6)
GW What are you thinking?
JS On yeah! Well I'm thinking there's more space
in here (he gestures to the area from the start of the
One Kendall Square building to the edge of the red
building) than I've shown, but I'm not so worried
about it in this kind of a sketch. The difference
between photographs for me and sketching like
this is that photographs actually show you what's
really there and sketches show you ...show
me...what might be there and give me little cues.
Sketches are more...even though I'm right here
sketching right now, like memory. It doesn't have
to be real because what's going to happen eventu-
ally isn't going to be...well I don't know - exactly
what's there now, and there are some clues (he
darkens the line of the skyline/profile) that I have
now about this.
GW I have a question here. It looks like your
working in plan in a way, and axon in a way, and
in elevation in a way. Is this correct?
JS Yeah, I think that's...yeah, that's right. (He
changes to a heavy ink pen and retraces the park-
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ing area.) There...um...the elevation of the next
door buildings are important to me and the eleva-
tion of this is...I don't...the project is not to worry
about for me what happens inside these buildings
quite at this time, but clearly what's forming in my
mind is that the building we have to work with -
the big one here - is a real object and its a three
dimensional thing that is against the background
elevation of the buildings next to it and to the
south, plus there's this outdoor space that happens.
(Reference Figure 7) So what's important in one
sense is the skyline (he re-traces the skyline/pro-
file, adding the profile of the green tower as he
goes) of this stuff here in the back.
GW Why did you switch to ink?
JS I thought...um.. .that I could clarify an edge that
was important to me by ink (he retraces the left
edge of the One Kendall Building) and it would
give the drawing a little more hierarchy so that I
could sort of tell some (he retraces the ground line
of the red building's south fagade) more things that
were important. (He traces over the red building's
front fagade and darkens a few of its openings.)
(Reference Figure 8)
GW What are you thinking?
JS I'm trying to now look a little bit at this building
that we have and...um...looking at the base of it
now...noticing that its floor seems to be up off the
ground a little bit...seeing of course that it fronts a
railroad track (he draws the line of the railroad
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track) so the activity (he adds stippling to the area
between the red building and the railroad tracks)
that might happen outside it, I'm thinking might be
sort of restricted on this side.
(Reference Figure 9)
So that - again (he switches to a violet, non-photo
blue pencil and shades in the courtyard) this is
going to be the area that is going to have most of
the people activity in it. (Reference Figure 10) I
think they're just going to go right by this (he traces
over the railroad tracks with the non-photo pencil)
so that...and also the scale of the streets and things
around here have to do with a certain speed.
Haven't seen many people walking past today, so
that the scale of this building (he begins to shade
the openings in the red building with the non-
photo pencil) as it exists is meant to be seen at some
speed and trains going by or cars going by - it does
not have to be altered too much.
I don't think we have to be too fussy with what's
happening on this faeade, (he gestures to the east
fagade of the red building) and in fact don't have to
be too fussy with what's going on on this faqade
(he shades the south fagade of the red building
with non-photo pencil) either because there's so
much break down of scale and materials and fenes-
tration of the buildings next door...
GW You've switched to a colored pencil...
JS Yeah, um, I just wanted to...richness isn't ex-
actly the term to describe this, but I wanted to get
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more variety (Reference Figure 11) into the sketch
to kind of remind myself. It isn't that I'm showing
anything that's quite realistic by the color, but it
reminds me (he adds miscellaneous shading on the
brick of the One Kendall Square building) that
there's a multitude of stuff going on here and its a
little disjointed perhaps.
Hmmm...lets see here. Back to a regular pencil.
(He switches to a standard graphite pencil and
retraces the line of the parking lot.) There's a...
GW What are you thinking?
JS Well its sort of looking and seeing how this
space is used right now. (He adds "trees" to the
front of the courtyard.) There's this parking lot that
could even remain because there's still plenty of
space in here (he gestures to the area between the
parking lot and the south faeade of the red build-
ing) to do something else with. Maybe this be-
comes a little drive-in entry...I mean I'm not really
thinking about...I don't want to name what is going
to happen here yet, but I want to see what kind of
stuff is happening, and there's stuff going on here
(he adds shading to the courtyard area)...there's
circulation for cars and of course then there's
this...there's some things in the background -
there's this huge wall of a building over here that is
so crisp and clean...
This really is a wonderful (Reference Figure 12)
little precinct in here (he draws a large ellipse
around his entire sketch) that is bookended by
glassy redevelopment here (he draws a heavy, dark
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edge on the left side of the drawing) and some
really clean sort of antiseptic development on this
side as well. (He quickly sketches in an indication
of the Bank of New England.)
GW What do you make of that bookend quality?
(Reference Figure 13)
JS Well, I want to not...I think it...that one thing
kind of ends in terms of materials here, another
thing kind of ends here, and this can be quite a
special little place (he gestures to describe the area
shown by the ellipse he drew) in terms of its use of
materials that are richer and have more texture
than the things on either side of it. This object
building that we have to redevelop clearly relates
in mass and scale and fenestration to what's going
on over here but because it relates in those ways so
closely I think that we can disregard color and
material in a sense and have more fun and make
this a richer sort of experience than what's going on
over there.
I also don't know where the front of this building
is ...I think that maybe we're going to make a new
front of the building...um...right here (he draws a
dark band in the courtyard along the south fagade
of the red building) so that we don't have to spend
a lot of money on this fagade in the use of exotic
materials (Reference Figure 14) or anything. But
this is certainly the side - it (he retraces the outline
of the red building's south fagade) faces the rail-
road tracks and the real focus of our energy and
our budget can be this side right here. (He adds
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shading to the entire south fagade of the red build-
ing and retraces the ground line of the cylinder.) I
think I'm done.
GW That's it?
JS Yeah, I don't think at this point that I need to
draw anything else. I can take this sketch back to
the office and start thinking about some of the
issues here. I also want to walk around the rest of
the block and see how you actually get to the
building and see if you can see the building from
the other side.
GW I'm intrigued by your sketching. You treated
this as an axon, right?
JS Yeah.
(Reference Figure 15) Figure 15
GW This is the roof of the building. So you've
shown volume here. You've gone after volume in
this building...and this is kind of an axon also
which falls onto more of an elevation, but then you
have these little bits of plan that are up in here, and
then we have skyline which is on top of the plan.
Right?
JS Yes. This jagged skyline is an important ele-
ment that allows...or would allow me in the devel-
opment of this building to keep this pure and clean
and crisp. I don't have to do this sort of stuff
because its already there behind it.
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GW So the fact that in location (on the drawing)
this (the jagged line) is off of where it is in reality
since what's really over here doesn't matter?
JS Not to me - not yet.
GW So in a way you've treated this as vocabu-
lary...
JS Yeah...I think that's right.
GW You talked about these as bookends. Is that
something that occurred to you as you went or do
you think it was tacit when you started...that that's
what you used to frame?
JS I think it was tacit as I started. As we walked by
the site here, I could see that there was that kind of
development stepping up almost from Mass. Ave.
to come to here and it stopped, and then there was
that thing - I don't know where it came from...but it
also stopped and this was what was left over and
for me at this time in a city like this, the stuff that's
left over is the most interesting. This is the only
piece of this ex-industrial neighborhood that re-
tains the memory of what was here.
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Notes
Introduction
1 Max Wertheimer. Productive Thinking, ed. Wertheimer, Michael. Harper and
Row, 1959.
State of Literature on Drawing in Architecture
1 Roger Simmonds. Learning to Learn and Design, MIT Ph. D., 1978.
2 For example, see James O'Gorman. "The Philadelphia Architectural Draw-
ing in Its Historical Context: An Overview," in Drawing Toward Building,
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1986: 1-13. O'Gorman sees a three step
process in drawing; Stage One - "the architect is communicating primarily
with him or herself or close assistants, graphically working out his or her
interpretation of the client's desires. Often executed freehand, the early
sketches contain the seeds from which the final product grows." Stage Two -
"Preliminary sketches are turned into preliminary plans, elevations, and
sections drawn to scale... ...The architect or the assistant then studies the
shapes, proportions, and sizes of openings, roofs, rooms, and walls in alter-
nate overlays of tracing paper until forms emerge that satisfy both the client's
program and the architect's sense of good design." Stage Three - "A set of
presentation drawings is done (to sell the design)."
3 For a nice discussion of sketching in the development of building designs see
Michael Graves. "The Necessity for Drawing: Tangible Speculation," Archi-
tectural Design, July, 1977: 384-394. Graves argues for three primary catego-
ries of drawing; 1 the referential sketch; (like a sketchbook recording of things
seen), 2 the preparatory study (design sketches), and 3 the definitive draw-
ing; "an instrument to answer questions instead of pose them."
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4 There are many interesting studies of different types of drawing. For ex-
ample, see Norman Crowe and Steven Hurtt. "Visual Notes and the Acquisi-
tion of Architectural Knowledge," Journal of Architectural Education, 39(3)
Spring, 1986: 6-16. Also see James Smith Pierce. "Architectural Drawings and
the Intent of the Architect," Art Journal, Fall, 1967: 48-59. In this article the
author argues that, "Consideration of the graphic modes favored by the
architect in developing and presenting his ideas and consideration of the
medium selected and the particular way in which it is handled may be
especially helpful in arriving at an idea of the intended effect of a building,
enabling us, in some measure, to see the building as the architect himself saw
it." Finally, for a general discussion of drawing see Philip Rawson. Drawing,
Oxford University Press, 1969.
5 Many authors have discussed the history of architectural drawing. For
example, a discussion of drawing history from Piranesi to Libeskind can be
found in the entire issue of Daidalos 1, 15 September 1981.
6 My method of surveying books, though not scientific, was thorough. I began
by visiting several libraries and carefully considering the nature of their
collections. I next visited a number of bookstores, asking which books on
drawing were the most popular titles. Finally, I considered my own experi-
ence with drawing instruction. From these surveys three categories of books
emerged.
7 By "external procedures" I mean a rule-based process of drawing which fails
to recognize the internal requirements of the particular and immediate draw-
ing situation. I will develop this notion much more fully in the following
pages.
8 By "icons" I mean generic symbols or representations of unique elements.
For example, a person making use of icons might draw a generic symbol to
represent a tree rather than drawing the specific tree. Again, I will develop
this notion much more in the following pages.
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9 One often hears the term "Constructivism" as well. As Watzlawick points
our, however, there are some problems with this term. First, the term already
refers to an established, but different tradition in philosophy. Second, and of
particular note for this study, it refers to a movement in the arts and architec-
ture which occurred in the Soviet Union during the early 1900's. I have
therefore opted to follow the lead of others by using the term
"Constructionalism" to refer to the tradition. Paul Watzlawick. The Invented
Reality, W. W. Norton Company, 1984.
10 For the purposes of this study I have taken Berger and Luckmann's defini-
tion of reality; "...(we) define 'reality' as a quality appertaining to phenomena
that we recognize as having a being independent of our own volition (we
cannot 'wish them away')." Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann. The Social
Construction of Reality, Anchor Books, 1967.
11 Jean Piaget. The Child's Conception of the World, Littlefield, Adams and Com-
pany, 1963: 33-60, 169-206.
12 Robert Kegan. The Evolving Self, Harvard University Press, 1986: 76-110.
13 Goodman, however, is not arguing that "anything goes." He suggests that a
version of a world can be taken to be true "when it offends no unyielding
beliefs and none of its own precepts." Furthermore, even when a world is
considered true, it does not necessarily follow that it will be "right." Goodman
says that, "(not) all right alternatives are equally good for every or indeed for
any purpose." Nelson Goodman. Ways of World Making, Hackett Publishing
Company, 1978.
14 Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann. The Social Construction of Reality, An-
chor Books, 1967.
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Notes 354
15 As another example Wertheimer describes a child cutting a long piece of
paper and then joining the ends to form a ring which could then be cut in the
middle to form a rectangle.
16 Max Wertheimer. Productive Thinking, ed. Wertheimer, Michael. Harper and
Row, 1959.
17 I am using the term "productive" in the sense used by Wertheimer, as
discussed earlier in the main text.
18 In saying "design world," I am referring to the constructed world of a
designer.
19 In my discussion of these drawing books I deviate from other parts of this
study by including extensive quoted excerpts from the referenced books. I
feel this is warranted as it is the material in the books themselves which is the
subject of study.
20 Tom Porter and Sue Goodman. Manual of Graphic Techniques 4, Scribner, 1985:
4.
21 Tom Porter and Sue Goodman. Manual of Graphic Techniques 4, Scribner, 1985:
46.
22 Koos Eissen. Presenting Architectural Designs: Three-dimensional visualization
techniques, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1988:39.
23 Koos Eissen. Presenting Architectural Designs: Three-dimensional visualization
techniques, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1988: 40.
24 Quoted from Werner Oechslin. "The Well-Tempered Sketch," Daidalos 5, 15
September 1982.
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25 Werner Oechslin. "The Well-Tempered Sketch," Daidalos 5, 15 September
1982.
26 Stephen Kliment, ed. Architectural Sketching and Rendering, Whitney Library
of Design, 1984.
27 It is noteworthy that while I do not believe there can be a single standard of
reality for all people, I do believe each person's design world can provide a
single standard for that person.
28 Francis Ching. Drawing: A Creative Process, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990.
29 For a discussion of the gestalt laws see Marian B. Hubbell. "Configurational
Properties Considered 'Good' By Naive Subjects," American Journal of Psy-
chology, 1940:46-69. For a more recent discussion see Irvin Rock and Stephen
Palmer. "The Legacy of Gestalt Psychology," Scientific American, December,
1990: 84-90.
30 In Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, Edwards makes arguments that are
similar to those of Ching. Rather than specifically referring to Gestalt Psy-
chology, however, she makes use of studies done on left and right brain
thinking. For example, she argues that it is important to draw shadows by
first coming to see them as a shape. She says, "Recent research indicates that
the right hemisphere, as well as being able to perceive the shapes of particular
shadows, is also specialized for processing patterns of shadows..." "How
does the right brain accomplish the leap of insight required to know what
those patterns of light and dark areas mean? Apparently by comprehending
the relationships of shapes that fit together to form a whole." Betty Edwards.
Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, Tarcher, Inc., 1979: 100-103, 180-185.
Research Method
1 Although this study did not explicitly use "Grounded Theory," I found
Glasser and Strauss's description of it very helpful in my approach to the
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design and analysis of the study's exercises. They claim, for example, that
"Generating a theory from data means that most hypothesis and concepts not
only come from the data, but are systematically worked out in relation to the
data during the course of the research. Generating a theory involves a
process of research. By contrast, the source of certain ideas, or even'models,'
can come from sources other than the data. The biographies of scientists are
replete with stories of occasional flashes of insight, of seminal ideas, garnered
from sources outside the data. But the generation of theory from insights
must then be brought into relation to the data, or there is great danger that
theory and empirical world will mismatch." Barney Glasser and Anselm
Strauss. The Discovery of Grounded Theory, Aldine Publishing Company, 1967.
2 "Thinking aloud" has a long tradition in design research. I am particularly
fond of David Perkins's discussion of this method, and took his advice to
heart in my own research methodology. Perkins says, "When a person is
merely asked to think aloud, one of two things often goes wrong. Either the
person will over-explain, interrupting the activity to give not a report of the
thinking but a speculative analysis of it, or if that doesn't happen, often the
person will comment sparsely." He then goes on to outline six guidelines for
avoiding problems with the method. David Perkins. The Mind's Best Work,
Harvard University Press, 1981. Other examples are seen in the work of;
Peter Rowe. Design Thinking, MIT Press, 1987; Donald Sch6n. "Designing:
Rules, Types, and Worlds," Design Studies, July, 1988; Gabriela Goldschmidt.
"Interpretation: Its Role in Architectural Designing," Design Studies, October
1988.
3 Bill Porter's study of Copley Square in Boston is a good example of this
approach to analysis. William Porter. "Notes on the Inner Logic of Design-
ing: Two Thought Experiments," Design Studies, July, 1988.
4 Chris Argyris and Donald Sch6n. Theory in Practice: Increasing Professional
Effectiveness, Jossey-Bass, 1974: 1-35.
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5 In a separate part of this study which was not incorporated into the final
document, this false self-reporting occurred on numerous occasions.
6 Tacit knowledge is nicely described in Michael Polanyi. The Tacit Dimension,
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1966.
7 Though not vast, there is a tradition of literature inquiring into the nature of
architectural simulations. Of those I have read, my favorite is by William
Sims who compares five types of simulated environments with a single
actual environment, his goal being to discover "the differentials and the
patterns of knowledge produced by the different media, given identical
object oriented message contents." This goal is distinct from one that might
emphasize the recoverability of specific facts. In his study Sims compares a
wide variety of simulations, ultimately concluding that the best simulations
are highly detailed, hand-drawn perspectives. Though I quarrel with some
of his conclusions, it is none-the-less an interesting study of the topic. Will-
iam Sims. Iconic Simulations: An Evaluation of Their Effectiveness As Techniques
for Simulating Environmental Experience Along Cognitive, Affective, and Behav-
ioral Dimensions, MIT Ph. D. Thesis, 1974. Other thoughts on this topic can be
found in; Kevin Lynch. Site Planning, MIT Press, 1962; Stuart Rose. A Notation!
Simulation Process for Composers of Space, College of Education, Michigan State
University, 1966; Gary Winkel. An Approach to an Objective Analysis of Behavior
in Architectural Space, University of Washington, 1966.
8 This notion is nicely discussed by McCormick when he says, "In discussing
fidelity (of simulations), however, we should differentiate between fidelity of
physical simulation, which refers to the similarity of physical features and
physical operational characteristics, and fidelity of psychological simulation,
which refers to the degree to which the human behaviors learned with the
simulation are similar to those which would be involved in the true-life
situation... Next, it can be said that fidelity of physical simulation does not
always ensure fidelity of psychological simulation, although it usually would
not detract from fidelity of psychological simulation." Ernest J. McCormick.
Human Factors Engineering, McGraw-Hill, 1970: 228-230.
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9 There are studies that have done just this. Among them is one by Donald
Royse who examines ways in which people from different economic groups
respond to photographic simulations of the same environment. Among his
conclusions; "All three groups responded with greater understanding of
their environmental cues in environments similar in socio-economic status to
their own than to cues in environments distant in status from their own."
Donald Royse. Social Inferences via Environmental Cues, MIT Ph. D., 1968.
Eero Drawing Analysis
1 I often find it valuable to consider the design process as having a conversa-
tional nature. Participants draw an aspect of the site, reflect on the sketch to
see what it "tells" them, and then draw again, incorporating what they have
"heard" in their continuing activity. In the process they make sketching
moves which have both intended and unintended consequences. Both sets of
consequences are judged in the making and influence continuing activity. In
"The Making of the Sketches - A Synthesis" section of this study I will discuss
this process more fully as being one of "drawing-understanding-drawing."
The conversational nature of design has been discussed in a variety of
locations. For example see; Jean Bamberger and Donald Sch6n. "Learning as
Reflective Conversation with Materials: Notes from Work in Progress," Art
Education, March, 1983; Donald Sch6n and Glenn Wiggins. "Kinds of Seeing
and Their Functions in Designing," Design Studies, Vol. 13, No. 2, April, 1992.
Corbin Drawing Analysis
1 "Appreciative systems," a term coined by Vickers, will be discussed more
fully in the "The Making of the Sketches - A Synthesis" section of this study.
John Drawing Analysis
1 For comments on the conversational nature of design, see Note 1 of Eero's
Drawing Analysis.
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2 The reader should be aware that I am now discussing two distinct types of
designing. The first type deals with the now familiar design of the sketch.
The second type deals with the design of the architecture which John envi-
sions for the site. In the former case the sketch itself is the product of design,
while in the latter case the sketch is a representation of a design which could
be built.
The Making of Sketches - A Synthesis
1 I will discuss the notion of "design worlds" more fully in the course of this
section. For the moment understand that design worlds are consistent with a
constructionist perspective.
2 "Common" in the sense that the participants are all trying to understand the
structural relationships of the site.
3 Wertheimer's thinking permeates much of this analysis. See especially Max
Wertheimer. Productive Thinking, ed. Wertheimer, Michael. Harper and Row,
1959.
4 From its outset in Germany during the early 1900's, Gestalt Theory has been
relevant to studies of visual perception. Founded by Max Wertheimer,
Wolfgang K6hler, and Kurt Koffka, it argues that in opposition to seeing a
collection of parts which are merely juxtaposed or arbitrarily located, viewers
tend to perceive an organized "whole." Moreover, a viewer's understanding
of the sum of the parts is much different from his or her understanding of the
whole. For example, when a viewer looks at a geometric figure, it is more
than a collection of lines and points: it is a square, a triangle, a circle, or other
comparable form. Similar arguments can be made for the notes that comprise
a melody. In Gestalt Theory it is given that a viewer will tend to perceive a
figure whenever possible.
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As noted by Irvin Rock and Stephen Palmer, Gestalt Theory ran counter to,
"...the then prevailing theory of Structuralism. In particular, the Gestaltists
rejected elementarism, a basic Structuralist assumption that complex percep-
tions could be understood by identifying the elementary parts of experience.
Structuralists believed a trained observer could break down the fundamental
elements of perception into primitive sensations, such as the points that make
a square or the particular pitches in a melody. They maintained that a square
was just the experience of a particular set of points stimulating the retina; a
melody was just the experience of a sequence of distinct tones that became
associated with one another in the listener's mind. Their view has been
described as 'mental chemistry' because it assumes that perception can be
analyzed component by component, much as molecules can be broken down
into atoms." Irvin Rock and Stephen Palmer. "The Legacy of Gestalt Psychol-
ogy," Scientific American, December, 1990: 84-90.
5 You will recall that in the first instance a person solves a problem by under-
standing the subject matter, while in the second instance the problem is
solved by external procedure.
6 For example, Eero initially considers the red building to be one element in a
larger series of buildings which also include the Bank of New England and a
distant parking garage. As previously noted, these buildings are bound
together by a strong sense of perspective and horizontality. Eventually Eero
focuses on the red building which he subdivides into two elements; an
eastern and southern fagade. Finally, he focuses on the red building's eastern
fagade, which he breaks into a group of windows, themselves containing
groups of elements.
7 Earlier I discussed the way in which Corbin groups the red building and the
Bank of New England so tightly together that the distinction between them in
the drawing disappears.
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I could also discuss the way in which Carla perceives two different group-
ings of elements on the red building's eastern faqade, and how each of these
groupings allows her to see and do different things as she draws.
9 Wertheimer and other Gestaltists argue that the organization of parts into
wholes is based on gestalt laws. These laws of grouping include closure,
similarity, proximity, and good continuation. Wertheimer also argues that
the perception of figures results from what he refers to as the "Pr5gnanz"
principle. This principle, which itself is a general gestalt law, states that the
particular configuration perceived will be as simple, clear, and tension-free as
the prevailing conditions will allow.
Additional studies of gestalt laws have been conducted by a variety of
individuals. Of note, Marian Hubbell examines the principles that govern the
production of "good" visual configurations. Among the topics she discusses
are; Greater Differentiation and Simplification, Closure, Symmetry, Good
Continuation, Accentuation and Leveling of the Figure, and Familiarity with
Forms. Marian B. Hubbell. "Configurational Properties Considered 'Good'
By Naive Subjects," American Journal of Psychology, 1940: 46-69.
It is worth mentioning that a number of theorists have attempted to explain
aspects of architecture and/or architectural design in terms of gestalt theory.
For example, Arnheim argues that there are a variety of things that distin-
guish the actual environment from painting. Principle among these is the
viewer's movement through space. Arnheim says, "First (in other arts) even
when a reader, listener, or viewer strongly identifies with the work's action,
he does not become a part of it. In the second place, architecture as a
sequence in time modifies the appearance of its components. There is a
further difference between architecture and the other artistic media that
make use of temporal sequence. ...In architecture...the experience of travers-
ing the building must be firmly embedded in an image of the building's
spatial totality because the sequence makes sense only as an aspect of the
building's timeless being." Rudolf Arnheim. "Buildings as Percepts," VIA 6,
Ed. Read, Alice Gray and Peter Doo. MIT Press, 1983: 12-19. Arnheim also
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makes interesting arguments in Rudolf Arnheim. To the Rescue of Art: Twenty
Six Essays, University of California Press, 1992. His most complete discussion
of the topic is in Rudolf Arnheim. The Dynamics of Architectural Form, Univer-
sity of California Press, 1977.
Elsewhere David Levi argues that gestalts have expressive qualities. For
example, he discusses the expressive qualities of a semicircle and a parabola,
showing how the parabola's expressive qualities can be seen in the Chrysler
building in New York City. David Levi. "The Gestalt Psychology of Expres-
sion in Architecture," in Designing for Human Behavior: Architecture and the
Behavioral Sciences, ed. Lang, Jon et. al., Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross, Inc.,
1974.
Some writers have discussed the way in which the tendency toward good
gestalt can be intentionally violated to create tension in architectural form.
For example, see Niels Luning Prak. The Language ofArchitecture, Mouton and
Company, 1968.
Aspects of Gestalt Theory have also been used to help explain features of the
architectural design process. In a study of architects engaged in a schematic
design problem, Don Sch6n observes that designers have a tendency to
perceived "spatial gestalts." Sch6n notes that typically these gestalts are not
invoked and that their perception occurs rather quickly. Donald Schdn.
"Designing: Rules, Types, and Worlds," Design Studies, July, 1988. Finally, in
my own studies I have observed that once a gestalt figure is perceived, its
influence can be very difficult to escape. Glenn E. Wiggins. Methodology In
Architectural Design, MIT SMArchS Thesis, 1989.
10 Of course, over a period of time Gestalt Theory has been challenged on a
variety of fronts. Margaret Hagen, arguing that Gestalt Theory is not an
adequate theory of visual perception, attacks Arnheim noting, among other
things, that Gestalt Theory can only account for a few aspects of two-dimen-
sional picture perception. She asserts that Gestalt Theory has little or no
applicability to the real world. Margaret Hagen. "Generative Theory: A
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Perceptual Theory of Pictorial Representation," Perception of Pictures, Ed.
Hagen, Margaret. Academic Press, 1980:3-92.
Marvin Minsky refers to words like "gestalt" as pseudo-explanations that
impede progress on useful explorations in artificial intelligence. The only
interest Minsky finds in gestalts is researchers' current inability to explain
them. Minsky feels, however, that this inability to explain should not lead us
toward mystical words such as "gestalt" and "holistic;" terms which he
suggests function to "anesthetize a sense of ignorance." Marvin Minsky.
Society of Mind, Simon and Schuster, 1985.
Julian Hochberg argues that the gestalt laws are of no use due to their
inability to predict the particular gestalt figure that a viewer will actually see.
He also notes that the gestalt laws are in conflict with one another, again
making them of questionable value. Finally, he asserts that the relative
strengths of the laws is unknown. Only in the most basic instances do the
laws allow one to predict the gestalt figure that will emerge. Julian Hochberg.
"Visual Perception in Architecture," VIA 6, Ed. Read, Alice Gray and Peter
Doo. MIT Press, 1983: 26-45.
My findings, however, contradict some of these objections and show Gestalt
Theory to be useful in a wide variety of both two and three dimensional
instances. As already noted, the process I have described is consistent with,
and is explained by, the productive processes for which Wertheimer argues.
While working in both two and three dimensions, participants clearly act in
accordance with the gestalt laws.
11 You will recall the discussion of design worlds and Constructionist philoso-
phy from the section of this study on the State of the Literature on Drawing in
Architecture.
12 The actual environment is far too complex for a participant to attend to all of
its features at once. Thus in considering the site, each participant screens, or
"filters out" some aspects, allowing remaining aspects to come forward. This
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process leads participants to notice certain site features while neglecting
others.
The basis for filtering is also explained by Gestalt Theory. Gestaltists argue
that perception is necessarily abstract and selective. In this case the bases for
selectivity are the structural features of what is being seen. A participant
tends to filter away those features of a scene which do not relate to sensible
groupings. More specifically, Rudolf Arnheim says "... to see an object is
always to perform an abstraction because seeing consists in the grasping of
structural features rather than in the indiscriminate recording of detail."
Rudolf Arnheim. Visual Thinking, University of California Press, 1969.
13 This notion closely follows Geoffrey Vickers's concept of "appreciative sys-
tems," which will be discussed more fully in this section.
14 Glenn E. Wiggins. Methodology In Architectural Design, MIT SMArchS Thesis,
1989.
15 Vickers says, "Appreciation manifests itself in the exercise through time of
mutually related judgments of reality and value. The appreciative judgments
reflect the view currently held by those who make them of their interests and
responsibilities, views largely implicit and unconscious which none the less
condition what events and relations they will regard as relevant or possibly
relevant to them, and whether they will regard these as welcome or unwel-
come, important or unimportant, demanding or not demanding action or
concern by them. Such judgments disclose what can best be described as a set
of readinesses to distinguish some aspects of the situation rather than others
and to classify and value these in this way rather than in that. I will describe
these readinesses as an appreciative system." Sir Geoffrey Vickers. The Art of
Judgment, Basic Books, 1965. See also Sir Geoffrey Vickers. Human Systems
Are Different, Harper and Row, 1983.
16 Jerome Bruner makes a case similar to that of Vickers when he refers to a
participant's state of "perceptual readiness." He argues that true perception
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is dependent upon the construction of categories where inputs can be sorted
and given meaning. These categories are built from one's ongoing and past
experiences in the world. Thus, in experiencing and filtering the world,
participants utilize established categories of meaning. Jerome Bruner. "On
Perceptual Readiness," Psychological Review, Vol. 64, No. 2, 1957.
This issue is also directly related to visual perception. Dorothea Vernon
emphasizes that the perception of form is dependent both on objective rela-
tionships of the stimulus qualities and interpretations and organization given
to these by the observer during the act of perception. Thus, just as no two
people share the same appreciative system, neither do they share the same
perceptions. Magdalen Dorothea Vernon. Visual Perception, Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1937.
17 It is argued that the exploration and discovery process which is integral to
problem solving can be understood as a system of "seeing-moving-seeing."
Here "seeing" should be understood as having two different but complimen-
tary meanings. First, there is the designer's literal visual apprehension of
marks on a page. Second, the designer "sees," or understands the implica-
tions of some aspect of what he or she has literally seen. This second type of
seeing requires the designer to make judgments about some part of the
design. Based on these two types of seeing, the designer then makes a design
move, and once again sees the results of his or her work. Donald Sch6n and
Glenn Wiggins. "Kinds of Seeing and Their Functions in Designing," Design
Studies, Vol. 13, No. 2, April, 1992. I also discuss this process in Glenn E.
Wiggins. Methodology in Architectural Design, MIT SMArchS, 1989.
18 Many of Eero's readings of the site will be based on scant, often seemingly
ambiguous information. The process by which this occurs is described nicely
by Gombrich in his discussion of "projection." Gombrich maintains that
when people look at ambiguous scenes, they tend to see particular, known
things; they project meaning onto the ambiguity. This projection will be
based on participants' past experiences as well as "clues" in the scene.
Gombrich maintains that skilled artists, aware of the ways in which projec-
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tion works, compose their drawings in a way that will guide a viewer's
reading of a composition. More specifically, Gombrich says, "...the art of
imitation is twofold...one aspect of it is the use of hands and mind in produc-
ing imitations, another aspect producing of likenesses with the mind alone..."
Elsewhere he says, "What a painter inquires into is not the nature of the
physical world but the nature of reactions to it." E. H. Gombrich. Art and
Illusion, Princeton University Press, 1960.
It is noteworthy that the basic idea being put forth here is also made by a
variety of other researchers from within their respective fields. Kelly, for
example, refers to the basic process I am describing as "construing," and the
things with are construed as "constructs." He argues that when people
engage something of which they have no previous experience, they construe
occurrences based on their previous experience. George A. Kelly. The Psy-
chology of Personal Constructs Vol. I and II, Norton, 1955.
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